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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and ROBERT GEBELOFF

On Page 5 of a credit card con-
tract used by American Express,
beneath an explainer on interest
rates and late fees, past the de-
tails about annual membership,
is a clause that most customers
probably miss. If cardholders
have a problem with their ac-
count, American Express ex-
plains, the company “may elect
to resolve any claim by individual
arbitration.”

Those nine words are at the
center of a far-reaching power
play orchestrated by American
corporations, an investigation by
The New York Times has found.

By inserting individual arbitra-
tion clauses into a soaring num-
ber of consumer and employment
contracts, companies like Ameri-
can Express devised a way to cir-
cumvent the courts and bar peo-
ple from joining together in class-
action lawsuits, realistically the
only tool citizens have to fight il-
legal or deceitful business prac-
tices.

Over the last few years, it has
become increasingly difficult to
apply for a credit card, use a cell-
phone, get cable or Internet serv-
ice, or shop online without agree-
ing to private arbitration. The
same applies to getting a job,
renting a car or placing a relative
in a nursing home.

Among the class actions
thrown out because of the clauses
was one brought by Time Warner
customers over charges they said
mysteriously appeared on their
bills and another against a travel
booking website accused of con-
spiring to fix hotel prices. A top
executive at Goldman Sachs who
sued on behalf of bankers claim-
ing sex discrimination was also
blocked, as were African-Ameri-
can employees at Taco Bell res-
taurants who said they were de-

nied promotions, forced to work
the worst shifts and subjected to
degrading comments.

Some state judges have called
the class-action bans a “get out of
jail free” card, because it is near-
ly impossible for one individual to
take on a corporation with vast
resources.

Patricia Rowe of Greenville,
S.C., learned this firsthand when
she initiated a class action
against AT&T. Ms. Rowe, who
was challenging a $600 fee for
canceling her phone service, was
among more than 900 AT&T cus-
tomers in three states who com-
plained about excessive charges,

state records show. When the
case was thrown out last year,
she was forced to give up and pay
the $600. Fighting AT&T on her
own in arbitration, she said,
would have cost far more.

By banning class actions, com-
panies have essentially disabled
consumer challenges to practices
like predatory lending, wage
theft and discrimination, court
records show.

“This is among the most pro-
found shifts in our legal history,”
William G. Young, a federal judge
in Boston who was appointed by
President Ronald Reagan, said in
an interview. “Ominously, busi-
ness has a good chance of opting
out of the legal system altogether
and misbehaving without re-
proach.”

More than a decade in the mak-
ing, the move to block class ac-
tions was engineered by a Wall 
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By JAMES RISEN

WASHINGTON — Ayman
Ammar and Rashid Albuni
claimed to be computer technol-
ogy distributors, operating
through multiple corporations in
Dubai, in the United Arab Emir-
ates. The United States govern-
ment, though, charged them with
smuggling — of illegally shipping
American equipment to the Syri-
an government that can help it
monitor Internet traffic and spy
on dissidents.

The Syrian case, in which the
two men were fined last month
for violating American economic
sanctions against Syria, is one of
the few the Obama administra-
tion has pursued to limit authori-
tarian governments from acquir-
ing technology that enables cen-
soring, spying and hacking.

That is largely because many
of the same tools that repressive
governments seek from Western
companies are vital for social me-
dia and other communications by
political protesters and grass-
roots organizers throughout the
world. The software and other
equipment are also used by
American and other law enforce-
ment agencies to track criminals
or disrupt plots, and are needed
to filter out unwanted content
from most commercial and gov-
ernmental networks and to keep
them secure.

Such dual-use technology is
now at the center of a conflict be-
tween Silicon Valley and the ad-
ministration over additional re-
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By PATRICK HEALY

Spotted: Bernie Sanders, walk-
ing down Sixth Avenue in Man-
hattan. Swinging hands with his
wife, Jane. Pointing to buildings.
Looking at the sidewalk.

And talking as little as possible
to people. Not asking for a single
vote.

He did consent to the occa-
sional selfie — “Sure,” “O.K.” —
but his chattiest interaction came
with a man who stopped short at
the sight of the Democratic presi-
dential contender and blurted out
his name.

“How are you?” Mr. Sanders
asked.

“I’m good, but I’m voting for
Trump,” the man said.

Mr. Sanders walked on a few
steps, turned back and opened
his mouth as if to reply — but not
a word came out.

For a candidate who has in-
spired the most impassioned fol-

lowers since Barack Obama in
2008, Mr. Sanders is surprisingly
impersonal, even uninterested, in
one-on-one exchanges — the sort
of momentary encounters in
which a candidate can show
warmth and humility by gripping
every open palm.

He rarely drops by diners or
coffee shops with news cameras 

Bernie Sanders Won’t Kiss
Your Baby. That a Problem?
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Bernie Sanders after a barbe-
cue in Iowa City last month.

By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 
and JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS

WASHINGTON — Getting
from Cuba to the big leagues has
never just been about 450-foot
home runs and 100-mile-an-hour
fastballs.

When the Mets’ slugging out-
fielder Yoenis Cespedes decided
in 2011 that he wanted to leave his

country to play baseball in the
United States, he did what doz-
ens of Cuban baseball players
have done since the Castro gov-
ernment came to power more
than 50 years ago.

Risking arrest as well as their
lives, Mr. Cespedes and 10 mem-
bers of his family fled the island
in the middle of the night on a
small boat. Twenty-three hours
later, they arrived in the Domini-

can Republic. He then defected,
setting him on the road to a multi-
million-dollar contract with a ma-
jor-league team. At least one rela-
tive who remained in Cuba was
jailed, and Mr. Cespedes has nev-
er returned home.

But since the United States and
Cuba announced last year that
they would begin to normalize re-
lations, the Obama administra-
tion and Major League Baseball

have been quietly working to cre-
ate an entirely new system that
would end the arduous journeys
— including midnight boat rides
and defections from international
competitions — that Cuban base-
ball players have had to endure.
Not incidentally, it would create
for the Obama administration a
symbolic bridge between the two
countries that would demon-

U.S. and Cuba in Trade Talks, for Ballplayers to Be Named Later
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By ANDREW HIGGINS

SUMTE, Germany — This bu-
colic, one-street settlement of
handsome redbrick farmhouses
may for the moment have many
more cows than people, but next
week it will become one of the
fastest growing places in Europe.
Not that anyone in Sumte is very
excited about it.

In early October, the district
government informed Sumte’s
mayor, Christian Fabel, by email
that his village of 102 people just
over the border in what was once
Communist East Germany would
take in 1,000 asylum seekers.

His wife, the mayor said, as-
sured him it must be a hoax. “It
certainly can’t be true” that such
a small, isolated place would be
asked to accommodate nearly 10
times as many migrants as it had

residents, she told him. “She
thought it was a joke,” he said.

But it was not. Sumte has be-
come a showcase of the extreme
pressures bearing down on Ger-
many as it scrambles to find shel-
ter for what, by the end of the
year, could be well over a million
people seeking refuge from pov-
erty or wars in Africa, Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan and elsewhere.

In a small concession to the vil-
lagers, Alexander Götz, a region-
al official from Lower Saxony,
told them this week that the ini-
tial number of refugees, who
start arriving on Monday and will
be housed in empty office build-
ings, would be kept to 500, and
limited to 750 in all.

Nevertheless, the influx is test-

Germany’s Test in a Nutshell:
102 Villagers, 750 Migrants
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Dirk Hammer of Sumte at a public meeting on refugees.
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Debris in the Sinai Peninsula of Egypt where a plane bound for St. Petersburg, Russia, crashed. The flight recorder was recovered.

By NEIL MacFARQUHAR 
and MERNA THOMAS

MOSCOW — A Russian char-
ter flight ferrying 224 passengers
and crew to St. Petersburg from
the Red Sea resort of Sharm el-
Sheikh, Egypt, crashed soon after
taking off early Saturday, killing
everyone onboard, officials in
Egypt and Russia said.

The plane, an 18-year-old Air-
bus A321-200, disappeared from
radar screens about 25 minutes
after it took off, according to offi-
cial accounts. Hossam Kamal, the
Egyptian transportation minis-
ter, denied that anything abnor-
mal had happened before the
plane disappeared. Earlier news
reports in Egypt, citing officials,
said the pilot had radioed that he
was having technical difficulties
and wanted to make an emergen-
cy landing.

“Communications between the
pilot and the tower were very
normal — no distress signals oc-
curred,” Mr. Kamal said at a
news conference broadcast na-
tionally. The pilot did not request
to change his route to make an
emergency landing, he said, em-
phasizing that “all was normal;
the plane disappeared suddenly
off the radar without any prior
warning.”

The Egyptian government sent
military crews and 50 ambu-
lances to the crash site in an area
called Hasana, a mountainous re-
gion about 46 miles south of El-
Arish, the main city in the part of
the Sinai Peninsula where the 
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.
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Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.
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Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-

Arbitration Everywhere,
Stacking the Deck of Justice
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.

Source: New York Times review of Federal court docket THE NEW YORK TIMES

Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”

From Page 1

This series is examining how clauses
buried in tens of millions of contracts
have deprived Americans of one of their
most fundamental constitutional rights:
their day in court.

Beware the Fine Print
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A bread truck driver, Mr. Kil-
gore had dreamed of being a heli-
copter pilot ever since his father,
who was in the Navy, took him to
an air show when he was a child.

At 28, after his first daughter
was born, he enrolled at Silver
State Helicopters, a for-profit
school in Oakland, taking out a
$55,950 loan from Key Bank to
pay for the program.

Less than halfway into train-
ing, Mr. Kilgore got a call from
his flight instructor, who said Sil-
ver State was bankrupt. In disbe-
lief, he drove to Oakland the next
day to find the school’s doors
padlocked.

Key Bank and Student Loan
Xpress, the school’s preferred
lenders, demanded that students
pay back their loans for degrees
they never received. About 2,700
students, including Mr. Kilgore,
joined in class actions against the
two lenders, accusing them of ig-
noring financial signs that the
school was in trouble.

Student Loan Xpress, whose
contracts did not have an arbitra-
tion clause, agreed to settle and
forgave more than $100 million in
student loans. Key Bank, whose
contracts did, used the clause to
get Mr. Kilgore’s lawsuit dis-
missed in 2013.

Key Bank declined to comment
on Mr. Kilgore’s case, but said the
bank had forgiven a portion of
many students’ loans.

Mr. Kilgore has not been able
to pay back his loan, which with
interest has swelled to $110,000.
With his credit ruined, he and his
wife cannot buy a house and he
has abandoned his dream of be-
coming a pilot.

“It’s the worst decision I ever
made,” he said.

Bargaining Power Fades
A hunter whose trophies are

mounted on the walls of his
chambers in Philadelphia’s fed-
eral courthouse, Judge Berle M.
Schiller prefers to use a bow to
catch his prey. He has stalked

deer through the Pennsylvania
woods, tracked caribou in Quebec
and pursued fleet-footed impala
through South Africa.

Hunting with a rifle is “not a
fair fight,” said Judge Schiller, 71,
who applies the same philosophy
to his courtroom. Or at least he
did until December 2013, when he
had to rule on a lawsuit against
the owner of 39 Applebee’s res-
taurants in Pennsylvania.

The class action was brought
by a former waiter on behalf of
other low-wage employees. The
waiter, Charles Walton, said Ap-
plebee’s made workers sweep
floors, stock silverware, scrub
booths and empty trash cans, but
did not pay them a fair wage for
the extra tasks. The Applebee’s
employees, who relied on tips,
often ended up making less than
minimum wage. Employment
lawyers said these practices
were widespread in the restau-
rant industry.

The Rose Group, which owned
the restaurants, defended its
practices and urged Judge Schil-
ler to dismiss the lawsuit since
Mr. Walton signed an employee
contract that included “a mutual
promise to resolve claims by
binding arbitration.”

The request troubled Judge
Schiller. “It is just these kinds of
cases where it’s important to
have a jury,” he said.

Applebee’s franchises, run by
different owners, have faced sim-
ilar class actions in Alabama,
Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Mis-
souri, New York, South Carolina
and Rhode Island.

In 2014, Ronnie Del Toro
brought a case while working as
a waiter in the Bronx. Once
again, Applebee’s sought to have
it thrown out.

In the meantime, Mr. Del Toro
said the restaurant’s owner and
two hulking men, including one
who went by “Big Drew,” con-
fronted him on the job. They
warned him to “stop being a little
bitch” and withdraw his lawsuit,
according to an application for a
restraining order that Mr. Del
Toro filed in a Bronx court.

“I didn’t wait to hear any-
more,” said Mr. Del Toro, who
moved to Brooklyn and got the
restraining order.

Apple-Metro Inc., which owns
the Bronx Applebee’s, did not re-
turn requests for comment.

Mr. Del Toro now works at P.F.
Chang’s, another restaurant
chain. He had to sign an em-
ployment contract with an arbi-
tration clause to get the job.

Class-action bans are also
widely included in the employ-
ment policies of retailers, includ-
ing Macy’s, Kmart and Sears.

Even some N.F.L. cheerleaders
have had to agree to them. When
a group of cheerleaders sued the
Oakland Raiders over working
conditions, they discovered that
Roger Goodell, the N.F.L. com-
missioner, would preside over the
arbitration. The Raiders later
agreed to use someone else.

The use of class-action bans is
spreading far beyond low-wage
industries to Silicon Valley and
Wall Street, where banks like
Goldman Sachs require some ex-
ecutives to sign contracts con-
taining the clauses.

Civil rights experts worry that
discriminatory labor practices
will go unchecked as class ac-
tions disappear.

Cases brought by African-
American employees against
Nike in 2003 and Walgreens in
2005, for example, led the compa-
nies to change their policies. The
drug company Novartis paid $175
million to settle a class action
brought by female employees
over promotions and pay.

Jenny Yang, chairwoman of
the Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission, said arbitration
allowed “root causes” to persist.
Part of the problem, Ms. Yang

said, is that arbitration keeps any
discussion of discriminatory
practices hidden from other
workers “who might be experi-
encing the same thing.”

The point was not lost on Judge
Schiller in Philadelphia, who has
handled many employment cases
in his 15 years on the bench. Once
an arbitrator himself for disputes
between companies, the judge
said he had nothing against the
forum, as long as both sides
wanted to go.

Among thousands of employ-
ees at Applebee’s franchises, only
four took the company to arbitra-
tion between 2010 and 2014, ac-
cording to The Times’s review of
arbitration data.

When lawyers for Applebee’s
argued before Judge Schiller to
have the lawsuit thrown out, they
assured him that Mr. Walton,
who brought the suit, could have
turned down the job and not
agreed to the arbitration clause.

Judge Schiller was not per-
suaded. “To suggest that he had
bargaining power because he
could wait tables elsewhere ig-
nores reality,” the judge wrote in
court papers. The Applebee’s
workers, the judge wrote, must
“chew on a distasteful dilemma”
of whether to “give up certain
rights or give up the job.”

Despite his own objections,
Judge Schiller said he was bound
by the Supreme Court decisions.
In his ruling, he noted the “la-
mentable” state of legal affairs
and dismissed the case.

With no other option, Mr. Wal-
ton took his case to arbitration. In
April, he lost.

ULI SEIT FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Ronnie Del Toro brought a case against Applebee’s while work-
ing as a waiter. Applebee’s sought to have it thrown out.

With a Single Clause,
Denying Americans
Their Day in Court
From Preceding Page

Michael Corkery contributed re-
porting.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
Gov. Jerry Brown has declared a
state of emergency to help Cali-
fornia address a widespread tree
die-off exacerbated by four years
of drought that has made millions
of trees vulnerable to native bark
beetles.

“California is facing the worst
epidemic of tree mortality in its
modern history,” Mr. Brown
wrote in a letter to the federal ag-
riculture secretary, Tom Vilsack.
“A crisis of this magnitude de-
mands action on all fronts.”

The Brown administration
blames the drought for the in-
festation of native bark beetles
because healthy trees can usu-
ally defend against the insects.
The federal Forest Service esti-
mates that more than 22 million
trees have already died in Cali-
fornia.

Mr. Brown is asking the federal
government for additional money
and help for private landowners
to remove dead and dying trees.

The proclamation that the gov-
ernor issued on Friday is just the

latest in California’s response to
the drought. Mr. Brown ordered
an unprecedented 25 percent
statewide mandatory water re-
duction in April, triggering a se-
ries of conservation efforts.

Brian Nowicki of the Center for
Biological Diversity said Mr.
Brown was conflating dead trees
with wildfire risk when there is
not a clear connection. He said
maintaining forests for wildlife
habitat was crucial in dealing
with the effects of climate
change.

“This oversimplifies a process
and a look at the forest that could
confound meaningful ways to
manage our forests,” Mr. Nowicki
said.

The center, a national conser-
vation group, also questioned the
need to suspend state environ-
mental laws, which require public
input.

Under Mr. Brown’s proclama-
tion, the state authorizes agen-
cies to contract more with wood-
burning power plants to generate
electricity and suspends the com-
petitive bidding process.

California Seeks U.S. Aid
As Beetles Destroy Trees 

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — The
chief of staff at a Veterans Affairs
Medical Center in Wisconsin,
who was nicknamed “candy
man” by some patients for alleg-
edly handing out excess narcot-
ics, will be fired, officials said.

The administrator, David Hou-
lihan, was placed on leave in Jan-
uary while the Department of
Veterans Affairs investigated al-
legations of overprescribing nar-
cotic pain medications and retal-
iatory behavior at the medical
center in Tomah, Wis.

The department told Wiscon-
sin’s congressional delegation
that based on results of an in-
vestigation, Dr. Houlihan, who is
a psychiatrist, was notified on
Friday that he would be fired ef-
fective Nov. 9. Dr. Houlihan’s clin-
ical privileges were also revoked.

He is the second top official to
be fired after the investigation
into practices at the hospital. The
center’s director, Mario DeSanc-
tis, was fired in September.

In August, the inspector gen-
eral of Veterans Affairs said defi-
ciencies in care led to the mixed-
drug toxicity death last year of
Jason Simcakoski, a 35-year-old
Marine Corps veteran. The in-
vestigation found that psychia-
trists did not discuss with him or
his family the hazards of a syn-
thetic opiate he was prescribed,
acted too slowly when he was
found unresponsive, and did not
have anti-overdose medicine on
hand. One physician who attend-
ed to him was fired.

A department report this year
concluded that patients at Tomah
were more likely than patients at
other Veterans Affairs hospitals
to receive high doses of painkill-
ers. The report said there was an
atmosphere of fear among staff
members that affected patient
care.

The report said the Tomah fa-
cility was called “Candy Land”
by some veterans for the report-
edly liberal prescribing practices
under Dr. Houlihan.

V.A. Hospital Leader Fired
Over High Painkiller Doses

Celebrating creative teens since 1923 through recognition, exhibition,  
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visit artandwriting.org/donate.
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The New York Times, The National Endowment for the Arts, Blick Art Materials & Utrecht Art Supplies, The Gedenk Movement, The Herb Block Foundation,  
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when I received my Scholastic Art Award for a sketch.  
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provided at that time in my life was instrumental in my 
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ON Page 5 of a credit card contract used 
by American Express, beneath an ex-
plainer on interest rates and late fees, 

past the details about annual membership, is 
a clause that most customers probably miss. 
If cardholders have a problem with their ac-
count, American Express explains, the compa-
ny “may elect to resolve any claim by individual 
arbitration.”Those nine words are at the center 
of a far-reaching power play orchestrated by 
American corporations, an inves-
tigation by The New York Times 
has found.

By inserting individual arbitra-
tion clauses into a soaring number 
of consumer and employment contracts, compa-
nies like American Express devised a way to cir-
cumvent the courts and bar people from joining 
together in class-action lawsuits, realistically 

the only tool citizens have to fight illegal or de-
ceitful business practices.

Over the last few years, it has become in-
creasingly difficult to apply for a credit card, 
use a cellphone, get cable or Internet service, or 
shop online without agreeing to private arbitra-
tion. The same applies to getting a job, renting a 
car or placing a relative in a nursing home.

Among the class actions thrown out be-
cause of the clauses was one brought by Time 

Warner customers over charges 
they said mysteriously appeared 
on their bills and another against a 
travel booking website accused of 
conspiring to fix hotel prices. A top 

executive at Goldman Sachs who sued on behalf 
of bankers claiming sex discrimination was also 
blocked, as were African-American employees 
at Taco Bell restaurants who said they were de-

By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and ROBERT GEBELOFF
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and ROBERT GEBELOFF

On Page 5 of a credit card con-
tract used by American Express,
beneath an explainer on interest
rates and late fees, past the de-
tails about annual membership,
is a clause that most customers
probably miss. If cardholders
have a problem with their ac-
count, American Express ex-
plains, the company “may elect
to resolve any claim by individual
arbitration.”

Those nine words are at the
center of a far-reaching power
play orchestrated by American
corporations, an investigation by
The New York Times has found.

By inserting individual arbitra-
tion clauses into a soaring num-
ber of consumer and employment
contracts, companies like Ameri-
can Express devised a way to cir-
cumvent the courts and bar peo-
ple from joining together in class-
action lawsuits, realistically the
only tool citizens have to fight il-
legal or deceitful business prac-
tices.

Over the last few years, it has
become increasingly difficult to
apply for a credit card, use a cell-
phone, get cable or Internet serv-
ice, or shop online without agree-
ing to private arbitration. The
same applies to getting a job,
renting a car or placing a relative
in a nursing home.

Among the class actions
thrown out because of the clauses
was one brought by Time Warner
customers over charges they said
mysteriously appeared on their
bills and another against a travel
booking website accused of con-
spiring to fix hotel prices. A top
executive at Goldman Sachs who
sued on behalf of bankers claim-
ing sex discrimination was also
blocked, as were African-Ameri-
can employees at Taco Bell res-
taurants who said they were de-

nied promotions, forced to work
the worst shifts and subjected to
degrading comments.

Some state judges have called
the class-action bans a “get out of
jail free” card, because it is near-
ly impossible for one individual to
take on a corporation with vast
resources.

Patricia Rowe of Greenville,
S.C., learned this firsthand when
she initiated a class action
against AT&T. Ms. Rowe, who
was challenging a $600 fee for
canceling her phone service, was
among more than 900 AT&T cus-
tomers in three states who com-
plained about excessive charges,

state records show. When the
case was thrown out last year,
she was forced to give up and pay
the $600. Fighting AT&T on her
own in arbitration, she said,
would have cost far more.

By banning class actions, com-
panies have essentially disabled
consumer challenges to practices
like predatory lending, wage
theft and discrimination, court
records show.

“This is among the most pro-
found shifts in our legal history,”
William G. Young, a federal judge
in Boston who was appointed by
President Ronald Reagan, said in
an interview. “Ominously, busi-
ness has a good chance of opting
out of the legal system altogether
and misbehaving without re-
proach.”

More than a decade in the mak-
ing, the move to block class ac-
tions was engineered by a Wall 

Arbitration Everywhere, 
Stacking Deck of Justice

Vast Trend Locks Americans Out of Court
— Rulings Greatly Favor Business
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First of three articles.

Continued on Page 22

By JAMES RISEN

WASHINGTON — Ayman
Ammar and Rashid Albuni
claimed to be computer technol-
ogy distributors, operating
through multiple corporations in
Dubai, in the United Arab Emir-
ates. The United States govern-
ment, though, charged them with
smuggling — of illegally shipping
American equipment to the Syri-
an government that can help it
monitor Internet traffic and spy
on dissidents.

The Syrian case, in which the
two men were fined last month
for violating American economic
sanctions against Syria, is one of
the few the Obama administra-
tion has pursued to limit authori-
tarian governments from acquir-
ing technology that enables cen-
soring, spying and hacking.

That is largely because many
of the same tools that repressive
governments seek from Western
companies are vital for social me-
dia and other communications by
political protesters and grass-
roots organizers throughout the
world. The software and other
equipment are also used by
American and other law enforce-
ment agencies to track criminals
or disrupt plots, and are needed
to filter out unwanted content
from most commercial and gov-
ernmental networks and to keep
them secure.

Such dual-use technology is
now at the center of a conflict be-
tween Silicon Valley and the ad-
ministration over additional re-

A Syrian Case
Reflects a Battle
On Tech Exports

Continued on Page 13

Continued on Page 18

By PATRICK HEALY

Spotted: Bernie Sanders, walk-
ing down Sixth Avenue in Man-
hattan. Swinging hands with his
wife, Jane. Pointing to buildings.
Looking at the sidewalk.

And talking as little as possible
to people. Not asking for a single
vote.

He did consent to the occa-
sional selfie — “Sure,” “O.K.” —
but his chattiest interaction came
with a man who stopped short at
the sight of the Democratic presi-
dential contender and blurted out
his name.

“How are you?” Mr. Sanders
asked.

“I’m good, but I’m voting for
Trump,” the man said.

Mr. Sanders walked on a few
steps, turned back and opened
his mouth as if to reply — but not
a word came out.

For a candidate who has in-
spired the most impassioned fol-

lowers since Barack Obama in
2008, Mr. Sanders is surprisingly
impersonal, even uninterested, in
one-on-one exchanges — the sort
of momentary encounters in
which a candidate can show
warmth and humility by gripping
every open palm.

He rarely drops by diners or
coffee shops with news cameras 

Bernie Sanders Won’t Kiss
Your Baby. That a Problem?

DANIEL ACKER FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Bernie Sanders after a barbe-
cue in Iowa City last month.

By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 
and JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS

WASHINGTON — Getting
from Cuba to the big leagues has
never just been about 450-foot
home runs and 100-mile-an-hour
fastballs.

When the Mets’ slugging out-
fielder Yoenis Cespedes decided
in 2011 that he wanted to leave his

country to play baseball in the
United States, he did what doz-
ens of Cuban baseball players
have done since the Castro gov-
ernment came to power more
than 50 years ago.

Risking arrest as well as their
lives, Mr. Cespedes and 10 mem-
bers of his family fled the island
in the middle of the night on a
small boat. Twenty-three hours
later, they arrived in the Domini-

can Republic. He then defected,
setting him on the road to a multi-
million-dollar contract with a ma-
jor-league team. At least one rela-
tive who remained in Cuba was
jailed, and Mr. Cespedes has nev-
er returned home.

But since the United States and
Cuba announced last year that
they would begin to normalize re-
lations, the Obama administra-
tion and Major League Baseball

have been quietly working to cre-
ate an entirely new system that
would end the arduous journeys
— including midnight boat rides
and defections from international
competitions — that Cuban base-
ball players have had to endure.
Not incidentally, it would create
for the Obama administration a
symbolic bridge between the two
countries that would demon-

U.S. and Cuba in Trade Talks, for Ballplayers to Be Named Later

Continued on Page 17

Continued on Page 10

By ANDREW HIGGINS

SUMTE, Germany — This bu-
colic, one-street settlement of
handsome redbrick farmhouses
may for the moment have many
more cows than people, but next
week it will become one of the
fastest growing places in Europe.
Not that anyone in Sumte is very
excited about it.

In early October, the district
government informed Sumte’s
mayor, Christian Fabel, by email
that his village of 102 people just
over the border in what was once
Communist East Germany would
take in 1,000 asylum seekers.

His wife, the mayor said, as-
sured him it must be a hoax. “It
certainly can’t be true” that such
a small, isolated place would be
asked to accommodate nearly 10
times as many migrants as it had

residents, she told him. “She
thought it was a joke,” he said.

But it was not. Sumte has be-
come a showcase of the extreme
pressures bearing down on Ger-
many as it scrambles to find shel-
ter for what, by the end of the
year, could be well over a million
people seeking refuge from pov-
erty or wars in Africa, Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan and elsewhere.

In a small concession to the vil-
lagers, Alexander Götz, a region-
al official from Lower Saxony,
told them this week that the ini-
tial number of refugees, who
start arriving on Monday and will
be housed in empty office build-
ings, would be kept to 500, and
limited to 750 in all.

Nevertheless, the influx is test-

Germany’s Test in a Nutshell:
102 Villagers, 750 Migrants

GORDON WELTERS FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Dirk Hammer of Sumte at a public meeting on refugees.

Two men who had published the works
of a critic of religion were attacked in
Dhaka, with one dying at the scene, as
extremist violence persists. PAGE 4
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Debris in the Sinai Peninsula of Egypt where a plane bound for St. Petersburg, Russia, crashed. The flight recorder was recovered.

By NEIL MacFARQUHAR 
and MERNA THOMAS

MOSCOW — A Russian char-
ter flight ferrying 224 passengers
and crew to St. Petersburg from
the Red Sea resort of Sharm el-
Sheikh, Egypt, crashed soon after
taking off early Saturday, killing
everyone onboard, officials in
Egypt and Russia said.

The plane, an 18-year-old Air-
bus A321-200, disappeared from
radar screens about 25 minutes
after it took off, according to offi-
cial accounts. Hossam Kamal, the
Egyptian transportation minis-
ter, denied that anything abnor-
mal had happened before the
plane disappeared. Earlier news
reports in Egypt, citing officials,
said the pilot had radioed that he
was having technical difficulties
and wanted to make an emergen-
cy landing.

“Communications between the
pilot and the tower were very
normal — no distress signals oc-
curred,” Mr. Kamal said at a
news conference broadcast na-
tionally. The pilot did not request
to change his route to make an
emergency landing, he said, em-
phasizing that “all was normal;
the plane disappeared suddenly
off the radar without any prior
warning.”

The Egyptian government sent
military crews and 50 ambu-
lances to the crash site in an area
called Hasana, a mountainous re-
gion about 46 miles south of El-
Arish, the main city in the part of
the Sinai Peninsula where the 

Crash in Egypt
Of Russian Jet
Kills Over 220
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A 10-year-old girl who was out trick-or-
treating and two adults were killed
when a car swerved onto a sidewalk.
Four others were injured. PAGE 25
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Car Jumps Curb: 3 Die in Bronx 

ROYALS WIN, 5-3, PUSHING METS TO THE BRINK 

Today, variable cloudiness, a mil-
der day, high 66. Tonight, mostly
cloudy, low 55. Tomorrow, mostly
cloudy, mild for early November,
high 64. Weather map, Page 26.
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By LOUISE STORY and STEPHANIE SAUL

In early 2010, a young Malay-
sian financier named Jho Low be-
gan making some very expensive
real estate deals in the United
States.

First, a shell company connect-
ed to Mr. Low, famous back home
for partying with the likes of
Paris Hilton, purchased a $23.98
million apartment in the Park
Laurel condominiums in Manhat-
tan. Three years later, that shell
company sold the condo to an-
other shell company, this one
controlled by someone even
more prominent in Malaysia: the
film-producing stepson of the
prime minister.

A similar transaction was play-
ing out on the other side of the
country. Mr. Low bought a con-
temporary mansion in Beverly
Hills for $17.5 million, then turned
around and sold it, once again to
the prime minister’s stepson.

Mr. Low also went shopping at
the Time Warner Center condo-
miniums overlooking Central
Park. He toured a 76th-floor pent-
house, once home to the celebrity
couple Jay Z and Beyoncé, then
in early 2011 used yet another
shell company to buy it for $30.55
million, one of the highest prices
ever in the building.

At the time, Mr. Low said he
represented a group of investors,
according to two people with di-
rect knowledge of the transac-
tion. Mr. Low recently told The
New York Times that he had not
purchased the penthouse for in-
vestors, and that it was owned by
his family’s trust.

One thing is clear: As with
nearly two-thirds of the apart-

ments at the Time Warner Cen-
ter, a dark-glass symbol of New
York’s luxury condominium
boom, the people behind Pent-
house 76B cannot be found in any
public real estate records. The
trail ends with Jho Low.

Mr. Low, 33, is a skillful, and
more than occasionally flamboy-
ant, iteration of the sort of opera-
tive essential to the economy of
the global superrich. Just as
many of the wealthy use shell
companies to keep the movement
of money opaque, they also use

people like Mr. Low. Whether
shopping for new business oppor-
tunities or real estate, he has
often done so on behalf of invest-
ors or, as he likes to say, friends.
Whether the money belongs to
others or is his own, the lines are
frequently blurry, the identity of
the buyer elusive.

Mr. Low’s lavish spending has
raised eyebrows and questions
from Kuala Lumpur to New York,
where he has made a boldface
name for himself as a “whale” at
clubs like the Pink Elephant and
1Oak. The New York Post once
called him “the mystery man of 

Well Connected at Home,
Malaysian Invests in U.S.

Young Friend of the Prime Minister’s Family
Shops for Real Estate in New York

TOWERS OF SECRECY

Second of five articles.
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Jho Low, a Malaysian financier, with Paris Hilton in St.-Tropez,
France, in 2010. He has been noticed at clubs the world over. 
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By ALAN BLINDER
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — In a

dramatic show of defiance to-
ward the federal judiciary, Chief
Justice Roy S. Moore of the Ala-
bama Supreme Court on Sunday
night ordered the state’s probate
judges not to issue marriage li-
censes to gay couples on Monday,
the day same-sex marriages
were expected to begin here.

“Effective immediately, no pro-
bate judge of the State of Ala-
bama nor any agent or employee
of any Alabama probate judge
shall issue or recognize a mar-
riage license that is inconsistent”
with the Alabama Constitution or
state law, the chief justice wrote

in his order.
The order, coming just hours

before the January decisions of
United States District Court
Judge Callie V. S. Granade were
scheduled to take effect, was al-
most certainly going to thrust
this state into legal turmoil. It
was not immediately clear how
the state’s 68 probate judges,
who, like Chief Justice Moore, are
popularly elected, would respond
to the order.

Since Judge Granade moved
last month to declare Alabama’s
prohibitions against same-sex
marriage unconstitutional, the 

Judge Defies Gay Marriage Law

Continued on Page A10

By ALEXANDRA ALTER 
and SERGE F. KOVALESKI

MONROEVILLE, Ala. — One
morning late last summer, Tonja
B. Carter was doing some legal
work for her prized client, Har-
per Lee, when she found herself
thumbing through an old manu-
script of what she assumed was
“To Kill a Mockingbird.” The
characters were familiar, as they
would be to millions of readers —
the crusading lawyer, Atticus
Finch, and his feisty daughter,
Scout. But the passages were dif-
ferent. Atticus was much older.
Scout was grown up. The story
unfolded in Alabama during the
racial turmoil of the 1950s, not the
Depression of the 1930s.

Confused, Ms. Carter scanned
the text, trying to figure out what
she was holding. It was a novel ti-
tled “Go Set a Watchman.” It may
be one of the most monumental
discoveries in contemporary
American literature.

“I was so stunned. At the time,
I didn’t know if it was finished,”
Ms. Carter recalled in an inter-
view on Saturday, her first exten-
sive comments about the discov-
ery. She went to see Ms. Lee and
asked her if the novel was com-
plete. “She said: ‘Complete? I

guess so. It was the parent of
“Mockingbird.”’”

The recovered manuscript has
ignited fierce debate — much of it
speculative — about why Ms. Lee
waited so long to publish again,
whether the book will stand up to
her beloved first novel, and
whether the author, who has long
shied away from public attention,
might have been pressured or
manipulated into publishing it. 

And as word of the new book
spread in her hometown, the fog
that long shrouded the enigmatic,
publicity-shy author — known to
most as Nelle — has only deep-
ened. 

Some close friends were
shocked to hear of a second novel
from Ms. Lee, who was often em-
phatic that she would never pub-
lish another book. But others in
her inner circle long knew of its

existence. At least one family
member remembered reading
portions of the manuscript for
“Go Set a Watchman” in the
mid-1950s. “It definitely was her
writing, and it was never lost,”
Hank Conner, Ms. Lee’s oldest
nephew, said in an interview. “It
obviously has been in the pos-
session of the family.”

What should have been a tri-
umphant literary discovery — a
find that could significantly add
to the legacy of one of the coun-
try’s most cherished authors —
quickly morphed into a puzzling
controversy. While there have
often been debates about works
that were discovered and pub-
lished posthumously, including
unfinished novels by masters like
Vladimir Nabokov and David
Foster Wallace, it is rare for a liv-
ing writer’s literary intentions to
be cloaked in so much uncer-
tainty.

Residents of Monroeville gos-
sip that Ms. Lee is mentally in-
firm these days, does not recog-
nize old friends, could not pos-
sibly have signed off on the publi-
cation, never wanted to do a sec-
ond book. But those who are clos-
est to her scoff at such conspira-
torial theories, saying Harper

After Harper Lee Novel Surfaces, Plots Arise

The former Monroe County,
Ala., courthouse, top, inspired
scenes in Harper Lee’s novel
“To Kill a Mockingbird.”
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By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN

Dean Smith, who built the Uni-
versity of North Carolina men’s
basketball team into a perennial
national power in his 36 years at
Chapel Hill and became one of
the game’s most respected fig-
ures for qualities that transcend-
ed the court, died on Saturday in
Chapel Hill, N.C. He was 83.

The university announced his
death. His family said in 2010 that
he had a progressive neurological
disorder that affected his memo-
ry.

Smith had 879 victories, fourth
most among major college men’s
basketball coaches, and his
teams won two national champi-
onships.

But it was his values — his
fight against racial discrimina-
tion when segregation was still
prevalent in the South and his in-
sistence that his players prepare
themselves for a future beyond
the game — that earned him an
especially enduring stature.

President Obama awarded
Smith the Presidential Medal of

Freedom, the nation’s highest ci-
vilian award, in November 2013,
citing his “courage in helping to
change our country” through his
progressive views on race rela-
tions.

In a statement released after
Smith’s death, Mr. Obama said,
“Coach Smith showed us some-
thing that I’ve seen again and

A Giant of College Basketball 
And a Champion of Equality

Continued on Page D8
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Coach Dean Smith after North
Carolina’s 1993 N.C.A.A. title.

DEAN SMITH, 1931-2015

By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG

In the world of consumer fi-
nance, they are chameleons: pay-
day lenders that alter their prac-
tices and shift their products ever
so slightly to work around state
laws aimed at stamping out
short-term loans that can come
with interest rates exceeding 300
percent. 

Such maneuvers by the rough-
ly $46 billion payday loan indus-
try, state regulators say, have
frustrated their efforts to protect
consumers.

Now, for the first time, a fed-
eral regulator is entering the fray,
drafting regulations that could
sharply reduce the number of un-
affordable loans that lenders can
make.

The Consumer Financial Pro-
tection Bureau, created after the
2008 financial crisis, will soon re-
lease the first draft of federal reg-
ulations to govern a wide range
of short-term loans.

The rules are expected to ad-
dress expensive credit backed by
car titles and some installment
loans that stretch longer than the
traditional two-week payday

loan, according to industry law-
yers, consumer groups and gov-
ernment authorities briefed on
the discussions who all spoke on
the condition of anonymity be-
cause the deliberations are pri-
vate. Certain installment loans,
for example, with interest rates
that exceed 36 percent, the peo-
ple said, will most likely be cov-
ered by the rules.

Behind that decision, the peo-
ple said, is a stark acknowledg-
ment of just how successfully
lenders have adapted to keep of-
fering high-cost products despite
state laws meant to rein in the
loans. 

The federal regulations taking
shape will most likely set off a
new round of lobbying from pay-
day lenders.

For now, with the prospect of
federal rules on the horizon,
some payday lenders have begun
aggressively lobbying a number
of states, including Kentucky,
Washington and New Mexico,
tapping a former governor as a
lobbyist in one battle, to weaken

As Payday Lenders Skirt Laws,
U.S. Rules Aim to Rein In Tactics

Continued on Page B2

At least 25 soccer fans died in Cairo in a
confrontation with the police at a stadi-
um’s gates. Fans said the police had set
off a stampede by firing tear gas into a
crowd jammed into a narrow, enclosed
space. PAGE A6
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Deadly Stampede in Cairo
Sam Smith, below with Mary J. Blige,
won four Grammy Awards, including
record of the year for “Stay With Me”
and best new artist. Beck took best al-
bum for “Morning Phase,” which also
won best rock album. Other top winners
were Pharrell Williams and Beyoncé,
each with three prizes. PAGE C1

ARTS C1-8 

A Crooner Rules the Grammys

Iran’s foreign minister said the nation
did not favor another extension of talks
on limiting its nuclear program and ex-
pected economic sanctions to be lifted
quickly if a pact was reached. PAGE A4

Iran Presses on Nuclear Talks

A two-time United States Open victor
and a Masters champion who won 51
times on the PGA Tour, he was widely
regarded in his prime as the best putter
in the sport. PAGE D9
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Golfer Billy Casper Dies at 83

A D-Day veteran who became a leader
on Wall Street and in the State Depart-
ment, he helped New York rebuild after
the 9/11 attacks. He was 92. PAGE D10

John Whitehead, Civic Leader

Brian Williams of NBC aimed to be a
globe-trotting, serious anchor and an ur-
bane, funny personality. It worked, until
it didn’t. The Media Equation. PAGE B1
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One Anchor, Two Personas 

New York City is trying to reach a rela-
tively small subset of its homeless popu-
lation — those on the streets. PAGE A11
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An Appeal to the Homeless 

Paul Krugman PAGE A17

EDITORIAL, OP-ED A16-17

As he works to build a broad national
following before a likely presidential bid
in 2016, Senator Paul is trying to stitch
together disparate worlds. PAGE A9
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and ROBERT GEBELOFF

On Page 5 of a credit card con-
tract used by American Express,
beneath an explainer on interest
rates and late fees, past the de-
tails about annual membership,
is a clause that most customers
probably miss. If cardholders
have a problem with their ac-
count, American Express ex-
plains, the company “may elect
to resolve any claim by individual
arbitration.”

Those nine words are at the
center of a far-reaching power
play orchestrated by American
corporations, an investigation by
The New York Times has found.

By inserting individual arbitra-
tion clauses into a soaring num-
ber of consumer and employment
contracts, companies like Ameri-
can Express devised a way to cir-
cumvent the courts and bar peo-
ple from joining together in class-
action lawsuits, realistically the
only tool citizens have to fight il-
legal or deceitful business prac-
tices.

Over the last few years, it has
become increasingly difficult to
apply for a credit card, use a cell-
phone, get cable or Internet serv-
ice, or shop online without agree-
ing to private arbitration. The
same applies to getting a job,
renting a car or placing a relative
in a nursing home.

Among the class actions
thrown out because of the clauses
was one brought by Time Warner
customers over charges they said
mysteriously appeared on their
bills and another against a travel
booking website accused of con-
spiring to fix hotel prices. A top
executive at Goldman Sachs who
sued on behalf of bankers claim-
ing sex discrimination was also
blocked, as were African-Ameri-
can employees at Taco Bell res-
taurants who said they were de-

nied promotions, forced to work
the worst shifts and subjected to
degrading comments.

Some state judges have called
the class-action bans a “get out of
jail free” card, because it is near-
ly impossible for one individual to
take on a corporation with vast
resources.

Patricia Rowe of Greenville,
S.C., learned this firsthand when
she initiated a class action
against AT&T. Ms. Rowe, who
was challenging a $600 fee for
canceling her phone service, was
among more than 900 AT&T cus-
tomers in three states who com-
plained about excessive charges,

state records show. When the
case was thrown out last year,
she was forced to give up and pay
the $600. Fighting AT&T on her
own in arbitration, she said,
would have cost far more.

By banning class actions, com-
panies have essentially disabled
consumer challenges to practices
like predatory lending, wage
theft and discrimination, court
records show.

“This is among the most pro-
found shifts in our legal history,”
William G. Young, a federal judge
in Boston who was appointed by
President Ronald Reagan, said in
an interview. “Ominously, busi-
ness has a good chance of opting
out of the legal system altogether
and misbehaving without re-
proach.”

More than a decade in the mak-
ing, the move to block class ac-
tions was engineered by a Wall 

Arbitration Everywhere, 
Stacking Deck of Justice

Vast Trend Locks Americans Out of Court
— Rulings Greatly Favor Business

BEWARE THE FINE PRINT

First of three articles.
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By JAMES RISEN

WASHINGTON — Ayman
Ammar and Rashid Albuni
claimed to be computer technol-
ogy distributors, operating
through multiple corporations in
Dubai, in the United Arab Emir-
ates. The United States govern-
ment, though, charged them with
smuggling — of illegally shipping
American equipment to the Syri-
an government that can help it
monitor Internet traffic and spy
on dissidents.

The Syrian case, in which the
two men were fined last month
for violating American economic
sanctions against Syria, is one of
the few the Obama administra-
tion has pursued to limit authori-
tarian governments from acquir-
ing technology that enables cen-
soring, spying and hacking.

That is largely because many
of the same tools that repressive
governments seek from Western
companies are vital for social me-
dia and other communications by
political protesters and grass-
roots organizers throughout the
world. The software and other
equipment are also used by
American and other law enforce-
ment agencies to track criminals
or disrupt plots, and are needed
to filter out unwanted content
from most commercial and gov-
ernmental networks and to keep
them secure.

Such dual-use technology is
now at the center of a conflict be-
tween Silicon Valley and the ad-
ministration over additional re-

A Syrian Case
Reflects a Battle
On Tech Exports

Continued on Page 13

Continued on Page 18

By PATRICK HEALY

Spotted: Bernie Sanders, walk-
ing down Sixth Avenue in Man-
hattan. Swinging hands with his
wife, Jane. Pointing to buildings.
Looking at the sidewalk.

And talking as little as possible
to people. Not asking for a single
vote.

He did consent to the occa-
sional selfie — “Sure,” “O.K.” —
but his chattiest interaction came
with a man who stopped short at
the sight of the Democratic presi-
dential contender and blurted out
his name.

“How are you?” Mr. Sanders
asked.

“I’m good, but I’m voting for
Trump,” the man said.

Mr. Sanders walked on a few
steps, turned back and opened
his mouth as if to reply — but not
a word came out.

For a candidate who has in-
spired the most impassioned fol-

lowers since Barack Obama in
2008, Mr. Sanders is surprisingly
impersonal, even uninterested, in
one-on-one exchanges — the sort
of momentary encounters in
which a candidate can show
warmth and humility by gripping
every open palm.

He rarely drops by diners or
coffee shops with news cameras 

Bernie Sanders Won’t Kiss
Your Baby. That a Problem?

DANIEL ACKER FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Bernie Sanders after a barbe-
cue in Iowa City last month.

By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 
and JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS

WASHINGTON — Getting
from Cuba to the big leagues has
never just been about 450-foot
home runs and 100-mile-an-hour
fastballs.

When the Mets’ slugging out-
fielder Yoenis Cespedes decided
in 2011 that he wanted to leave his

country to play baseball in the
United States, he did what doz-
ens of Cuban baseball players
have done since the Castro gov-
ernment came to power more
than 50 years ago.

Risking arrest as well as their
lives, Mr. Cespedes and 10 mem-
bers of his family fled the island
in the middle of the night on a
small boat. Twenty-three hours
later, they arrived in the Domini-

can Republic. He then defected,
setting him on the road to a multi-
million-dollar contract with a ma-
jor-league team. At least one rela-
tive who remained in Cuba was
jailed, and Mr. Cespedes has nev-
er returned home.

But since the United States and
Cuba announced last year that
they would begin to normalize re-
lations, the Obama administra-
tion and Major League Baseball

have been quietly working to cre-
ate an entirely new system that
would end the arduous journeys
— including midnight boat rides
and defections from international
competitions — that Cuban base-
ball players have had to endure.
Not incidentally, it would create
for the Obama administration a
symbolic bridge between the two
countries that would demon-

U.S. and Cuba in Trade Talks, for Ballplayers to Be Named Later
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By ANDREW HIGGINS

SUMTE, Germany — This bu-
colic, one-street settlement of
handsome redbrick farmhouses
may for the moment have many
more cows than people, but next
week it will become one of the
fastest growing places in Europe.
Not that anyone in Sumte is very
excited about it.

In early October, the district
government informed Sumte’s
mayor, Christian Fabel, by email
that his village of 102 people just
over the border in what was once
Communist East Germany would
take in 1,000 asylum seekers.

His wife, the mayor said, as-
sured him it must be a hoax. “It
certainly can’t be true” that such
a small, isolated place would be
asked to accommodate nearly 10
times as many migrants as it had

residents, she told him. “She
thought it was a joke,” he said.

But it was not. Sumte has be-
come a showcase of the extreme
pressures bearing down on Ger-
many as it scrambles to find shel-
ter for what, by the end of the
year, could be well over a million
people seeking refuge from pov-
erty or wars in Africa, Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan and elsewhere.

In a small concession to the vil-
lagers, Alexander Götz, a region-
al official from Lower Saxony,
told them this week that the ini-
tial number of refugees, who
start arriving on Monday and will
be housed in empty office build-
ings, would be kept to 500, and
limited to 750 in all.

Nevertheless, the influx is test-

Germany’s Test in a Nutshell:
102 Villagers, 750 Migrants

GORDON WELTERS FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Dirk Hammer of Sumte at a public meeting on refugees.

Two men who had published the works
of a critic of religion were attacked in
Dhaka, with one dying at the scene, as
extremist violence persists. PAGE 4
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Debris in the Sinai Peninsula of Egypt where a plane bound for St. Petersburg, Russia, crashed. The flight recorder was recovered.

By NEIL MacFARQUHAR 
and MERNA THOMAS

MOSCOW — A Russian char-
ter flight ferrying 224 passengers
and crew to St. Petersburg from
the Red Sea resort of Sharm el-
Sheikh, Egypt, crashed soon after
taking off early Saturday, killing
everyone onboard, officials in
Egypt and Russia said.

The plane, an 18-year-old Air-
bus A321-200, disappeared from
radar screens about 25 minutes
after it took off, according to offi-
cial accounts. Hossam Kamal, the
Egyptian transportation minis-
ter, denied that anything abnor-
mal had happened before the
plane disappeared. Earlier news
reports in Egypt, citing officials,
said the pilot had radioed that he
was having technical difficulties
and wanted to make an emergen-
cy landing.

“Communications between the
pilot and the tower were very
normal — no distress signals oc-
curred,” Mr. Kamal said at a
news conference broadcast na-
tionally. The pilot did not request
to change his route to make an
emergency landing, he said, em-
phasizing that “all was normal;
the plane disappeared suddenly
off the radar without any prior
warning.”

The Egyptian government sent
military crews and 50 ambu-
lances to the crash site in an area
called Hasana, a mountainous re-
gion about 46 miles south of El-
Arish, the main city in the part of
the Sinai Peninsula where the 
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A 10-year-old girl who was out trick-or-
treating and two adults were killed
when a car swerved onto a sidewalk.
Four others were injured. PAGE 25
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and ROBERT GEBELOFF

On Page 5 of a credit card con-
tract used by American Express,
beneath an explainer on interest
rates and late fees, past the de-
tails about annual membership,
is a clause that most customers
probably miss. If cardholders
have a problem with their ac-
count, American Express ex-
plains, the company “may elect
to resolve any claim by individual
arbitration.”

Those nine words are at the
center of a far-reaching power
play orchestrated by American
corporations, an investigation by
The New York Times has found.

By inserting individual arbitra-
tion clauses into a soaring num-
ber of consumer and employment
contracts, companies like Ameri-
can Express devised a way to cir-
cumvent the courts and bar peo-
ple from joining together in class-
action lawsuits, realistically the
only tool citizens have to fight il-
legal or deceitful business prac-
tices.

Over the last few years, it has
become increasingly difficult to
apply for a credit card, use a cell-
phone, get cable or Internet serv-
ice, or shop online without agree-
ing to private arbitration. The
same applies to getting a job,
renting a car or placing a relative
in a nursing home.

Among the class actions
thrown out because of the clauses
was one brought by Time Warner
customers over charges they said
mysteriously appeared on their
bills and another against a travel
booking website accused of con-
spiring to fix hotel prices. A top
executive at Goldman Sachs who
sued on behalf of bankers claim-
ing sex discrimination was also
blocked, as were African-Ameri-
can employees at Taco Bell res-
taurants who said they were de-

nied promotions, forced to work
the worst shifts and subjected to
degrading comments.

Some state judges have called
the class-action bans a “get out of
jail free” card, because it is near-
ly impossible for one individual to
take on a corporation with vast
resources.

Patricia Rowe of Greenville,
S.C., learned this firsthand when
she initiated a class action
against AT&T. Ms. Rowe, who
was challenging a $600 fee for
canceling her phone service, was
among more than 900 AT&T cus-
tomers in three states who com-
plained about excessive charges,

state records show. When the
case was thrown out last year,
she was forced to give up and pay
the $600. Fighting AT&T on her
own in arbitration, she said,
would have cost far more.

By banning class actions, com-
panies have essentially disabled
consumer challenges to practices
like predatory lending, wage
theft and discrimination, court
records show.

“This is among the most pro-
found shifts in our legal history,”
William G. Young, a federal judge
in Boston who was appointed by
President Ronald Reagan, said in
an interview. “Ominously, busi-
ness has a good chance of opting
out of the legal system altogether
and misbehaving without re-
proach.”

More than a decade in the mak-
ing, the move to block class ac-
tions was engineered by a Wall 

Arbitration Everywhere, 
Stacking Deck of Justice

Vast Trend Locks Americans Out of Court
— Rulings Greatly Favor Business

BEWARE THE FINE PRINT

First of three articles.

Continued on Page 22

By JAMES RISEN

WASHINGTON — Ayman
Ammar and Rashid Albuni
claimed to be computer technol-
ogy distributors, operating
through multiple corporations in
Dubai, in the United Arab Emir-
ates. The United States govern-
ment, though, charged them with
smuggling — of illegally shipping
American equipment to the Syri-
an government that can help it
monitor Internet traffic and spy
on dissidents.

The Syrian case, in which the
two men were fined last month
for violating American economic
sanctions against Syria, is one of
the few the Obama administra-
tion has pursued to limit authori-
tarian governments from acquir-
ing technology that enables cen-
soring, spying and hacking.

That is largely because many
of the same tools that repressive
governments seek from Western
companies are vital for social me-
dia and other communications by
political protesters and grass-
roots organizers throughout the
world. The software and other
equipment are also used by
American and other law enforce-
ment agencies to track criminals
or disrupt plots, and are needed
to filter out unwanted content
from most commercial and gov-
ernmental networks and to keep
them secure.

Such dual-use technology is
now at the center of a conflict be-
tween Silicon Valley and the ad-
ministration over additional re-

A Syrian Case
Reflects a Battle
On Tech Exports

Continued on Page 13

Continued on Page 18

By PATRICK HEALY

Spotted: Bernie Sanders, walk-
ing down Sixth Avenue in Man-
hattan. Swinging hands with his
wife, Jane. Pointing to buildings.
Looking at the sidewalk.

And talking as little as possible
to people. Not asking for a single
vote.

He did consent to the occa-
sional selfie — “Sure,” “O.K.” —
but his chattiest interaction came
with a man who stopped short at
the sight of the Democratic presi-
dential contender and blurted out
his name.

“How are you?” Mr. Sanders
asked.

“I’m good, but I’m voting for
Trump,” the man said.

Mr. Sanders walked on a few
steps, turned back and opened
his mouth as if to reply — but not
a word came out.

For a candidate who has in-
spired the most impassioned fol-

lowers since Barack Obama in
2008, Mr. Sanders is surprisingly
impersonal, even uninterested, in
one-on-one exchanges — the sort
of momentary encounters in
which a candidate can show
warmth and humility by gripping
every open palm.

He rarely drops by diners or
coffee shops with news cameras 

Bernie Sanders Won’t Kiss
Your Baby. That a Problem?

DANIEL ACKER FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Bernie Sanders after a barbe-
cue in Iowa City last month.

By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 
and JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS

WASHINGTON — Getting
from Cuba to the big leagues has
never just been about 450-foot
home runs and 100-mile-an-hour
fastballs.

When the Mets’ slugging out-
fielder Yoenis Cespedes decided
in 2011 that he wanted to leave his

country to play baseball in the
United States, he did what doz-
ens of Cuban baseball players
have done since the Castro gov-
ernment came to power more
than 50 years ago.

Risking arrest as well as their
lives, Mr. Cespedes and 10 mem-
bers of his family fled the island
in the middle of the night on a
small boat. Twenty-three hours
later, they arrived in the Domini-

can Republic. He then defected,
setting him on the road to a multi-
million-dollar contract with a ma-
jor-league team. At least one rela-
tive who remained in Cuba was
jailed, and Mr. Cespedes has nev-
er returned home.

But since the United States and
Cuba announced last year that
they would begin to normalize re-
lations, the Obama administra-
tion and Major League Baseball

have been quietly working to cre-
ate an entirely new system that
would end the arduous journeys
— including midnight boat rides
and defections from international
competitions — that Cuban base-
ball players have had to endure.
Not incidentally, it would create
for the Obama administration a
symbolic bridge between the two
countries that would demon-

U.S. and Cuba in Trade Talks, for Ballplayers to Be Named Later

Continued on Page 17

Continued on Page 10

By ANDREW HIGGINS

SUMTE, Germany — This bu-
colic, one-street settlement of
handsome redbrick farmhouses
may for the moment have many
more cows than people, but next
week it will become one of the
fastest growing places in Europe.
Not that anyone in Sumte is very
excited about it.

In early October, the district
government informed Sumte’s
mayor, Christian Fabel, by email
that his village of 102 people just
over the border in what was once
Communist East Germany would
take in 1,000 asylum seekers.

His wife, the mayor said, as-
sured him it must be a hoax. “It
certainly can’t be true” that such
a small, isolated place would be
asked to accommodate nearly 10
times as many migrants as it had

residents, she told him. “She
thought it was a joke,” he said.

But it was not. Sumte has be-
come a showcase of the extreme
pressures bearing down on Ger-
many as it scrambles to find shel-
ter for what, by the end of the
year, could be well over a million
people seeking refuge from pov-
erty or wars in Africa, Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan and elsewhere.

In a small concession to the vil-
lagers, Alexander Götz, a region-
al official from Lower Saxony,
told them this week that the ini-
tial number of refugees, who
start arriving on Monday and will
be housed in empty office build-
ings, would be kept to 500, and
limited to 750 in all.

Nevertheless, the influx is test-

Germany’s Test in a Nutshell:
102 Villagers, 750 Migrants

GORDON WELTERS FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Dirk Hammer of Sumte at a public meeting on refugees.

Two men who had published the works
of a critic of religion were attacked in
Dhaka, with one dying at the scene, as
extremist violence persists. PAGE 4
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Debris in the Sinai Peninsula of Egypt where a plane bound for St. Petersburg, Russia, crashed. The flight recorder was recovered.

By NEIL MacFARQUHAR 
and MERNA THOMAS

MOSCOW — A Russian char-
ter flight ferrying 224 passengers
and crew to St. Petersburg from
the Red Sea resort of Sharm el-
Sheikh, Egypt, crashed soon after
taking off early Saturday, killing
everyone onboard, officials in
Egypt and Russia said.

The plane, an 18-year-old Air-
bus A321-200, disappeared from
radar screens about 25 minutes
after it took off, according to offi-
cial accounts. Hossam Kamal, the
Egyptian transportation minis-
ter, denied that anything abnor-
mal had happened before the
plane disappeared. Earlier news
reports in Egypt, citing officials,
said the pilot had radioed that he
was having technical difficulties
and wanted to make an emergen-
cy landing.

“Communications between the
pilot and the tower were very
normal — no distress signals oc-
curred,” Mr. Kamal said at a
news conference broadcast na-
tionally. The pilot did not request
to change his route to make an
emergency landing, he said, em-
phasizing that “all was normal;
the plane disappeared suddenly
off the radar without any prior
warning.”

The Egyptian government sent
military crews and 50 ambu-
lances to the crash site in an area
called Hasana, a mountainous re-
gion about 46 miles south of El-
Arish, the main city in the part of
the Sinai Peninsula where the 
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A 10-year-old girl who was out trick-or-
treating and two adults were killed
when a car swerved onto a sidewalk.
Four others were injured. PAGE 25
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nied promotions, forced to work the worst shifts 
and subjected to degrading comments.

Some state judges have called the class-ac-
tion bans a “get out of jail free” card, because it 
is nearly impossible for one individual to take 
on a corporation with vast resources.

Patricia Rowe of Greenville, S.C., learned 
this firsthand when she initiated a class action 
against AT&T. Ms. Rowe, who was challeng-
ing a $600 fee for canceling her phone service, 
was among more than 900 AT&T customers in 
three states who complained about excessive 
charges, state records show. When the case was 
thrown out last year, she was forced to give up 
and pay the $600. Fighting AT&T on her own in 
arbitration, she said, would have cost far more.

By banning class actions, companies have 
essentially disabled consumer challenges to 
practices like predatory lending, wage theft and 
discrimination, court records show.

“This is among the most profound shifts in 
our legal history,” William G. Young, a federal 
judge in Boston who was appointed by Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan, said in an interview. “Omi-
nously, business has a good chance of opting out 
of the legal system altogether and misbehaving 
without reproach.”

More than a decade in the making, the move 
to block class actions was engineered by a Wall 
Street-led coalition of credit card companies and 
retailers, according to interviews with coalition 
members and court records. Strategizing from 
law offices on Park Avenue and in Washington, 
members of the group came up with a plan to in-
sulate themselves from the costly lawsuits. Their 
work culminated in two Supreme Court rulings, 
in 2011 and 2013, that enshrined the use of class-
action bans in contracts. The decisions drew little 
attention outside legal circles, even though they 
upended decades of jurisprudence put in place to 
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes, The 
Times found, was John G. Roberts Jr., who as 
a private lawyer representing Discover Bank 
unsuccessfully petitioned the Supreme Court to 
hear a case involving class-action bans. By the 
time the Supreme Court handed down its favor-
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-

Arbitration Everywhere,
Stacking the Deck of Justice
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.

Source: New York Times review of Federal court docket THE NEW YORK TIMES

Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.
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Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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This series is examining how clauses
buried in tens of millions of contracts
have deprived Americans of one of their
most fundamental constitutional rights:
their day in court.
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-

Arbitration Everywhere,
Stacking the Deck of Justice
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.

Source: New York Times review of Federal court docket THE NEW YORK TIMES

Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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able decisions, he was the chief justice.
Corporations said that class actions were not 

needed because arbitration enabled individuals 
to resolve their grievances easily. But court and 
arbitration records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to court as a 
group, most people dropped their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based on thou-
sands of court records and interviews with hun-
dreds of lawyers, corporate executives, judges, 
arbitrators and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks class 
actions, The Times examined federal cases filed 
between 2010 and 2014. Of 1,179 class actions that 
companies sought to push into arbitration, judges 
ruled in their favor in four out of every five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-action 
bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small banking 
fees, including one brought by Citibank custom-
ers who said they were duped into buying insur-
ance they were never eligible to use. Fees like this, 
multiplied over millions of customers, amount to 
billions of dollars in profits for companies.

The data provides only part of the picture, 
since it does not capture the people who were 
dissuaded from filing class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Express said 
that over the last few years, banking regulators 
have examined the company’s business practic-
es, largely obviating the need for class actions. 
The regulators “have required significant reme-
diations and large fines to address issues they 
found, with very little loss in value to the consum-
er,” said the spokeswoman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though, say they 
have lost an essential tool for uncovering pat-
terns of corporate abuse. In a letter last year 
to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 
attorneys general in 16 states warned that “un-
lawful business practices” could flourish with 
the proliferation of class-action bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules to pre-
vent financial firms from banning class actions. 
Almost immediately, the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce galvanized forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at Mayer 



Brown in Washington who 
has represented companies 
that use arbitration, said class 
actions yielded little relief for 
plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold 
companies accountable with-
out spending a lot of money,” 
Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a system 
that can work.”

Support for that asser-
tion has been anecdotal, since 
there is no central database 
of arbitrations. But by assem-
bling records from arbitration 
firms across the country, The Times found that 
between 2010 and 2014, only 505 consumers went 
to arbitration over a dispute of $2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 million sub-
scribers, faced 65 consumer arbitrations in those 
five years, the data shows. Time Warner Cable, 
which has 15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an opinion 
that “only a lunatic or a fanatic sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he might 
be both. He has spent three years and $35,000 
fighting Citibank in arbitration over a $125 late fee 
on his credit card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously 
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said the errone-
ous charge ruined his credit score, and he vowed 
to continue until he was awarded damages.

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly two-
thirds of consumers contesting credit card fraud, 
fees or costly loans received no monetary awards 
in arbitration, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amounted to a 
legal coup for a group of corporate lawyers who 
figured out how to twin arbitration clauses with 
class-action bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to resolve 
class actions over the years. The lawsuits, com-
panies said, were driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers 
who stood to make millions of dollars. They said 
they had no choice but to settle even those cases 
that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about protecting 
consumers but about plaintiffs’ lawyers,” said 
Duncan E. MacDonald, a former general counsel 
for Citibank who was part of the group. “These 
were nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A class 
action, they argued, allowed people who lost 

small amounts of money to 
join together to seek relief. 
Others exposed wrongdoing, 
including a case against auto 
dealers who charged minor-
ity customers higher interest 
rates on car loans.

The consequences of ar-
bitration clauses can be seen 
far beyond the financial sec-
tor. Even lawsuits that would 
not have been brought by a 
class have been forced out of 
the courts, according to the 
Times investigation. Taking 

Wall Street’s lead, businesses — including ob-
stetrics practices, private schools and funeral 
homes — have employed arbitration clauses to 
shield themselves from liability, interviews and 
arbitration and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single plain-
tiffs over fraud, wrongful death and rape are 
now being decided behind closed doors. And 
the rules of arbitration largely favor companies, 
which can even steer cases to friendly arbitra-
tors, interviews and records show.

The sharp shift away from the civil justice 
system has barely registered with Americans. F. 
Paul Bland Jr., the executive director of Public 
Justice, a national consumer advocacy group, 
attributed this to the tangle of bans placed inside 
clauses added to contracts that no one reads in 
the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip people of 
their constitutional right to go to court,” Mr. Bland 
said. “Imagine the reaction if you took away peo-
ple’s Second Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant tucked in 

an Oakland, Calif., strip mall, crayons and butch-
er paper adorn the tables, and a giant bottle of 
wine signed by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of the res-
taurant’s owner and chef, Alan Carlson, who 
prides himself on running an establishment that 
not only serves great food — one crowd-pleaser 
is the spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t 
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a Greek 
diner and owned restaurants, and it’s all been 
about having fun,” Mr. Carlson said.
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.
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Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carlson said 
he used to associate big lawsuits with “ambulance 
chasers.” But that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on be-
half of small businesses over steep processing 
fees. The fees — 30 percent higher than Visa’s 
or MasterCard’s — were hurting profits, but the 
restaurants could not afford to turn away diners 
who used American Express corporate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big com-
pany was accused of using its monopoly power 
to charge unfair prices. But as Italian Colors v. 
American Express wended its way through the 
courts over the next 10 years, it became some-
thing far more momentous.

When the case was filed, the alliance of 
corporate interests, including credit card com-
panies, national retailers and carmakers, had 
already been strategizing on how to eliminate 
class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Ballard 
Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that represented big 

banks. The only thing the lawyer, Alan S. Kaplin-
sky, had in common with Mr. Carlson was a first 
name. Laser-focused and admirably relentless, 
Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo shirts buttoned 
up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama money 
lenders accused of duping customers into tak-
ing out credit cards. Settlements were costly; 
trying the cases in front of sympathetic juries 
was worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solutions 
when he remembered helping, as a young law-
yer, a mutual savings and loan association draft 
an arbitration clause, he said in an interview. 
Banks could take it a step further, he thought, 
by writing class-action bans into the clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were get-
ting killed by frivolous lawsuits and asking me 
what on earth could be done about it,” Mr. Kap-
linsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at Wilm-
erHale, a firm that had represented big banks. 
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 
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Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 
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Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.
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When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.
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of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 
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action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.
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Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.
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When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.
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of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.
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Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.
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The group invited corporate legal teams in July 
1999 to the law firm’s New York offices to strat-
egize about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives from 
Bank of America, Chase, Citigroup, Discover, 
Sears, Toyota and General Electric. At a sub-
sequent teleconference, participants dialed in 
remotely using an easy-to-remember code:  
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more than 
a dozen others over the next three years, were 
culled from court records filed in a federal law-
suit in Manhattan and corroborated in inter-
views with lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that law-
yers for the companies talked about arbitration 
clauses as a means to an end. The goal was to 
kill class actions and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to 
the “employment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only Ameri-
can Express and First USA had adopted an ar-
bitration clause banning class actions; months 
later, Discover Bank added its own. By the time 
the meetings concluded, many of the companies 
had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges upheld or re-
jected the class-action bans, Mr. Kaplinsky set up 
a scorecard. In the positive column were courts 
in Pennsylvania and Georgia, which upheld a 
clause used by some companies that gave con-
sumers a small window to opt out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in Cali-
fornia and one in Massachusetts, which struck 
down a class-action waiver in a Comcast cable 
contract. The judge found that the ban would 
shield the company “even in cases where it has 
violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did not 
object to companies’ requiring consumers to 
use arbitration. But they bridled at prevent-
ing those consumers from banding together to 
bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a means to 
defend their rights, and contracts that tried to 
take that away were “unconscionable,” many 
judges said. In other words, class-action bans 
were unfair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group coincid-

ed with the Chamber of Commerce’s own cam-
paign against class actions, which they called a 
scourge on companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to an Illi-
nois judge who had ordered Philip Morris to pay 
more than $10 billion for playing down risks as-
sociated with light cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the cham-
ber also criticized so-called coupon lawsuits 
that generated big paydays for lawyers and 
little money for consumers. In one, against a 
television manufacturer accused of selling sets 
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each received $25 
or $50 coupons while their lawyers collected 
$22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system is a 
land of milk and honey,” said Matthew Webb, a 
senior vice president at the Institute for Legal 
Reform, a chamber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies plain-
tiffs as a class, the suits are often unstoppable, 
the chamber has said — even if no one has been 
harmed. It has also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers 
have brought cases in jurisdictions that were 
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when Con-
gress passed the Class Action Fairness Act in 
2005, which allowed companies to move cases 
into federal court and out of state courts consid-
ered hostile to corporate defendants.

Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to Jus-
tice Antonin Scalia who teaches law at Vander-
bilt University, said criticizing class actions for 
small awards was misleading. By their very 
nature, the lawsuits are intended to help large 
groups of people get back small individual 
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone loses 
$500, they will not be able to do anything about 
it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a banker un-
til 2007, said the real threat was cases that force 
companies to abandon lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do bad 
things, they tend to do them many times and to 
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.
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Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-
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federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.
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When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.
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of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 
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action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-

Arbitration Everywhere,
Stacking the Deck of Justice
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.

Source: New York Times review of Federal court docket THE NEW YORK TIMES

Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”

From Page 1

This series is examining how clauses
buried in tens of millions of contracts
have deprived Americans of one of their
most fundamental constitutional rights:
their day in court.

Beware the Fine Print
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many people,” said Mr. Hackett, who switched 
sides and became a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their efforts, 
Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused on getting a case 
to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ applying the 
Federal Arbitration Act, a dusty 1925 law that 
formalized the use of arbitration for disagree-
ments between businesses. Since the mid-1980s, 
the court had expanded the scope of the law to 
cover a range of disputes between companies 
and their employees and customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the act, law-
makers specifically emphasized that it was 
meant for businesses. Some raised concerns 
that companies would one day twist the law to 
impose arbitration on their workers, according 
to minutes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken a case 
that centered on whether the Federal Arbitra-
tion Act allowed plaintiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked prom-
ising. The defendant, Discover Bank, was ac-
cused of charging unfair fees. A lower court up-
held the bank’s class-action ban, but the state’s 
Court of Appeals negated it, accusing Discover 
of trying to grant itself a “license to push the 
boundaries of good business practices to their 
furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies involved 
with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then petitioned the 
Supreme Court to intervene. Representing the 
company was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a 
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky said, he 
spoke with Mr. Roberts and offered input on 
the brief Mr. Roberts was drafting to the Su-
preme Court. “He was a really nice guy,” Mr. 
Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Roberts 
wrote that the California appeals court had 
overstepped its bounds in violation of the Fed-
eral Arbitration Act. Allowing consumers to 
bring a case as a class, he wrote, would vio-
late the “core purpose of the Arbitration Act: 
to enforce arbitration agreements according to 
their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the law 
to push disputes out of court, and then impos-
ing conditions that made it impossible to pursue 
those disputes in arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take up  
the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened the 

terms of arbitration to try to tempt the Supreme 
Court to wade into the fray, according to inter-
views. A clause drafted for AT&T, for example, 
promised to award certain customers who pre-
vailed in arbitration at least $7,500 and to pay 
them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to hear 
a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion, customers said 
the company had promised them a free phone 
if they signed up for service, and then charged 
them $30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the Califor-
nia courts and their rejection of a class-action 
ban as “unconscionable.” By then, Mr. Roberts 
was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the pow-
er of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown partner, rep-
resented AT&T and said that the Federal Arbi-
tration Act superseded state law. In his main 
argument, Mr. Pincus accused state courts of 
making up special rules to discriminate against 
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was already 
known as a skilled appellate lawyer, worked for 
the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta countered that the state 
courts should be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting chance if we 
argued the case was about the importance of 
states’ rights,” Mr. Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening argu-
ments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a different take on the 
Roberts court, which seemed to favor arbitra-
tion. “We were pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. 
Kaplinsky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of AT&T, 
it largely skipped over Mr. Pincus’s central  
argument.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.
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Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.
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Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.

“You and Verizon Wireless both agree to resolve disputes only by arbitration or in small claims court. You understand
that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.

“You and Verizon Wireless both agree to resolve disputes only by arbitration or in small claims court. You understand
that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.

“You and Verizon Wireless both agree to resolve disputes only by arbitration or in small claims court. You understand
that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.
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Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.
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Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.
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Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.
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Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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Street-led coalition of credit card com-
panies and retailers, according to in-
terviews with coalition members and
court records. Strategizing from law of-
fices on Park Avenue and in Washing-
ton, members of the group came up with
a plan to insulate themselves from the
costly lawsuits. Their work culminated
in two Supreme Court rulings, in 2011
and 2013, that enshrined the use of
class-action bans in contracts. The deci-
sions drew little attention outside legal
circles, even though they upended dec-
ades of jurisprudence put in place to
protect consumers and employees.

One of the players behind the scenes,
The Times found, was John G. Roberts
Jr., who as a private lawyer repre-
senting Discover Bank unsuccessfully
petitioned the Supreme Court to hear a
case involving class-action bans. By the
time the Supreme Court handed down
its favorable decisions, he was the chief
justice. 

Corporations said that class actions
were not needed because arbitration en-
abled individuals to resolve their griev-
ances easily. But court and arbitration
records show the opposite has hap-
pened: Once blocked from going to
court as a group, most people dropped
their claims entirely.

The Times investigation was based
on thousands of court records and in-
terviews with hundreds of lawyers, cor-
porate executives, judges, arbitrators
and plaintiffs in 35 states.

Since no government agency tracks
class actions, The Times examined fed-
eral cases filed between 2010 and 2014.
Of 1,179 class actions that companies
sought to push into arbitration, judges
ruled in their favor in four out of every
five cases.

In 2014 alone, judges upheld class-
action bans in 134 out of 162 cases.

Some of the lawsuits involved small
banking fees, including one brought by
Citibank customers who said they were
duped into buying insurance they were

never eligible to use. Fees like this, mul-
tiplied over millions of customers,
amount to billions of dollars in profits
for companies.

The data provides only part of the pic-
ture, since it does not capture the peo-
ple who were dissuaded from filing
class actions.

A spokeswoman for American Ex-
press said that over the last few years,
banking regulators have examined the
company’s business practices, largely
obviating the need for class actions. The
regulators “have required significant
remediations and large fines to address
issues they found, with very little loss in
value to the consumer,” said the spokes-
woman, Marina H. Norville.

Law enforcement officials, though,
say they have lost an essential tool for
uncovering patterns of corporate abuse.
In a letter last year to the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau, attorneys
general in 16 states warned that “unlaw-
ful business practices” could flourish
with the proliferation of class-action
bans.

In October, the bureau outlined rules
to prevent financial firms from banning
class actions. Almost immediately, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce galvanized
forces to stop the move.

Andrew J. Pincus, a law partner at
Mayer Brown in Washington who has
represented companies that use arbi-
tration, said class actions yielded little
relief for plaintiffs. “Arbitration pro-
vides a way for people to hold compa-
nies accountable without spending a lot
of money,” Mr. Pincus said. “It’s a sys-
tem that can work.”

Support for that assertion has been
anecdotal, since there is no central data-
base of arbitrations. But by assembling
records from arbitration firms across
the country, The Times found that be-
tween 2010 and 2014, only 505 consum-
ers went to arbitration over a dispute of
$2,500 or less.

Verizon, which has more than 125 mil-
lion subscribers, faced 65 consumer ar-
bitrations in those five years, the data
shows. Time Warner Cable, which has
15 million customers, faced seven.

One federal judge remarked in an
opinion that “only a lunatic or a fanatic
sues for $30.”

Daniel Dempsey of Tucson admits he
might be both. He has spent three years
and $35,000 fighting Citibank in arbitra-
tion over a $125 late fee on his credit

card. Mr. Dempsey, who previously
worked in Citi’s investment bank, said
the erroneous charge ruined his credit
score, and he vowed to continue until he
was awarded damages. 

The odds are not in his favor. Roughly
two-thirds of consumers contesting
credit card fraud, fees or costly loans re-
ceived no monetary awards in arbitra-
tion, according to The Times’s data.

The Supreme Court’s rulings amount-
ed to a legal coup for a group of corpo-
rate lawyers who figured out how to
twin arbitration clauses with class-ac-
tion bans. The lawyers represented cli-
ents that had paid billions of dollars to
resolve class actions over the years.
The lawsuits, companies said, were
driven by plaintiffs’ lawyers who stood
to make millions of dollars. They said
they had no choice but to settle even
those cases that were without merit.

“These lawsuits were not about pro-
tecting consumers but about plaintiffs’
lawyers,” said Duncan E. MacDonald, a
former general counsel for Citibank
who was part of the group. “These were
nuclear weapons aimed at companies.”

Consumer advocates disagreed. A
class action, they argued, allowed peo-
ple who lost small amounts of money to
join together to seek relief. Others ex-
posed wrongdoing, including a case
against auto dealers who charged mi-
nority customers higher interest rates
on car loans.

The consequences of arbitration
clauses can be seen far beyond the fi-
nancial sector. Even lawsuits that would
not have been brought by a class have
been forced out of the courts, according
to the Times investigation. Taking Wall
Street’s lead, businesses — including
obstetrics practices, private schools and
funeral homes — have employed arbi-
tration clauses to shield themselves
from liability, interviews and arbitration
and court records show.

Thousands of cases brought by single
plaintiffs over fraud, wrongful death
and rape are now being decided behind
closed doors. And the rules of arbitra-
tion largely favor companies, which can
even steer cases to friendly arbitrators,
interviews and records show. 

The sharp shift away from the civil
justice system has barely registered
with Americans. F. Paul Bland Jr., the
executive director of Public Justice, a
national consumer advocacy group, at-
tributed this to the tangle of bans placed
inside clauses added to contracts that
no one reads in the first place.

“Corporations are allowed to strip
people of their constitutional right to go
to court,” Mr. Bland said. “Imagine the
reaction if you took away people’s Sec-
ond Amendment right to own a gun.”

A Powerful Coalition Forms
At Italian Colors, a small restaurant

tucked in an Oakland, Calif., strip mall,
crayons and butcher paper adorn the ta-
bles, and a giant bottle of wine signed
by the regulars sits in the entryway.

The laid-back vibe matches that of
the restaurant’s owner and chef, Alan
Carlson, who prides himself on running
an establishment that not only serves
great food — one crowd-pleaser is the
spaghetti Bolognese — but also doesn’t
take itself too seriously.

“I’ve been a ski bum, a line cook at a
Greek diner and owned restaurants,
and it’s all been about having fun,” Mr.
Carlson said.

Somewhat of a libertarian, Mr. Carl-
son said he used to associate big law-
suits with “ambulance chasers.” But
that was before he needed one.

In 2003, he sued American Express on
behalf of small businesses over steep
processing fees. The fees — 30 percent
higher than Visa’s or MasterCard’s —
were hurting profits, but the restau-
rants could not afford to turn away din-
ers who used American Express corpo-
rate cards.

It was a classic antitrust case: A big
company was accused of using its mo-
nopoly power to charge unfair prices.
But as Italian Colors v. American Ex-
press wended its way through the
courts over the next 10 years, it became

something far more momentous.
When the case was filed, the alliance

of corporate interests, including credit
card companies, national retailers and
carmakers, had already been strategiz-
ing on how to eliminate class actions.

The effort was led by a lawyer at Bal-
lard Spahr, a Philadelphia firm that rep-
resented big banks. The only thing the
lawyer, Alan S. Kaplinsky, had in com-
mon with Mr. Carlson was a first name.
Laser-focused and admirably relent-
less, Mr. Kaplinsky preferred his polo
shirts buttoned up and tucked in.

Among his clients were Alabama
money lenders accused of duping cus-
tomers into taking out credit cards. Set-
tlements were costly; trying the cases
in front of sympathetic juries was
worse.

Mr. Kaplinsky was searching for solu-
tions when he remembered helping, as
a young lawyer, a mutual savings and
loan association draft an arbitration
clause, he said in an interview. Banks
could take it a step further, he thought,
by writing class-action bans into the
clauses.

“Clients were telling me they were
getting killed by frivolous lawsuits and
asking me what on earth could be done
about it,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

He soon joined forces with lawyers at
WilmerHale, a firm that had represent-
ed big banks. The group invited corpo-
rate legal teams in July 1999 to the law
firm’s New York offices to strategize
about arbitration.

Attendees included representatives
from Bank of America, Chase, Citi-
group, Discover, Sears, Toyota and Gen-
eral Electric. At a subsequent teleconfe-
rence, participants dialed in remotely
using an easy-to-remember code:
a-r-b-i-t-r-a-t-i-o-n.

Details of the meetings, and of more
than a dozen others over the next three
years, were culled from court records
filed in a federal lawsuit in Manhattan

and corroborated in interviews with
lawyers who attended.

The records and interviews show that
lawyers for the companies talked about
arbitration clauses as a means to an
end. The goal was to kill class actions
and send plaintiffs’ lawyers to the “em-
ployment lines.”

Of the companies participating, only
American Express and First USA had
adopted an arbitration clause banning
class actions; months later, Discover
Bank added its own. By the time the
meetings concluded, many of the com-
panies had followed suit.

To keep track of whether judges up-
held or rejected the class-action bans,
Mr. Kaplinsky set up a scorecard. In the
positive column were courts in Penn-
sylvania and Georgia, which upheld a
clause used by some companies that
gave consumers a small window to opt
out of arbitration.

On the negative side were courts in
California and one in Massachusetts,
which struck down a class-action waiv-
er in a Comcast cable contract. The
judge found that the ban would shield
the company “even in cases where it
has violated the law.”

Many judges across the country did
not object to companies’ requiring con-
sumers to use arbitration. But they bri-
dled at preventing those consumers
from banding together to bring a case.

State law guaranteed citizens a
means to defend their rights, and con-
tracts that tried to take that away were
“unconscionable,” many judges said. In
other words, class-action bans were un-
fair.

Petitioning the Highest Court
The push by Mr. Kaplinsky’s group

coincided with the Chamber of Com-
merce’s own campaign against class ac-
tions, which they called a scourge on
companies.

In particular, the chamber pointed to
an Illinois judge who had ordered Philip
Morris to pay more than $10 billion for
playing down risks associated with light
cigarettes.

At the other end of the spectrum, the
chamber also criticized so-called cou-
pon lawsuits that generated big pay-
days for lawyers and little money for
consumers. In one, against a television
manufacturer accused of selling sets
with fuzzy pictures, plaintiffs each re-
ceived $25 or $50 coupons while their
lawyers collected $22 million.

“It’s not like the class-action system
is a land of milk and honey,” said Mat-
thew Webb, a senior vice president at
the Institute for Legal Reform, a cham-
ber affiliate.

Once a state or federal judge certifies
plaintiffs as a class, the suits are often
unstoppable, the chamber has said —
even if no one has been harmed. It has
also said that plaintiffs’ lawyers have
brought cases in jurisdictions that were
known to be friendly to class actions.

The chamber scored a victory when
Congress passed the Class Action Fair-
ness Act in 2005, which allowed compa-
nies to move cases into federal court
and out of state courts considered hos-

Arbitration Everywhere,
Stacking the Deck of Justice
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Alan Kaplinsky, a corporate lawyer, first brought 
companies and lawyers together in 1999 to discuss legal 

strategy around the use of arbitration clauses in contracts.
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Removing the Ability to Sue
Arbitration clauses are increasingly unavoidable, appearing in contracts for everything 
from credit cards to nursing homes. By agreeing to these clauses, millions of 
consumers are giving away their right to go to court.

ARBITRATION ON THE RISE

Corporations are increasingly filing – and winning – legal motions to force plaintiffs in 
federal class actions out of the courts and into private arbitration hearings. In 
arbitration, plaintiffs must pursue claims as individuals and in private proceedings.

A SHIFT IN WORKPLACE RIGHTS

When it comes to federal class actions, arbitration clauses come into play most often 
in employment cases. Most of these involve wage disputes, but companies are also 
pursuing arbitration in discrimination claims.
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As a lawyer, John G. Roberts Jr. un-
successfully petitioned the Supreme
Court on class-action bans. As chief
justice, he presided over a court that
ruled favorably on arbitration.

“You agree that, by agreeing to these Terms of Use, the U.S. Federal Arbitration Act governs the interpretation and enforcement
of this provision, and that you and Netflix are each waiving the right to a trial by jury or to participate in a class action.” 

“Any and all proceedings to resolve Claims will be conducted only on an individual basis and not in a class, consolidated or representative
action. If for any reason a Claim proceeds in court rather than in arbitration we each waive any right to a jury trial.”

From Page 1

This series is examining how clauses
buried in tens of millions of contracts
have deprived Americans of one of their
most fundamental constitutional rights:
their day in court.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.

“You and Verizon Wireless both agree to resolve disputes only by arbitration or in small claims court. You understand
that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.

“You and Verizon Wireless both agree to resolve disputes only by arbitration or in small claims court. You understand
that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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according to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argu-
ment Mr. Roberts had made as a law-
yer in the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court mar-
ginalizing state law, the only option 
left for consumer advocates was to 
use a federal law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of 
Italian Colors, who was still fighting 
with American Express. After the 
company won the first round, Mr. 
Carlson’s lawyers appealed, saying 
the class-action ban prevented mer-
chants from exercising their federal 
rights to fight a monopoly.

“In a contest between just me 
— a restaurant in Oakland — and 
American Express, who do you 
think wins?” Mr. Carlson said.

Individually, none of the mer-
chants could pay for a case that 
could cost more than $1 million in 
expert analysis alone.

The United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Second Circuit, which 
included Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled 
in the plaintiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed 
again, and the case ultimately went 
to the Supreme Court. By the time 
the court heard it, in 2013, Ms. So-
tomayor was a justice and recused 
herself.

The case centered on the Sher-
man Act, a muscular antitrust law 
that empowered citizens to take on 
monopolistic entities. Conservatives 

and liberals on previous Supreme Courts had 
consistently found that Americans should be 
guaranteed a way to exercise that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices abandoned the 
precedent and ruled in favor of American Express.

“Requiring the availability of classwide ar-
bitration,” Justice Scalia wrote for the majority, 
“interferes with fundamental attributes of arbi-
tration.” The main purpose of the Federal Arbi-
tration Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the enforce-
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.

“You and Verizon Wireless both agree to resolve disputes only by arbitration or in small claims court. You understand
that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.

“You and Verizon Wireless both agree to resolve disputes only by arbitration or in small claims court. You understand
that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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Arbitration clauses could outlaw class ac-
tions, the court said, even if a class action was 
the only realistic way to bring a case. “The an-
titrust laws do not guarantee an affordable pro-
cedural path to the vindication of every claim,” 
Justice Scalia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the politi-
cal spectrum registered their disbelief on legal 
blogs. “No one thinks they got it right,” Judge 
Young of Boston wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came from 
Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote the dissenting 
opinion. “The monopolist gets to use its mo-
nopoly power to insist on a contract effectively 
depriving its victims of all legal recourse,” she 
wrote. She went on to say that her colleagues in 
the majority were effectively telling those vic-
tims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the news 
from his lawyer. The restaurateur said he had 
no choice but to continue accepting American 
Express. About a third of his customers use it, 
including many who run up bigger tabs because 
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change, though. 
He added a special bourbon cocktail to the 
menu. “I call it the Scalia,” he said. “It’s bitter 
and tough to swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Angeles 

and a hamburger joint in East Texas informed 
guests that, simply by walking in, they had 
agreed to arbitration. Consumer contracts with 
Amazon, Netflix, Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV 
now contain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley 
Madison, the online site for adulterers, requires 
that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car with-
out signing an agreement like Budget’s, which 
reads, “Arbitration, No Class Actions.” The same 
goes for purchasing just about anything online, 
which makes adding the clauses even easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as one 
corporate lawyer put it, has caught millions of 
Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had 
agreed to arbitration until a class-action suit he 
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.

“You and Verizon Wireless both agree to resolve disputes only by arbitration or in small claims court. You understand
that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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filed on behalf of Sprint customers in Miami was 
thrown out of court. They had sued the company 
after noticing that their monthly bills contained 
roaming charges incurred in their homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more than 
the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast was contesting. 
And his lawyer, Douglas F. Eaton, advised him 
that winning would require high-tech experts at 
a six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even have 
to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why would anyone 
risk that?” Mr. Eaton said.

The data on consumer arbitration obtained 
by The Times shows that Sprint, a company with 
more than 57 million subscribers, faced only six 
arbitrations between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers Sprint 
can take money from because of arbitration,” 
Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly understood 

the potential of arbitration clauses than finan-
cial firms. A particularly bruising set of lawsuits 
starting in 2009 revealed an accounting device 
that more than a dozen banks employed on 
debit card transactions. Customers accused the 
banks of deducting big payments like monthly 
rent before taking out smaller charges like those 
for a pack of gum — even if the customer bought 
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions, the 
lawsuits said, allowed the banks to increase 
the number of times they could charge over-
draft fees, typically $35 a pop. Forced into 
court, the banks settled the cases for more 
than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the overdraft 
cases have since added arbitration clauses, The 
Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations prompted 
by the 2008 financial crisis crimped profits from 
trading and other risky activities, revenue from 
fees has become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in the 
country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America 
and Wells Fargo — made more than $1 billion 
through overdraft fees in the first three months 

of 2015, according to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives and de-
fense lawyers predicted that consumers would 
use arbitration once it became more familiar. 
They added that people could also get relief in 
small claims court, an option often not covered 
by arbitration clauses. But much like arbitra-
tion, few people go to small claims court, accord-
ing to court data and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include an opt-
out provision on arbitration — typically between 
30 and 45 days — few consumers take advan-
tage of it because they do not realize they have 
signed a clause to begin with, or do not under-
stand its consequences, according to interviews 
with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that arbitra-
tion incentivized them to resolve many custom-
er disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park, Calif., 
had no such luck.

A bread truck driver, Mr. Kilgore had 
dreamed of being a helicopter pilot ever since 
his father, who was in the Navy, took him to an 
air show when he was a child.

At 28, after his first daughter was born, he 
enrolled at Silver State Helicopters, a for-prof-
it school in Oakland, taking out a $55,950 loan 
from Key Bank to pay for the program.

Less than halfway into training, Mr. Kilgore 
got a call from his flight instructor, who said Sil-
ver State was bankrupt. In disbelief, he drove to 
Oakland the next day to find the school’s doors 
padlocked.

Key Bank and Student Loan Xpress, the 
school’s preferred lenders, demanded that stu-
dents pay back their loans for degrees they 
never received. About 2,700 students, including 
Mr. Kilgore, joined in class actions against the 
two lenders, accusing them of ignoring financial 
signs that the school was in trouble.

Student Loan Xpress, whose contracts did not 
have an arbitration clause, agreed to settle and 
forgave more than $100 million in student loans. 
Key Bank, whose contracts did, used the clause to 
get Mr. Kilgore’s lawsuit dismissed in 2013.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.

JASON HENRY FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.

“You and Verizon Wireless both agree to resolve disputes only by arbitration or in small claims court. You understand
that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 
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Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.
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Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.

MARK MAKELA FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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that by this agreement you are giving up the right to bring a claim in court or in front of a jury.” 

“You agree that you will only sue us as an individual. You agree that you will not file a class action against
Budget or its Providers, or participate in a class action against Budget or its Providers.”
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.
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Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.
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Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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tile to corporate defendants.
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, a former clerk to

Justice Antonin Scalia who teaches law
at Vanderbilt University, said criticizing
class actions for small awards was mis-
leading. By their very nature, the law-
suits are intended to help large groups
of people get back small individual
amounts, Mr. Fitzpatrick said.

“Without a class action, if someone
loses $500, they will not be able to do
anything about it,” he said.

Walter Hackett, who worked as a
banker until 2007, said the real threat
was cases that force companies to aban-
don lucrative billing practices.

“When banks make mistakes or do
bad things, they tend to do them many
times and to many people,” said Mr.
Hackett, who switched sides and be-
came a consumer lawyer.

With state courts still blocking their
efforts, Mr. Kaplinsky’s group focused
on getting a case to the Supreme Court.

Success hinged on the justices’ ap-
plying the Federal Arbitration Act, a
dusty 1925 law that formalized the use of
arbitration for disagreements between
businesses. Since the mid-1980s, the
court had expanded the scope of the law
to cover a range of disputes between
companies and their employees and
customers.

In fact, when Congress passed the
act, lawmakers specifically emphasized
that it was meant for businesses. Some
raised concerns that companies would
one day twist the law to impose arbitra-
tion on their workers, according to min-
utes from a congressional hearing.

The Supreme Court had never taken
a case that centered on whether the
Federal Arbitration Act allowed plain-
tiffs to form a class action.

A lawsuit in California’s courts looked
promising. The defendant, Discover
Bank, was accused of charging unfair
fees. A lower court upheld the bank’s
class-action ban, but the state’s Court of
Appeals negated it, accusing Discover
of trying to grant itself a “license to
push the boundaries of good business
practices to their furthest limits.”

Discover, one of the companies in-
volved with Mr. Kaplinsky’s group, then
petitioned the Supreme Court to in-
tervene. Representing the company
was John G. Roberts Jr., at the time a
prominent corporate defense lawyer.

With much at stake, Mr. Kaplinsky
said, he spoke with Mr. Roberts and of-
fered input on the brief Mr. Roberts was
drafting to the Supreme Court. “He was
a really nice guy,” Mr. Kaplinsky said.

In the subsequent petition, Mr. Rob-
erts wrote that the California appeals
court had overstepped its bounds in vio-
lation of the Federal Arbitration Act. Al-
lowing consumers to bring a case as a
class, he wrote, would violate the “core
purpose of the Arbitration Act: to en-
force arbitration agreements according
to their terms.”

In essence, companies were using the
law to push disputes out of court, and
then imposing conditions that made it
impossible to pursue those disputes in
arbitration.

The Supreme Court declined to take
up the case.

A Victory for Corporations
Determined, businesses sweetened

the terms of arbitration to try to tempt
the Supreme Court to wade into the
fray, according to interviews. A clause
drafted for AT&T, for example, prom-
ised to award certain customers who
prevailed in arbitration at least $7,500
and to pay them double their legal fees.

In 2010, the Supreme Court agreed to
hear a case. In AT&T v. Concepcion,
customers said the company had prom-
ised them a free phone if they signed up
for service, and then charged them
$30.22 anyway.

Once again, the ruling involved the
California courts and their rejection of a
class-action ban as “unconscionable.”
By then, Mr. Roberts was chief justice.

Lawyers for both sides focused on the
power of state courts.

Mr. Pincus, the Mayer Brown part-
ner, represented AT&T and said that the
Federal Arbitration Act superseded
state law. In his main argument, Mr.
Pincus accused state courts of making
up special rules to discriminate against
arbitration.

Deepak Gupta, who at age 34 was al-
ready known as a skilled appellate law-
yer, worked for the plaintiffs. Mr. Gupta
countered that the state courts should
be free to enforce their own laws.

“We thought we had a fighting
chance if we argued the case was about
the importance of states’ rights,” Mr.
Gupta said in an interview.

Sitting in the gallery during opening
arguments, Mr. Kaplinsky had a differ-
ent take on the Roberts court, which
seemed to favor arbitration. “We were
pretty sure we had his vote,” Mr. Kaplin-
sky said.

When the court ruled 5-4 in favor of
AT&T, it largely skipped over Mr. Pin-
cus’s central argument.

“Requiring the availability of class-
wide arbitration,” Justice Scalia wrote
for the majority, “interferes with funda-
mental attributes of arbitration.” The
main purpose of the Federal Arbitration
Act, he wrote, “is to ensure the en-
forcement of arbitration agreements ac-
cording to their terms.”

It was essentially the same argument
Mr. Roberts had made as a lawyer in
the Discover case.

With the Supreme Court marginaliz-
ing state law, the only option left for
consumer advocates was to use a fed-
eral law to fight back.

Enter Mr. Carlson, the owner of Ital-
ian Colors, who was still fighting with
American Express. After the company
won the first round, Mr. Carlson’s law-
yers appealed, saying the class-action
ban prevented merchants from exercis-
ing their federal rights to fight a monop-
oly.

“In a contest between just me — a
restaurant in Oakland — and American
Express, who do you think wins?” Mr.
Carlson said.

Individually, none of the merchants
could pay for a case that could cost
more than $1 million in expert analysis
alone.

The United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, which included
Sonia M. Sotomayor, ruled in the plain-
tiffs’ favor in 2009.

American Express appealed again,
and the case ultimately went to the Su-
preme Court. By the time the court
heard it, in 2013, Ms. Sotomayor was a
justice and recused herself.

The case centered on the Sherman

Act, a muscular antitrust law that em-
powered citizens to take on monopo-
listic entities. Conservatives and liber-
als on previous Supreme Courts had
consistently found that Americans
should be guaranteed a way to exercise
that right.

On June 20, 2013, the justices aban-
doned the precedent and ruled in favor
of American Express.

Arbitration clauses could outlaw class
actions, the court said, even if a class ac-
tion was the only realistic way to bring a
case. “The antitrust laws do not guaran-
tee an affordable procedural path to the
vindication of every claim,” Justice Sca-
lia wrote.

Within hours, critics from across the
political spectrum registered their dis-
belief on legal blogs. “No one thinks
they got it right,” Judge Young of Bos-
ton wrote later in a decision.

The most withering criticism came
from Justice Elena Kagan, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. “The monopolist
gets to use its monopoly power to insist
on a contract effectively depriving its
victims of all legal recourse,” she wrote.
She went on to say that her colleagues
in the majority were effectively telling
those victims, “Too darn bad.”

Back in Oakland, Mr. Carlson got the
news from his lawyer. The restaurateur
said he had no choice but to continue ac-
cepting American Express. About a
third of his customers use it, including
many who run up bigger tabs because
the cards are tied to expense accounts.

Mr. Carlson did make one change,
though. He added a special bourbon
cocktail to the menu. “I call it the Sca-
lia,” he said. “It’s bitter and tough to
swallow.”

A Clause for All Occasions
Signs posted in a theater in Los Ange-

les and a hamburger joint in East Texas
informed guests that, simply by walking
in, they had agreed to arbitration. Con-
sumer contracts with Amazon, Netflix,
Travelocity, eBay and DirecTV now con-
tain arbitration clauses. Even Ashley
Madison, the online site for adulterers,
requires that clients agree to them.

It is virtually impossible to rent a car
without signing an agreement like

Budget’s, which reads, “Arbitration, No
Class Actions.” The same goes for pur-
chasing just about anything online,
which makes adding the clauses even
easier.

The “birth of a thousand clauses,” as
one corporate lawyer put it, has caught
millions of Americans by surprise.

James Pendergast had no idea he had
agreed to arbitration until a class-action
suit he filed on behalf of Sprint custom-
ers in Miami was thrown out of court.
They had sued the company after notic-
ing that their monthly bills contained
roaming charges incurred in their
homes.

The cost of arbitration was far more
than the $20 charges Mr. Pendergast
was contesting. And his lawyer, Doug-
las F. Eaton, advised him that winning
would require high-tech experts at a
six-figure bill.

If he lost, Mr. Pendergast might even
have to pay for Sprint’s lawyers. “Why
would anyone risk that?” Mr. Eaton
said.

The data on consumer arbitration ob-
tained by The Times shows that Sprint,
a company with more than 57 million
subscribers, faced only six arbitrations
between 2010 and 2014.

“Just imagine how many customers
Sprint can take money from because of
arbitration,” Mr. Pendergast said.

Sprint declined to comment.
Few industries more keenly under-

stood the potential of arbitration
clauses than financial firms. A partic-
ularly bruising set of lawsuits starting
in 2009 revealed an accounting device
that more than a dozen banks employed
on debit card transactions. Customers
accused the banks of deducting big pay-
ments like monthly rent before taking
out smaller charges like those for a pack
of gum — even if the customer bought
the gum first.

Changing the order of transactions,
the lawsuits said, allowed the banks to
increase the number of times they could
charge overdraft fees, typically $35 a
pop. Forced into court, the banks settled
the cases for more than $1 billion.

At least seven of the banks in the
overdraft cases have since added arbi-
tration clauses, The Times found.

A lot is at stake. Since regulations
prompted by the 2008 financial crisis
crimped profits from trading and other
risky activities, revenue from fees has
become crucial to banks’ profits.

Together, the three largest banks in
the country — JPMorgan Chase, Bank
of America and Wells Fargo — made
more than $1 billion through overdraft
fees in the first three months of 2015, ac-
cording to the Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corporation.

In interviews, corporate executives
and defense lawyers predicted that con-
sumers would use arbitration once it be-
came more familiar. They added that
people could also get relief in small
claims court, an option often not cov-
ered by arbitration clauses. But much
like arbitration, few people go to small
claims court, according to court data
and interviews with judges.

While many companies also include
an opt-out provision on arbitration —
typically between 30 and 45 days — few
consumers take advantage of it because
they do not realize they have signed a
clause to begin with, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
interviews with lawyers and plaintiffs.

Companies noted in interviews that
arbitration incentivized them to resolve
many customer disputes informally.

Matthew Kilgore, of Rohnert Park,
Calif., had no such luck.
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Alan Carlson, left, a restaurant owner and chef, was involved
in a 2003 class-action suit against American Express. A
decade later, a Supreme Court ruling enabled American
Express to prevent merchants from bringing class actions.
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Judge Berle Schiller reluctantly enforced a class-action ban in Applebee’s employment contracts in 2013.
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A bread truck driver, Mr. Kil-
gore had dreamed of being a heli-
copter pilot ever since his father,
who was in the Navy, took him to
an air show when he was a child.

At 28, after his first daughter
was born, he enrolled at Silver
State Helicopters, a for-profit
school in Oakland, taking out a
$55,950 loan from Key Bank to
pay for the program.

Less than halfway into train-
ing, Mr. Kilgore got a call from
his flight instructor, who said Sil-
ver State was bankrupt. In disbe-
lief, he drove to Oakland the next
day to find the school’s doors
padlocked.

Key Bank and Student Loan
Xpress, the school’s preferred
lenders, demanded that students
pay back their loans for degrees
they never received. About 2,700
students, including Mr. Kilgore,
joined in class actions against the
two lenders, accusing them of ig-
noring financial signs that the
school was in trouble.

Student Loan Xpress, whose
contracts did not have an arbitra-
tion clause, agreed to settle and
forgave more than $100 million in
student loans. Key Bank, whose
contracts did, used the clause to
get Mr. Kilgore’s lawsuit dis-
missed in 2013.

Key Bank declined to comment
on Mr. Kilgore’s case, but said the
bank had forgiven a portion of
many students’ loans.

Mr. Kilgore has not been able
to pay back his loan, which with
interest has swelled to $110,000.
With his credit ruined, he and his
wife cannot buy a house and he
has abandoned his dream of be-
coming a pilot.

“It’s the worst decision I ever
made,” he said.

Bargaining Power Fades
A hunter whose trophies are

mounted on the walls of his
chambers in Philadelphia’s fed-
eral courthouse, Judge Berle M.
Schiller prefers to use a bow to
catch his prey. He has stalked

deer through the Pennsylvania
woods, tracked caribou in Quebec
and pursued fleet-footed impala
through South Africa.

Hunting with a rifle is “not a
fair fight,” said Judge Schiller, 71,
who applies the same philosophy
to his courtroom. Or at least he
did until December 2013, when he
had to rule on a lawsuit against
the owner of 39 Applebee’s res-
taurants in Pennsylvania.

The class action was brought
by a former waiter on behalf of
other low-wage employees. The
waiter, Charles Walton, said Ap-
plebee’s made workers sweep
floors, stock silverware, scrub
booths and empty trash cans, but
did not pay them a fair wage for
the extra tasks. The Applebee’s
employees, who relied on tips,
often ended up making less than
minimum wage. Employment
lawyers said these practices
were widespread in the restau-
rant industry.

The Rose Group, which owned
the restaurants, defended its
practices and urged Judge Schil-
ler to dismiss the lawsuit since
Mr. Walton signed an employee
contract that included “a mutual
promise to resolve claims by
binding arbitration.”

The request troubled Judge
Schiller. “It is just these kinds of
cases where it’s important to
have a jury,” he said.

Applebee’s franchises, run by
different owners, have faced sim-
ilar class actions in Alabama,
Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Mis-
souri, New York, South Carolina
and Rhode Island.

In 2014, Ronnie Del Toro
brought a case while working as
a waiter in the Bronx. Once
again, Applebee’s sought to have
it thrown out.

In the meantime, Mr. Del Toro
said the restaurant’s owner and
two hulking men, including one
who went by “Big Drew,” con-
fronted him on the job. They
warned him to “stop being a little
bitch” and withdraw his lawsuit,
according to an application for a
restraining order that Mr. Del
Toro filed in a Bronx court.

“I didn’t wait to hear any-
more,” said Mr. Del Toro, who
moved to Brooklyn and got the
restraining order.

Apple-Metro Inc., which owns
the Bronx Applebee’s, did not re-
turn requests for comment.

Mr. Del Toro now works at P.F.
Chang’s, another restaurant
chain. He had to sign an em-
ployment contract with an arbi-
tration clause to get the job.

Class-action bans are also
widely included in the employ-
ment policies of retailers, includ-
ing Macy’s, Kmart and Sears.

Even some N.F.L. cheerleaders
have had to agree to them. When
a group of cheerleaders sued the
Oakland Raiders over working
conditions, they discovered that
Roger Goodell, the N.F.L. com-
missioner, would preside over the
arbitration. The Raiders later
agreed to use someone else.

The use of class-action bans is
spreading far beyond low-wage
industries to Silicon Valley and
Wall Street, where banks like
Goldman Sachs require some ex-
ecutives to sign contracts con-
taining the clauses.

Civil rights experts worry that
discriminatory labor practices
will go unchecked as class ac-
tions disappear.

Cases brought by African-
American employees against
Nike in 2003 and Walgreens in
2005, for example, led the compa-
nies to change their policies. The
drug company Novartis paid $175
million to settle a class action
brought by female employees
over promotions and pay.

Jenny Yang, chairwoman of
the Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission, said arbitration
allowed “root causes” to persist.
Part of the problem, Ms. Yang

said, is that arbitration keeps any
discussion of discriminatory
practices hidden from other
workers “who might be experi-
encing the same thing.”

The point was not lost on Judge
Schiller in Philadelphia, who has
handled many employment cases
in his 15 years on the bench. Once
an arbitrator himself for disputes
between companies, the judge
said he had nothing against the
forum, as long as both sides
wanted to go.

Among thousands of employ-
ees at Applebee’s franchises, only
four took the company to arbitra-
tion between 2010 and 2014, ac-
cording to The Times’s review of
arbitration data.

When lawyers for Applebee’s
argued before Judge Schiller to
have the lawsuit thrown out, they
assured him that Mr. Walton,
who brought the suit, could have
turned down the job and not
agreed to the arbitration clause.

Judge Schiller was not per-
suaded. “To suggest that he had
bargaining power because he
could wait tables elsewhere ig-
nores reality,” the judge wrote in
court papers. The Applebee’s
workers, the judge wrote, must
“chew on a distasteful dilemma”
of whether to “give up certain
rights or give up the job.”

Despite his own objections,
Judge Schiller said he was bound
by the Supreme Court decisions.
In his ruling, he noted the “la-
mentable” state of legal affairs
and dismissed the case.

With no other option, Mr. Wal-
ton took his case to arbitration. In
April, he lost.

ULI SEIT FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Ronnie Del Toro brought a case against Applebee’s while work-
ing as a waiter. Applebee’s sought to have it thrown out.

With a Single Clause,
Denying Americans
Their Day in Court
From Preceding Page

Michael Corkery contributed re-
porting.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
Gov. Jerry Brown has declared a
state of emergency to help Cali-
fornia address a widespread tree
die-off exacerbated by four years
of drought that has made millions
of trees vulnerable to native bark
beetles.

“California is facing the worst
epidemic of tree mortality in its
modern history,” Mr. Brown
wrote in a letter to the federal ag-
riculture secretary, Tom Vilsack.
“A crisis of this magnitude de-
mands action on all fronts.”

The Brown administration
blames the drought for the in-
festation of native bark beetles
because healthy trees can usu-
ally defend against the insects.
The federal Forest Service esti-
mates that more than 22 million
trees have already died in Cali-
fornia.

Mr. Brown is asking the federal
government for additional money
and help for private landowners
to remove dead and dying trees.

The proclamation that the gov-
ernor issued on Friday is just the

latest in California’s response to
the drought. Mr. Brown ordered
an unprecedented 25 percent
statewide mandatory water re-
duction in April, triggering a se-
ries of conservation efforts.

Brian Nowicki of the Center for
Biological Diversity said Mr.
Brown was conflating dead trees
with wildfire risk when there is
not a clear connection. He said
maintaining forests for wildlife
habitat was crucial in dealing
with the effects of climate
change.

“This oversimplifies a process
and a look at the forest that could
confound meaningful ways to
manage our forests,” Mr. Nowicki
said.

The center, a national conser-
vation group, also questioned the
need to suspend state environ-
mental laws, which require public
input.

Under Mr. Brown’s proclama-
tion, the state authorizes agen-
cies to contract more with wood-
burning power plants to generate
electricity and suspends the com-
petitive bidding process.

California Seeks U.S. Aid
As Beetles Destroy Trees 

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — The
chief of staff at a Veterans Affairs
Medical Center in Wisconsin,
who was nicknamed “candy
man” by some patients for alleg-
edly handing out excess narcot-
ics, will be fired, officials said.

The administrator, David Hou-
lihan, was placed on leave in Jan-
uary while the Department of
Veterans Affairs investigated al-
legations of overprescribing nar-
cotic pain medications and retal-
iatory behavior at the medical
center in Tomah, Wis.

The department told Wiscon-
sin’s congressional delegation
that based on results of an in-
vestigation, Dr. Houlihan, who is
a psychiatrist, was notified on
Friday that he would be fired ef-
fective Nov. 9. Dr. Houlihan’s clin-
ical privileges were also revoked.

He is the second top official to
be fired after the investigation
into practices at the hospital. The
center’s director, Mario DeSanc-
tis, was fired in September.

In August, the inspector gen-
eral of Veterans Affairs said defi-
ciencies in care led to the mixed-
drug toxicity death last year of
Jason Simcakoski, a 35-year-old
Marine Corps veteran. The in-
vestigation found that psychia-
trists did not discuss with him or
his family the hazards of a syn-
thetic opiate he was prescribed,
acted too slowly when he was
found unresponsive, and did not
have anti-overdose medicine on
hand. One physician who attend-
ed to him was fired.

A department report this year
concluded that patients at Tomah
were more likely than patients at
other Veterans Affairs hospitals
to receive high doses of painkill-
ers. The report said there was an
atmosphere of fear among staff
members that affected patient
care.

The report said the Tomah fa-
cility was called “Candy Land”
by some veterans for the report-
edly liberal prescribing practices
under Dr. Houlihan.

V.A. Hospital Leader Fired
Over High Painkiller Doses
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Key Bank declined to comment on 
Mr. Kilgore’s case, but said the bank 
had forgiven a portion of many stu-
dents’ loans.

Mr. Kilgore has not been able to 
pay back his loan, which with inter-
est has swelled to $110,000. With his 
credit ruined, he and his wife cannot 
buy a house and he has abandoned his 
dream of becoming a pilot.

“It’s the worst decision I ever 
made,” he said.

Bargaining Power Fades
A hunter whose trophies are 

mounted on the walls of his chambers 
in Philadelphia’s federal courthouse, 
Judge Berle M. Schiller prefers to use 
a bow to catch his prey. He has stalked 
deer through the Pennsylvania 
woods, tracked caribou in Quebec and 
pursued fleet-footed impala through 
South Africa.

Hunting with a rifle is “not a fair 
fight,” said Judge Schiller, 71, who applies the 
same philosophy to his courtroom. Or at least 
he did until December 2013, when he had to rule 
on a lawsuit against the owner of 39 Applebee’s 
restaurants in Pennsylvania.

The class action was brought by a former 
waiter on behalf of other low-wage employees. 
The waiter, Charles Walton, said Applebee’s 
made workers sweep floors, stock silverware, 
scrub booths and empty trash cans, but did not 
pay them a fair wage for the extra tasks. The 
Applebee’s employees, who relied on tips, of-
ten ended up making less than minimum wage. 
Employment lawyers said these practices were 
widespread in the restaurant industry.

The Rose Group, which owned the restau-
rants, defended its practices and urged Judge 
Schiller to dismiss the lawsuit since Mr. Walton 
signed an employee contract that included “a 
mutual promise to resolve claims by binding 
arbitration.”

The request troubled Judge Schiller. “It is 
just these kinds of cases where it’s important to 
have a jury,” he said.

Applebee’s franchises, run by different own-
ers, have faced similar class actions in Alabama, 
Florida, Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri, New York, 
South Carolina and Rhode Island.

In 2014, Ronnie Del Toro brought a case 
while working as a waiter in the Bronx. Once 
again, Applebee’s sought to have it thrown out.

In the meantime, Mr. Del Toro said the res-
taurant’s owner and two hulking men, including 
one who went by “Big Drew,” confronted him on 
the job. They warned him to “stop being a little 
bitch” and withdraw his lawsuit, according to an 
application for a restraining order that Mr. Del 
Toro filed in a Bronx court.

“I didn’t wait to hear anymore,” said Mr. 
Del Toro, who moved to Brooklyn and got the 
restraining order.

Apple-Metro Inc., which owns the Bronx Ap-
plebee’s, did not return requests for comment.

Mr. Del Toro now works at P.F. Chang’s, an-
other restaurant chain. He had to sign an em-
ployment contract with an arbitration clause to 
get the job.

Class-action bans are also widely included 
in the employment policies of retailers, includ-
ing Macy’s, Kmart and Sears.

Even some N.F.L. cheerleaders have had 
to agree to them. When a group of cheerlead-
ers sued the Oakland Raiders over work-
ing conditions, they discovered that Roger 
Goodell, the N.F.L. commissioner, would pre-
side over the arbitration. The Raiders later 



agreed to use someone else.
The use of class-action bans is spreading 

far beyond low-wage industries to Silicon Val-
ley and Wall Street, where banks like Goldman 
Sachs require some executives to sign contracts 
containing the clauses.

Civil rights experts worry that discrimina-
tory labor practices will go unchecked as class 
actions disappear.

Cases brought by African-American em-
ployees against Nike in 2003 and Walgreens in 
2005, for example, led the companies to change 
their policies. The drug company Novartis paid 
$175 million to settle a class action brought by 
female employees over promotions and pay.

Jenny Yang, chairwoman of the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission, said arbi-
tration allowed “root causes” to persist. Part of 
the problem, Ms. Yang said, is that arbitration 
keeps any discussion of discriminatory prac-
tices hidden from other workers “who might be 
experiencing the same thing.”

The point was not lost on Judge Schiller in 
Philadelphia, who has handled many employ-

ment cases in his 15 years on the bench. Once an 
arbitrator himself for disputes between compa-
nies, the judge said he had nothing against the 
forum, as long as both sides wanted to go.

Among thousands of employees at Apple-
bee’s franchises, only four took the company to 
arbitration between 2010 and 2014, according to 
The Times’s review of arbitration data.

When lawyers for Applebee’s argued before 
Judge Schiller to have the lawsuit thrown out, 
they assured him that Mr. Walton, who brought 
the suit, could have turned down the job and not 
agreed to the arbitration clause.

Judge Schiller was not persuaded. “To sug-
gest that he had bargaining power because he 
could wait tables elsewhere ignores reality,” the 
judge wrote in court papers. The Applebee’s 
workers, the judge wrote, must “chew on a dis-
tasteful dilemma” of whether to “give up certain 
rights or give up the job.”

Despite his own objections, Judge Schiller 
said he was bound by the Supreme Court deci-
sions. In his ruling, he noted the “lamentable” 
state of legal affairs and dismissed the case.

With no other option, Mr. Walton took his 
case to arbitration. In April, he lost.   n Michael Corkery contributed reporting.
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By TIM ARANGO
and CEYLAN YEGINSU

ISTANBUL — In a stunning
electoral comeback, the Islamist
party of President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan regained its majority in
Parliament on Sunday, ensuring
Mr. Erdogan’s continued domi-
nance of Turkish politics after
months of political turmoil and vi-
olence.

The result will permit Mr.
Erdogan to remain the country’s
pre-eminent political figure while
pushing the boundaries of the
constitutional limits of the presi-
dency, a largely ceremonial role.

With 99 percent of the votes
counted, according to the state
broadcaster TRT, the Justice and
Development Party, or A.K.P.,
captured 49.3 percent of the pop-
ular vote, giving it a solid major-
ity of 316 seats in Parliament.

The victory for the A.K.P. came
at great cost to the cohesion of
Turkish society. Critics say Mr.
Erdogan’s divisive rhetoric, by
denigrating opponents as terror-
ists or traitors, helped polarize
the country. And a government
crackdown on dissent in the lead-
up to the vote, with mobs at-
tacking newspaper offices and a
recent raid on a media conglom-
erate opposed to the government,
raised concerns abroad about
Turkey’s commitment to democ-
racy.

The outcome was also a spec-
tacular upset given that most
polls had predicted a result simi-
lar to June’s national election, 

ISLAMIST PARTY
GAINS MAJORITY
IN TURKISH VOTE

VICTORY FOR ERDOGAN 

Comeback Arrives After
Polarizing Campaign

and Violence

Continued on Page A8

By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 
and SUSANNE CRAIG

In separate federal court-
houses in Lower Manhattan this
month, two of the most powerful
men in New York are about to go
on trial, an extraordinary specta-
cle centering on allegations of
corruption, bribery and nepotism
in the state’s highest chambers of
political power.

But even as the men, Assem-
blyman Sheldon Silver, the for-
mer speaker, and State Senator
Dean G. Skelos, the former ma-
jority leader, fight the charges
and try to restore their reputa-
tions, something else will also be
on trial: the culture of Albany, the
state capital.

Court papers in the two cases
suggest that testimony in Federal
District Court will expose in
granular detail what watchdog
groups say is a seamy world
where big money and politics
have long intersected with gov-
ernment.

There are accounts of kick-
backs disguised as legitimate in-
come; no-show jobs for a law-
maker’s son; and the use of state
money to influence a doctor to re-
fer clients to a favored law firm
that, in turn, paid millions of dol-
lars to a lawmaker.

The alleged acts are typical of
a culture, according to the watch-
dog groups, that has made Al-
bany practically synonymous
with corruption and stubbornly
resistant to reform, keeping citi-
zens — and even most lawmak-
ers — in the dark about much of
the legislative work and spending
done in their names.

For more than two decades,
Mr. Silver and, for a lesser peri-
od, Mr. Skelos, have presided
over the machinery making up,
along with the governor, the so-
called three men in a room who
have historically controlled much
of the state’s policy and legisla-
tive and budgeting decisions.

The two trials — Mr. Silver’s
case is to begin on Monday with
jury selection, and the case
against Mr. Skelos, who is going
on trial with his son, Adam, is
scheduled to start on Nov. 16 —
could run as long as six weeks
each, so they will probably over-
lap for about a month. Never be-
fore have two lawmakers of their
stature gone on trial at the same
time in New York.

ALBANY CULTURE
IS PUT ON TRIAL

IN GRAFT CASES

OF MONEY AND POLITICS

Charges for Silver and
Skelos Bring Scrutiny

to the Capitol

Continued on Page A18

By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Deborah L. Pierce, an emer-
gency room doctor in Philadel-
phia, was optimistic when she
brought a sex discrimination
claim against the medical group
that had dismissed her. Respect-
ed by colleagues, she said she
had a stack of glowing evalua-
tions and evidence that the prac-
tice had a pattern of denying
women partnerships.

She began to worry, though,
once she was blocked from court
and forced into private arbitra-
tion.

Presiding over the case was
not a judge but a corporate law-
yer, Vasilios J. Kalogredis, who
also handled arbitrations. When
Ms. Pierce showed up one day for
a hearing, she said she noticed
Mr. Kalogredis having a friendly
coffee with the head of the med-
ical group she was suing.

During the proceedings, the
practice withheld crucial evi-
dence, including audiotapes it de-
stroyed, according to interviews
and documents. Ms. Pierce
thought things could not get any
worse until a doctor reversed tes-
timony she had given in Ms.
Pierce’s favor. The reason: Male
colleagues had “clarified” her
memory.

When Mr. Kalogredis ultimate-
ly ruled against Ms. Pierce, his

decision contained passages
pulled, verbatim, from legal
briefs prepared by lawyers for
the medical practice, according to
documents.

“It took away my faith in a fair
and honorable legal system,” said
Ms. Pierce, who is still paying off
$200,000 in legal costs seven
years later.

If the case had been heard in
civil court, Ms. Pierce would have
been able to appeal, raising ques-
tions about testimony, destruc-
tion of evidence and potential
conflicts of interest.

But arbitration, an investiga-
tion by The New York Times has
found, often bears little resem-
blance to court.

Over the last 10 years, thou-
sands of businesses across the
country — from big corporations
to storefront shops — have used
arbitration to create an alternate
system of justice. There, rules
tend to favor businesses, and
judges and juries have been re-
placed by arbitrators who com-
monly consider the companies
their clients, The Times found.

The change has been swift and
virtually unnoticed, even though 

A ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

In Arbitration, a Bias Toward Business
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and NEIL MacFARQUHAR

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia —
As Russia mourned the 224 vic-
tims of a charter flight that
crashed over the weekend on the
Sinai Peninsula in Egypt, investi-
gators on Sunday began the diffi-
cult process of trying to deter-
mine whether the plane, which
they said had broken up in mid-
air, was brought down by an act
of terrorism or a tragic accident.

After surveying the wreckage
scattered across eight square
miles of the barren, black pebbles
of the Sinai Desert plateau, Vik-
tor Sorochenko, the director of
the Interstate Aviation Commis-
sion, told journalists that the

wide dispersion meant that the
plane had disintegrated before
the pieces fell to earth.

But that alone did not indicate
any specific cause for the crash,
he said, describing the debris
field as a giant ellipse. “It is too
soon to talk about conclusions,”
he was quoted as saying by the
Interfax news agency. “The col-
lapse occurred in midair, and the
wreckage is scattered over a vast
area.”

The circumstances of the crash
kept alive the possibilities that
mechanical failure or terrorism
might have caused the catastro-

PAVEL GOLOVKIN/ASSOCIATED PRESS

A Russian flag was at half-staff in Moscow on Sunday to com-
memorate the victims of the crash of a charter flight in Egypt.

Continued on Page A7

Amid Vigils and Debris, Officials 
Seeking Cause of Crash in Egypt

By JASON HOROWITZ

WASHINGTON — When he
ran for the Senate from Texas in
2012, Ted Cruz welcomed the
comparisons on Capitol Hill and
in the news media to Senator
Marco Rubio of Florida, another
41-year-old Cuban-American and
oratorically gifted conservative,
who had ridden a wave of Tea
Party support two years earlier

to victory over his state’s Repub-
lican establishment.

But Mr. Cruz also sought a
more direct connection to Mr. Ru-
bio, making several pilgrimages
to his Washington office for ad-
vice, as well as an endorsement,
according to people who were
members of Mr. Rubio’s staff at
the time.

Mr. Rubio, by then outgrowing
his Tea Party stage and seeking

to position himself as a party
leader who did not meddle in oth-
ers’ primaries, never found room
in his schedule for Mr. Cruz, who
had to settle for a meeting with
Mr. Rubio’s staff members.

Mr. Cruz won without Mr. Ru-
bio’s endorsement, and later con-
fided to a Republican senator
that he “resented” Mr. Rubio’s
reluctance to endorse him. Now, 

Now Aiming Higher, Cruz and Rubio Drift Apart
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Late Edition
Today, partly sunny, mild, high of
64. Tonight, partly cloudy, low of 52.
Tomorrow, plenty of sunshine, rath-
er warm for early November, high
of 70. Weather map is on Page D10.

$2.50

By WINNIE HU

Forty strollers were double-
and triple-parked on the main
floor of the Fort Washington Li-
brary in Upper Manhattan. As
another one came through the
door, Velda Asbury waved to-
ward a spot beside a book stack.

Officially, Ms. Asbury is a li-
brary clerk, checking books in
and out. But every Wednesday

she doubles as a parking attend-
ant during one of the New York
Public Library’s most popular
programs: story time.

“Good morning, little people,”
she called out, as the library’s
youngest patrons climbed, or
were carried, up an old wooden
staircase to the second floor for a
45-minute romp through books
and music.

Among parents of the under-5

set, spots for story time have be-
come as coveted as seats for a hot
Broadway show like “Hamilton.”
Lines stretch down the block at
some branches, with tickets giv-
en out on a first-come-first-
served basis because there is not
enough room to accommodate all
of the children who show up.

Workers at the 67th Street Li-
brary on the Upper East Side of 

Long Line at the Library? It’s Story Time Again
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As a result of an adjustment in federal
drug penalties, prisons have started to
release thousands of inmates early.
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still faced long terms. PAGE A10
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More South Koreans are dying alone, so
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Some oppose provisions in an Ohio ma-
rijuana legalization initiative, bank-
rolled by wealthy investors who have
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Ties between Vice President Joseph R.
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A Next Chapter for Biden
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The Kansas City Royals defeated the Mets and clinched the World Series in the 12th inning of Game 5 at Citi Field. Page D1. 
A Royal Celebration
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lawyer, said that “it was only because of
forced arbitration that the nursing
home got away with this.” He added
that “a jury would not have let this hap-
pen. “

Even when plaintiffs prevail in arbi-
tration, patterns of wrongdoing at nurs-
ing homes are kept hidden from pro-
spective residents and their families.

Recognizing the issue, 34 United
States senators have asked the federal
government to deny Medicare and Med-
icaid funding to nursing homes that em-
ploy arbitration clauses. “All too often,
only after a resident has suffered an in-
jury or death,” the senators wrote in a
letter in September, “do families truly
understand the impact of the arbitration
agreement they have already signed.”

Sometimes, even death provides no
escape.

Willie K. Hamb was at the funeral for
her husband at Evergreen Cemetery
outside Chicago when she discovered
that his coffin would not be buried in the
shady plot she said she had requested.

Instead, the cemetery informed Mrs.
Hamb that it would place the coffin in a
wall crypt until the more than $56,000
marble mausoleum they said she had
agreed to in a contract was complete.

Mrs. Hamb, 72 and retired, said all
she could afford for her husband, known
to his friends as Pudden, was the simple
plot and service she had already paid
$12,461 to arrange.

Service Corporation International,
one of the nation’s largest providers of
funeral services and the owner of Ever-
green Cemetery, declined to comment.

The dispute will be resolved in a com-
ing arbitration. Mrs. Hamb’s lawyer,
Michelle Weinberg, said she was not op-
timistic that her client would prevail, es-
pecially since the arbitrator is a bank
compliance officer.

A Crash Course
Debbie Brenner enrolled in the surgi-

cal technician program at Lamson Col-
lege near Phoenix in her 40s with high
hopes of reinventing herself. She spent
hours learning about the tools used in
surgical procedures as if mastering the
movements of the waltz, each handoff in
graceful succession: scalpel, retractor,
clamp, sutures.

Whether the instruments featured in
lessons were real, or just depictions in
photographs, depended on what teach-
ers could round up on any given day.
Lamson students became accustomed
to empty surgical trays and anatomical
mannequins missing their plastic repli-
cas of organs. One enterprising instruc-
tor fashioned hearts, livers and kidneys
out of felt and string.

Students considered that instructor
to be one of Lamson’s better faculty
members, more than a dozen of them
said in interviews. Some teachers rou-
tinely disappeared from class, leaving
tests conspicuously on the desks to be
copied, they said.

Ms. Brenner, a devout Christian, said
she prayed that the program’s short-
comings would not diminish her job
prospects. She said the enrollment offi-
cer who persuaded her to sign up for the
$24,000-a-year program had promised
her she would easily find a job after
graduation.

When Ms. Brenner completed the
program with high marks in 2009, she
said, Lamson failed to find her an in-
ternship. She was volunteering at Mar-
icopa County Hospital when, she said, a
surgical technician told her that most
hospitals refused to hire Lamson stu-
dents because they were so poorly

trained. According to students, some
did not even know how to properly ster-
ilize their hands before surgery.

“It was a joke,” Ms. Brenner said.
“The school’s brochure was all about
making our dreams come true, but this
was a nightmare.”

Soon after, Lamson shut down the
program when it was unable to place
enough of its students in internships. In
March 2011, Ms. Brenner and other stu-
dents filed a lawsuit against the school
and its owner, Delta Career Education
Corporation, accusing them of fraud.
The case was promptly dismissed be-
cause of an arbitration clause in the stu-
dents’ enrollment agreements.

Ms. Brenner, confident she could pre-
vail in arbitration, persuaded her hus-
band to withdraw $12,000 from his re-
tirement account to put toward legal
fees.

By the time her case was heard in
March 2013, the attorney general of Ari-
zona had sued another Delta school for
defrauding students in a criminal jus-
tice program. And a federal class-action
lawsuit in Michigan had accused a Delta
school of defrauding students out of mil-
lions of dollars in student loans. The
company did not admit wrongdoing, but
settled both lawsuits for a total of more
than $8 million.

Arbitration would prove to be more
advantageous for the company, records
and interviews show.

Ms. Brenner’s case was conducted in
the Phoenix office of Gordon & Rees,
one of two big law firms defending Lam-
son and Delta. The arbitrator, Dennis
Negron, was a corporate lawyer and
real estate broker who had written pa-
pers on how to limit liability because
“last on your list of desires is to be
sued.”

As in most arbitrations, lawyers for
both sides chose Mr. Negron from a list
provided by an arbitration firm, in this
case the American Arbitration Associa-
tion.

Lawyers for Ms. Brenner and four
other students grouped into the same
arbitration said they anticipated victory
because they believed that the evidence
was overwhelmingly in their favor.

Even the school’s former head of ad-

missions, Jeff Bing, testified that he had
been instructed by his superiors at Del-
ta to increase enrollment at all costs.

Mr. Bing said it was widely known
that the admissions staff, whose com-
pensation was tied to the number of stu-
dents recruited, was “overpromising”
on jobs. He testified that the job place-
ment rate for graduates was around 20
percent.

To keep the enrollment numbers up,
Mr. Bing said, virtually anyone who ap-
plied was accepted. He added in an in-
terview that the only qualification was
“a pulse.”

Mr. Bing and other former employees
recounted in interviews with The Times
how profits drove most of the decision-
making at Lamson.

As administrators were pressured to
increase enrollment, instructors were
drilled on the importance of student re-
tention — which factored into federal
aid disbursements.

Penny Philippi and Karen Saliski, two
former teachers, said they were direct-
ed not to flunk anyone, including a stu-
dent who skipped classes to “chase
U.F.O.s.”

Delta declined to comment.
During the arbitration proceedings,

even a witness for the defense ex-
pressed concerns about Lamson. Kelly
Harris, who headed the school’s surgi-
cal technician program, defended the
quality of education offered at Lamson
but said the school enrolled too many
students.

Ms. Harris, in an interview with The
Times, said she warned school execu-
tives that the practice would dilute the
quality of training, flood the job market

and make the Lamson degree worth-
less. They scoffed, she said.

“It broke my heart to see these kids
treated as dollar signs,” Ms. Harris said.

She was one of only two people who
testified for the defense. Lawyers for
Lamson and Delta denied that enroll-
ment officers guaranteed jobs, adding
that they were hard to come by during
the recession.

In the end, Mr. Negron ruled in favor
of Lamson and Delta.

Mr. Negron found that the defense
had presented the “two most credible
witnesses” and praised for-profit educa-
tion, according to his decision, a copy of
which was obtained by The Times. Mr.
Negron did not return repeated calls
and emails seeking comment.

“There is little doubt that for-profit
technical or specialty schools, like the
college, serve an invaluable service to
the public,” he wrote in his decision.

Mr. Negron found that the college did
not make job promises during the en-
rollment process but may have engaged
in “puffery, which each of the adult stu-
dents should have known and recog-
nized as puffery.” Chiding Ms. Brenner
for not being a savvier shopper, he said
she had approached her decision to en-
roll in a “most cavalier manner” as if
“buying a Snickers at the local market.”

His opinion was not shared by arbi-
trators who ruled in favor of students in
two nearly identical cases against Lam-
son, documents obtained by The Times
show.

If the cases had played out in court,
legal experts said, Ms. Brenner could
have referred to those decisions to ap-
peal Mr. Negron’s.

As it stands, Ms. Brenner lost far
more than the case.

Mr. Negron decided that she and the
other students should pay the defense’s
$354,210.77 legal bill because of the
“hardship” the students had inflicted on
Lamson and Delta.

“I felt like I had been sucker-
punched,” Ms. Brenner said.

Repeat Business
Fearful of losing business, some arbi-

trators pass around the story of Stefan

M. Mason as a cautionary tale. They say
Mr. Mason ruled in favor of an employ-
ee in an age discrimination suit, award-
ing him $1.7 million, and was never
hired to hear another employment case.

While Mr. Mason’s experience was
rare, more than 30 arbitrators said in in-
terviews that the pressure to rule for
the companies that give them business
was real.

Companies can even specify in con-
tracts with their customers and employ-
ees that all cases will be handled exclu-
sively by one arbitration firm. Big law
firms also bring repeat business to indi-
vidual arbitrators, according to docu-
ments and interviews with arbitrators.
Jackson Lewis, for example, had 40
cases with the same arbitrator in San
Francisco over a five-year period.

The JAMS arbitrator in an employ-
ment case brought by Leonard Acevedo
of Pomona, Calif., against the short-
term lender CashCall simultaneously
had 28 other cases involving the compa-
ny, according to documents disclosed by
JAMS during the proceedings.

“This whole experience burst my
bubble,” said Mr. Acevedo, a 57-year-old
veteran, who lost his case in October
2014. His lawyer, James Cordes, offered
a more critical take. “It clearly appears
that the arbitrator was working for the
company,” Mr. Cordes said. “And he dis-
regarded evidence to hand a good result
to his client.”

JAMS denied that its arbitrator had
been influenced by CashCall.

Linda S. Klibanow, an employment
arbitrator in Pasadena, Calif., acknowl-
edged the potential for conflicts of in-
terest but said she thought most arbi-
trators, many of whom are retired
judges, could remain fair.

“I think that most arbitrators put
themselves in the place of a jury as the
fact finder and try to render a fair deci-
sion,” Ms. Klibanow said.

Elizabeth Bartholet, an arbitrator in
Boston who has handled more than 100
cases, agreed that many arbitrators had
good intentions, but she said that the
system made it challenging to remain
unbiased. Ms. Bartholet recalled that af-
ter a company complained that she had
scheduled an extra hearing for a plain-
tiff, the arbitration firm she was work-
ing with canceled it behind her back.

A year later, she said, she was at an
industry conference when she over-
heard two people talking about how an
arbitrator in Boston had almost cost
that firm a big client. “It was a confer-
ence on ethics, if you can believe it,”
said Ms. Bartholet, a law professor at
Harvard.

Deborah Pierce, the doctor in Phila-
delphia, said she did not expect to con-
front in arbitration the very problem
she was suing her employer over: an
uneven playing field.

Ms. Pierce decided to go to arbitra-
tion after learning that another female
doctor had been denied a partnership
by her employer, Abington Emergency
Physician Associates, under similar cir-
cumstances. She also had the backing of
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, which found that there
was probable cause that Ms. Pierce had
been discriminated against.

The practice is now under different
management.

Ms. Pierce needed to prove the part-
ners’ states of mind when they dis-
missed her, or debunk whatever reason
the company gave for letting her go.
Both required access to the practice’s
records and witnesses.

Once in arbitration, she and her law-
yers said, the arbitrator gave them a
weekend to review hundreds of records
the defense originally withheld.

Vasilios J. Kalogredis, the arbitrator,
said he could not comment on details of
the proceedings because they were con-
fidential, though he emphasized that
“everything was handled properly.”

For Ms. Pierce, the most astounding
moment came when her lawyers asked
Mr. Kalogredis to impose sanctions on
the defense for breaking the rules of dis-
covery and destroying evidence. He
fined the defense $1,000 after investigat-
ing the matter, then billed Ms. Pierce
$2,000 for the time it took him to look
into it.

“I kept thinking, ‘I’m not a lawyer,
but this can’t be right,’” said Ms. Pierce,
who had to take out a second mortgage
to cover her legal expenses, which in-
cluded a $58,000 bill from Mr. Kalogre-
dis.

After the ruling, Ms. Pierce’s lawyers
wrote to Mr. Kalogredis’s arbitration
firm questioning his qualifications. The
firm, American Health Lawyers Associ-
ation, responded that it was not its re-
sponsibility to verify the “abilities or
competence” of its arbitrators.

JEFF CLARK FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Stephen Syson was dismayed to see the arbitrator in his case returning from lunch with the defense lawyer.

DAVID KASNIC FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Willie Hamb, left, who said she had
paid for a simple burial plot for her
husband, above, was told by Ever-
green Cemetery outside Chicago
that her contract called for a more
than $56,000 marble mausoleum.
The case is headed to arbitration.

Robert Gebeloff contributed reporting.

This series is examining how clauses
buried in tens of millions of contracts
have deprived Americans of one of their
most fundamental constitutional rights:
their day in court.

Beware the Fine Print

ONLINE: A video and an earlier
article in this series are at
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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DEBORAH L. PIERCE, an emergency 
room doctor in Philadelphia, was opti-
mistic when she brought a sex discrimi-

nation claim against the medical group that had 
dismissed her. Respected by colleagues, she 
said she had a stack of glowing evaluations and 
evidence that the practice had a pattern of de-
nying women partnerships.

She began to worry, though, once she was 
blocked from court and forced into private ar-
bitration.

Presiding over the case was not a judge but a 
corporate lawyer, Vasilios J. Kalogredis, who also 
handled arbitrations. When Ms. Pierce showed 
up one day for a hearing, she said she noticed 
Mr. Kalogredis having a friendly coffee with the 
head of the medical group she was suing.

During the proceedings, the practice with-
held crucial evidence, including audiotapes it 
destroyed, according to interviews and docu-
ments. Ms. Pierce thought things could not get 
any worse until a doctor reversed testimony 
she had given in Ms. Pierce’s favor. The reason: 
Male colleagues had “clarified” her memory.

When Mr. Kalogredis ultimately ruled 
against Ms. Pierce, his decision contained pas-
sages pulled, verbatim, from legal briefs pre-
pared by lawyers for the medical 
practice, according to documents.

“It took away my faith in a 
fair and honorable legal system,” 

said Ms. Pierce, who is still paying off $200,000 
in legal costs seven years later.

If the case had been heard in civil court, Ms. 
Pierce would have been able to appeal, raising 
questions about testimony, destruction of evi-
dence and potential conflicts of interest.

But arbitration, an investigation by The 
New York Times has found, often bears little re-
semblance to court.

Over the last 10 years, thousands of busi-
nesses across the country — from big corpora-
tions to storefront shops — have used arbitra-
tion to create an alternate system of justice. 
There, rules tend to favor businesses, and judg-
es and juries have been replaced by arbitrators 
who commonly consider the companies their 
clients, The Times found.

The change has been swift and virtually un-
noticed, even though it has meant that tens of 
millions of Americans have lost a fundamental 
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale privatiza-
tion of the justice system,” said Myriam Gilles, 
a law professor at the Benjamin N. Cardozo 
School of Law. “Americans are actively being 
deprived of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitration 
clauses to contracts that most 
employees and consumers do 
not even read. Yet at stake are 
claims of medical malpractice, 
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Late Edition
Today, freezing rain, sleet, windy,
colder, high 29. Tonight, a bit of
snow, breezy, low 25. Tomorrow,
clouds breaking for some sunshine,
high 38. Weather map, Page B8.
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By LOUISE STORY and STEPHANIE SAUL

In early 2010, a young Malay-
sian financier named Jho Low be-
gan making some very expensive
real estate deals in the United
States.

First, a shell company connect-
ed to Mr. Low, famous back home
for partying with the likes of
Paris Hilton, purchased a $23.98
million apartment in the Park
Laurel condominiums in Manhat-
tan. Three years later, that shell
company sold the condo to an-
other shell company, this one
controlled by someone even
more prominent in Malaysia: the
film-producing stepson of the
prime minister.

A similar transaction was play-
ing out on the other side of the
country. Mr. Low bought a con-
temporary mansion in Beverly
Hills for $17.5 million, then turned
around and sold it, once again to
the prime minister’s stepson.

Mr. Low also went shopping at
the Time Warner Center condo-
miniums overlooking Central
Park. He toured a 76th-floor pent-
house, once home to the celebrity
couple Jay Z and Beyoncé, then
in early 2011 used yet another
shell company to buy it for $30.55
million, one of the highest prices
ever in the building.

At the time, Mr. Low said he
represented a group of investors,
according to two people with di-
rect knowledge of the transac-
tion. Mr. Low recently told The
New York Times that he had not
purchased the penthouse for in-
vestors, and that it was owned by
his family’s trust.

One thing is clear: As with
nearly two-thirds of the apart-

ments at the Time Warner Cen-
ter, a dark-glass symbol of New
York’s luxury condominium
boom, the people behind Pent-
house 76B cannot be found in any
public real estate records. The
trail ends with Jho Low.

Mr. Low, 33, is a skillful, and
more than occasionally flamboy-
ant, iteration of the sort of opera-
tive essential to the economy of
the global superrich. Just as
many of the wealthy use shell
companies to keep the movement
of money opaque, they also use

people like Mr. Low. Whether
shopping for new business oppor-
tunities or real estate, he has
often done so on behalf of invest-
ors or, as he likes to say, friends.
Whether the money belongs to
others or is his own, the lines are
frequently blurry, the identity of
the buyer elusive.

Mr. Low’s lavish spending has
raised eyebrows and questions
from Kuala Lumpur to New York,
where he has made a boldface
name for himself as a “whale” at
clubs like the Pink Elephant and
1Oak. The New York Post once
called him “the mystery man of 

Well Connected at Home,
Malaysian Invests in U.S.

Young Friend of the Prime Minister’s Family
Shops for Real Estate in New York

TOWERS OF SECRECY
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Jho Low, a Malaysian financier, with Paris Hilton in St.-Tropez,
France, in 2010. He has been noticed at clubs the world over. 
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By ALAN BLINDER
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — In a

dramatic show of defiance to-
ward the federal judiciary, Chief
Justice Roy S. Moore of the Ala-
bama Supreme Court on Sunday
night ordered the state’s probate
judges not to issue marriage li-
censes to gay couples on Monday,
the day same-sex marriages
were expected to begin here.

“Effective immediately, no pro-
bate judge of the State of Ala-
bama nor any agent or employee
of any Alabama probate judge
shall issue or recognize a mar-
riage license that is inconsistent”
with the Alabama Constitution or
state law, the chief justice wrote

in his order.
The order, coming just hours

before the January decisions of
United States District Court
Judge Callie V. S. Granade were
scheduled to take effect, was al-
most certainly going to thrust
this state into legal turmoil. It
was not immediately clear how
the state’s 68 probate judges,
who, like Chief Justice Moore, are
popularly elected, would respond
to the order.

Since Judge Granade moved
last month to declare Alabama’s
prohibitions against same-sex
marriage unconstitutional, the 

Judge Defies Gay Marriage Law

Continued on Page A10

By ALEXANDRA ALTER 
and SERGE F. KOVALESKI

MONROEVILLE, Ala. — One
morning late last summer, Tonja
B. Carter was doing some legal
work for her prized client, Har-
per Lee, when she found herself
thumbing through an old manu-
script of what she assumed was
“To Kill a Mockingbird.” The
characters were familiar, as they
would be to millions of readers —
the crusading lawyer, Atticus
Finch, and his feisty daughter,
Scout. But the passages were dif-
ferent. Atticus was much older.
Scout was grown up. The story
unfolded in Alabama during the
racial turmoil of the 1950s, not the
Depression of the 1930s.

Confused, Ms. Carter scanned
the text, trying to figure out what
she was holding. It was a novel ti-
tled “Go Set a Watchman.” It may
be one of the most monumental
discoveries in contemporary
American literature.

“I was so stunned. At the time,
I didn’t know if it was finished,”
Ms. Carter recalled in an inter-
view on Saturday, her first exten-
sive comments about the discov-
ery. She went to see Ms. Lee and
asked her if the novel was com-
plete. “She said: ‘Complete? I

guess so. It was the parent of
“Mockingbird.”’”

The recovered manuscript has
ignited fierce debate — much of it
speculative — about why Ms. Lee
waited so long to publish again,
whether the book will stand up to
her beloved first novel, and
whether the author, who has long
shied away from public attention,
might have been pressured or
manipulated into publishing it. 

And as word of the new book
spread in her hometown, the fog
that long shrouded the enigmatic,
publicity-shy author — known to
most as Nelle — has only deep-
ened. 

Some close friends were
shocked to hear of a second novel
from Ms. Lee, who was often em-
phatic that she would never pub-
lish another book. But others in
her inner circle long knew of its

existence. At least one family
member remembered reading
portions of the manuscript for
“Go Set a Watchman” in the
mid-1950s. “It definitely was her
writing, and it was never lost,”
Hank Conner, Ms. Lee’s oldest
nephew, said in an interview. “It
obviously has been in the pos-
session of the family.”

What should have been a tri-
umphant literary discovery — a
find that could significantly add
to the legacy of one of the coun-
try’s most cherished authors —
quickly morphed into a puzzling
controversy. While there have
often been debates about works
that were discovered and pub-
lished posthumously, including
unfinished novels by masters like
Vladimir Nabokov and David
Foster Wallace, it is rare for a liv-
ing writer’s literary intentions to
be cloaked in so much uncer-
tainty.

Residents of Monroeville gos-
sip that Ms. Lee is mentally in-
firm these days, does not recog-
nize old friends, could not pos-
sibly have signed off on the publi-
cation, never wanted to do a sec-
ond book. But those who are clos-
est to her scoff at such conspira-
torial theories, saying Harper

After Harper Lee Novel Surfaces, Plots Arise

The former Monroe County,
Ala., courthouse, top, inspired
scenes in Harper Lee’s novel
“To Kill a Mockingbird.”
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By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN

Dean Smith, who built the Uni-
versity of North Carolina men’s
basketball team into a perennial
national power in his 36 years at
Chapel Hill and became one of
the game’s most respected fig-
ures for qualities that transcend-
ed the court, died on Saturday in
Chapel Hill, N.C. He was 83.

The university announced his
death. His family said in 2010 that
he had a progressive neurological
disorder that affected his memo-
ry.

Smith had 879 victories, fourth
most among major college men’s
basketball coaches, and his
teams won two national champi-
onships.

But it was his values — his
fight against racial discrimina-
tion when segregation was still
prevalent in the South and his in-
sistence that his players prepare
themselves for a future beyond
the game — that earned him an
especially enduring stature.

President Obama awarded
Smith the Presidential Medal of

Freedom, the nation’s highest ci-
vilian award, in November 2013,
citing his “courage in helping to
change our country” through his
progressive views on race rela-
tions.

In a statement released after
Smith’s death, Mr. Obama said,
“Coach Smith showed us some-
thing that I’ve seen again and

A Giant of College Basketball 
And a Champion of Equality

Continued on Page D8

RICH CLARKSON ASSOCIATES

Coach Dean Smith after North
Carolina’s 1993 N.C.A.A. title.

DEAN SMITH, 1931-2015

By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG

In the world of consumer fi-
nance, they are chameleons: pay-
day lenders that alter their prac-
tices and shift their products ever
so slightly to work around state
laws aimed at stamping out
short-term loans that can come
with interest rates exceeding 300
percent. 

Such maneuvers by the rough-
ly $46 billion payday loan indus-
try, state regulators say, have
frustrated their efforts to protect
consumers.

Now, for the first time, a fed-
eral regulator is entering the fray,
drafting regulations that could
sharply reduce the number of un-
affordable loans that lenders can
make.

The Consumer Financial Pro-
tection Bureau, created after the
2008 financial crisis, will soon re-
lease the first draft of federal reg-
ulations to govern a wide range
of short-term loans.

The rules are expected to ad-
dress expensive credit backed by
car titles and some installment
loans that stretch longer than the
traditional two-week payday

loan, according to industry law-
yers, consumer groups and gov-
ernment authorities briefed on
the discussions who all spoke on
the condition of anonymity be-
cause the deliberations are pri-
vate. Certain installment loans,
for example, with interest rates
that exceed 36 percent, the peo-
ple said, will most likely be cov-
ered by the rules.

Behind that decision, the peo-
ple said, is a stark acknowledg-
ment of just how successfully
lenders have adapted to keep of-
fering high-cost products despite
state laws meant to rein in the
loans. 

The federal regulations taking
shape will most likely set off a
new round of lobbying from pay-
day lenders.

For now, with the prospect of
federal rules on the horizon,
some payday lenders have begun
aggressively lobbying a number
of states, including Kentucky,
Washington and New Mexico,
tapping a former governor as a
lobbyist in one battle, to weaken

As Payday Lenders Skirt Laws,
U.S. Rules Aim to Rein In Tactics

Continued on Page B2

At least 25 soccer fans died in Cairo in a
confrontation with the police at a stadi-
um’s gates. Fans said the police had set
off a stampede by firing tear gas into a
crowd jammed into a narrow, enclosed
space. PAGE A6

INTERNATIONAL A4-7

Deadly Stampede in Cairo
Sam Smith, below with Mary J. Blige,
won four Grammy Awards, including
record of the year for “Stay With Me”
and best new artist. Beck took best al-
bum for “Morning Phase,” which also
won best rock album. Other top winners
were Pharrell Williams and Beyoncé,
each with three prizes. PAGE C1

ARTS C1-8 

A Crooner Rules the Grammys

Iran’s foreign minister said the nation
did not favor another extension of talks
on limiting its nuclear program and ex-
pected economic sanctions to be lifted
quickly if a pact was reached. PAGE A4

Iran Presses on Nuclear Talks

A two-time United States Open victor
and a Masters champion who won 51
times on the PGA Tour, he was widely
regarded in his prime as the best putter
in the sport. PAGE D9
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Golfer Billy Casper Dies at 83

A D-Day veteran who became a leader
on Wall Street and in the State Depart-
ment, he helped New York rebuild after
the 9/11 attacks. He was 92. PAGE D10

John Whitehead, Civic Leader

Brian Williams of NBC aimed to be a
globe-trotting, serious anchor and an ur-
bane, funny personality. It worked, until
it didn’t. The Media Equation. PAGE B1
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One Anchor, Two Personas 

New York City is trying to reach a rela-
tively small subset of its homeless popu-
lation — those on the streets. PAGE A11

NEW YORK A11-15

An Appeal to the Homeless 

Paul Krugman PAGE A17

EDITORIAL, OP-ED A16-17

As he works to build a broad national
following before a likely presidential bid
in 2016, Senator Paul is trying to stitch
together disparate worlds. PAGE A9
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Rand Paul Seeks the Middle
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By TIM ARANGO
and CEYLAN YEGINSU

ISTANBUL — In a stunning
electoral comeback, the Islamist
party of President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan regained its majority in
Parliament on Sunday, ensuring
Mr. Erdogan’s continued domi-
nance of Turkish politics after
months of political turmoil and vi-
olence.

The result will permit Mr.
Erdogan to remain the country’s
pre-eminent political figure while
pushing the boundaries of the
constitutional limits of the presi-
dency, a largely ceremonial role.

With 99 percent of the votes
counted, according to the state
broadcaster TRT, the Justice and
Development Party, or A.K.P.,
captured 49.3 percent of the pop-
ular vote, giving it a solid major-
ity of 316 seats in Parliament.

The victory for the A.K.P. came
at great cost to the cohesion of
Turkish society. Critics say Mr.
Erdogan’s divisive rhetoric, by
denigrating opponents as terror-
ists or traitors, helped polarize
the country. And a government
crackdown on dissent in the lead-
up to the vote, with mobs at-
tacking newspaper offices and a
recent raid on a media conglom-
erate opposed to the government,
raised concerns abroad about
Turkey’s commitment to democ-
racy.

The outcome was also a spec-
tacular upset given that most
polls had predicted a result simi-
lar to June’s national election, 

ISLAMIST PARTY
GAINS MAJORITY
IN TURKISH VOTE

VICTORY FOR ERDOGAN 

Comeback Arrives After
Polarizing Campaign

and Violence

Continued on Page A8

By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 
and SUSANNE CRAIG

In separate federal court-
houses in Lower Manhattan this
month, two of the most powerful
men in New York are about to go
on trial, an extraordinary specta-
cle centering on allegations of
corruption, bribery and nepotism
in the state’s highest chambers of
political power.

But even as the men, Assem-
blyman Sheldon Silver, the for-
mer speaker, and State Senator
Dean G. Skelos, the former ma-
jority leader, fight the charges
and try to restore their reputa-
tions, something else will also be
on trial: the culture of Albany, the
state capital.

Court papers in the two cases
suggest that testimony in Federal
District Court will expose in
granular detail what watchdog
groups say is a seamy world
where big money and politics
have long intersected with gov-
ernment.

There are accounts of kick-
backs disguised as legitimate in-
come; no-show jobs for a law-
maker’s son; and the use of state
money to influence a doctor to re-
fer clients to a favored law firm
that, in turn, paid millions of dol-
lars to a lawmaker.

The alleged acts are typical of
a culture, according to the watch-
dog groups, that has made Al-
bany practically synonymous
with corruption and stubbornly
resistant to reform, keeping citi-
zens — and even most lawmak-
ers — in the dark about much of
the legislative work and spending
done in their names.

For more than two decades,
Mr. Silver and, for a lesser peri-
od, Mr. Skelos, have presided
over the machinery making up,
along with the governor, the so-
called three men in a room who
have historically controlled much
of the state’s policy and legisla-
tive and budgeting decisions.

The two trials — Mr. Silver’s
case is to begin on Monday with
jury selection, and the case
against Mr. Skelos, who is going
on trial with his son, Adam, is
scheduled to start on Nov. 16 —
could run as long as six weeks
each, so they will probably over-
lap for about a month. Never be-
fore have two lawmakers of their
stature gone on trial at the same
time in New York.

ALBANY CULTURE
IS PUT ON TRIAL

IN GRAFT CASES

OF MONEY AND POLITICS

Charges for Silver and
Skelos Bring Scrutiny

to the Capitol

Continued on Page A18

By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Deborah L. Pierce, an emer-
gency room doctor in Philadel-
phia, was optimistic when she
brought a sex discrimination
claim against the medical group
that had dismissed her. Respect-
ed by colleagues, she said she
had a stack of glowing evalua-
tions and evidence that the prac-
tice had a pattern of denying
women partnerships.

She began to worry, though,
once she was blocked from court
and forced into private arbitra-
tion.

Presiding over the case was
not a judge but a corporate law-
yer, Vasilios J. Kalogredis, who
also handled arbitrations. When
Ms. Pierce showed up one day for
a hearing, she said she noticed
Mr. Kalogredis having a friendly
coffee with the head of the med-
ical group she was suing.

During the proceedings, the
practice withheld crucial evi-
dence, including audiotapes it de-
stroyed, according to interviews
and documents. Ms. Pierce
thought things could not get any
worse until a doctor reversed tes-
timony she had given in Ms.
Pierce’s favor. The reason: Male
colleagues had “clarified” her
memory.

When Mr. Kalogredis ultimate-
ly ruled against Ms. Pierce, his

decision contained passages
pulled, verbatim, from legal
briefs prepared by lawyers for
the medical practice, according to
documents.

“It took away my faith in a fair
and honorable legal system,” said
Ms. Pierce, who is still paying off
$200,000 in legal costs seven
years later.

If the case had been heard in
civil court, Ms. Pierce would have
been able to appeal, raising ques-
tions about testimony, destruc-
tion of evidence and potential
conflicts of interest.

But arbitration, an investiga-
tion by The New York Times has
found, often bears little resem-
blance to court.

Over the last 10 years, thou-
sands of businesses across the
country — from big corporations
to storefront shops — have used
arbitration to create an alternate
system of justice. There, rules
tend to favor businesses, and
judges and juries have been re-
placed by arbitrators who com-
monly consider the companies
their clients, The Times found.

The change has been swift and
virtually unnoticed, even though 

A ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

In Arbitration, a Bias Toward Business
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and NEIL MacFARQUHAR

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia —
As Russia mourned the 224 vic-
tims of a charter flight that
crashed over the weekend on the
Sinai Peninsula in Egypt, investi-
gators on Sunday began the diffi-
cult process of trying to deter-
mine whether the plane, which
they said had broken up in mid-
air, was brought down by an act
of terrorism or a tragic accident.

After surveying the wreckage
scattered across eight square
miles of the barren, black pebbles
of the Sinai Desert plateau, Vik-
tor Sorochenko, the director of
the Interstate Aviation Commis-
sion, told journalists that the

wide dispersion meant that the
plane had disintegrated before
the pieces fell to earth.

But that alone did not indicate
any specific cause for the crash,
he said, describing the debris
field as a giant ellipse. “It is too
soon to talk about conclusions,”
he was quoted as saying by the
Interfax news agency. “The col-
lapse occurred in midair, and the
wreckage is scattered over a vast
area.”

The circumstances of the crash
kept alive the possibilities that
mechanical failure or terrorism
might have caused the catastro-

PAVEL GOLOVKIN/ASSOCIATED PRESS

A Russian flag was at half-staff in Moscow on Sunday to com-
memorate the victims of the crash of a charter flight in Egypt.

Continued on Page A7

Amid Vigils and Debris, Officials 
Seeking Cause of Crash in Egypt

By JASON HOROWITZ

WASHINGTON — When he
ran for the Senate from Texas in
2012, Ted Cruz welcomed the
comparisons on Capitol Hill and
in the news media to Senator
Marco Rubio of Florida, another
41-year-old Cuban-American and
oratorically gifted conservative,
who had ridden a wave of Tea
Party support two years earlier

to victory over his state’s Repub-
lican establishment.

But Mr. Cruz also sought a
more direct connection to Mr. Ru-
bio, making several pilgrimages
to his Washington office for ad-
vice, as well as an endorsement,
according to people who were
members of Mr. Rubio’s staff at
the time.

Mr. Rubio, by then outgrowing
his Tea Party stage and seeking

to position himself as a party
leader who did not meddle in oth-
ers’ primaries, never found room
in his schedule for Mr. Cruz, who
had to settle for a meeting with
Mr. Rubio’s staff members.

Mr. Cruz won without Mr. Ru-
bio’s endorsement, and later con-
fided to a Republican senator
that he “resented” Mr. Rubio’s
reluctance to endorse him. Now, 

Now Aiming Higher, Cruz and Rubio Drift Apart
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Stanley Biwott of Kenya won
the New York City Marathon
with a blistering end. Page F6.

The Marathon 
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Late Edition
Today, partly sunny, mild, high of
64. Tonight, partly cloudy, low of 52.
Tomorrow, plenty of sunshine, rath-
er warm for early November, high
of 70. Weather map is on Page D10.

$2.50

By WINNIE HU

Forty strollers were double-
and triple-parked on the main
floor of the Fort Washington Li-
brary in Upper Manhattan. As
another one came through the
door, Velda Asbury waved to-
ward a spot beside a book stack.

Officially, Ms. Asbury is a li-
brary clerk, checking books in
and out. But every Wednesday

she doubles as a parking attend-
ant during one of the New York
Public Library’s most popular
programs: story time.

“Good morning, little people,”
she called out, as the library’s
youngest patrons climbed, or
were carried, up an old wooden
staircase to the second floor for a
45-minute romp through books
and music.

Among parents of the under-5

set, spots for story time have be-
come as coveted as seats for a hot
Broadway show like “Hamilton.”
Lines stretch down the block at
some branches, with tickets giv-
en out on a first-come-first-
served basis because there is not
enough room to accommodate all
of the children who show up.

Workers at the 67th Street Li-
brary on the Upper East Side of 

Long Line at the Library? It’s Story Time Again

Continued on Page A20

As a result of an adjustment in federal
drug penalties, prisons have started to
release thousands of inmates early.
Many had spent decades behind bars or
still faced long terms. PAGE A10

NATIONAL A10-16

Early Release for Prisoners
Facing concerns over Iran’s growing
power, Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani has made
one of his biggest interventions into
Iraqi politics. Memo from Iraq. PAGE A8

INTERNATIONAL A3-8

Cleric Moves to Counter Iran

More South Koreans are dying alone, so
strangers help fill the void when no rela-
tives show up for last rites. PAGE A4

Strangers Step In for Funerals

Some oppose provisions in an Ohio ma-
rijuana legalization initiative, bank-
rolled by wealthy investors who have
spent nearly $25 million, that would cre-
ate exclusive growing rights. PAGE A10

Vote Splits Marijuana Activists

Ties between Vice President Joseph R.
Biden Jr. and a billionaire doctor have set
up the possibility of a postpolitical life in
advocacy for cancer research. PAGE A14

A Next Chapter for Biden
A former senator, an actor and a Repub-
lican presidential candidate in 2008, he
died in Nashville at 73. PAGE D9
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Fred D. Thompson, Ex-Senator

A study found employers avoided dis-
abled applicants. The Upshot. PAGE B1
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Bias Found in Hiring

ROYALS BEAT METS, 7-2, WINNING FIRST WORLD SERIES SINCE 1985

CHANG W. LEE/THE NEW YORK TIMES

The Kansas City Royals defeated the Mets and clinched the World Series in the 12th inning of Game 5 at Citi Field. Page D1. 
A Royal Celebration

“King Charles III,” a new play, imagines
Britain’s future. A review. PAGE C1
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By TIM ARANGO
and CEYLAN YEGINSU

ISTANBUL — In a stunning
electoral comeback, the Islamist
party of President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan regained its majority in
Parliament on Sunday, ensuring
Mr. Erdogan’s continued domi-
nance of Turkish politics after
months of political turmoil and vi-
olence.

The result will permit Mr.
Erdogan to remain the country’s
pre-eminent political figure while
pushing the boundaries of the
constitutional limits of the presi-
dency, a largely ceremonial role.

With 99 percent of the votes
counted, according to the state
broadcaster TRT, the Justice and
Development Party, or A.K.P.,
captured 49.3 percent of the pop-
ular vote, giving it a solid major-
ity of 316 seats in Parliament.

The victory for the A.K.P. came
at great cost to the cohesion of
Turkish society. Critics say Mr.
Erdogan’s divisive rhetoric, by
denigrating opponents as terror-
ists or traitors, helped polarize
the country. And a government
crackdown on dissent in the lead-
up to the vote, with mobs at-
tacking newspaper offices and a
recent raid on a media conglom-
erate opposed to the government,
raised concerns abroad about
Turkey’s commitment to democ-
racy.

The outcome was also a spec-
tacular upset given that most
polls had predicted a result simi-
lar to June’s national election, 

ISLAMIST PARTY
GAINS MAJORITY
IN TURKISH VOTE

VICTORY FOR ERDOGAN 

Comeback Arrives After
Polarizing Campaign

and Violence
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By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 
and SUSANNE CRAIG

In separate federal court-
houses in Lower Manhattan this
month, two of the most powerful
men in New York are about to go
on trial, an extraordinary specta-
cle centering on allegations of
corruption, bribery and nepotism
in the state’s highest chambers of
political power.

But even as the men, Assem-
blyman Sheldon Silver, the for-
mer speaker, and State Senator
Dean G. Skelos, the former ma-
jority leader, fight the charges
and try to restore their reputa-
tions, something else will also be
on trial: the culture of Albany, the
state capital.

Court papers in the two cases
suggest that testimony in Federal
District Court will expose in
granular detail what watchdog
groups say is a seamy world
where big money and politics
have long intersected with gov-
ernment.

There are accounts of kick-
backs disguised as legitimate in-
come; no-show jobs for a law-
maker’s son; and the use of state
money to influence a doctor to re-
fer clients to a favored law firm
that, in turn, paid millions of dol-
lars to a lawmaker.

The alleged acts are typical of
a culture, according to the watch-
dog groups, that has made Al-
bany practically synonymous
with corruption and stubbornly
resistant to reform, keeping citi-
zens — and even most lawmak-
ers — in the dark about much of
the legislative work and spending
done in their names.

For more than two decades,
Mr. Silver and, for a lesser peri-
od, Mr. Skelos, have presided
over the machinery making up,
along with the governor, the so-
called three men in a room who
have historically controlled much
of the state’s policy and legisla-
tive and budgeting decisions.

The two trials — Mr. Silver’s
case is to begin on Monday with
jury selection, and the case
against Mr. Skelos, who is going
on trial with his son, Adam, is
scheduled to start on Nov. 16 —
could run as long as six weeks
each, so they will probably over-
lap for about a month. Never be-
fore have two lawmakers of their
stature gone on trial at the same
time in New York.

ALBANY CULTURE
IS PUT ON TRIAL

IN GRAFT CASES

OF MONEY AND POLITICS

Charges for Silver and
Skelos Bring Scrutiny

to the Capitol
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Deborah L. Pierce, an emer-
gency room doctor in Philadel-
phia, was optimistic when she
brought a sex discrimination
claim against the medical group
that had dismissed her. Respect-
ed by colleagues, she said she
had a stack of glowing evalua-
tions and evidence that the prac-
tice had a pattern of denying
women partnerships.

She began to worry, though,
once she was blocked from court
and forced into private arbitra-
tion.

Presiding over the case was
not a judge but a corporate law-
yer, Vasilios J. Kalogredis, who
also handled arbitrations. When
Ms. Pierce showed up one day for
a hearing, she said she noticed
Mr. Kalogredis having a friendly
coffee with the head of the med-
ical group she was suing.

During the proceedings, the
practice withheld crucial evi-
dence, including audiotapes it de-
stroyed, according to interviews
and documents. Ms. Pierce
thought things could not get any
worse until a doctor reversed tes-
timony she had given in Ms.
Pierce’s favor. The reason: Male
colleagues had “clarified” her
memory.

When Mr. Kalogredis ultimate-
ly ruled against Ms. Pierce, his

decision contained passages
pulled, verbatim, from legal
briefs prepared by lawyers for
the medical practice, according to
documents.

“It took away my faith in a fair
and honorable legal system,” said
Ms. Pierce, who is still paying off
$200,000 in legal costs seven
years later.

If the case had been heard in
civil court, Ms. Pierce would have
been able to appeal, raising ques-
tions about testimony, destruc-
tion of evidence and potential
conflicts of interest.

But arbitration, an investiga-
tion by The New York Times has
found, often bears little resem-
blance to court.

Over the last 10 years, thou-
sands of businesses across the
country — from big corporations
to storefront shops — have used
arbitration to create an alternate
system of justice. There, rules
tend to favor businesses, and
judges and juries have been re-
placed by arbitrators who com-
monly consider the companies
their clients, The Times found.

The change has been swift and
virtually unnoticed, even though 

A ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

In Arbitration, a Bias Toward Business
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and NEIL MacFARQUHAR

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia —
As Russia mourned the 224 vic-
tims of a charter flight that
crashed over the weekend on the
Sinai Peninsula in Egypt, investi-
gators on Sunday began the diffi-
cult process of trying to deter-
mine whether the plane, which
they said had broken up in mid-
air, was brought down by an act
of terrorism or a tragic accident.

After surveying the wreckage
scattered across eight square
miles of the barren, black pebbles
of the Sinai Desert plateau, Vik-
tor Sorochenko, the director of
the Interstate Aviation Commis-
sion, told journalists that the

wide dispersion meant that the
plane had disintegrated before
the pieces fell to earth.

But that alone did not indicate
any specific cause for the crash,
he said, describing the debris
field as a giant ellipse. “It is too
soon to talk about conclusions,”
he was quoted as saying by the
Interfax news agency. “The col-
lapse occurred in midair, and the
wreckage is scattered over a vast
area.”

The circumstances of the crash
kept alive the possibilities that
mechanical failure or terrorism
might have caused the catastro-

PAVEL GOLOVKIN/ASSOCIATED PRESS

A Russian flag was at half-staff in Moscow on Sunday to com-
memorate the victims of the crash of a charter flight in Egypt.
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Amid Vigils and Debris, Officials 
Seeking Cause of Crash in Egypt

By JASON HOROWITZ

WASHINGTON — When he
ran for the Senate from Texas in
2012, Ted Cruz welcomed the
comparisons on Capitol Hill and
in the news media to Senator
Marco Rubio of Florida, another
41-year-old Cuban-American and
oratorically gifted conservative,
who had ridden a wave of Tea
Party support two years earlier

to victory over his state’s Repub-
lican establishment.

But Mr. Cruz also sought a
more direct connection to Mr. Ru-
bio, making several pilgrimages
to his Washington office for ad-
vice, as well as an endorsement,
according to people who were
members of Mr. Rubio’s staff at
the time.

Mr. Rubio, by then outgrowing
his Tea Party stage and seeking

to position himself as a party
leader who did not meddle in oth-
ers’ primaries, never found room
in his schedule for Mr. Cruz, who
had to settle for a meeting with
Mr. Rubio’s staff members.

Mr. Cruz won without Mr. Ru-
bio’s endorsement, and later con-
fided to a Republican senator
that he “resented” Mr. Rubio’s
reluctance to endorse him. Now, 

Now Aiming Higher, Cruz and Rubio Drift Apart
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Stanley Biwott of Kenya won
the New York City Marathon
with a blistering end. Page F6.

The Marathon 
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Late Edition
Today, partly sunny, mild, high of
64. Tonight, partly cloudy, low of 52.
Tomorrow, plenty of sunshine, rath-
er warm for early November, high
of 70. Weather map is on Page D10.
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By WINNIE HU

Forty strollers were double-
and triple-parked on the main
floor of the Fort Washington Li-
brary in Upper Manhattan. As
another one came through the
door, Velda Asbury waved to-
ward a spot beside a book stack.

Officially, Ms. Asbury is a li-
brary clerk, checking books in
and out. But every Wednesday

she doubles as a parking attend-
ant during one of the New York
Public Library’s most popular
programs: story time.

“Good morning, little people,”
she called out, as the library’s
youngest patrons climbed, or
were carried, up an old wooden
staircase to the second floor for a
45-minute romp through books
and music.

Among parents of the under-5

set, spots for story time have be-
come as coveted as seats for a hot
Broadway show like “Hamilton.”
Lines stretch down the block at
some branches, with tickets giv-
en out on a first-come-first-
served basis because there is not
enough room to accommodate all
of the children who show up.

Workers at the 67th Street Li-
brary on the Upper East Side of 

Long Line at the Library? It’s Story Time Again
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As a result of an adjustment in federal
drug penalties, prisons have started to
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A study found employers avoided dis-
abled applicants. The Upshot. PAGE B1
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The Kansas City Royals defeated the Mets and clinched the World Series in the 12th inning of Game 5 at Citi Field. Page D1. 
A Royal Celebration

“King Charles III,” a new play, imagines
Britain’s future. A review. PAGE C1
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By TIM ARANGO
and CEYLAN YEGINSU

ISTANBUL — In a stunning
electoral comeback, the Islamist
party of President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan regained its majority in
Parliament on Sunday, ensuring
Mr. Erdogan’s continued domi-
nance of Turkish politics after
months of political turmoil and vi-
olence.

The result will permit Mr.
Erdogan to remain the country’s
pre-eminent political figure while
pushing the boundaries of the
constitutional limits of the presi-
dency, a largely ceremonial role.

With 99 percent of the votes
counted, according to the state
broadcaster TRT, the Justice and
Development Party, or A.K.P.,
captured 49.3 percent of the pop-
ular vote, giving it a solid major-
ity of 316 seats in Parliament.

The victory for the A.K.P. came
at great cost to the cohesion of
Turkish society. Critics say Mr.
Erdogan’s divisive rhetoric, by
denigrating opponents as terror-
ists or traitors, helped polarize
the country. And a government
crackdown on dissent in the lead-
up to the vote, with mobs at-
tacking newspaper offices and a
recent raid on a media conglom-
erate opposed to the government,
raised concerns abroad about
Turkey’s commitment to democ-
racy.

The outcome was also a spec-
tacular upset given that most
polls had predicted a result simi-
lar to June’s national election, 

ISLAMIST PARTY
GAINS MAJORITY
IN TURKISH VOTE

VICTORY FOR ERDOGAN 

Comeback Arrives After
Polarizing Campaign

and Violence

Continued on Page A8

By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 
and SUSANNE CRAIG

In separate federal court-
houses in Lower Manhattan this
month, two of the most powerful
men in New York are about to go
on trial, an extraordinary specta-
cle centering on allegations of
corruption, bribery and nepotism
in the state’s highest chambers of
political power.

But even as the men, Assem-
blyman Sheldon Silver, the for-
mer speaker, and State Senator
Dean G. Skelos, the former ma-
jority leader, fight the charges
and try to restore their reputa-
tions, something else will also be
on trial: the culture of Albany, the
state capital.

Court papers in the two cases
suggest that testimony in Federal
District Court will expose in
granular detail what watchdog
groups say is a seamy world
where big money and politics
have long intersected with gov-
ernment.

There are accounts of kick-
backs disguised as legitimate in-
come; no-show jobs for a law-
maker’s son; and the use of state
money to influence a doctor to re-
fer clients to a favored law firm
that, in turn, paid millions of dol-
lars to a lawmaker.

The alleged acts are typical of
a culture, according to the watch-
dog groups, that has made Al-
bany practically synonymous
with corruption and stubbornly
resistant to reform, keeping citi-
zens — and even most lawmak-
ers — in the dark about much of
the legislative work and spending
done in their names.

For more than two decades,
Mr. Silver and, for a lesser peri-
od, Mr. Skelos, have presided
over the machinery making up,
along with the governor, the so-
called three men in a room who
have historically controlled much
of the state’s policy and legisla-
tive and budgeting decisions.

The two trials — Mr. Silver’s
case is to begin on Monday with
jury selection, and the case
against Mr. Skelos, who is going
on trial with his son, Adam, is
scheduled to start on Nov. 16 —
could run as long as six weeks
each, so they will probably over-
lap for about a month. Never be-
fore have two lawmakers of their
stature gone on trial at the same
time in New York.

ALBANY CULTURE
IS PUT ON TRIAL

IN GRAFT CASES

OF MONEY AND POLITICS

Charges for Silver and
Skelos Bring Scrutiny

to the Capitol

Continued on Page A18

By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Deborah L. Pierce, an emer-
gency room doctor in Philadel-
phia, was optimistic when she
brought a sex discrimination
claim against the medical group
that had dismissed her. Respect-
ed by colleagues, she said she
had a stack of glowing evalua-
tions and evidence that the prac-
tice had a pattern of denying
women partnerships.

She began to worry, though,
once she was blocked from court
and forced into private arbitra-
tion.

Presiding over the case was
not a judge but a corporate law-
yer, Vasilios J. Kalogredis, who
also handled arbitrations. When
Ms. Pierce showed up one day for
a hearing, she said she noticed
Mr. Kalogredis having a friendly
coffee with the head of the med-
ical group she was suing.

During the proceedings, the
practice withheld crucial evi-
dence, including audiotapes it de-
stroyed, according to interviews
and documents. Ms. Pierce
thought things could not get any
worse until a doctor reversed tes-
timony she had given in Ms.
Pierce’s favor. The reason: Male
colleagues had “clarified” her
memory.

When Mr. Kalogredis ultimate-
ly ruled against Ms. Pierce, his

decision contained passages
pulled, verbatim, from legal
briefs prepared by lawyers for
the medical practice, according to
documents.

“It took away my faith in a fair
and honorable legal system,” said
Ms. Pierce, who is still paying off
$200,000 in legal costs seven
years later.

If the case had been heard in
civil court, Ms. Pierce would have
been able to appeal, raising ques-
tions about testimony, destruc-
tion of evidence and potential
conflicts of interest.

But arbitration, an investiga-
tion by The New York Times has
found, often bears little resem-
blance to court.

Over the last 10 years, thou-
sands of businesses across the
country — from big corporations
to storefront shops — have used
arbitration to create an alternate
system of justice. There, rules
tend to favor businesses, and
judges and juries have been re-
placed by arbitrators who com-
monly consider the companies
their clients, The Times found.

The change has been swift and
virtually unnoticed, even though 

A ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

In Arbitration, a Bias Toward Business
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and NEIL MacFARQUHAR

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia —
As Russia mourned the 224 vic-
tims of a charter flight that
crashed over the weekend on the
Sinai Peninsula in Egypt, investi-
gators on Sunday began the diffi-
cult process of trying to deter-
mine whether the plane, which
they said had broken up in mid-
air, was brought down by an act
of terrorism or a tragic accident.

After surveying the wreckage
scattered across eight square
miles of the barren, black pebbles
of the Sinai Desert plateau, Vik-
tor Sorochenko, the director of
the Interstate Aviation Commis-
sion, told journalists that the

wide dispersion meant that the
plane had disintegrated before
the pieces fell to earth.

But that alone did not indicate
any specific cause for the crash,
he said, describing the debris
field as a giant ellipse. “It is too
soon to talk about conclusions,”
he was quoted as saying by the
Interfax news agency. “The col-
lapse occurred in midair, and the
wreckage is scattered over a vast
area.”

The circumstances of the crash
kept alive the possibilities that
mechanical failure or terrorism
might have caused the catastro-

PAVEL GOLOVKIN/ASSOCIATED PRESS

A Russian flag was at half-staff in Moscow on Sunday to com-
memorate the victims of the crash of a charter flight in Egypt.

Continued on Page A7

Amid Vigils and Debris, Officials 
Seeking Cause of Crash in Egypt

By JASON HOROWITZ

WASHINGTON — When he
ran for the Senate from Texas in
2012, Ted Cruz welcomed the
comparisons on Capitol Hill and
in the news media to Senator
Marco Rubio of Florida, another
41-year-old Cuban-American and
oratorically gifted conservative,
who had ridden a wave of Tea
Party support two years earlier

to victory over his state’s Repub-
lican establishment.

But Mr. Cruz also sought a
more direct connection to Mr. Ru-
bio, making several pilgrimages
to his Washington office for ad-
vice, as well as an endorsement,
according to people who were
members of Mr. Rubio’s staff at
the time.

Mr. Rubio, by then outgrowing
his Tea Party stage and seeking

to position himself as a party
leader who did not meddle in oth-
ers’ primaries, never found room
in his schedule for Mr. Cruz, who
had to settle for a meeting with
Mr. Rubio’s staff members.

Mr. Cruz won without Mr. Ru-
bio’s endorsement, and later con-
fided to a Republican senator
that he “resented” Mr. Rubio’s
reluctance to endorse him. Now, 

Now Aiming Higher, Cruz and Rubio Drift Apart
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Stanley Biwott of Kenya won
the New York City Marathon
with a blistering end. Page F6.
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Late Edition
Today, partly sunny, mild, high of
64. Tonight, partly cloudy, low of 52.
Tomorrow, plenty of sunshine, rath-
er warm for early November, high
of 70. Weather map is on Page D10.

$2.50

By WINNIE HU

Forty strollers were double-
and triple-parked on the main
floor of the Fort Washington Li-
brary in Upper Manhattan. As
another one came through the
door, Velda Asbury waved to-
ward a spot beside a book stack.

Officially, Ms. Asbury is a li-
brary clerk, checking books in
and out. But every Wednesday

she doubles as a parking attend-
ant during one of the New York
Public Library’s most popular
programs: story time.

“Good morning, little people,”
she called out, as the library’s
youngest patrons climbed, or
were carried, up an old wooden
staircase to the second floor for a
45-minute romp through books
and music.

Among parents of the under-5

set, spots for story time have be-
come as coveted as seats for a hot
Broadway show like “Hamilton.”
Lines stretch down the block at
some branches, with tickets giv-
en out on a first-come-first-
served basis because there is not
enough room to accommodate all
of the children who show up.

Workers at the 67th Street Li-
brary on the Upper East Side of 

Long Line at the Library? It’s Story Time Again

Continued on Page A20

As a result of an adjustment in federal
drug penalties, prisons have started to
release thousands of inmates early.
Many had spent decades behind bars or
still faced long terms. PAGE A10
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Early Release for Prisoners
Facing concerns over Iran’s growing
power, Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani has made
one of his biggest interventions into
Iraqi politics. Memo from Iraq. PAGE A8
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Cleric Moves to Counter Iran

More South Koreans are dying alone, so
strangers help fill the void when no rela-
tives show up for last rites. PAGE A4

Strangers Step In for Funerals

Some oppose provisions in an Ohio ma-
rijuana legalization initiative, bank-
rolled by wealthy investors who have
spent nearly $25 million, that would cre-
ate exclusive growing rights. PAGE A10

Vote Splits Marijuana Activists

Ties between Vice President Joseph R.
Biden Jr. and a billionaire doctor have set
up the possibility of a postpolitical life in
advocacy for cancer research. PAGE A14

A Next Chapter for Biden
A former senator, an actor and a Repub-
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died in Nashville at 73. PAGE D9
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sexual harassment, hate crimes, discrimina-
tion, theft, fraud, elder abuse and wrongful 
death, records and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at a 
nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who died 
from a head wound that had been left to fes-
ter, was ordered to go to arbitration. So was a 
woman in Jefferson, Ala., who sued Honda over 
injuries she said she sustained when the brakes 
on her car failed. When an infant was born in 
Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities, a lawsuit 
her parents brought against the obstetrician for 
negligence was dismissed from court because of 
an arbitration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said she 
had been drugged, raped and left unconscious 
in her cabin by two crew members could not 
take her employer to civil court over negligence 
and an unsafe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitration 
grew after a 2011 Supreme Court ruling cleared 
the way for them to use the clauses to quash 
class-action lawsuits. Prevented from joining 
together as a group in arbitration, most plain-
tiffs gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Americans who 
— either out of necessity or on principle — want 
their grievances heard and have taken their 
chances in arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration because 
the proceedings are confidential and the federal 
government does not require cases to be report-

ed. The secretive nature of the process makes it 
difficult to ascertain how fairly the proceedings 
are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that ar-
bitration had helped to resolve their disputes 
quickly without the bureaucratic headaches of 
going to court. Some said the arbitrators had 
acted professionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records from 
more than 25,000 arbitrations between 2010 and 
2014 and interviewing hundreds of lawyers, ar-
bitrators, plaintiffs and judges in 35 states, un-
covered many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can de-
volve into legal free-for-alls. Companies have 
paid employees to testify in their favor. A 
hearing that lasted six hours cost the plaintiff 
$150,000. Arbitrations have been conducted in 
the conference rooms of lawyers representing 
the companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a single 
arbitrator who is largely at liberty to determine 
how much evidence a plaintiff can present and 
how much the defense can withhold. To deliver 
favorable outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disregarded the 
law, interviews and records show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one arbi-
tration firm asks in the question and answer sec-
tion of its website. “The short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s case, 
some have no experience as a judge but wield 
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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far more power. And unlike the outcomes in civ-
il court, arbitrators’ rulings are nearly impos-
sible to appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts to in-
tervene, court records show, they have almost 
always lost. Saying its hands were tied, one 
court in California said it could not overturn 
arbitrators’ decisions even if they caused “sub-
stantial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules against 
conflicts of interest, companies can steer cases 
to friendly arbitrators. In turn, interviews and 
records show, some arbitrators cultivate close 
ties with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as in the 
case of the arbitrator who went to a basketball 
game with the company’s lawyers the night be-
fore the proceedings began. (The company won.) 
Or that of the man overseeing an insurance case 

brought by Stephen R. Syson in 
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a 
break in proceedings, a dismayed 
Mr. Syson said he watched the ar-
bitrator and defense lawyer return 
in matching silver sports cars after 
going to lunch together. (He lost.)

Other potential conflicts are 
more explicit. Arbitration records 
obtained by The Times showed 
that 41 arbitrators each handled 
10 or more cases for one company 
between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxy-
moron,” Anthony Kline, a Califor-
nia appeals court judge, said in 
an interview. “This is a business 
and arbitrators have an economic 
reason to decide in favor of the re-
peat players.”

With so much latitude, some 
organizations are requiring their 
employees and customers to take 
their disputes to Christian arbitra-
tion. There, the proceedings can 
incorporate prayer, and arbitra-
tors from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can 
consider biblical scripture in de-
termining their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitra-
tion proceedings say the process 
allows plaintiffs to have a say in 

selecting an arbitrator who they think is most 
likely to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Association and 
JAMS, the country’s two largest arbitration 
firms, said in interviews that they both strived 
to ensure a professional process and required 
their arbitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Association, a 
nonprofit, said it allowed plaintiffs to reject ar-
bitrators on the ground of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it did the 
same and put extra protections in place for con-
sumers and employees. “Their core value is 
neutrality — their business depends on it,” Kim-
berly Taylor, chief operating officer of JAMS, 
said of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times, more 
than three dozen arbitrators described how 
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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they felt beholden to companies. Beneath every 
decision, the arbitrators said, was the threat of 
losing business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in Los An-
geles, said plaintiffs had an inherent disadvan-
tage. “Why would an arbitrator cater to a per-
son they will never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating to 
Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who believes 
she did not get a fair shake in her fraud case 
against a for-profit school chain that nearly left 
her bankrupt. In a rambling decision against 
Ms. Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbitra-
tor mused on singing lessons, Jell-O and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Brenner said. 
“I can’t believe this is America.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now in-

forms expectant mothers that if problems arise 
— a botched vaginal delivery, a flawed C-section 
— the patients cannot take their grievances to 
court. Neither can the families of loved ones 
who are buried at Evergreen Cemetery outside 
Chicago, which also requires disputes to be re-
solved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbitration 
has crept into nearly every corner of Ameri-
cans’ lives, encompassing moments like having 
a baby, going to school, getting a job, buying a 
car, building a house and placing a parent in a 
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise prenatally, 
when obstetricians seek to limit liability by re-
quiring patients to sign agreements containing 
arbitration clauses as a condition of treating 
them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was devastat-
ed when her baby was born in November 2011 
with vision and hearing loss and thumbs that 
needed to be amputated. Ms. Santiago blamed 
her doctor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor mistak-
enly determined that she had miscarried, court 
records show. As a result, Ms. Santiago resumed 
taking medication for lupus — medication that 
can cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns Life-
time, declined to comment on the case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court upheld 
a decision to force Ms. Santiago into arbitration. 
“I obey what appears to be the rule of law without 

any enthusiasm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris 
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I have disap-
pointed Thomas Jefferson and John Adams.”

Students from high school to graduate 
school can likewise find themselves caught in 
the gears. Lee Caplin discovered this when he 
enrolled his 15-year-old son at Harvard-West-
lake, a private school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and harassed, 
and received graphic and profane death 
threats, including some that came from school 
computers. Among the threats, court records 
show, were, “I’m going to pound your head 
with an ice pick” and “I am looking forward to 
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to comment on 
the case, but said that it “takes allegations of 
bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager dropped 
out and the family relocated. When Mr. Caplin 
sued the school for failing to protect his son, 
he learned that even civil rights cases can be 
blocked from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Harvard-
Westlake, saying the plaintiff did not sufficient-
ly prove that the school was “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a rigged 
system of expediency,” Mr. Caplin said.

Many companies give people a window — 
typically 30 to 45 days — to opt out of arbitra-
tion. Few people actually do, either because 
they do not realize they have signed a clause, or 
do not understand its consequences, according 
to plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer who 
has worked to develop fairness standards for 
arbitration, said the system worked only if both 
sides wanted to participate. “Once it’s forced, it 
is corrupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market can con-
front even more challenging terrain. For many 
people, when the choice is between giving up 
the right to go to court or the chance to get a job, 
it is not a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in suburban Vir-
ginia said she had to sign an employment agree-
ment with an arbitration clause that her em-
ployer had printed from the Internet. She said 
she regretted it later when he sexually harassed 
her and she had no legal recourse in court.

Circumstances are not any easier on the 
home front, where residents like Jordan and 



Bob Fogal of Houston can become stuck with a 
construction nightmare.

Not long after they moved into their town-
house, more than 100 gallons of water crashed 
through their dining room ceiling.

The couple won when they took their build-
er to arbitration, but they ended up with only 
$26,000, about a fifth of what they needed to 
make repairs. Unable to come up with the rest of 
the money and sickened from pervasive mold, 
the Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system can 
be even more acute in old age, as illustrated by 
numerous cases involving nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredulous 
when he got a fax from a nursing home in 
McLean, Ill., about a client for whom he was a 
legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with de-
mentia, needed prompt care for bed sores. Un-
less Mr. Deneen agreed to arbitration, he said, 
doctors working at the nursing home would not 
treat her there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair docu-
ment I have ever been presented with in over 
30 years of practicing law,” Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration clauses are 
signed, nursing homes can also use them to 
force civil cases involving sexual assault and 
wrongful death out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheimer’s was 
sexually assaulted twice in two days by other 

residents at the Bella Vista Health Center, a 
nursing home in Lemon Grove, Calif., according 
to an investigation by the state’s department of 
public health. The investigation also found that 
the nursing home “failed to protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C. Wilson, 
said the company disputed the state’s findings 
and that the staff “makes the health and safety 
of its patients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have the ar-
bitration clause in their agreement voided, the 
woman’s family settled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100 cases 
against nursing homes for wrongful death, med-
ical malpractice and elder abuse were pushed 
into arbitration, according to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her moth-
er, Roberta, who had diabetes and dementia, 
vomiting and disoriented one day in May 2013 
at a Birmingham, Ala., nursing home. Ms. 
Powers said she alerted the home, Greenbriar 
at the Altamont, specifically mentioning pills 
she had found in her mother’s hand, according 
to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s son, 
Larry, said he called 911 after finding her alone 
and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his moth-
er to the hospital, she was dead. An autopsy 
showed that the 83-year-old Mrs. Powers had 
more than 20 times the recommended dose of 
metformin, a diabetes medication, in her blood.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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During arbitration, the nursing home ac-
knowledged the blood test results but said they 
had been the result of renal dysfunction. The 
arbitrator ruled in favor of Greenbriar. “There 
was no evidence to support the allegation that 
Ms. Powers somehow gained access to, and 
then took, more than her prescribed amount of 
metformin,” Joseph L. Reese Jr., a lawyer for the 
nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s lawyer, 
said that “it was only because of forced arbitra-
tion that the nursing home got away with this.” 
He added that “a jury would not have let this 
happen.”

Even when plaintiffs prevail in arbitration, 
patterns of wrongdoing at nursing homes are 
kept hidden from prospective residents and 
their families.

Recognizing the issue, 34 United States 
senators have asked the federal government to 
deny Medicare and Medicaid funding to nurs-
ing homes that employ arbitration clauses. “All 
too often, only after a resident has suffered an 
injury or death,” the senators wrote in a letter 
in September, “do families truly understand the 
impact of the arbitration agreement they have 
already signed.”

Sometimes, even death provides no escape.
Willie K. Hamb was at the funeral for her 

husband at Evergreen Cemetery outside Chi-
cago when she discovered that his coffin would 
not be buried in the shady plot she said she had 
requested.

Instead, the cemetery informed Mrs. Hamb 
that it would place the coffin in a wall crypt until 
the more than $56,000 marble mausoleum they 
said she had agreed to in a contract was complete.

Mrs. Hamb, 72 and retired, said all she could 
afford for her husband, known to his friends as 
Pudden, was the simple plot and service she 
had already paid $12,461 to arrange.

Service Corporation International, one of 
the nation’s largest providers of funeral services 
and the owner of Evergreen Cemetery, declined 
to comment.

The dispute will be resolved in a coming ar-
bitration. Mrs. Hamb’s lawyer, Michelle Wein-
berg, said she was not optimistic that her client 
would prevail, especially since the arbitrator is 
a bank compliance officer.

A Crash Course
Debbie Brenner enrolled in the surgical tech-

nician program at Lamson College near Phoenix 
in her 40s with high hopes of reinventing herself. 
She spent hours learning about the tools used in 
surgical procedures as if mastering the move-
ments of the waltz, each handoff in graceful suc-
cession: scalpel, retractor, clamp, sutures.

Whether the instruments featured in les-
sons were real, or just depictions in photographs, 
depended on what teachers could round up on 
any given day. Lamson students became accus-
tomed to empty surgical trays and anatomical 
mannequins missing their plastic replicas of 
organs. One enterprising instructor fashioned 
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it has meant that tens of millions of
Americans have lost a fundamental
right: their day in court.

“This amounts to the whole-scale pri-
vatization of the justice system,” said
Myriam Gilles, a law professor at the
Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law.
“Americans are actively being deprived
of their rights.”

All it took was adding simple arbitra-
tion clauses to contracts that most em-
ployees and consumers do not even
read. Yet at stake are claims of medical
malpractice, sexual harassment, hate
crimes, discrimination, theft, fraud, eld-
er abuse and wrongful death, records
and interviews show.

The family of a 94-year-old woman at
a nursing home in Murrysville, Pa., who
died from a head wound that had been
left to fester, was ordered to go to arbi-
tration. So was a woman in Jefferson,
Ala., who sued Honda over injuries she
said she sustained when the brakes on
her car failed. When an infant was born
in Tampa, Fla., with serious deformities,
a lawsuit her parents brought against
the obstetrician for negligence was dis-
missed from court because of an arbi-
tration clause.

Even a cruise ship employee who said
she had been drugged, raped and left
unconscious in her cabin by two crew
members could not take her employer
to civil court over negligence and an un-
safe workplace.

For companies, the allure of arbitra-
tion grew after a 2011 Supreme Court
ruling cleared the way for them to use
the clauses to quash class-action law-
suits. Prevented from joining together
as a group in arbitration, most plaintiffs
gave up entirely, records show.

Still, there are thousands of Ameri-
cans who — either out of necessity or on
principle — want their grievances
heard and have taken their chances in
arbitration.

Little is known about arbitration be-
cause the proceedings are confidential
and the federal government does not re-
quire cases to be reported. The se-
cretive nature of the process makes it
difficult to ascertain how fairly the pro-
ceedings are conducted.

Some plaintiffs said in interviews that
arbitration had helped to resolve their
disputes quickly without the bureau-
cratic headaches of going to court.
Some said the arbitrators had acted pro-
fessionally and without bias.

But The Times, examining records
from more than 25,000 arbitrations be-
tween 2010 and 2014 and interviewing
hundreds of lawyers, arbitrators, plain-
tiffs and judges in 35 states, uncovered
many troubling cases.

Behind closed doors, proceedings can
devolve into legal free-for-alls. Compa-
nies have paid employees to testify in
their favor. A hearing that lasted six
hours cost the plaintiff $150,000. Arbitra-
tions have been conducted in the confer-
ence rooms of lawyers representing the
companies accused of wrongdoing.

Winners and losers are decided by a
single arbitrator who is largely at lib-
erty to determine how much evidence a
plaintiff can present and how much the
defense can withhold. To deliver favor-
able outcomes to companies, some arbi-
trators have twisted or outright disre-
garded the law, interviews and records
show.

“What rules of evidence apply?” one
arbitration firm asks in the question and
answer section of its website. “The
short answer is none.”

Like the arbitrator in Ms. Pierce’s
case, some have no experience as a
judge but wield far more power. And un-
like the outcomes in civil court, arbitra-
tors’ rulings are nearly impossible to
appeal.

When plaintiffs have asked the courts
to intervene, court records show, they
have almost always lost. Saying its
hands were tied, one court in California
said it could not overturn arbitrators’
decisions even if they caused “substan-
tial injustice.”

Unfettered by strict judicial rules
against conflicts of interest, companies
can steer cases to friendly arbitrators.
In turn, interviews and records show,
some arbitrators cultivate close ties
with companies to get business.

Some of the chumminess is subtler, as
in the case of the arbitrator who went to
a basketball game with the company’s
lawyers the night before the proceed-

ings began. (The company won.) Or
that of the man overseeing an insurance
case brought by Stephen R. Syson in
Santa Barbara, Calif. During a break in
proceedings, a dismayed Mr. Syson said
he watched the arbitrator and defense
lawyer return in matching silver sports
cars after going to lunch together. (He
lost.)

Other potential conflicts are more ex-
plicit. Arbitration records obtained by
The Times showed that 41 arbitrators
each handled 10 or more cases for one
company between 2010 and 2014.

“Private judging is an oxymoron,”
Anthony Kline, a California appeals
court judge, said in an interview. “This
is a business and arbitrators have an
economic reason to decide in favor of
the repeat players.”

With so much latitude, some organ-
izations are requiring their employees
and customers to take their disputes to
Christian arbitration. There, the pro-
ceedings can incorporate prayer, and
arbitrators from firms like the Colorado-
based Peacemaker Ministries can con-
sider biblical scripture in determining
their rulings.

The firms that run the arbitration
proceedings say the process allows
plaintiffs to have a say in selecting an
arbitrator who they think is most likely
to render a fair ruling.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion and JAMS, the country’s two larg-
est arbitration firms, said in interviews
that they both strived to ensure a pro-
fessional process and required their ar-
bitrators to disclose any conflicts of in-
terest before taking a case.

The American Arbitration Associa-
tion, a nonprofit, said it allowed plain-
tiffs to reject arbitrators on the ground
of potential bias.

JAMS, a for-profit company, said it
did the same and put extra protections
in place for consumers and employees.
“Their core value is neutrality — their
business depends on it,” Kimberly Tay-
lor, chief operating officer of JAMS, said
of its arbitrators.

But in interviews with The Times,
more than three dozen arbitrators de-
scribed how they felt beholden to com-
panies. Beneath every decision, the ar-
bitrators said, was the threat of losing
business.

Victoria Pynchon, an arbitrator in
Los Angeles, said plaintiffs had an in-
herent disadvantage. “Why would an
arbitrator cater to a person they will
never see again?” she said.

Arbitration proved to be devastating
to Debbie Brenner of Peoria, Ariz., who
believes she did not get a fair shake in
her fraud case against a for-profit
school chain that nearly left her bank-
rupt. In a rambling decision against Ms.
Brenner that ran to 313 pages, the arbi-
trator mused on singing lessons, Jell-O
and Botox.

“It was a kangaroo court,” Ms. Bren-
ner said. “I can’t believe this is Amer-
ica.”

From Cradle to Grave
An ob-gyn’s office in Tampa, Fla., now

informs expectant mothers that if prob-
lems arise — a botched vaginal delivery,
a flawed C-section — the patients can-
not take their grievances to court. Nei-
ther can the families of loved ones who
are buried at Evergreen Cemetery out-
side Chicago, which also requires dis-
putes to be resolved privately.

From birth to death, the use of arbi-
tration has crept into nearly every cor-
ner of Americans’ lives, encompassing

moments like having a baby, going to
school, getting a job, buying a car, build-
ing a house and placing a parent in a
nursing home.

The first contact point can arise pre-
natally, when obstetricians seek to limit
liability by requiring patients to sign
agreements containing arbitration
clauses as a condition of treating them.

Leydiana Santiago of Tampa was dev-
astated when her baby was born in No-
vember 2011 with vision and hearing
loss and thumbs that needed to be am-
putated. Ms. Santiago blamed her doc-
tor at Lifetime Obstetrics and Gynecolo-
gy for the problems. She said her doctor
mistakenly determined that she had
miscarried, court records show. As a re-
sult, Ms. Santiago resumed taking med-
ication for lupus — medication that can
cause birth defects.

Women’s Care Florida, which owns
Lifetime, declined to comment on the
case.

In April 2014, a Florida appeals court
upheld a decision to force Ms. Santiago
into arbitration. “I obey what appears to
be the rule of law without any enthusi-
asm,” wrote one of the judges, Chris
Altenbernd, adding that he feared “I
have disappointed Thomas Jefferson
and John Adams.”

Students from high school to gradu-
ate school can likewise find themselves
caught in the gears. Lee Caplin discov-
ered this when he enrolled his 15-year-
old son at Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.

His son said he was bullied and har-
assed, and received graphic and pro-
fane death threats, including some that
came from school computers. Among
the threats, court records show, were,
“I’m going to pound your head with an
ice pick” and “I am looking forward to
your death.”

Harvard-Westlake declined to com-
ment on the case, but said that it “takes
allegations of bullying very seriously.”

Afraid for his life, the teenager
dropped out and the family relocated.
When Mr. Caplin sued the school for
failing to protect his son, he learned that
even civil rights cases can be blocked
from court.

The arbitrator ruled in favor of Har-
vard-Westlake, saying the plaintiff did
not sufficiently prove that the school
had been “negligent.”

“It’s not a system of justice; it’s a
rigged system of expediency,” Mr.
Caplin said.

Many companies give people a win-
dow — typically 30 to 45 days — to opt
out of arbitration. Few people actually
do, either because they do not realize
they have signed a clause, or do not un-
derstand its consequences, according to
plaintiffs and lawyers.

Cliff Palefsky, a San Francisco lawyer
who has worked to develop fairness
standards for arbitration, said the sys-
tem worked only if both sides wanted to
participate. “Once it’s forced, it is cor-
rupted,” he said.

Graduates entering the job market
can confront even more challenging ter-
rain. For many people, when the choice
is between giving up the right to go to
court or the chance to get a job, it is not
a choice at all.

That is why a housekeeper in subur-
ban Virginia said she had to sign an em-
ployment agreement with an arbitra-
tion clause that her employer had print-
ed from the Internet. She said she re-
gretted it later when he sexually har-
assed her and she had no legal recourse

in court.
Circumstances are not any easier on

the home front, where residents like
Jordan and Bob Fogal of Houston can
become stuck with a construction night-
mare.

Not long after they moved into their
townhouse, more than 100 gallons of wa-
ter crashed through their dining room
ceiling.

The couple won when they took their
builder to arbitration, but they ended up
with only $26,000, about a fifth of what
they needed to make repairs. Unable to
come up with the rest of the money and
sickened from pervasive mold, the
Fogals moved out.

The perils of using a secretive system
can be even more acute in old age, as il-
lustrated by numerous cases involving
nursing homes.

Daniel Deneen said he was incredu-
lous when he got a fax from a nursing
home in McLean, Ill., about a client for
whom he was a legal guardian.

The client, a 90-year-old woman with
dementia, needed prompt care for bed
sores. Unless Mr. Deneen agreed to ar-
bitration, he said, doctors working at
the nursing home would not treat her
there.

“It was the most obnoxious, unfair
document I have ever been presented
with in over 30 years of practicing law,”
Mr. Deneen said.

Once contracts with arbitration
clauses are signed, nursing homes can
also use them to force civil cases involv-
ing sexual assault and wrongful death
out of the courts.

In May 2014, a woman with Alzheim-
er’s was sexually assaulted twice in two
days by other residents at the Bella Vis-
ta Health Center, a nursing home in
Lemon Grove, Calif., according to an in-
vestigation by the state’s department of
public health. The investigation also
found that the nursing home “failed to
protect” the woman.

A lawyer for Bella Vista, William C.
Wilson, said the company disputed the
state’s findings and that the staff
“makes the health and safety of its pa-
tients their top priority.”

After unsuccessfully fighting to have
the arbitration clause in their agree-
ment voided, the woman’s family set-
tled with Bella Vista.

Between 2010 and 2014, more than 100
cases against nursing homes for wrong-
ful death, medical malpractice and elder
abuse were pushed into arbitration, ac-
cording to The Times’s data.

Roschelle Powers said she found her
mother, Roberta, who had diabetes and
dementia, vomiting and disoriented one
day in May 2013 at a Birmingham, Ala.,
nursing home. Ms. Powers said she
alerted the home, Greenbriar at the
Altamont, specifically mentioning pills
she had found in her mother’s hand, ac-
cording to a deposition.

A few days later, Roberta Powers’s
son, Larry, said he called 911 after find-
ing her alone and unresponsive.

A day after the ambulance took his
mother to the hospital, she was dead.
An autopsy showed that the 83-year-old
Mrs. Powers had more than 20 times the
recommended dose of metformin, a dia-
betes medication, in her blood.

During arbitration, the nursing home
acknowledged the blood test results but
said they had been the result of renal
dysfunction. The arbitrator ruled in fa-
vor of Greenbriar. “There was no evi-
dence to support the allegation that Ms.
Powers somehow gained access to, and
then took, more than her prescribed
amount of metformin,” Joseph L. Reese
Jr., a lawyer for the nursing home, said.

Perry Shuttlesworth, the family’s

In Arbitration, a ‘Privatization
Of the Justice System’

A still from a video by Women’s Care Florida, above, that promotes
the benefits of arbitration agreements between patients and doc-
tors. Below, an excerpt from a complaint against one of the compa-
ny’s practices and physicians. The case was sent to arbitration.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched.”
DEBBIE BRENNER, whose fraud case against a for-profit school
chain was forced into arbitration and left her nearly bankrupt. At
right, excerpts from the arbitrator’s 313-page decision.

“It’s not a system 
of justice, it’s a
rigged system of
expediency.”
LEE CAPLIN, whose
teenage son received death
threats from classmates at
Harvard-Westlake, a private
school in Los Angeles.
When Mr. Caplin sued the
school for failing to protect
his son, the case was sent to
arbitration, where he lost.
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lawyer, said that “it was only because of
forced arbitration that the nursing
home got away with this.” He added
that “a jury would not have let this hap-
pen. “

Even when plaintiffs prevail in arbi-
tration, patterns of wrongdoing at nurs-
ing homes are kept hidden from pro-
spective residents and their families.

Recognizing the issue, 34 United
States senators have asked the federal
government to deny Medicare and Med-
icaid funding to nursing homes that em-
ploy arbitration clauses. “All too often,
only after a resident has suffered an in-
jury or death,” the senators wrote in a
letter in September, “do families truly
understand the impact of the arbitration
agreement they have already signed.”

Sometimes, even death provides no
escape.

Willie K. Hamb was at the funeral for
her husband at Evergreen Cemetery
outside Chicago when she discovered
that his coffin would not be buried in the
shady plot she said she had requested.

Instead, the cemetery informed Mrs.
Hamb that it would place the coffin in a
wall crypt until the more than $56,000
marble mausoleum they said she had
agreed to in a contract was complete.

Mrs. Hamb, 72 and retired, said all
she could afford for her husband, known
to his friends as Pudden, was the simple
plot and service she had already paid
$12,461 to arrange.

Service Corporation International,
one of the nation’s largest providers of
funeral services and the owner of Ever-
green Cemetery, declined to comment.

The dispute will be resolved in a com-
ing arbitration. Mrs. Hamb’s lawyer,
Michelle Weinberg, said she was not op-
timistic that her client would prevail, es-
pecially since the arbitrator is a bank
compliance officer.

A Crash Course
Debbie Brenner enrolled in the surgi-

cal technician program at Lamson Col-
lege near Phoenix in her 40s with high
hopes of reinventing herself. She spent
hours learning about the tools used in
surgical procedures as if mastering the
movements of the waltz, each handoff in
graceful succession: scalpel, retractor,
clamp, sutures.

Whether the instruments featured in
lessons were real, or just depictions in
photographs, depended on what teach-
ers could round up on any given day.
Lamson students became accustomed
to empty surgical trays and anatomical
mannequins missing their plastic repli-
cas of organs. One enterprising instruc-
tor fashioned hearts, livers and kidneys
out of felt and string.

Students considered that instructor
to be one of Lamson’s better faculty
members, more than a dozen of them
said in interviews. Some teachers rou-
tinely disappeared from class, leaving
tests conspicuously on the desks to be
copied, they said.

Ms. Brenner, a devout Christian, said
she prayed that the program’s short-
comings would not diminish her job
prospects. She said the enrollment offi-
cer who persuaded her to sign up for the
$24,000-a-year program had promised
her she would easily find a job after
graduation.

When Ms. Brenner completed the
program with high marks in 2009, she
said, Lamson failed to find her an in-
ternship. She was volunteering at Mar-
icopa County Hospital when, she said, a
surgical technician told her that most
hospitals refused to hire Lamson stu-
dents because they were so poorly

trained. According to students, some
did not even know how to properly ster-
ilize their hands before surgery.

“It was a joke,” Ms. Brenner said.
“The school’s brochure was all about
making our dreams come true, but this
was a nightmare.”

Soon after, Lamson shut down the
program when it was unable to place
enough of its students in internships. In
March 2011, Ms. Brenner and other stu-
dents filed a lawsuit against the school
and its owner, Delta Career Education
Corporation, accusing them of fraud.
The case was promptly dismissed be-
cause of an arbitration clause in the stu-
dents’ enrollment agreements.

Ms. Brenner, confident she could pre-
vail in arbitration, persuaded her hus-
band to withdraw $12,000 from his re-
tirement account to put toward legal
fees.

By the time her case was heard in
March 2013, the attorney general of Ari-
zona had sued another Delta school for
defrauding students in a criminal jus-
tice program. And a federal class-action
lawsuit in Michigan had accused a Delta
school of defrauding students out of mil-
lions of dollars in student loans. The
company did not admit wrongdoing, but
settled both lawsuits for a total of more
than $8 million.

Arbitration would prove to be more
advantageous for the company, records
and interviews show.

Ms. Brenner’s case was conducted in
the Phoenix office of Gordon & Rees,
one of two big law firms defending Lam-
son and Delta. The arbitrator, Dennis
Negron, was a corporate lawyer and
real estate broker who had written pa-
pers on how to limit liability because
“last on your list of desires is to be
sued.”

As in most arbitrations, lawyers for
both sides chose Mr. Negron from a list
provided by an arbitration firm, in this
case the American Arbitration Associa-
tion.

Lawyers for Ms. Brenner and four
other students grouped into the same
arbitration said they anticipated victory
because they believed that the evidence
was overwhelmingly in their favor.

Even the school’s former head of ad-

missions, Jeff Bing, testified that he had
been instructed by his superiors at Del-
ta to increase enrollment at all costs.

Mr. Bing said it was widely known
that the admissions staff, whose com-
pensation was tied to the number of stu-
dents recruited, was “overpromising”
on jobs. He testified that the job place-
ment rate for graduates was around 20
percent.

To keep the enrollment numbers up,
Mr. Bing said, virtually anyone who ap-
plied was accepted. He added in an in-
terview that the only qualification was
“a pulse.”

Mr. Bing and other former employees
recounted in interviews with The Times
how profits drove most of the decision-
making at Lamson.

As administrators were pressured to
increase enrollment, instructors were
drilled on the importance of student re-
tention — which factored into federal
aid disbursements.

Penny Philippi and Karen Saliski, two
former teachers, said they were direct-
ed not to flunk anyone, including a stu-
dent who skipped classes to “chase
U.F.O.s.”

Delta declined to comment.
During the arbitration proceedings,

even a witness for the defense ex-
pressed concerns about Lamson. Kelly
Harris, who headed the school’s surgi-
cal technician program, defended the
quality of education offered at Lamson
but said the school enrolled too many
students.

Ms. Harris, in an interview with The
Times, said she warned school execu-
tives that the practice would dilute the
quality of training, flood the job market

and make the Lamson degree worth-
less. They scoffed, she said.

“It broke my heart to see these kids
treated as dollar signs,” Ms. Harris said.

She was one of only two people who
testified for the defense. Lawyers for
Lamson and Delta denied that enroll-
ment officers guaranteed jobs, adding
that they were hard to come by during
the recession.

In the end, Mr. Negron ruled in favor
of Lamson and Delta.

Mr. Negron found that the defense
had presented the “two most credible
witnesses” and praised for-profit educa-
tion, according to his decision, a copy of
which was obtained by The Times. Mr.
Negron did not return repeated calls
and emails seeking comment.

“There is little doubt that for-profit
technical or specialty schools, like the
college, serve an invaluable service to
the public,” he wrote in his decision.

Mr. Negron found that the college did
not make job promises during the en-
rollment process but may have engaged
in “puffery, which each of the adult stu-
dents should have known and recog-
nized as puffery.” Chiding Ms. Brenner
for not being a savvier shopper, he said
she had approached her decision to en-
roll in a “most cavalier manner” as if
“buying a Snickers at the local market.”

His opinion was not shared by arbi-
trators who ruled in favor of students in
two nearly identical cases against Lam-
son, documents obtained by The Times
show.

If the cases had played out in court,
legal experts said, Ms. Brenner could
have referred to those decisions to ap-
peal Mr. Negron’s.

As it stands, Ms. Brenner lost far
more than the case.

Mr. Negron decided that she and the
other students should pay the defense’s
$354,210.77 legal bill because of the
“hardship” the students had inflicted on
Lamson and Delta.

“I felt like I had been sucker-
punched,” Ms. Brenner said.

Repeat Business
Fearful of losing business, some arbi-

trators pass around the story of Stefan

M. Mason as a cautionary tale. They say
Mr. Mason ruled in favor of an employ-
ee in an age discrimination suit, award-
ing him $1.7 million, and was never
hired to hear another employment case.

While Mr. Mason’s experience was
rare, more than 30 arbitrators said in in-
terviews that the pressure to rule for
the companies that give them business
was real.

Companies can even specify in con-
tracts with their customers and employ-
ees that all cases will be handled exclu-
sively by one arbitration firm. Big law
firms also bring repeat business to indi-
vidual arbitrators, according to docu-
ments and interviews with arbitrators.
Jackson Lewis, for example, had 40
cases with the same arbitrator in San
Francisco over a five-year period.

The JAMS arbitrator in an employ-
ment case brought by Leonard Acevedo
of Pomona, Calif., against the short-
term lender CashCall simultaneously
had 28 other cases involving the compa-
ny, according to documents disclosed by
JAMS during the proceedings.

“This whole experience burst my
bubble,” said Mr. Acevedo, a 57-year-old
veteran, who lost his case in October
2014. His lawyer, James Cordes, offered
a more critical take. “It clearly appears
that the arbitrator was working for the
company,” Mr. Cordes said. “And he dis-
regarded evidence to hand a good result
to his client.”

JAMS denied that its arbitrator had
been influenced by CashCall.

Linda S. Klibanow, an employment
arbitrator in Pasadena, Calif., acknowl-
edged the potential for conflicts of in-
terest but said she thought most arbi-
trators, many of whom are retired
judges, could remain fair.

“I think that most arbitrators put
themselves in the place of a jury as the
fact finder and try to render a fair deci-
sion,” Ms. Klibanow said.

Elizabeth Bartholet, an arbitrator in
Boston who has handled more than 100
cases, agreed that many arbitrators had
good intentions, but she said that the
system made it challenging to remain
unbiased. Ms. Bartholet recalled that af-
ter a company complained that she had
scheduled an extra hearing for a plain-
tiff, the arbitration firm she was work-
ing with canceled it behind her back.

A year later, she said, she was at an
industry conference when she over-
heard two people talking about how an
arbitrator in Boston had almost cost
that firm a big client. “It was a confer-
ence on ethics, if you can believe it,”
said Ms. Bartholet, a law professor at
Harvard.

Deborah Pierce, the doctor in Phila-
delphia, said she did not expect to con-
front in arbitration the very problem
she was suing her employer over: an
uneven playing field.

Ms. Pierce decided to go to arbitra-
tion after learning that another female
doctor had been denied a partnership
by her employer, Abington Emergency
Physician Associates, under similar cir-
cumstances. She also had the backing of
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, which found that there
was probable cause that Ms. Pierce had
been discriminated against.

The practice is now under different
management.

Ms. Pierce needed to prove the part-
ners’ states of mind when they dis-
missed her, or debunk whatever reason
the company gave for letting her go.
Both required access to the practice’s
records and witnesses.

Once in arbitration, she and her law-
yers said, the arbitrator gave them a
weekend to review hundreds of records
the defense originally withheld.

Vasilios J. Kalogredis, the arbitrator,
said he could not comment on details of
the proceedings because they were con-
fidential, though he emphasized that
“everything was handled properly.”

For Ms. Pierce, the most astounding
moment came when her lawyers asked
Mr. Kalogredis to impose sanctions on
the defense for breaking the rules of dis-
covery and destroying evidence. He
fined the defense $1,000 after investigat-
ing the matter, then billed Ms. Pierce
$2,000 for the time it took him to look
into it.

“I kept thinking, ‘I’m not a lawyer,
but this can’t be right,’” said Ms. Pierce,
who had to take out a second mortgage
to cover her legal expenses, which in-
cluded a $58,000 bill from Mr. Kalogre-
dis.

After the ruling, Ms. Pierce’s lawyers
wrote to Mr. Kalogredis’s arbitration
firm questioning his qualifications. The
firm, American Health Lawyers Associ-
ation, responded that it was not its re-
sponsibility to verify the “abilities or
competence” of its arbitrators.

JEFF CLARK FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Stephen Syson was dismayed to see the arbitrator in his case returning from lunch with the defense lawyer.
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Willie Hamb, left, who said she had
paid for a simple burial plot for her
husband, above, was told by Ever-
green Cemetery outside Chicago
that her contract called for a more
than $56,000 marble mausoleum.
The case is headed to arbitration.

Robert Gebeloff contributed reporting.
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lawyer, said that “it was only because of
forced arbitration that the nursing
home got away with this.” He added
that “a jury would not have let this hap-
pen. “

Even when plaintiffs prevail in arbi-
tration, patterns of wrongdoing at nurs-
ing homes are kept hidden from pro-
spective residents and their families.

Recognizing the issue, 34 United
States senators have asked the federal
government to deny Medicare and Med-
icaid funding to nursing homes that em-
ploy arbitration clauses. “All too often,
only after a resident has suffered an in-
jury or death,” the senators wrote in a
letter in September, “do families truly
understand the impact of the arbitration
agreement they have already signed.”

Sometimes, even death provides no
escape.

Willie K. Hamb was at the funeral for
her husband at Evergreen Cemetery
outside Chicago when she discovered
that his coffin would not be buried in the
shady plot she said she had requested.

Instead, the cemetery informed Mrs.
Hamb that it would place the coffin in a
wall crypt until the more than $56,000
marble mausoleum they said she had
agreed to in a contract was complete.

Mrs. Hamb, 72 and retired, said all
she could afford for her husband, known
to his friends as Pudden, was the simple
plot and service she had already paid
$12,461 to arrange.

Service Corporation International,
one of the nation’s largest providers of
funeral services and the owner of Ever-
green Cemetery, declined to comment.

The dispute will be resolved in a com-
ing arbitration. Mrs. Hamb’s lawyer,
Michelle Weinberg, said she was not op-
timistic that her client would prevail, es-
pecially since the arbitrator is a bank
compliance officer.

A Crash Course
Debbie Brenner enrolled in the surgi-

cal technician program at Lamson Col-
lege near Phoenix in her 40s with high
hopes of reinventing herself. She spent
hours learning about the tools used in
surgical procedures as if mastering the
movements of the waltz, each handoff in
graceful succession: scalpel, retractor,
clamp, sutures.

Whether the instruments featured in
lessons were real, or just depictions in
photographs, depended on what teach-
ers could round up on any given day.
Lamson students became accustomed
to empty surgical trays and anatomical
mannequins missing their plastic repli-
cas of organs. One enterprising instruc-
tor fashioned hearts, livers and kidneys
out of felt and string.

Students considered that instructor
to be one of Lamson’s better faculty
members, more than a dozen of them
said in interviews. Some teachers rou-
tinely disappeared from class, leaving
tests conspicuously on the desks to be
copied, they said.

Ms. Brenner, a devout Christian, said
she prayed that the program’s short-
comings would not diminish her job
prospects. She said the enrollment offi-
cer who persuaded her to sign up for the
$24,000-a-year program had promised
her she would easily find a job after
graduation.

When Ms. Brenner completed the
program with high marks in 2009, she
said, Lamson failed to find her an in-
ternship. She was volunteering at Mar-
icopa County Hospital when, she said, a
surgical technician told her that most
hospitals refused to hire Lamson stu-
dents because they were so poorly

trained. According to students, some
did not even know how to properly ster-
ilize their hands before surgery.

“It was a joke,” Ms. Brenner said.
“The school’s brochure was all about
making our dreams come true, but this
was a nightmare.”

Soon after, Lamson shut down the
program when it was unable to place
enough of its students in internships. In
March 2011, Ms. Brenner and other stu-
dents filed a lawsuit against the school
and its owner, Delta Career Education
Corporation, accusing them of fraud.
The case was promptly dismissed be-
cause of an arbitration clause in the stu-
dents’ enrollment agreements.

Ms. Brenner, confident she could pre-
vail in arbitration, persuaded her hus-
band to withdraw $12,000 from his re-
tirement account to put toward legal
fees.

By the time her case was heard in
March 2013, the attorney general of Ari-
zona had sued another Delta school for
defrauding students in a criminal jus-
tice program. And a federal class-action
lawsuit in Michigan had accused a Delta
school of defrauding students out of mil-
lions of dollars in student loans. The
company did not admit wrongdoing, but
settled both lawsuits for a total of more
than $8 million.

Arbitration would prove to be more
advantageous for the company, records
and interviews show.

Ms. Brenner’s case was conducted in
the Phoenix office of Gordon & Rees,
one of two big law firms defending Lam-
son and Delta. The arbitrator, Dennis
Negron, was a corporate lawyer and
real estate broker who had written pa-
pers on how to limit liability because
“last on your list of desires is to be
sued.”

As in most arbitrations, lawyers for
both sides chose Mr. Negron from a list
provided by an arbitration firm, in this
case the American Arbitration Associa-
tion.

Lawyers for Ms. Brenner and four
other students grouped into the same
arbitration said they anticipated victory
because they believed that the evidence
was overwhelmingly in their favor.

Even the school’s former head of ad-

missions, Jeff Bing, testified that he had
been instructed by his superiors at Del-
ta to increase enrollment at all costs.

Mr. Bing said it was widely known
that the admissions staff, whose com-
pensation was tied to the number of stu-
dents recruited, was “overpromising”
on jobs. He testified that the job place-
ment rate for graduates was around 20
percent.

To keep the enrollment numbers up,
Mr. Bing said, virtually anyone who ap-
plied was accepted. He added in an in-
terview that the only qualification was
“a pulse.”

Mr. Bing and other former employees
recounted in interviews with The Times
how profits drove most of the decision-
making at Lamson.

As administrators were pressured to
increase enrollment, instructors were
drilled on the importance of student re-
tention — which factored into federal
aid disbursements.

Penny Philippi and Karen Saliski, two
former teachers, said they were direct-
ed not to flunk anyone, including a stu-
dent who skipped classes to “chase
U.F.O.s.”

Delta declined to comment.
During the arbitration proceedings,

even a witness for the defense ex-
pressed concerns about Lamson. Kelly
Harris, who headed the school’s surgi-
cal technician program, defended the
quality of education offered at Lamson
but said the school enrolled too many
students.

Ms. Harris, in an interview with The
Times, said she warned school execu-
tives that the practice would dilute the
quality of training, flood the job market

and make the Lamson degree worth-
less. They scoffed, she said.

“It broke my heart to see these kids
treated as dollar signs,” Ms. Harris said.

She was one of only two people who
testified for the defense. Lawyers for
Lamson and Delta denied that enroll-
ment officers guaranteed jobs, adding
that they were hard to come by during
the recession.

In the end, Mr. Negron ruled in favor
of Lamson and Delta.

Mr. Negron found that the defense
had presented the “two most credible
witnesses” and praised for-profit educa-
tion, according to his decision, a copy of
which was obtained by The Times. Mr.
Negron did not return repeated calls
and emails seeking comment.

“There is little doubt that for-profit
technical or specialty schools, like the
college, serve an invaluable service to
the public,” he wrote in his decision.

Mr. Negron found that the college did
not make job promises during the en-
rollment process but may have engaged
in “puffery, which each of the adult stu-
dents should have known and recog-
nized as puffery.” Chiding Ms. Brenner
for not being a savvier shopper, he said
she had approached her decision to en-
roll in a “most cavalier manner” as if
“buying a Snickers at the local market.”

His opinion was not shared by arbi-
trators who ruled in favor of students in
two nearly identical cases against Lam-
son, documents obtained by The Times
show.

If the cases had played out in court,
legal experts said, Ms. Brenner could
have referred to those decisions to ap-
peal Mr. Negron’s.

As it stands, Ms. Brenner lost far
more than the case.

Mr. Negron decided that she and the
other students should pay the defense’s
$354,210.77 legal bill because of the
“hardship” the students had inflicted on
Lamson and Delta.

“I felt like I had been sucker-
punched,” Ms. Brenner said.

Repeat Business
Fearful of losing business, some arbi-

trators pass around the story of Stefan

M. Mason as a cautionary tale. They say
Mr. Mason ruled in favor of an employ-
ee in an age discrimination suit, award-
ing him $1.7 million, and was never
hired to hear another employment case.

While Mr. Mason’s experience was
rare, more than 30 arbitrators said in in-
terviews that the pressure to rule for
the companies that give them business
was real.

Companies can even specify in con-
tracts with their customers and employ-
ees that all cases will be handled exclu-
sively by one arbitration firm. Big law
firms also bring repeat business to indi-
vidual arbitrators, according to docu-
ments and interviews with arbitrators.
Jackson Lewis, for example, had 40
cases with the same arbitrator in San
Francisco over a five-year period.

The JAMS arbitrator in an employ-
ment case brought by Leonard Acevedo
of Pomona, Calif., against the short-
term lender CashCall simultaneously
had 28 other cases involving the compa-
ny, according to documents disclosed by
JAMS during the proceedings.

“This whole experience burst my
bubble,” said Mr. Acevedo, a 57-year-old
veteran, who lost his case in October
2014. His lawyer, James Cordes, offered
a more critical take. “It clearly appears
that the arbitrator was working for the
company,” Mr. Cordes said. “And he dis-
regarded evidence to hand a good result
to his client.”

JAMS denied that its arbitrator had
been influenced by CashCall.

Linda S. Klibanow, an employment
arbitrator in Pasadena, Calif., acknowl-
edged the potential for conflicts of in-
terest but said she thought most arbi-
trators, many of whom are retired
judges, could remain fair.

“I think that most arbitrators put
themselves in the place of a jury as the
fact finder and try to render a fair deci-
sion,” Ms. Klibanow said.

Elizabeth Bartholet, an arbitrator in
Boston who has handled more than 100
cases, agreed that many arbitrators had
good intentions, but she said that the
system made it challenging to remain
unbiased. Ms. Bartholet recalled that af-
ter a company complained that she had
scheduled an extra hearing for a plain-
tiff, the arbitration firm she was work-
ing with canceled it behind her back.

A year later, she said, she was at an
industry conference when she over-
heard two people talking about how an
arbitrator in Boston had almost cost
that firm a big client. “It was a confer-
ence on ethics, if you can believe it,”
said Ms. Bartholet, a law professor at
Harvard.

Deborah Pierce, the doctor in Phila-
delphia, said she did not expect to con-
front in arbitration the very problem
she was suing her employer over: an
uneven playing field.

Ms. Pierce decided to go to arbitra-
tion after learning that another female
doctor had been denied a partnership
by her employer, Abington Emergency
Physician Associates, under similar cir-
cumstances. She also had the backing of
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, which found that there
was probable cause that Ms. Pierce had
been discriminated against.

The practice is now under different
management.

Ms. Pierce needed to prove the part-
ners’ states of mind when they dis-
missed her, or debunk whatever reason
the company gave for letting her go.
Both required access to the practice’s
records and witnesses.

Once in arbitration, she and her law-
yers said, the arbitrator gave them a
weekend to review hundreds of records
the defense originally withheld.

Vasilios J. Kalogredis, the arbitrator,
said he could not comment on details of
the proceedings because they were con-
fidential, though he emphasized that
“everything was handled properly.”

For Ms. Pierce, the most astounding
moment came when her lawyers asked
Mr. Kalogredis to impose sanctions on
the defense for breaking the rules of dis-
covery and destroying evidence. He
fined the defense $1,000 after investigat-
ing the matter, then billed Ms. Pierce
$2,000 for the time it took him to look
into it.

“I kept thinking, ‘I’m not a lawyer,
but this can’t be right,’” said Ms. Pierce,
who had to take out a second mortgage
to cover her legal expenses, which in-
cluded a $58,000 bill from Mr. Kalogre-
dis.

After the ruling, Ms. Pierce’s lawyers
wrote to Mr. Kalogredis’s arbitration
firm questioning his qualifications. The
firm, American Health Lawyers Associ-
ation, responded that it was not its re-
sponsibility to verify the “abilities or
competence” of its arbitrators.

JEFF CLARK FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Stephen Syson was dismayed to see the arbitrator in his case returning from lunch with the defense lawyer.
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Willie Hamb, left, who said she had
paid for a simple burial plot for her
husband, above, was told by Ever-
green Cemetery outside Chicago
that her contract called for a more
than $56,000 marble mausoleum.
The case is headed to arbitration.

Robert Gebeloff contributed reporting.
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lawyer, said that “it was only because of
forced arbitration that the nursing
home got away with this.” He added
that “a jury would not have let this hap-
pen. “

Even when plaintiffs prevail in arbi-
tration, patterns of wrongdoing at nurs-
ing homes are kept hidden from pro-
spective residents and their families.

Recognizing the issue, 34 United
States senators have asked the federal
government to deny Medicare and Med-
icaid funding to nursing homes that em-
ploy arbitration clauses. “All too often,
only after a resident has suffered an in-
jury or death,” the senators wrote in a
letter in September, “do families truly
understand the impact of the arbitration
agreement they have already signed.”

Sometimes, even death provides no
escape.

Willie K. Hamb was at the funeral for
her husband at Evergreen Cemetery
outside Chicago when she discovered
that his coffin would not be buried in the
shady plot she said she had requested.

Instead, the cemetery informed Mrs.
Hamb that it would place the coffin in a
wall crypt until the more than $56,000
marble mausoleum they said she had
agreed to in a contract was complete.

Mrs. Hamb, 72 and retired, said all
she could afford for her husband, known
to his friends as Pudden, was the simple
plot and service she had already paid
$12,461 to arrange.

Service Corporation International,
one of the nation’s largest providers of
funeral services and the owner of Ever-
green Cemetery, declined to comment.

The dispute will be resolved in a com-
ing arbitration. Mrs. Hamb’s lawyer,
Michelle Weinberg, said she was not op-
timistic that her client would prevail, es-
pecially since the arbitrator is a bank
compliance officer.

A Crash Course
Debbie Brenner enrolled in the surgi-

cal technician program at Lamson Col-
lege near Phoenix in her 40s with high
hopes of reinventing herself. She spent
hours learning about the tools used in
surgical procedures as if mastering the
movements of the waltz, each handoff in
graceful succession: scalpel, retractor,
clamp, sutures.

Whether the instruments featured in
lessons were real, or just depictions in
photographs, depended on what teach-
ers could round up on any given day.
Lamson students became accustomed
to empty surgical trays and anatomical
mannequins missing their plastic repli-
cas of organs. One enterprising instruc-
tor fashioned hearts, livers and kidneys
out of felt and string.

Students considered that instructor
to be one of Lamson’s better faculty
members, more than a dozen of them
said in interviews. Some teachers rou-
tinely disappeared from class, leaving
tests conspicuously on the desks to be
copied, they said.

Ms. Brenner, a devout Christian, said
she prayed that the program’s short-
comings would not diminish her job
prospects. She said the enrollment offi-
cer who persuaded her to sign up for the
$24,000-a-year program had promised
her she would easily find a job after
graduation.

When Ms. Brenner completed the
program with high marks in 2009, she
said, Lamson failed to find her an in-
ternship. She was volunteering at Mar-
icopa County Hospital when, she said, a
surgical technician told her that most
hospitals refused to hire Lamson stu-
dents because they were so poorly

trained. According to students, some
did not even know how to properly ster-
ilize their hands before surgery.

“It was a joke,” Ms. Brenner said.
“The school’s brochure was all about
making our dreams come true, but this
was a nightmare.”

Soon after, Lamson shut down the
program when it was unable to place
enough of its students in internships. In
March 2011, Ms. Brenner and other stu-
dents filed a lawsuit against the school
and its owner, Delta Career Education
Corporation, accusing them of fraud.
The case was promptly dismissed be-
cause of an arbitration clause in the stu-
dents’ enrollment agreements.

Ms. Brenner, confident she could pre-
vail in arbitration, persuaded her hus-
band to withdraw $12,000 from his re-
tirement account to put toward legal
fees.

By the time her case was heard in
March 2013, the attorney general of Ari-
zona had sued another Delta school for
defrauding students in a criminal jus-
tice program. And a federal class-action
lawsuit in Michigan had accused a Delta
school of defrauding students out of mil-
lions of dollars in student loans. The
company did not admit wrongdoing, but
settled both lawsuits for a total of more
than $8 million.

Arbitration would prove to be more
advantageous for the company, records
and interviews show.

Ms. Brenner’s case was conducted in
the Phoenix office of Gordon & Rees,
one of two big law firms defending Lam-
son and Delta. The arbitrator, Dennis
Negron, was a corporate lawyer and
real estate broker who had written pa-
pers on how to limit liability because
“last on your list of desires is to be
sued.”

As in most arbitrations, lawyers for
both sides chose Mr. Negron from a list
provided by an arbitration firm, in this
case the American Arbitration Associa-
tion.

Lawyers for Ms. Brenner and four
other students grouped into the same
arbitration said they anticipated victory
because they believed that the evidence
was overwhelmingly in their favor.

Even the school’s former head of ad-

missions, Jeff Bing, testified that he had
been instructed by his superiors at Del-
ta to increase enrollment at all costs.

Mr. Bing said it was widely known
that the admissions staff, whose com-
pensation was tied to the number of stu-
dents recruited, was “overpromising”
on jobs. He testified that the job place-
ment rate for graduates was around 20
percent.

To keep the enrollment numbers up,
Mr. Bing said, virtually anyone who ap-
plied was accepted. He added in an in-
terview that the only qualification was
“a pulse.”

Mr. Bing and other former employees
recounted in interviews with The Times
how profits drove most of the decision-
making at Lamson.

As administrators were pressured to
increase enrollment, instructors were
drilled on the importance of student re-
tention — which factored into federal
aid disbursements.

Penny Philippi and Karen Saliski, two
former teachers, said they were direct-
ed not to flunk anyone, including a stu-
dent who skipped classes to “chase
U.F.O.s.”

Delta declined to comment.
During the arbitration proceedings,

even a witness for the defense ex-
pressed concerns about Lamson. Kelly
Harris, who headed the school’s surgi-
cal technician program, defended the
quality of education offered at Lamson
but said the school enrolled too many
students.

Ms. Harris, in an interview with The
Times, said she warned school execu-
tives that the practice would dilute the
quality of training, flood the job market

and make the Lamson degree worth-
less. They scoffed, she said.

“It broke my heart to see these kids
treated as dollar signs,” Ms. Harris said.

She was one of only two people who
testified for the defense. Lawyers for
Lamson and Delta denied that enroll-
ment officers guaranteed jobs, adding
that they were hard to come by during
the recession.

In the end, Mr. Negron ruled in favor
of Lamson and Delta.

Mr. Negron found that the defense
had presented the “two most credible
witnesses” and praised for-profit educa-
tion, according to his decision, a copy of
which was obtained by The Times. Mr.
Negron did not return repeated calls
and emails seeking comment.

“There is little doubt that for-profit
technical or specialty schools, like the
college, serve an invaluable service to
the public,” he wrote in his decision.

Mr. Negron found that the college did
not make job promises during the en-
rollment process but may have engaged
in “puffery, which each of the adult stu-
dents should have known and recog-
nized as puffery.” Chiding Ms. Brenner
for not being a savvier shopper, he said
she had approached her decision to en-
roll in a “most cavalier manner” as if
“buying a Snickers at the local market.”

His opinion was not shared by arbi-
trators who ruled in favor of students in
two nearly identical cases against Lam-
son, documents obtained by The Times
show.

If the cases had played out in court,
legal experts said, Ms. Brenner could
have referred to those decisions to ap-
peal Mr. Negron’s.

As it stands, Ms. Brenner lost far
more than the case.

Mr. Negron decided that she and the
other students should pay the defense’s
$354,210.77 legal bill because of the
“hardship” the students had inflicted on
Lamson and Delta.

“I felt like I had been sucker-
punched,” Ms. Brenner said.

Repeat Business
Fearful of losing business, some arbi-

trators pass around the story of Stefan

M. Mason as a cautionary tale. They say
Mr. Mason ruled in favor of an employ-
ee in an age discrimination suit, award-
ing him $1.7 million, and was never
hired to hear another employment case.

While Mr. Mason’s experience was
rare, more than 30 arbitrators said in in-
terviews that the pressure to rule for
the companies that give them business
was real.

Companies can even specify in con-
tracts with their customers and employ-
ees that all cases will be handled exclu-
sively by one arbitration firm. Big law
firms also bring repeat business to indi-
vidual arbitrators, according to docu-
ments and interviews with arbitrators.
Jackson Lewis, for example, had 40
cases with the same arbitrator in San
Francisco over a five-year period.

The JAMS arbitrator in an employ-
ment case brought by Leonard Acevedo
of Pomona, Calif., against the short-
term lender CashCall simultaneously
had 28 other cases involving the compa-
ny, according to documents disclosed by
JAMS during the proceedings.

“This whole experience burst my
bubble,” said Mr. Acevedo, a 57-year-old
veteran, who lost his case in October
2014. His lawyer, James Cordes, offered
a more critical take. “It clearly appears
that the arbitrator was working for the
company,” Mr. Cordes said. “And he dis-
regarded evidence to hand a good result
to his client.”

JAMS denied that its arbitrator had
been influenced by CashCall.

Linda S. Klibanow, an employment
arbitrator in Pasadena, Calif., acknowl-
edged the potential for conflicts of in-
terest but said she thought most arbi-
trators, many of whom are retired
judges, could remain fair.

“I think that most arbitrators put
themselves in the place of a jury as the
fact finder and try to render a fair deci-
sion,” Ms. Klibanow said.

Elizabeth Bartholet, an arbitrator in
Boston who has handled more than 100
cases, agreed that many arbitrators had
good intentions, but she said that the
system made it challenging to remain
unbiased. Ms. Bartholet recalled that af-
ter a company complained that she had
scheduled an extra hearing for a plain-
tiff, the arbitration firm she was work-
ing with canceled it behind her back.

A year later, she said, she was at an
industry conference when she over-
heard two people talking about how an
arbitrator in Boston had almost cost
that firm a big client. “It was a confer-
ence on ethics, if you can believe it,”
said Ms. Bartholet, a law professor at
Harvard.

Deborah Pierce, the doctor in Phila-
delphia, said she did not expect to con-
front in arbitration the very problem
she was suing her employer over: an
uneven playing field.

Ms. Pierce decided to go to arbitra-
tion after learning that another female
doctor had been denied a partnership
by her employer, Abington Emergency
Physician Associates, under similar cir-
cumstances. She also had the backing of
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, which found that there
was probable cause that Ms. Pierce had
been discriminated against.

The practice is now under different
management.

Ms. Pierce needed to prove the part-
ners’ states of mind when they dis-
missed her, or debunk whatever reason
the company gave for letting her go.
Both required access to the practice’s
records and witnesses.

Once in arbitration, she and her law-
yers said, the arbitrator gave them a
weekend to review hundreds of records
the defense originally withheld.

Vasilios J. Kalogredis, the arbitrator,
said he could not comment on details of
the proceedings because they were con-
fidential, though he emphasized that
“everything was handled properly.”

For Ms. Pierce, the most astounding
moment came when her lawyers asked
Mr. Kalogredis to impose sanctions on
the defense for breaking the rules of dis-
covery and destroying evidence. He
fined the defense $1,000 after investigat-
ing the matter, then billed Ms. Pierce
$2,000 for the time it took him to look
into it.

“I kept thinking, ‘I’m not a lawyer,
but this can’t be right,’” said Ms. Pierce,
who had to take out a second mortgage
to cover her legal expenses, which in-
cluded a $58,000 bill from Mr. Kalogre-
dis.

After the ruling, Ms. Pierce’s lawyers
wrote to Mr. Kalogredis’s arbitration
firm questioning his qualifications. The
firm, American Health Lawyers Associ-
ation, responded that it was not its re-
sponsibility to verify the “abilities or
competence” of its arbitrators.

JEFF CLARK FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Stephen Syson was dismayed to see the arbitrator in his case returning from lunch with the defense lawyer.

DAVID KASNIC FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Willie Hamb, left, who said she had
paid for a simple burial plot for her
husband, above, was told by Ever-
green Cemetery outside Chicago
that her contract called for a more
than $56,000 marble mausoleum.
The case is headed to arbitration.

Robert Gebeloff contributed reporting.
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have deprived Americans of one of their
most fundamental constitutional rights:
their day in court.
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hearts, livers and kidneys out of felt and string.
Students considered that instructor to be 

one of Lamson’s better faculty members, more 
than a dozen of them said in interviews. Some 
teachers routinely disappeared from class, leav-
ing tests conspicuously on the desks to be cop-
ied, they said.

Ms. Brenner, a devout Christian, said she 
prayed that the program’s shortcomings would 
not diminish her job prospects. She said the en-
rollment officer who persuaded her to sign up 
for the $24,000-a-year program had promised 
her she would easily find a job after graduation.

When Ms. Brenner completed the program 
with high marks in 2009, she said, Lamson failed 
to find her an internship. She was volunteering 
at Maricopa County Hospital when, she said, a 
surgical technician told her that most hospitals 
refused to hire Lamson students because they 
were so poorly trained. According to students, 
some did not even know how to properly steril-
ize their hands before surgery.

“It was a joke,” Ms. Brenner said. “The 
school’s brochure was all about making our 
dreams come true, but this was a nightmare.”

Soon after, Lamson shut down the pro-
gram when it was unable to place enough of 
its students in internships. In March 2011, Ms. 
Brenner and other students filed a lawsuit 
against the school and its owner, Delta Ca-
reer Education Corporation, accusing them of 
fraud. The case was promptly dismissed be-
cause of an arbitration clause in the students’ 
enrollment agreements.

Ms. Brenner, confident she could prevail 
in arbitration, persuaded her husband to with-
draw $12,000 from his retirement account to put 
toward legal fees.

By the time her case was heard in March 
2013, the attorney general of Arizona had sued 
another Delta school for defrauding students in 
a criminal justice program. And a federal class-
action lawsuit in Michigan had accused a Delta 
school of defrauding students out of millions of 
dollars in student loans. The company did not 
admit wrongdoing, but settled both lawsuits for 
a total of more than $8 million.

Arbitration would prove to be more advan-
tageous for the company, records and inter-
views show.

Ms. Brenner’s case was conducted in the 
Phoenix office of Gordon & Rees, one of two big 

law firms defending Lamson and Delta. The ar-
bitrator, Dennis Negron, was a corporate lawyer 
and real estate broker who had written papers 
on how to limit liability because “last on your 
list of desires is to be sued.”

As in most arbitrations, lawyers for both 
sides chose Mr. Negron from a list provided by 
an arbitration firm, in this case the American 
Arbitration Association.

Lawyers for Ms. Brenner and four other 
students grouped into the same arbitration 
said they anticipated victory because they be-
lieved that the evidence was overwhelmingly 
in their favor.

Even the school’s former head of admis-
sions, Jeff Bing, testified that he had been in-
structed by his superiors at Delta to increase 
enrollment at all costs.

Mr. Bing said it was widely known that the 
admissions staff, whose compensation was tied 
to the number of students recruited, was “over-
promising” on jobs. He testified that the job place-
ment rate for graduates was around 20 percent.

To keep the enrollment numbers up, Mr. 
Bing said, virtually anyone who applied was ac-
cepted. He added in an interview that the only 
qualification was “a pulse.”

Mr. Bing and other former employees re-
counted in interviews with The Times how prof-
its drove most of the decision-making at Lamson.

As administrators were pressured to in-
crease enrollment, instructors were drilled on 
the importance of student retention — which 
factored into federal aid disbursements.

Penny Philippi and Karen Saliski, two for-
mer teachers, said they were directed not to 
flunk anyone, including a student who skipped 
classes to “chase U.F.O.s.”

Delta declined to comment.
During the arbitration proceedings, even 

a witness for the defense expressed concerns 
about Lamson. Kelly Harris, who headed the 
school’s surgical technician program, defended 
the quality of education offered at Lamson but 
said the school enrolled too many students.

Ms. Harris, in an interview with The Times, 
said she warned school executives that the prac-
tice would dilute the quality of training, flood the 
job market and make the Lamson degree worth-
less. They scoffed, she said.

“It broke my heart to see these kids treated 
as dollar signs,” Ms. Harris said.



She was one of only two people who testified 
for the defense. Lawyers for Lamson and Delta 
denied that enrollment officers guaranteed jobs, 
adding that they were hard to come by during 
the recession.

In the end, Mr. Negron ruled in favor of 
Lamson and Delta.

Mr. Negron found that the defense had pre-
sented the “two most credible witnesses” and 
praised for-profit education, according to his 
decision, a copy of which was obtained by The 
Times. Mr. Negron did not return repeated calls 
and emails seeking comment.

“There is little doubt that for-profit techni-
cal or specialty schools, like the college, serve 
an invaluable service to the public,” he wrote in 
his decision.

Mr. Negron found that the college did not 
make job promises during the enrollment 
process but may have engaged in “puffery, 
which each of the adult students should have 
known and recognized as puffery.” Chiding 
Ms. Brenner for not being a savvier shopper, 
he said she had approached her decision to en-
roll in a “most cavalier manner” as if “buying a 

Snickers at the local market.”
His opinion was not shared by arbitrators 

who ruled in favor of students in two nearly 
identical cases against Lamson, documents ob-
tained by The Times show.

If the cases had played out in court, legal ex-
perts said, Ms. Brenner could have referred to 
those decisions to appeal Mr. Negron’s.

As it stands, Ms. Brenner lost far more than 
the case.

Mr. Negron decided that she and the other 
students should pay the defense’s $354,210.77 
legal bill because of the “hardship” the students 
had inflicted on Lamson and Delta.

“I felt like I had been sucker-punched,” Ms. 
Brenner said.

Repeat Business
Fearful of losing business, some arbitrators 

pass around the story of Stefan M. Mason as a 
cautionary tale. They say Mr. Mason ruled in 
favor of an employee in an age discrimination 
suit, awarding him $1.7 million, and was never 
hired to hear another employment case.

While Mr. Mason’s experience was rare, 
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lawyer, said that “it was only because of
forced arbitration that the nursing
home got away with this.” He added
that “a jury would not have let this hap-
pen. “

Even when plaintiffs prevail in arbi-
tration, patterns of wrongdoing at nurs-
ing homes are kept hidden from pro-
spective residents and their families.

Recognizing the issue, 34 United
States senators have asked the federal
government to deny Medicare and Med-
icaid funding to nursing homes that em-
ploy arbitration clauses. “All too often,
only after a resident has suffered an in-
jury or death,” the senators wrote in a
letter in September, “do families truly
understand the impact of the arbitration
agreement they have already signed.”

Sometimes, even death provides no
escape.

Willie K. Hamb was at the funeral for
her husband at Evergreen Cemetery
outside Chicago when she discovered
that his coffin would not be buried in the
shady plot she said she had requested.

Instead, the cemetery informed Mrs.
Hamb that it would place the coffin in a
wall crypt until the more than $56,000
marble mausoleum they said she had
agreed to in a contract was complete.

Mrs. Hamb, 72 and retired, said all
she could afford for her husband, known
to his friends as Pudden, was the simple
plot and service she had already paid
$12,461 to arrange.

Service Corporation International,
one of the nation’s largest providers of
funeral services and the owner of Ever-
green Cemetery, declined to comment.

The dispute will be resolved in a com-
ing arbitration. Mrs. Hamb’s lawyer,
Michelle Weinberg, said she was not op-
timistic that her client would prevail, es-
pecially since the arbitrator is a bank
compliance officer.

A Crash Course
Debbie Brenner enrolled in the surgi-

cal technician program at Lamson Col-
lege near Phoenix in her 40s with high
hopes of reinventing herself. She spent
hours learning about the tools used in
surgical procedures as if mastering the
movements of the waltz, each handoff in
graceful succession: scalpel, retractor,
clamp, sutures.

Whether the instruments featured in
lessons were real, or just depictions in
photographs, depended on what teach-
ers could round up on any given day.
Lamson students became accustomed
to empty surgical trays and anatomical
mannequins missing their plastic repli-
cas of organs. One enterprising instruc-
tor fashioned hearts, livers and kidneys
out of felt and string.

Students considered that instructor
to be one of Lamson’s better faculty
members, more than a dozen of them
said in interviews. Some teachers rou-
tinely disappeared from class, leaving
tests conspicuously on the desks to be
copied, they said.

Ms. Brenner, a devout Christian, said
she prayed that the program’s short-
comings would not diminish her job
prospects. She said the enrollment offi-
cer who persuaded her to sign up for the
$24,000-a-year program had promised
her she would easily find a job after
graduation.

When Ms. Brenner completed the
program with high marks in 2009, she
said, Lamson failed to find her an in-
ternship. She was volunteering at Mar-
icopa County Hospital when, she said, a
surgical technician told her that most
hospitals refused to hire Lamson stu-
dents because they were so poorly

trained. According to students, some
did not even know how to properly ster-
ilize their hands before surgery.

“It was a joke,” Ms. Brenner said.
“The school’s brochure was all about
making our dreams come true, but this
was a nightmare.”

Soon after, Lamson shut down the
program when it was unable to place
enough of its students in internships. In
March 2011, Ms. Brenner and other stu-
dents filed a lawsuit against the school
and its owner, Delta Career Education
Corporation, accusing them of fraud.
The case was promptly dismissed be-
cause of an arbitration clause in the stu-
dents’ enrollment agreements.

Ms. Brenner, confident she could pre-
vail in arbitration, persuaded her hus-
band to withdraw $12,000 from his re-
tirement account to put toward legal
fees.

By the time her case was heard in
March 2013, the attorney general of Ari-
zona had sued another Delta school for
defrauding students in a criminal jus-
tice program. And a federal class-action
lawsuit in Michigan had accused a Delta
school of defrauding students out of mil-
lions of dollars in student loans. The
company did not admit wrongdoing, but
settled both lawsuits for a total of more
than $8 million.

Arbitration would prove to be more
advantageous for the company, records
and interviews show.

Ms. Brenner’s case was conducted in
the Phoenix office of Gordon & Rees,
one of two big law firms defending Lam-
son and Delta. The arbitrator, Dennis
Negron, was a corporate lawyer and
real estate broker who had written pa-
pers on how to limit liability because
“last on your list of desires is to be
sued.”

As in most arbitrations, lawyers for
both sides chose Mr. Negron from a list
provided by an arbitration firm, in this
case the American Arbitration Associa-
tion.

Lawyers for Ms. Brenner and four
other students grouped into the same
arbitration said they anticipated victory
because they believed that the evidence
was overwhelmingly in their favor.

Even the school’s former head of ad-

missions, Jeff Bing, testified that he had
been instructed by his superiors at Del-
ta to increase enrollment at all costs.

Mr. Bing said it was widely known
that the admissions staff, whose com-
pensation was tied to the number of stu-
dents recruited, was “overpromising”
on jobs. He testified that the job place-
ment rate for graduates was around 20
percent.

To keep the enrollment numbers up,
Mr. Bing said, virtually anyone who ap-
plied was accepted. He added in an in-
terview that the only qualification was
“a pulse.”

Mr. Bing and other former employees
recounted in interviews with The Times
how profits drove most of the decision-
making at Lamson.

As administrators were pressured to
increase enrollment, instructors were
drilled on the importance of student re-
tention — which factored into federal
aid disbursements.

Penny Philippi and Karen Saliski, two
former teachers, said they were direct-
ed not to flunk anyone, including a stu-
dent who skipped classes to “chase
U.F.O.s.”

Delta declined to comment.
During the arbitration proceedings,

even a witness for the defense ex-
pressed concerns about Lamson. Kelly
Harris, who headed the school’s surgi-
cal technician program, defended the
quality of education offered at Lamson
but said the school enrolled too many
students.

Ms. Harris, in an interview with The
Times, said she warned school execu-
tives that the practice would dilute the
quality of training, flood the job market

and make the Lamson degree worth-
less. They scoffed, she said.

“It broke my heart to see these kids
treated as dollar signs,” Ms. Harris said.

She was one of only two people who
testified for the defense. Lawyers for
Lamson and Delta denied that enroll-
ment officers guaranteed jobs, adding
that they were hard to come by during
the recession.

In the end, Mr. Negron ruled in favor
of Lamson and Delta.

Mr. Negron found that the defense
had presented the “two most credible
witnesses” and praised for-profit educa-
tion, according to his decision, a copy of
which was obtained by The Times. Mr.
Negron did not return repeated calls
and emails seeking comment.

“There is little doubt that for-profit
technical or specialty schools, like the
college, serve an invaluable service to
the public,” he wrote in his decision.

Mr. Negron found that the college did
not make job promises during the en-
rollment process but may have engaged
in “puffery, which each of the adult stu-
dents should have known and recog-
nized as puffery.” Chiding Ms. Brenner
for not being a savvier shopper, he said
she had approached her decision to en-
roll in a “most cavalier manner” as if
“buying a Snickers at the local market.”

His opinion was not shared by arbi-
trators who ruled in favor of students in
two nearly identical cases against Lam-
son, documents obtained by The Times
show.

If the cases had played out in court,
legal experts said, Ms. Brenner could
have referred to those decisions to ap-
peal Mr. Negron’s.

As it stands, Ms. Brenner lost far
more than the case.

Mr. Negron decided that she and the
other students should pay the defense’s
$354,210.77 legal bill because of the
“hardship” the students had inflicted on
Lamson and Delta.

“I felt like I had been sucker-
punched,” Ms. Brenner said.

Repeat Business
Fearful of losing business, some arbi-

trators pass around the story of Stefan

M. Mason as a cautionary tale. They say
Mr. Mason ruled in favor of an employ-
ee in an age discrimination suit, award-
ing him $1.7 million, and was never
hired to hear another employment case.

While Mr. Mason’s experience was
rare, more than 30 arbitrators said in in-
terviews that the pressure to rule for
the companies that give them business
was real.

Companies can even specify in con-
tracts with their customers and employ-
ees that all cases will be handled exclu-
sively by one arbitration firm. Big law
firms also bring repeat business to indi-
vidual arbitrators, according to docu-
ments and interviews with arbitrators.
Jackson Lewis, for example, had 40
cases with the same arbitrator in San
Francisco over a five-year period.

The JAMS arbitrator in an employ-
ment case brought by Leonard Acevedo
of Pomona, Calif., against the short-
term lender CashCall simultaneously
had 28 other cases involving the compa-
ny, according to documents disclosed by
JAMS during the proceedings.

“This whole experience burst my
bubble,” said Mr. Acevedo, a 57-year-old
veteran, who lost his case in October
2014. His lawyer, James Cordes, offered
a more critical take. “It clearly appears
that the arbitrator was working for the
company,” Mr. Cordes said. “And he dis-
regarded evidence to hand a good result
to his client.”

JAMS denied that its arbitrator had
been influenced by CashCall.

Linda S. Klibanow, an employment
arbitrator in Pasadena, Calif., acknowl-
edged the potential for conflicts of in-
terest but said she thought most arbi-
trators, many of whom are retired
judges, could remain fair.

“I think that most arbitrators put
themselves in the place of a jury as the
fact finder and try to render a fair deci-
sion,” Ms. Klibanow said.

Elizabeth Bartholet, an arbitrator in
Boston who has handled more than 100
cases, agreed that many arbitrators had
good intentions, but she said that the
system made it challenging to remain
unbiased. Ms. Bartholet recalled that af-
ter a company complained that she had
scheduled an extra hearing for a plain-
tiff, the arbitration firm she was work-
ing with canceled it behind her back.

A year later, she said, she was at an
industry conference when she over-
heard two people talking about how an
arbitrator in Boston had almost cost
that firm a big client. “It was a confer-
ence on ethics, if you can believe it,”
said Ms. Bartholet, a law professor at
Harvard.

Deborah Pierce, the doctor in Phila-
delphia, said she did not expect to con-
front in arbitration the very problem
she was suing her employer over: an
uneven playing field.

Ms. Pierce decided to go to arbitra-
tion after learning that another female
doctor had been denied a partnership
by her employer, Abington Emergency
Physician Associates, under similar cir-
cumstances. She also had the backing of
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, which found that there
was probable cause that Ms. Pierce had
been discriminated against.

The practice is now under different
management.

Ms. Pierce needed to prove the part-
ners’ states of mind when they dis-
missed her, or debunk whatever reason
the company gave for letting her go.
Both required access to the practice’s
records and witnesses.

Once in arbitration, she and her law-
yers said, the arbitrator gave them a
weekend to review hundreds of records
the defense originally withheld.

Vasilios J. Kalogredis, the arbitrator,
said he could not comment on details of
the proceedings because they were con-
fidential, though he emphasized that
“everything was handled properly.”

For Ms. Pierce, the most astounding
moment came when her lawyers asked
Mr. Kalogredis to impose sanctions on
the defense for breaking the rules of dis-
covery and destroying evidence. He
fined the defense $1,000 after investigat-
ing the matter, then billed Ms. Pierce
$2,000 for the time it took him to look
into it.

“I kept thinking, ‘I’m not a lawyer,
but this can’t be right,’” said Ms. Pierce,
who had to take out a second mortgage
to cover her legal expenses, which in-
cluded a $58,000 bill from Mr. Kalogre-
dis.

After the ruling, Ms. Pierce’s lawyers
wrote to Mr. Kalogredis’s arbitration
firm questioning his qualifications. The
firm, American Health Lawyers Associ-
ation, responded that it was not its re-
sponsibility to verify the “abilities or
competence” of its arbitrators.

JEFF CLARK FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Stephen Syson was dismayed to see the arbitrator in his case returning from lunch with the defense lawyer.

DAVID KASNIC FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Willie Hamb, left, who said she had
paid for a simple burial plot for her
husband, above, was told by Ever-
green Cemetery outside Chicago
that her contract called for a more
than $56,000 marble mausoleum.
The case is headed to arbitration.

Robert Gebeloff contributed reporting.
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more than 30 arbitrators said in interviews that 
the pressure to rule for the companies that give 
them business was real.

Companies can even specify in contracts 
with their customers and employees that all cas-
es will be handled exclusively by one arbitration 
firm. Big law firms also bring repeat business to 
individual arbitrators, according to documents 
and interviews with arbitrators. Jackson Lewis, 
for example, had 40 cases with the same arbi-
trator in San Francisco over a five-year period.

The JAMS arbitrator in an employment 
case brought by Leonard Acevedo of Pomona, 
Calif., against the short-term lender CashCall si-
multaneously had 28 other cases involving the 
company, according to documents disclosed by  
S during the proceedings.

“This whole experience burst my bubble,” 
said Mr. Acevedo, a 57-year-old veteran, who 
lost his case in October 2014. His lawyer, James 
Cordes, offered a more critical take. “It clearly 
appears that the arbitrator was working for the 
company,” Mr. Cordes said. “And he disregarded 
evidence to hand a good result to his client.”

JAMS denied that its arbitrator had been in-
fluenced by CashCall.

Linda S. Klibanow, an employment arbitra-
tor in Pasadena, Calif., acknowledged the poten-
tial for conflicts of interest but said she thought 
most arbitrators, many of whom are retired 
judges, could remain fair.

“I think that most arbitrators put them-
selves in the place of a jury as the fact finder and 
try to render a fair decision,” Ms. Klibanow said.

Elizabeth Bartholet, an arbitrator in Boston 
who has handled more than 100 cases, agreed 
that many arbitrators had good intentions, 
but she said that the system made it challeng-
ing to remain unbiased. Ms. Bartholet recalled 
that after a company complained that she had 
scheduled an extra hearing for a plaintiff, the ar-
bitration firm she was working with canceled it 
behind her back.

A year later, she said, she was at an indus-
try conference when she overheard two people 
talking about how an arbitrator in Boston had 

almost cost that firm a big client. “It was a con-
ference on ethics, if you can believe it,” said Ms. 
Bartholet, a law professor at Harvard.

Deborah Pierce, the doctor in Philadelphia, 
said she did not expect to confront in arbitration 
the very problem she was suing her employer 
over: an uneven playing field.

Ms. Pierce decided to go to arbitration after 
learning that another female doctor had been 
denied a partnership by her employer, Abington 
Emergency Physician Associates, under similar 
circumstances. She also had the backing of the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 
which found that there was probable cause that 
Ms. Pierce had been discriminated against.

The practice is now under different  
management.

Ms. Pierce needed to prove the partners’ 
states of mind when they dismissed her, or de-
bunk whatever reason the company gave for 
letting her go. Both required access to the prac-
tice’s records and witnesses.

Once in arbitration, she and her lawyers 
said, the arbitrator gave them a weekend to 
review hundreds of records the defense origi-
nally withheld.

Vasilios J. Kalogredis, the arbitrator, said he 
could not comment on details of the proceedings 
because they were confidential, though he em-
phasized that “everything was handled properly.”

For Ms. Pierce, the most astounding mo-
ment came when her lawyers asked Mr. Kalo-
gredis to impose sanctions on the defense for 
breaking the rules of discovery and destroying 
evidence. He fined the defense $1,000 after in-
vestigating the matter, then billed Ms. Pierce 
$2,000 for the time it took him to look into it.

“I kept thinking, ‘I’m not a lawyer, but this 
can’t be right,’ ” said Ms. Pierce, who had to 
take out a second mortgage to cover her legal 
expenses, which included a $58,000 bill from 
Mr. Kalogredis.

After the ruling, Ms. Pierce’s lawyers wrote 
to Mr. Kalogredis’s arbitration firm questioning 
his qualifications. The firm, American Health 
Lawyers Association, responded that it was not 
its responsibility to verify the “abilities or com-
petence” of its arbitrators.   n Robert Gebeloff contributed reporting.



By BEN HUBBARD

EIN EISSA, Syria — Weeks af-
ter the Obama administration
canceled a failed Pentagon pro-
gram to train and arm Syrian
rebels to combat the Islamic
State, American officials an-
nounced a new effort to equip
newly named ground forces in
Syria to fight the jihadists.

But 10 days of interviews and
front-line visits across northern
Syria with many of the forces in
the alliance made clear that so
far it exists in name only, and
that the political and logistical
challenges it faces are daunting.

One Arab commander, sitting
near the earthen wall that sep-
arates this deserted town in Syria
from the Islamic State’s front
line, bitterly recalled being
chased from his Syrian home-
town by the jihadists and said he
would do anything to reclaim that
territory. But then he detailed a
list of things his forces needed:
ammunition, radios, heavy weap-
ons and more American air-
strikes.

“This is the state of our fight-
ers: trying to fight ISIS with sim-
ple means,” he said, pointing to a
fighter in broken boots, tattered
fatigues and a dirty sweatshirt
that read “Skateboarding ruined
my life.”

Beyond the early logistical fac-
tors, the new alliance faces what
is perhaps a more serious chal-
lenge in the long term: Though it
is intended to begin clawing back
territory from the Islamic State
in mostly Arab areas, nearly all of
the group’s fighting power comes
from ethnic Kurdish militias.

That demographic reality is
likely to further alarm Turkey, a
vital American ally that consid-
ers Kurdish autonomy near its
southern border a security
threat. It also limits the forces’
ability to strike the jihadists in
predominantly Arab communi-
ties — Kurdish fighters have less
motivation to fight for those 
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A fighter with the Sanadeed Forces, an Arab tribal militia that has allied with Kurds to fight the Islamic State in northern Syria.

NEW U.S. ALLIANCE
TO COUNTER ISIS

FALTERS IN SYRIA

KURDS DOMINATE FORCE

Created After a Failed
First Effort, It Faces

Huge Challenges

Continued on Page A6
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Late Edition
Today, sunny, warm for early No-
vember, high of 70. Tonight, clear,
mild, low of 56. Tomorrow, plenty of
sun, remaining warm, high of 70.
Weather map appears on Page B14.

$2.50

The retailing giant said it would give fa-
thers up to six weeks of leave, and more
than double maternity leave. It’s also
opening a store in Seattle. PAGE B4

BUSINESS DAY B1-11

Amazon Adds Perks and a Store

By MICHAEL CORKERY 
and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG

A few months before he took a
toxic mix of drugs and died on a
stranger’s couch, Nicklaus Elli-
son wrote a letter to his little sis-
ter.

He asked for Jolly Ranchers,
Starburst and Silly Bandz brace-
lets, some of the treats permitted
at the substance abuse program
he attended in Florida. Then, al-
most as an aside, Mr. Ellison
wrote about how the Christian-
run program that was supposed
to cure his drug and alcohol prob-
lem had instead “de-gayed” him.

“God makes all things new,”
Mr. Ellison wrote in bright green

ink. “The weirdest thing is how
do I come out as straight after all
this time?”

To his family and friends, Mr.
Ellison’s professed identity
change was just one of many
clues that something had gone
wrong at the program, Teen Chal-
lenge, where he had been sent by
a judge as an alternative to jail.

But when his family sued Teen
Challenge in 2012 hoping to un-
cover what had happened, they
quickly hit a wall. When he was
admitted to the program, at age

20, Mr. Ellison signed a contract
that prevented him and his fam-
ily from taking the Christian
group to court.

Instead, his claim had to be re-
solved through a mediation or ar-
bitration process that would be
bound not by state or federal law,
but by the Bible. “The Holy Scrip-
ture shall be the supreme author-
ity,” the rules of the proceedings
state.

For generations, religious tri-
bunals have been used in the
United States to settle family dis-
putes and spiritual debates. But
through arbitration, religion is
being used to sort out secular 

When Scripture Is the Rule of Law
Companies Can Compel Arbitrations Guided by Religion
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By SCOTT CACCIOLA

The finish line for the New
York City Marathon, so orderly
and secure throughout the morn-
ing and afternoon, resembled a
carcass by Sunday evening as
workers began to strip away its
decorative features. A red truck
slowly backed over the line, and
employees hopped out to disas-
semble signs.

At 7:30 p.m., Sala Cyril, a 38-
year-old woman from New York,
trotted across the line, 8 hours 28
minutes after she had started the
marathon. Greeted by family,
friends and volunteers, Cyril
placed 49,466th. She was cele-
brated as the final finisher with a
recorded time.

“I did it!” she said.
Seconds later, race officials

erected a small orange barrier
along the finish line and placed
traffic cones in front of it. The
marathon was essentially over,
and a new, less ceremonious
stage had inadvertently taken
shape — one for the first runners
to arrive at the finish after the of-
ficial time cutoff.

They had missed the 7:30 p.m.
deadline by several strides. They
were Shari Diaz, 32, of Hemp-
stead, N.Y.; Wicki Ball, 55, of Lon-

don; and Kendra Sandman, 54, of
Baltimore.

Their results would not count.
They did not seem to care.

“We should be given an award
for that,” said Diaz, a first-time
marathoner.

Diaz was coming off the

Queensboro Bridge, at around
Mile 15, when she joined up with
Ball and Sandman. They were all
traveling at the same pace, with
the same attendant suffering.
They did not know one another.
They bonded immediately.

“The police were passing us,

saying the race was over,” Diaz
said. “We were out there on the
sidewalk with pedestrians. It was
a struggle.”

Nearly nine hours after they
took their first steps across the
Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, the 

Unofficially 49,467th, but First Among Marathon’s ‘Almost’ Crew

SAM HODGSON FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Shari Diaz, left, and Wicki Ball finished the New York City Marathon just after the official cutoff.
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By GINA KOLATA

Something startling is happen-
ing to middle-aged white Ameri-
cans. Unlike every other age
group, unlike every other racial
and ethnic group, unlike their
counterparts in other rich coun-
tries, death rates in this group
have been rising, not falling.

That finding was reported
Monday by two Princeton econo-
mists, Angus Deaton, who last
month won the 2015 Nobel Memo-
rial Prize in Economic Science,
and Anne Case. Analyzing health
and mortality data from the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Pre-
vention and from other sources,
they concluded that rising annual
death rates among this group are
being driven not by the big killers
like heart disease and diabetes
but by an epidemic of suicides
and afflictions stemming from
substance abuse: alcoholic liver
disease and overdoses of heroin
and prescription opioids.

The analysis by Dr. Deaton and
Dr. Case may offer the most rig-
orous evidence to date of both the
causes and implications of a de-
velopment that has been puzzling
demographers in recent years:
the declining health and fortunes
of poorly educated American
whites. In middle age, they are
dying at such a high rate that
they are increasing the death
rate for the entire group of mid-
dle-aged white Americans, Dr.
Deaton and Dr. Case found.

The mortality rate for whites
45 to 54 years old with no more
than a high school education in-
creased by 134 deaths per 100,000
people from 1999 to 2014.

“It is difficult to find modern
settings with survival losses of
this magnitude,” wrote two Dart-
mouth economists, Ellen Meara
and Jonathan S. Skinner, in a
commentary to the Deaton-Case 

Rise in Deaths
For U.S. Whites

In Middle Age

Poor Education Seen as
a Determining Factor
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By MATT FLEGENHEIMER

TAMPA, Fla. — Jeb Bush has
played the wide-eyed optimist,
anointing himself the “joyful tor-
toise” in a campaign season low
on joy and reptiles.

He has been the slinger of ar-
rows, responding in kind to the
broadsides of Donald J. Trump —
or at least trying to — and as-
sailing Marco Rubio’s Senate at-
tendance record during last
week’s debate.

But on Monday, facing pres-
sure to prove that his presidential
campaign is not doomed, Mr.
Bush introduced a new feature in
a languishing campaign: the
kitchen sink.

Straining to rescue a run af-
flicted by anemic polling, lacklus-
ter debates, donor unrest and the
persistent “low-energy” taunts of
Mr. Trump, Mr. Bush left few tac-
tics untested here as he set off on
a campaign reset — or perhaps a
re-reset — after recent staff 

Bush Seeking
Ways to Reset
His Campaign
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By MITCH SMITH and MONICA DAVEY

CHICAGO — Federal educa-
tion authorities, staking out their
firmest position yet on an in-
creasingly contentious issue,
found Monday that an Illinois
school district violated anti-dis-
crimination laws when it did not
allow a transgender student who
identifies as a girl and partici-
pates on a girls’ sports team to
change and shower in the girls’
locker room without restric-
tions. 

Education officials said the de-
cision was the first of its kind on
the rights of transgender stu-
dents, which are emerging as a
new cultural battleground in pub-
lic schools across the country. In
previous cases, federal officials

had been able to reach settle-
ments giving access to transgen-
der students in similar situations.
But in this instance, the school
district in Palatine, Ill., has not
yet come to an agreement,
prompting the federal govern-
ment to threaten sanctions. The
district, northwest of Chicago,
has indicated a willingness to
fight for its policy in court.  

The Education Department
gave 30 days to the officials of
Township High School District
211 to reach a solution or face en-
forcement, which could include
administrative law proceedings
or a Justice Department court ac-
tion. The district could lose some 

U.S. Says Transgender Student
Has Rights in the Locker Room
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she had no other choice, Ms. Prescott
filed a federal lawsuit, claiming sexual
harassment and discrimination by the
school.

When word of her lawsuit got out,
parents from the school and former col-
leagues avoided her at church and at
the local Walmart, she said. Her pastor
suggested she stop teaching Sunday
school.

The school moved to compel Chris-
tian mediation and then arbitration,
which was eventually held in a rented
room at city hall in Mandeville, La. Mr.
Thomas oversaw the proceedings,
which resembled a civil trial with some
exceptions. The arbitration began most
days with a prayer. And when a teacher
cried on the witness stand, Mr. Thomas
allowed the woman and Ms. Prescott to
hug.

The school argued that a survey of
parents revealed unhappiness with Ms.
Prescott’s leadership. But only a small
number of families had filled out the
survey, and Ms. Prescott never saw the
results.

Mr. Thomas dismissed Ms. Prescott’s
claims of harassment and gender dis-
crimination. But he found that the
school board had violated its own con-
tract when it failed to provide Ms. Pres-
cott with any feedback before firing her.
The contract required the school to fol-
low Matthew 18:15, which implores
Christians to confront each other before
raising their problems with anyone else.

“If your brother sins against you,” the
verse states, “go and tell him his fault
between you and him alone.”

Mr. Thomas awarded Ms. Prescott
about $157,000 for lost income and dam-
age to her reputation.

“This woman had no idea her job was
in jeopardy,” Mr. Thomas said in an in-
terview. “They treated her badly.”

In his ruling, he urged the two sides
to reconcile in a way “that glorifies
God.” But Northlake was not ready to
move on.

The school had required Ms. Prescott
to agree to Christian arbitration as a
condition of her hiring. But when North-
lake lost, it appealed the arbitration
award in federal court, arguing that Mr.
Thomas’s ruling was inconsistent with
Louisiana law.

The case dragged on for four more
years. An appeals court in New Orleans
ruled that it had no ground to overturn
the Christian arbitrator. Northlake ap-
pealed the case all the way to the Su-
preme Court, which declined to hear it.

The current headmaster of Northlake
said he could not comment on the case
because it involved a previous adminis-
tration. He added that the school still
used Christian arbitration.

In the end, Ms. Prescott said she felt
vindicated, despite having spent all but
$8,000 of her settlement on legal costs.

“My faith is still strong,” she said.
“But I am more careful in dealing with
Christians than I used to be. They are
just people with no more ability to be
good than anyone else.”

The Price of Enlightenment
By the time he left Scientology, Luis

Garcia had signed off on two dozen arbi-
tration clauses in agreements with the

church, requiring him to settle any dis-
pute before a panel of fellow Scientol-
ogists.

In just about every aspect of church
life, including training and making do-
nations, members must settle any issue
internally rather than going to court.

Yet, there has never been an actual
arbitration in the six-decade history of
Scientology, according to court records
and a lawyer for the church.

Mr. Garcia’s may be the first.
An entrepreneur and a native of Ma-

drid, Mr. Garcia said Scientology gave
him the confidence to open a successful
print shop and yogurt store in Orange
County, Calif.

Mr. Garcia and his wife, Maria, ded-
icated years to Scientology, taking doz-
ens of classes to try to reach enlight-
enment. He estimates that his family
spent $2.3 million on courses, fees and
donations.

In 2008, Mr. Garcia reached the high-
est level in Scientology, where he said
all of one’s past lives are supposed to be
easily recalled. “But that didn’t hap-
pen,” he said. “That’s when I began to
question everything.”

Mr. Garcia said he sent an email crit-
icizing the church management to hun-
dreds of Scientologists in November
2010. The church declared the Garcias
“suppressives” and excommunicated
them, according to a legal brief sub-
mitted by his lawyers.

Mr. Garcia said he wanted back the
roughly $68,000 he had paid the church
for training courses he never took and
other expenses, according to his law-
suit. He also demanded that the church
return $340,000 he said his family had
given for the construction of a “Super
Power” building in Clearwater, Fla.

Neither a spokeswoman from Scien-
tology nor a church lawyer commented
on the allegations in Mr. Garcia’s law-
suit.

Mr. Garcia said he repeatedly felt
pressured to give money to keep offi-
cials from blocking his path toward en-
lightenment or writing him up for an
ethics violation.

One night in Clearwater, a church offi-
cial asked Mr. Garcia for $65,000 to pay
for a large cross that would sit atop the
Super Power headquarters, according

to the lawsuit. “She said it would be the
Garcias’ cross,” Mr. Garcia recalled in
an interview.

Another former Scientologist, Bert
Schippers of Seattle, said he was told
the cross would be dedicated in his hon-
or after he agreed to make a donation.

Scientology moved to force Mr. Gar-
cia’s case into arbitration. The process
seemed like a farce, he said. An arbitra-
tion run by a panel of Scientologists, his
lawyers argued, could not possibly be
impartial. As a declared suppressive,
Mr. Garcia was considered a pariah.
Church members who interacted with
him risked being harassed, according to
court papers filed by his lawyers.

“The hostility of any Scientologists on
that panel is not speculation,” his law-
yers argued. “It is church doctrine.”

A church official testified that the
panel would be instructed to act fairly.
In a statement, a lawyer for the church
said that even though Scientology had
never conducted an arbitration, the
church had a set of procedures it used to
resolve disputes with members.

In his decision, Judge James D. Whit-
temore of Federal District Court in Tam-
pa said the Garcias were bound by the
terms of the contract they had signed
with the church. While acknowledging
that Mr. Garcia may have a “compel-
ling” argument about the potential bias
of the process, Judge Whittemore said
the First Amendment prevented him
from even considering the issue.

“It necessarily would require an anal-
ysis and interpretation of Scientology
doctrine,” wrote Judge Whittemore,
who was appointed by President Bill
Clinton. “That would constitute a pro-
hibited intrusion into religious doctrine,
discipline, faith and ecclesiastical rule,
custom or law by the court.”

Mr. Garcia said he was still deciding
whether to go through with arbitration.

Judge Whittemore’s ruling has also
been a blow to the network of former
Scientologists who have spoken out
against the church.

“I do not understand why the courts
are going along with it,” Mr. Schippers
said.

Mr. Garcia’s lawyer, Theodore Bab-
bitt, said the ruling might have scuttled
many future lawsuits against the
church. “Arbitration,” Mr. Babbitt said,
“is inoculating the Church of Scientolo-
gy from liability.”

The Elusive Truth
In Jacksonville, Ms. Spivey’s family

tried piecing together her son’s final
hours, picking up clues wherever they
could.

At Teen Challenge, they pressed the
staff for the name of the employee who
supposedly took Mr. Ellison to the hos-
pital. The treatment facility declined to
identify him, the family said.

The local CVS where Mr. Ellison was
seen hours before his death allowed the
family to review video from its security
cameras, which showed Mr. Ellison
walking out of the store with a bottle of
soda around 1 a.m.

The woman who picked him up near
the CVS said he wanted to call home,
but her cellphone was out of minutes.

Most of the family’s questions re-
mained unanswered. They still did not
know whether the pressure Mr. Ellison
felt at Teen Challenge about being gay
exacerbated his drug abuse. Or how he
ended up on his own in a strange city
with no money or cellphone.

Ms. Spivey said she was convinced
that only a lawsuit could force Teen
Challenge to explain what had hap-
pened. But the contract that Mr. Ellison
signed when he enrolled in the program
stated that any dispute had to go to
Christian conciliation.

His family said they thought it was
hypocritical that Teen Challenge was
willing to collect food stamp subsidies to
feed participants in the program, but in-
sisted on the separation of church and
state when it came to their legal case.

The conciliation would start as a me-
diation. If mediation fell apart, the case
would move to formal arbitration, a pro-
cess that could include prayer.

Ms. Spivey said even though her faith
had deepened since her son’s death, she
did not want to take part in an arbitra-
tion involving religion. “I didn’t want to
do worksheets on the Bible and then
kiss and make up,” she said. “I wanted
to find out what happened to Nick.”

In an appeal filed in Florida state
court, Ms. Spivey’s lawyer, Bryan S.
Gowdy, focused on the First Amend-
ment’s protection of religious freedom
— including the right not to exercise it.

Mr. Gowdy quoted James Madison,
who wrote that the “religion then of ev-
ery man must be left to the conviction
and conscience of every man.”

But the judges in the First District
Court of Appeals were satisfied that
there was no constitutional conflict.

The appeals court found that the
rules of Christian conciliation were not
that different from those governing sec-
ular arbitration and included only a
“scattering of religious elements,”
which served to “solemnize the process
and to promote and advance concilia-
tion as a spiritual goal.”

If she still had a problem, the court
ruled, Ms. Spivey could let someone
else represent Mr. Ellison’s estate.

Ms. Spivey decided to go ahead with
the mediation, though she said she wor-
ried how Christian panelists would view
her son because of his homosexuality
and drug addiction.

Peacemaker Ministries, which would
run the process, said the mediation
would incorporate prayer and scripture,
according to a motion Ms. Spivey’s at-
torney filed in Florida circuit court.
Lawyers for both sides were also told
that if they attended, they could not ad-
vocate on their clients’ behalf. Ms. Spi-
vey had to pay a $5,000 retainer and a
$750 fee to Peacemaker Ministries, her
lawyer said in court papers.

Dale Pyne, chief executive of Peace-
maker Ministries, said he understood
Ms. Spivey’s reluctance about concilia-
tion since it was her son who had signed
the arbitration agreement, not her. But
he said the process helped “those in
conflict to reconcile their issues and
their relationships.” He added that
“most of that is highly unlikely in a
court process.”

Last year, Ms. Spivey decided to set-
tle with Teen Challenge. She said she
felt she was neglecting her other two
children by obsessing over the case,
which had gone on for more than two
years. She declined to disclose the set-
tlement amount.

Ms. Spivey said that without a court
trial, she was never able to learn what
happened to her son, not just on the
night he died, but during his stay at
Teen Challenge.

His family still does not know why he
wrote the letter saying he was no longer
gay, or whether he meant it. “I don’t ac-
tually believe it,” his sister Katie said.

Mr. Ellison did not mail the letter. His
family found it in his duffel bag at the
apartment where he died. It was mixed
in with clothes, family pictures and his
Bible.
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Nick Ellison, above, died from tak-
ing drugs shortly after leaving Teen
Challenge, a Christian substance
abuse program that had “de-gayed”
him, he wrote in a letter, far left.
When his family, near left, sued the
program, the case was sent to Chris-
tian conciliation, as outlined in the
Teen Challenge contract, below.

SAM COMEN FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

A judge upheld the arbitration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a for-
mer Scientologist, to take his case to a panel of church members.
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problems like claims of financial fraud
and wrongful death.

Customers who buy bamboo floors
from Higuera Hardwoods in Washing-
ton State must take any dispute before a
Christian arbitrator, according to the
company’s website. Carolina Cabin
Rentals, which rents high-end vacation
properties in the Blue Ridge Mountains
of North Carolina, tells its customers
that disputes may be resolved accord-
ing to biblical principles. The same goes
for contestants in a fishing tournament
in Hawaii.

Religious arbitration clauses, includ-
ing the one used by Teen Challenge,
have often proved impervious to legal
challenges.

Scientology forbids its followers from
associating with former members who
have been declared “suppressive per-
sons,” according to people who have left
the church. But this year, a federal
judge in Florida upheld a religious arbi-
tration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a
declared suppressive, to take his claim
that the church had defrauded him of
tens of thousands of dollars before a
panel of Scientologists, instead of going
to court.

Pamela Prescott battled for years to
prove that she had been unjustly fired
from a private school in Louisiana. The
crux of her case — which wound
through arbitration, a federal appeals
court and state court — was references
in her employment contract to verses
from the Bible.

In legal circles, those cases, along
with the Ellison suit, are considered
seminal examples of how judges have
consistently upheld religious arbitra-
tions over secular objections. They also
reflect a battle in the United States over
religious freedom, a series of skirmish-
es that include a Kentucky clerk’s refus-
al to issue marriage licenses to same-
sex couples and a Muslim woman’s be-
ing passed over for a job at Abercrom-
bie & Fitch because she wore a head
scarf.

More than anything, the cases show
the power of arbitration clauses. An in-
vestigation by The New York Times
found that companies have used the
clauses to create an alternate system of
justice. Americans are being forced out
of court and into arbitration for every-
thing from botched home renovations to
medical malpractice.

By adding a religious component,
companies are taking the privatization
of justice a step further. Proponents of
religious arbitration said the process al-
lowed people of faith to work out prob-
lems using shared values, achieving not
just a settlement but often reconcilia-
tion.

Yet some lawyers and plaintiffs said
that for some groups, religious arbitra-
tion may have less to do with honoring a
set of beliefs than with controlling legal
outcomes. Some religious organizations
stand by the process until they lose, at
which point they turn to the secular
courts to overturn faith-based judg-
ments, according to interviews and
court records.

“Religious arbitration, at its best, en-
sures that people can resolve their dis-
putes in accordance with deeply held re-
ligious beliefs,” said Michael A. Helfand,
an associate professor at Pepperdine
University School of Law and an arbi-
trator in a rabbinical court in New York.
“But both religious communities and
courts need to make sure that the pro-
tections the law has put in place to
make it a fair and unbiased process are
actually implemented.”

Few courts have intervened, saying
the terms of arbitration are detailed in
binding contracts signed by both par-
ties. Some judges are also reluctant to
risk infringing the First Amendment
rights of religious groups, according to
a review of court decisions and inter-
views with lawyers.

Some plaintiffs counter that it is their
First Amendment rights being infringed
because they must unwillingly partici-
pate in what amounts to religious activi-
ty.

“I am being forced to go before a
court run by a religion I no longer be-
lieve in,” said Mr. Garcia, the former
Scientologist. “How could that hap-
pen?”

Lest Ye Be Judged
Religion has long been at the center

of Pamela Spivey’s life. She taught Sun-
day school, went to Bible-study camps
and watched preachers on television.

So when her friends at the Park West

Church in Knoxville, Tenn., suggested
that she send her son Nick to Teen Chal-
lenge, she didn’t ask many questions.
“When you think Christian, you auto-
matically think good,” said Ms. Spivey,
who goes by the name Cheri.

It certainly seemed better than the al-
ternative. After breaking his probation
sentence for drunken driving and crash-
ing into four parked cars, Mr. Ellison
faced a year in jail.

As an alternative, the prosecutor in
the case agreed to Mr. Ellison’s en-
rolling in Teen Challenge, a program
that teaches participants to overcome
addiction by studying the Bible and be-
coming more “Christ-like.”

Teen Challenge was highlighted by
President George W. Bush as a suc-
cessful faith-based program that de-
served federal funding. “Government
can pass law and it can hand out
money,” Mr. Bush said in a 2006 speech.
“But it cannot love.”

Like his mother, Mr. Ellison was a
committed Christian, but he was never
comfortable in church, his family said.
He loved to write songs and poems. He
had long bangs and was rarely without
his Pokémon hat. But when he drank,
they said, he could become violent and
out of control.

Mr. Ellison was also openly gay —
something his friends said was not easy
in Knoxville public high school, where
teachers were allowed to question evo-
lution. “I was scared for him to be so
open about it,” said his friend Emily
Kinser. “But I was also so proud of him.”

Friends and family said Mr. Ellison
drank and took drugs to escape the
pressures of not fitting in. “Society is
telling him he’s not right,” said Ms. Kin-
ser. “He felt unwanted.”

The night before he left for Teen Chal-
lenge in January 2011, Mr. Ellison was
upbeat as he ate pizza with friends and
family at his favorite restaurant in
Knoxville.

His yearlong program in Pensacola,
Fla., consisted of doing manual labor for
many hours a day. Local landscaping
companies, carwashes and a fish mar-
ket employed the men, former partici-
pants and their families said. Teen Chal-
lenge said money from the “work as-
signments” helped cover some ex-
penses and the men were not entitled to
compensation, according to a partici-
pant consent form.

“This wasn’t treatment, this was free
labor,” said Angie Helms, whose son Ty-
ler attended Teen Challenge with Mr.
Ellison.

Teen Challenge explained that work-
ing was a way for the men in the pro-
gram to overcome their addiction. Work
is “one of the central purposes for hu-
man existence,” according to the con-
sent forms.

Zack Sharp worked in the front office
at Teen Challenge when Mr. Ellison at-
tended. He also handed out over-the-
counter medication and herbal reme-
dies to the other men in the program.
Mr. Sharp, who was 24 and had abused
every substance “I could get my hands
on,” said he broke down and ingested
some of the herbal pain medicine one
day. He said he had a seizure, fell and
dislocated his shoulder.

Mr. Sharp said he connected with Mr.
Ellison partly because they were both
gay. Coming from a conservative family
in West Virginia, Mr. Sharp said he was
accustomed to people trying to “heal”
him — through prayer, even exorcisms.
At Teen Challenge, Mr. Sharp said, he
knew how to play along with attempts
to make him straight. But Mr. Ellison
seemed more sensitive to the pressures,
he said.

In a written report in March 2011, a
counselor at Teen Challenge noted that
Mr. Ellison had acknowledged having
“homosexual relationships” and that he
would bring this up in future sessions
with Mr. Ellison to “see where he
stands.”

About two weeks later, the counselor
wrote that Mr. Ellison was making
progress: “He admits that it’s wrong
and had agreed to ask the Lord to help
him with this issue on a daily basis.”

Officials at Teen Challenge, reached
by phone and email, declined to com-
ment.

There were other, subtler pressures.
Mr. Ellison told his family that someone
had taunted him by leaving pantyhose
on his bed. He got in trouble for things
like not turning off the air-conditioning
before going to church and for entering
another student’s bedroom, his disci-
plinary records show. For one infrac-
tion, he had to copy a passage from the
Bible 200 times.

“It’s ironic,” Mr. Ellison wrote to his
family. “The model Christians here are
the ones I have the most trouble with. I
want Matthew 7 tattooed onto my fore-
head.” He was referring to the biblical
passage, “Judge not, lest ye be judged.” 

Mr. Ellison was months into the pro-
gram when he was sent home for dis-
ciplinary reasons, according to court
papers.

Mr. Sharp, who credits Teen Chal-
lenge with helping him kick his ad-
diction, said the program was unfair to
those who broke the rules. He recalled
at one point watching Mr. Ellison pack
his bag and walk out the front gate of
the facility. No one was permitted to talk
to him as he left.

Ms. Spivey bought him a bus ticket
home. Back in Knoxville, Mr. Ellison
turned himself in to the authorities, be-
cause leaving Teen Challenge was a vio-
lation of his court order.

A prosecutor permitted Mr. Ellison to
return to the Pensacola program, but he
soon got into trouble again. Teen Chal-
lenge agreed to move him to another fa-

cility in Jacksonville.
About a month later, Ms. Spivey got a

call while she was out walking her dog.
A manager at Teen Challenge said Mr.
Ellison was intoxicated and was being
taken to the hospital. 

Ms. Spivey said she asked to speak
with her son, but was told he did not
want to talk to her.

When Ms. Spivey called the hospital,
she was told that Mr. Ellison had never
been “seen or admitted” there, accord-
ing to the lawsuit she filed against Teen
Challenge.

Mr. Ellison did not have a cellphone
and he did not know anyone in Jackson-
ville, his family said.

“Please pray for my son,” Ms. Spivey
posted on Facebook that evening. “He is
in Jacksonville, Florida, and he is miss-
ing.”

Somehow, Mr. Ellison ended up at a
CVS in downtown Jacksonville, where
he met a woman who drove him to her
apartment. The two stayed up that
night drinking, according to a sheriff’s
report.

At about 4 p.m., the woman told in-
vestigators, she checked on Mr. Ellison,
who was sleeping on her couch. He had
stopped snoring and his skin was cold.
An autopsy revealed cough medicine
and methadone in his system.

Ms. Spivey was outside pacing when
a Knoxville police cruiser pulled up to
her home before dawn on Aug. 21, 2011.
She knew right away that her son was
dead.

With her children Cameron and Katie,
Ms. Spivey made the eight-hour drive to
Jacksonville. 

“I just wanted to know the truth,” she
said.

The Peacemaker Method
When word got out that some of the

early Christians had strayed, the Apos-
tle Paul was concerned. Among their
grave offenses: incest, prostitution and
suing one another in court.

Christians should not take their prob-
lems before “unbelievers,” Paul wrote
in his letter to the Corinthians. Disputes
should be resolved inside the church.

Centuries later, Paul’s writings in-
spired a group of lawyers in Los Ange-
les to develop the practice of Christian
conciliation. The group’s work ultimate-
ly gave rise to Peacemaker Ministries, a
nonprofit that devised a legal process
that draws on the Bible.

The peacemaker method is used by
private schools, Christian lawyers and
others. Clauses requiring Americans to
use Christian arbitration instead of civil
court now appear in thousands of agree-
ments like the one Mr. Ellison signed
with Teen Challenge.

“Our secular court system is darn
good,” said Bryce Thomas, a Christian
conciliator in Hickory, N.C. “But it does-
n’t get into deep moral issues like sin
and reconciliation.”

A tall and outgoing lawyer, Mr. Thom-
as said he was called to leave his private
practice and take up Christian concilia-
tion full time. He works out of an office
on the bottom floor of his house, where
there is a crucifix on the wall near a
bust of Abraham Lincoln. To clear his
head, he likes to stroll around a “peace
path,” a garden of rhododendrons and
towering trees behind his house.

“The Lord spoke to me when I was 59
and said, ‘I want you to give up your law
practice and do peacemaking,’” said Mr.
Thomas. “I said, ‘Lord, how about when
I am 65?’ And he said, ‘No, Bryce, I
need you now.’”

That was in 2006, he said, not long af-
ter a federal appeals court upheld one of
his rulings, establishing an important
precedent for how Christian arbitration
can trump secular objections.

The dispute involved Northlake
Christian School in Covington, La., and
Pamela Prescott, a teacher and princi-
pal for about 12 years who said she was
fired with little explanation. She blamed
her termination on a new school admin-
istrator, who she said had undermined
her at every turn.

He also made her feel uncomfortable,
she said. At one staff meeting, the ad-
ministrator surprised Ms. Prescott by
washing her feet, an apparent reference
to Jesus’ washing his disciples’ feet.

“It was creepy,” Ms. Prescott re-
called. “I may be a Christian. But I am
also a normal person.”

The oldest of five girls, Ms. Prescott
was raised in New Orleans. Her father
is a lawyer, but Ms. Prescott came to be-
lieve that suing another Christian was
wrong.

Still, her firing had damaged her rep-
utation, she said. The school gave her a
few days to leave campus and never
fully explained the reason for her termi-
nation to students and parents. No oth-
er Christian schools would hire her. “It
was like I had stolen something,” she
said.

Ms. Prescott said she had tried to en-
gage the school to resolve the dispute
informally, but it didn’t work. Feeling

When Religion Guides
Arbitration, Scripture

Is the Rule of Law

Peacemaker Ministries, which oversaw Ms. Spivey’s case, developed a legal process that draws on the Bible.

This is the final installment in a three-
part series examining how clauses bur-
ied in tens of millions of contracts have
deprived Americans of one of their most
fundamental constitutional rights: their
day in court.
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By BEN HUBBARD

EIN EISSA, Syria — Weeks af-
ter the Obama administration
canceled a failed Pentagon pro-
gram to train and arm Syrian
rebels to combat the Islamic
State, American officials an-
nounced a new effort to equip
newly named ground forces in
Syria to fight the jihadists.

But 10 days of interviews and
front-line visits across northern
Syria with many of the forces in
the alliance made clear that so
far it exists in name only, and
that the political and logistical
challenges it faces are daunting.

One Arab commander, sitting
near the earthen wall that sep-
arates this deserted town in Syria
from the Islamic State’s front
line, bitterly recalled being
chased from his Syrian home-
town by the jihadists and said he
would do anything to reclaim that
territory. But then he detailed a
list of things his forces needed:
ammunition, radios, heavy weap-
ons and more American air-
strikes.

“This is the state of our fight-
ers: trying to fight ISIS with sim-
ple means,” he said, pointing to a
fighter in broken boots, tattered
fatigues and a dirty sweatshirt
that read “Skateboarding ruined
my life.”

Beyond the early logistical fac-
tors, the new alliance faces what
is perhaps a more serious chal-
lenge in the long term: Though it
is intended to begin clawing back
territory from the Islamic State
in mostly Arab areas, nearly all of
the group’s fighting power comes
from ethnic Kurdish militias.

That demographic reality is
likely to further alarm Turkey, a
vital American ally that consid-
ers Kurdish autonomy near its
southern border a security
threat. It also limits the forces’
ability to strike the jihadists in
predominantly Arab communi-
ties — Kurdish fighters have less
motivation to fight for those 

TYLER HICKS/THE NEW YORK TIMES

A fighter with the Sanadeed Forces, an Arab tribal militia that has allied with Kurds to fight the Islamic State in northern Syria.
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A few months before he took a
toxic mix of drugs and died on a
stranger’s couch, Nicklaus Elli-
son wrote a letter to his little sis-
ter.

He asked for Jolly Ranchers,
Starburst and Silly Bandz brace-
lets, some of the treats permitted
at the substance abuse program
he attended in Florida. Then, al-
most as an aside, Mr. Ellison
wrote about how the Christian-
run program that was supposed
to cure his drug and alcohol prob-
lem had instead “de-gayed” him.

“God makes all things new,”
Mr. Ellison wrote in bright green

ink. “The weirdest thing is how
do I come out as straight after all
this time?”

To his family and friends, Mr.
Ellison’s professed identity
change was just one of many
clues that something had gone
wrong at the program, Teen Chal-
lenge, where he had been sent by
a judge as an alternative to jail.

But when his family sued Teen
Challenge in 2012 hoping to un-
cover what had happened, they
quickly hit a wall. When he was
admitted to the program, at age

20, Mr. Ellison signed a contract
that prevented him and his fam-
ily from taking the Christian
group to court.

Instead, his claim had to be re-
solved through a mediation or ar-
bitration process that would be
bound not by state or federal law,
but by the Bible. “The Holy Scrip-
ture shall be the supreme author-
ity,” the rules of the proceedings
state.

For generations, religious tri-
bunals have been used in the
United States to settle family dis-
putes and spiritual debates. But
through arbitration, religion is
being used to sort out secular 
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By SCOTT CACCIOLA

The finish line for the New
York City Marathon, so orderly
and secure throughout the morn-
ing and afternoon, resembled a
carcass by Sunday evening as
workers began to strip away its
decorative features. A red truck
slowly backed over the line, and
employees hopped out to disas-
semble signs.

At 7:30 p.m., Sala Cyril, a 38-
year-old woman from New York,
trotted across the line, 8 hours 28
minutes after she had started the
marathon. Greeted by family,
friends and volunteers, Cyril
placed 49,466th. She was cele-
brated as the final finisher with a
recorded time.

“I did it!” she said.
Seconds later, race officials

erected a small orange barrier
along the finish line and placed
traffic cones in front of it. The
marathon was essentially over,
and a new, less ceremonious
stage had inadvertently taken
shape — one for the first runners
to arrive at the finish after the of-
ficial time cutoff.

They had missed the 7:30 p.m.
deadline by several strides. They
were Shari Diaz, 32, of Hemp-
stead, N.Y.; Wicki Ball, 55, of Lon-

don; and Kendra Sandman, 54, of
Baltimore.

Their results would not count.
They did not seem to care.

“We should be given an award
for that,” said Diaz, a first-time
marathoner.

Diaz was coming off the

Queensboro Bridge, at around
Mile 15, when she joined up with
Ball and Sandman. They were all
traveling at the same pace, with
the same attendant suffering.
They did not know one another.
They bonded immediately.

“The police were passing us,

saying the race was over,” Diaz
said. “We were out there on the
sidewalk with pedestrians. It was
a struggle.”

Nearly nine hours after they
took their first steps across the
Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, the 

Unofficially 49,467th, but First Among Marathon’s ‘Almost’ Crew
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Shari Diaz, left, and Wicki Ball finished the New York City Marathon just after the official cutoff.
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By GINA KOLATA

Something startling is happen-
ing to middle-aged white Ameri-
cans. Unlike every other age
group, unlike every other racial
and ethnic group, unlike their
counterparts in other rich coun-
tries, death rates in this group
have been rising, not falling.

That finding was reported
Monday by two Princeton econo-
mists, Angus Deaton, who last
month won the 2015 Nobel Memo-
rial Prize in Economic Science,
and Anne Case. Analyzing health
and mortality data from the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Pre-
vention and from other sources,
they concluded that rising annual
death rates among this group are
being driven not by the big killers
like heart disease and diabetes
but by an epidemic of suicides
and afflictions stemming from
substance abuse: alcoholic liver
disease and overdoses of heroin
and prescription opioids.

The analysis by Dr. Deaton and
Dr. Case may offer the most rig-
orous evidence to date of both the
causes and implications of a de-
velopment that has been puzzling
demographers in recent years:
the declining health and fortunes
of poorly educated American
whites. In middle age, they are
dying at such a high rate that
they are increasing the death
rate for the entire group of mid-
dle-aged white Americans, Dr.
Deaton and Dr. Case found.

The mortality rate for whites
45 to 54 years old with no more
than a high school education in-
creased by 134 deaths per 100,000
people from 1999 to 2014.

“It is difficult to find modern
settings with survival losses of
this magnitude,” wrote two Dart-
mouth economists, Ellen Meara
and Jonathan S. Skinner, in a
commentary to the Deaton-Case 

Rise in Deaths
For U.S. Whites

In Middle Age

Poor Education Seen as
a Determining Factor
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By MATT FLEGENHEIMER

TAMPA, Fla. — Jeb Bush has
played the wide-eyed optimist,
anointing himself the “joyful tor-
toise” in a campaign season low
on joy and reptiles.

He has been the slinger of ar-
rows, responding in kind to the
broadsides of Donald J. Trump —
or at least trying to — and as-
sailing Marco Rubio’s Senate at-
tendance record during last
week’s debate.

But on Monday, facing pres-
sure to prove that his presidential
campaign is not doomed, Mr.
Bush introduced a new feature in
a languishing campaign: the
kitchen sink.

Straining to rescue a run af-
flicted by anemic polling, lacklus-
ter debates, donor unrest and the
persistent “low-energy” taunts of
Mr. Trump, Mr. Bush left few tac-
tics untested here as he set off on
a campaign reset — or perhaps a
re-reset — after recent staff 

Bush Seeking
Ways to Reset
His Campaign
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By MITCH SMITH and MONICA DAVEY

CHICAGO — Federal educa-
tion authorities, staking out their
firmest position yet on an in-
creasingly contentious issue,
found Monday that an Illinois
school district violated anti-dis-
crimination laws when it did not
allow a transgender student who
identifies as a girl and partici-
pates on a girls’ sports team to
change and shower in the girls’
locker room without restric-
tions. 

Education officials said the de-
cision was the first of its kind on
the rights of transgender stu-
dents, which are emerging as a
new cultural battleground in pub-
lic schools across the country. In
previous cases, federal officials

had been able to reach settle-
ments giving access to transgen-
der students in similar situations.
But in this instance, the school
district in Palatine, Ill., has not
yet come to an agreement,
prompting the federal govern-
ment to threaten sanctions. The
district, northwest of Chicago,
has indicated a willingness to
fight for its policy in court.  

The Education Department
gave 30 days to the officials of
Township High School District
211 to reach a solution or face en-
forcement, which could include
administrative law proceedings
or a Justice Department court ac-
tion. The district could lose some 

U.S. Says Transgender Student
Has Rights in the Locker Room
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A FEW months before he took a toxic mix 
of drugs and died on a stranger’s couch, 
Nicklaus Ellison wrote a letter to his lit-

tle sister.
He asked for Jolly Ranchers, Starburst and 

Silly Bandz bracelets, some of the treats permit-
ted at the substance abuse program he attended 
in Florida. Then, almost as an aside, Mr. Ellison 
wrote about how the Christian-run program 
that was supposed to cure his drug and alcohol 
problem had instead “de-gayed” him.

“God makes all things new,” Mr. Ellison 
wrote in bright green ink. “The weirdest thing is 
how do I come out as straight after all this time?”

To his family and friends, Mr. Ellison’s pro-
fessed identity change was just one of many 
clues that something had gone wrong at the pro-
gram, Teen Challenge, where he had been sent 
by a judge as an alternative to jail.

But when his family sued Teen Challenge 
in 2012 hoping to uncover what had happened, 
they quickly hit a wall. When he 
was admitted to the program, at 
age 20, Mr. Ellison signed a con-
tract that prevented him and his 
family from taking the Christian group to court.

Instead, his claim had to be resolved through 
a mediation or arbitration process that would 
be bound not by state or federal law, but by the 
Bible. “The Holy Scripture shall be the supreme 
authority,” the rules of the proceedings state.

For generations, religious tribunals have 
been used in the United States to settle family 
disputes and spiritual debates. But through ar-
bitration, religion is being used to sort out secu-
lar problems like claims of financial fraud and 
wrongful death.

Customers who buy bamboo floors from 
Higuera Hardwoods in Washington State must 
take any dispute before a Christian arbitrator, 
according to the company’s website. Carolina 
Cabin Rentals, which rents high-end vacation 
properties in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North 
Carolina, tells its customers that disputes may 
be resolved according to biblical principles. The 
same goes for contestants in a fishing tourna-
ment in Hawaii.

Religious arbitration clauses, including the 
one used by Teen Challenge, have often proved 
impervious to legal challenges.

Scientology forbids its followers from as-
sociating with former members who have been 
declared “suppressive persons,” according to 
people who have left the church. But this year, a 
federal judge in Florida upheld a religious arbi-
tration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a declared 
suppressive, to take his claim that the church 
had defrauded him of tens of thousands of dol-

lars before a panel of Scientolo-
gists, instead of going to court.

Pamela Prescott battled for 
years to prove that she had been 

unjustly fired from a private school in Louisiana. 
The crux of her case — which wound through ar-
bitration, a federal appeals court and state court 
— was references in her employment contract to 
verses from the Bible.

In legal circles, those cases, along with the 
Ellison suit, are considered seminal examples of 
how judges have consistently upheld religious 
arbitrations over secular objections. They also 
reflect a battle in the United States over religious 
freedom, a series of skirmishes that include a 
Kentucky clerk’s refusal to issue marriage li-

By MICHAEL CORKERY and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG

By BEN HUBBARD

EIN EISSA, Syria — Weeks af-
ter the Obama administration
canceled a failed Pentagon pro-
gram to train and arm Syrian
rebels to combat the Islamic
State, American officials an-
nounced a new effort to equip
newly named ground forces in
Syria to fight the jihadists.

But 10 days of interviews and
front-line visits across northern
Syria with many of the forces in
the alliance made clear that so
far it exists in name only, and
that the political and logistical
challenges it faces are daunting.

One Arab commander, sitting
near the earthen wall that sep-
arates this deserted town in Syria
from the Islamic State’s front
line, bitterly recalled being
chased from his Syrian home-
town by the jihadists and said he
would do anything to reclaim that
territory. But then he detailed a
list of things his forces needed:
ammunition, radios, heavy weap-
ons and more American air-
strikes.

“This is the state of our fight-
ers: trying to fight ISIS with sim-
ple means,” he said, pointing to a
fighter in broken boots, tattered
fatigues and a dirty sweatshirt
that read “Skateboarding ruined
my life.”

Beyond the early logistical fac-
tors, the new alliance faces what
is perhaps a more serious chal-
lenge in the long term: Though it
is intended to begin clawing back
territory from the Islamic State
in mostly Arab areas, nearly all of
the group’s fighting power comes
from ethnic Kurdish militias.

That demographic reality is
likely to further alarm Turkey, a
vital American ally that consid-
ers Kurdish autonomy near its
southern border a security
threat. It also limits the forces’
ability to strike the jihadists in
predominantly Arab communi-
ties — Kurdish fighters have less
motivation to fight for those 

TYLER HICKS/THE NEW YORK TIMES

A fighter with the Sanadeed Forces, an Arab tribal militia that has allied with Kurds to fight the Islamic State in northern Syria.
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By MICHAEL CORKERY 
and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG

A few months before he took a
toxic mix of drugs and died on a
stranger’s couch, Nicklaus Elli-
son wrote a letter to his little sis-
ter.

He asked for Jolly Ranchers,
Starburst and Silly Bandz brace-
lets, some of the treats permitted
at the substance abuse program
he attended in Florida. Then, al-
most as an aside, Mr. Ellison
wrote about how the Christian-
run program that was supposed
to cure his drug and alcohol prob-
lem had instead “de-gayed” him.

“God makes all things new,”
Mr. Ellison wrote in bright green

ink. “The weirdest thing is how
do I come out as straight after all
this time?”

To his family and friends, Mr.
Ellison’s professed identity
change was just one of many
clues that something had gone
wrong at the program, Teen Chal-
lenge, where he had been sent by
a judge as an alternative to jail.

But when his family sued Teen
Challenge in 2012 hoping to un-
cover what had happened, they
quickly hit a wall. When he was
admitted to the program, at age

20, Mr. Ellison signed a contract
that prevented him and his fam-
ily from taking the Christian
group to court.

Instead, his claim had to be re-
solved through a mediation or ar-
bitration process that would be
bound not by state or federal law,
but by the Bible. “The Holy Scrip-
ture shall be the supreme author-
ity,” the rules of the proceedings
state.

For generations, religious tri-
bunals have been used in the
United States to settle family dis-
putes and spiritual debates. But
through arbitration, religion is
being used to sort out secular 
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By SCOTT CACCIOLA

The finish line for the New
York City Marathon, so orderly
and secure throughout the morn-
ing and afternoon, resembled a
carcass by Sunday evening as
workers began to strip away its
decorative features. A red truck
slowly backed over the line, and
employees hopped out to disas-
semble signs.

At 7:30 p.m., Sala Cyril, a 38-
year-old woman from New York,
trotted across the line, 8 hours 28
minutes after she had started the
marathon. Greeted by family,
friends and volunteers, Cyril
placed 49,466th. She was cele-
brated as the final finisher with a
recorded time.

“I did it!” she said.
Seconds later, race officials

erected a small orange barrier
along the finish line and placed
traffic cones in front of it. The
marathon was essentially over,
and a new, less ceremonious
stage had inadvertently taken
shape — one for the first runners
to arrive at the finish after the of-
ficial time cutoff.

They had missed the 7:30 p.m.
deadline by several strides. They
were Shari Diaz, 32, of Hemp-
stead, N.Y.; Wicki Ball, 55, of Lon-

don; and Kendra Sandman, 54, of
Baltimore.

Their results would not count.
They did not seem to care.

“We should be given an award
for that,” said Diaz, a first-time
marathoner.

Diaz was coming off the

Queensboro Bridge, at around
Mile 15, when she joined up with
Ball and Sandman. They were all
traveling at the same pace, with
the same attendant suffering.
They did not know one another.
They bonded immediately.

“The police were passing us,

saying the race was over,” Diaz
said. “We were out there on the
sidewalk with pedestrians. It was
a struggle.”

Nearly nine hours after they
took their first steps across the
Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, the 

Unofficially 49,467th, but First Among Marathon’s ‘Almost’ Crew
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Shari Diaz, left, and Wicki Ball finished the New York City Marathon just after the official cutoff.
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By GINA KOLATA

Something startling is happen-
ing to middle-aged white Ameri-
cans. Unlike every other age
group, unlike every other racial
and ethnic group, unlike their
counterparts in other rich coun-
tries, death rates in this group
have been rising, not falling.

That finding was reported
Monday by two Princeton econo-
mists, Angus Deaton, who last
month won the 2015 Nobel Memo-
rial Prize in Economic Science,
and Anne Case. Analyzing health
and mortality data from the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Pre-
vention and from other sources,
they concluded that rising annual
death rates among this group are
being driven not by the big killers
like heart disease and diabetes
but by an epidemic of suicides
and afflictions stemming from
substance abuse: alcoholic liver
disease and overdoses of heroin
and prescription opioids.

The analysis by Dr. Deaton and
Dr. Case may offer the most rig-
orous evidence to date of both the
causes and implications of a de-
velopment that has been puzzling
demographers in recent years:
the declining health and fortunes
of poorly educated American
whites. In middle age, they are
dying at such a high rate that
they are increasing the death
rate for the entire group of mid-
dle-aged white Americans, Dr.
Deaton and Dr. Case found.

The mortality rate for whites
45 to 54 years old with no more
than a high school education in-
creased by 134 deaths per 100,000
people from 1999 to 2014.

“It is difficult to find modern
settings with survival losses of
this magnitude,” wrote two Dart-
mouth economists, Ellen Meara
and Jonathan S. Skinner, in a
commentary to the Deaton-Case 
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By MATT FLEGENHEIMER

TAMPA, Fla. — Jeb Bush has
played the wide-eyed optimist,
anointing himself the “joyful tor-
toise” in a campaign season low
on joy and reptiles.

He has been the slinger of ar-
rows, responding in kind to the
broadsides of Donald J. Trump —
or at least trying to — and as-
sailing Marco Rubio’s Senate at-
tendance record during last
week’s debate.

But on Monday, facing pres-
sure to prove that his presidential
campaign is not doomed, Mr.
Bush introduced a new feature in
a languishing campaign: the
kitchen sink.

Straining to rescue a run af-
flicted by anemic polling, lacklus-
ter debates, donor unrest and the
persistent “low-energy” taunts of
Mr. Trump, Mr. Bush left few tac-
tics untested here as he set off on
a campaign reset — or perhaps a
re-reset — after recent staff 

Bush Seeking
Ways to Reset
His Campaign
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By MITCH SMITH and MONICA DAVEY

CHICAGO — Federal educa-
tion authorities, staking out their
firmest position yet on an in-
creasingly contentious issue,
found Monday that an Illinois
school district violated anti-dis-
crimination laws when it did not
allow a transgender student who
identifies as a girl and partici-
pates on a girls’ sports team to
change and shower in the girls’
locker room without restric-
tions. 

Education officials said the de-
cision was the first of its kind on
the rights of transgender stu-
dents, which are emerging as a
new cultural battleground in pub-
lic schools across the country. In
previous cases, federal officials

had been able to reach settle-
ments giving access to transgen-
der students in similar situations.
But in this instance, the school
district in Palatine, Ill., has not
yet come to an agreement,
prompting the federal govern-
ment to threaten sanctions. The
district, northwest of Chicago,
has indicated a willingness to
fight for its policy in court.  

The Education Department
gave 30 days to the officials of
Township High School District
211 to reach a solution or face en-
forcement, which could include
administrative law proceedings
or a Justice Department court ac-
tion. The district could lose some 

U.S. Says Transgender Student
Has Rights in the Locker Room
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By BEN HUBBARD

EIN EISSA, Syria — Weeks af-
ter the Obama administration
canceled a failed Pentagon pro-
gram to train and arm Syrian
rebels to combat the Islamic
State, American officials an-
nounced a new effort to equip
newly named ground forces in
Syria to fight the jihadists.

But 10 days of interviews and
front-line visits across northern
Syria with many of the forces in
the alliance made clear that so
far it exists in name only, and
that the political and logistical
challenges it faces are daunting.

One Arab commander, sitting
near the earthen wall that sep-
arates this deserted town in Syria
from the Islamic State’s front
line, bitterly recalled being
chased from his Syrian home-
town by the jihadists and said he
would do anything to reclaim that
territory. But then he detailed a
list of things his forces needed:
ammunition, radios, heavy weap-
ons and more American air-
strikes.

“This is the state of our fight-
ers: trying to fight ISIS with sim-
ple means,” he said, pointing to a
fighter in broken boots, tattered
fatigues and a dirty sweatshirt
that read “Skateboarding ruined
my life.”

Beyond the early logistical fac-
tors, the new alliance faces what
is perhaps a more serious chal-
lenge in the long term: Though it
is intended to begin clawing back
territory from the Islamic State
in mostly Arab areas, nearly all of
the group’s fighting power comes
from ethnic Kurdish militias.

That demographic reality is
likely to further alarm Turkey, a
vital American ally that consid-
ers Kurdish autonomy near its
southern border a security
threat. It also limits the forces’
ability to strike the jihadists in
predominantly Arab communi-
ties — Kurdish fighters have less
motivation to fight for those 
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A fighter with the Sanadeed Forces, an Arab tribal militia that has allied with Kurds to fight the Islamic State in northern Syria.

NEW U.S. ALLIANCE
TO COUNTER ISIS

FALTERS IN SYRIA

KURDS DOMINATE FORCE

Created After a Failed
First Effort, It Faces

Huge Challenges
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Late Edition
Today, sunny, warm for early No-
vember, high of 70. Tonight, clear,
mild, low of 56. Tomorrow, plenty of
sun, remaining warm, high of 70.
Weather map appears on Page B14.
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The retailing giant said it would give fa-
thers up to six weeks of leave, and more
than double maternity leave. It’s also
opening a store in Seattle. PAGE B4
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Amazon Adds Perks and a Store

By MICHAEL CORKERY 
and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG

A few months before he took a
toxic mix of drugs and died on a
stranger’s couch, Nicklaus Elli-
son wrote a letter to his little sis-
ter.

He asked for Jolly Ranchers,
Starburst and Silly Bandz brace-
lets, some of the treats permitted
at the substance abuse program
he attended in Florida. Then, al-
most as an aside, Mr. Ellison
wrote about how the Christian-
run program that was supposed
to cure his drug and alcohol prob-
lem had instead “de-gayed” him.

“God makes all things new,”
Mr. Ellison wrote in bright green

ink. “The weirdest thing is how
do I come out as straight after all
this time?”

To his family and friends, Mr.
Ellison’s professed identity
change was just one of many
clues that something had gone
wrong at the program, Teen Chal-
lenge, where he had been sent by
a judge as an alternative to jail.

But when his family sued Teen
Challenge in 2012 hoping to un-
cover what had happened, they
quickly hit a wall. When he was
admitted to the program, at age

20, Mr. Ellison signed a contract
that prevented him and his fam-
ily from taking the Christian
group to court.

Instead, his claim had to be re-
solved through a mediation or ar-
bitration process that would be
bound not by state or federal law,
but by the Bible. “The Holy Scrip-
ture shall be the supreme author-
ity,” the rules of the proceedings
state.

For generations, religious tri-
bunals have been used in the
United States to settle family dis-
putes and spiritual debates. But
through arbitration, religion is
being used to sort out secular 

When Scripture Is the Rule of Law
Companies Can Compel Arbitrations Guided by Religion
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By SCOTT CACCIOLA

The finish line for the New
York City Marathon, so orderly
and secure throughout the morn-
ing and afternoon, resembled a
carcass by Sunday evening as
workers began to strip away its
decorative features. A red truck
slowly backed over the line, and
employees hopped out to disas-
semble signs.

At 7:30 p.m., Sala Cyril, a 38-
year-old woman from New York,
trotted across the line, 8 hours 28
minutes after she had started the
marathon. Greeted by family,
friends and volunteers, Cyril
placed 49,466th. She was cele-
brated as the final finisher with a
recorded time.

“I did it!” she said.
Seconds later, race officials

erected a small orange barrier
along the finish line and placed
traffic cones in front of it. The
marathon was essentially over,
and a new, less ceremonious
stage had inadvertently taken
shape — one for the first runners
to arrive at the finish after the of-
ficial time cutoff.

They had missed the 7:30 p.m.
deadline by several strides. They
were Shari Diaz, 32, of Hemp-
stead, N.Y.; Wicki Ball, 55, of Lon-

don; and Kendra Sandman, 54, of
Baltimore.

Their results would not count.
They did not seem to care.

“We should be given an award
for that,” said Diaz, a first-time
marathoner.

Diaz was coming off the

Queensboro Bridge, at around
Mile 15, when she joined up with
Ball and Sandman. They were all
traveling at the same pace, with
the same attendant suffering.
They did not know one another.
They bonded immediately.

“The police were passing us,

saying the race was over,” Diaz
said. “We were out there on the
sidewalk with pedestrians. It was
a struggle.”

Nearly nine hours after they
took their first steps across the
Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, the 

Unofficially 49,467th, but First Among Marathon’s ‘Almost’ Crew
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Shari Diaz, left, and Wicki Ball finished the New York City Marathon just after the official cutoff.
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By GINA KOLATA

Something startling is happen-
ing to middle-aged white Ameri-
cans. Unlike every other age
group, unlike every other racial
and ethnic group, unlike their
counterparts in other rich coun-
tries, death rates in this group
have been rising, not falling.

That finding was reported
Monday by two Princeton econo-
mists, Angus Deaton, who last
month won the 2015 Nobel Memo-
rial Prize in Economic Science,
and Anne Case. Analyzing health
and mortality data from the Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Pre-
vention and from other sources,
they concluded that rising annual
death rates among this group are
being driven not by the big killers
like heart disease and diabetes
but by an epidemic of suicides
and afflictions stemming from
substance abuse: alcoholic liver
disease and overdoses of heroin
and prescription opioids.

The analysis by Dr. Deaton and
Dr. Case may offer the most rig-
orous evidence to date of both the
causes and implications of a de-
velopment that has been puzzling
demographers in recent years:
the declining health and fortunes
of poorly educated American
whites. In middle age, they are
dying at such a high rate that
they are increasing the death
rate for the entire group of mid-
dle-aged white Americans, Dr.
Deaton and Dr. Case found.

The mortality rate for whites
45 to 54 years old with no more
than a high school education in-
creased by 134 deaths per 100,000
people from 1999 to 2014.

“It is difficult to find modern
settings with survival losses of
this magnitude,” wrote two Dart-
mouth economists, Ellen Meara
and Jonathan S. Skinner, in a
commentary to the Deaton-Case 

Rise in Deaths
For U.S. Whites

In Middle Age

Poor Education Seen as
a Determining Factor
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By MATT FLEGENHEIMER

TAMPA, Fla. — Jeb Bush has
played the wide-eyed optimist,
anointing himself the “joyful tor-
toise” in a campaign season low
on joy and reptiles.

He has been the slinger of ar-
rows, responding in kind to the
broadsides of Donald J. Trump —
or at least trying to — and as-
sailing Marco Rubio’s Senate at-
tendance record during last
week’s debate.

But on Monday, facing pres-
sure to prove that his presidential
campaign is not doomed, Mr.
Bush introduced a new feature in
a languishing campaign: the
kitchen sink.

Straining to rescue a run af-
flicted by anemic polling, lacklus-
ter debates, donor unrest and the
persistent “low-energy” taunts of
Mr. Trump, Mr. Bush left few tac-
tics untested here as he set off on
a campaign reset — or perhaps a
re-reset — after recent staff 

Bush Seeking
Ways to Reset
His Campaign
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By MITCH SMITH and MONICA DAVEY

CHICAGO — Federal educa-
tion authorities, staking out their
firmest position yet on an in-
creasingly contentious issue,
found Monday that an Illinois
school district violated anti-dis-
crimination laws when it did not
allow a transgender student who
identifies as a girl and partici-
pates on a girls’ sports team to
change and shower in the girls’
locker room without restric-
tions. 

Education officials said the de-
cision was the first of its kind on
the rights of transgender stu-
dents, which are emerging as a
new cultural battleground in pub-
lic schools across the country. In
previous cases, federal officials

had been able to reach settle-
ments giving access to transgen-
der students in similar situations.
But in this instance, the school
district in Palatine, Ill., has not
yet come to an agreement,
prompting the federal govern-
ment to threaten sanctions. The
district, northwest of Chicago,
has indicated a willingness to
fight for its policy in court.  

The Education Department
gave 30 days to the officials of
Township High School District
211 to reach a solution or face en-
forcement, which could include
administrative law proceedings
or a Justice Department court ac-
tion. The district could lose some 

U.S. Says Transgender Student
Has Rights in the Locker Room
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courts to overturn faith-based 
judgments, according to inter-
views and court records.

“Religious arbitration, at 
its best, ensures that people 
can resolve their disputes in 
accordance with deeply held 
religious beliefs,” said Mi-
chael A. Helfand, an associate 

professor at Pepperdine University School of 
Law and an arbitrator in a rabbinical court in 
New York. “But both religious communities and 
courts need to make sure that the protections 
the law has put in place to make it a fair and un-
biased process are actually implemented.”

Few courts have intervened, saying the 
terms of arbitration are detailed in binding 
contracts signed by both parties. Some judges 
are also reluctant to risk infringing the First 
Amendment rights of religious groups, accord-

ing to a review of court 
decisions and inter-
views with lawyers.

Some plaintiffs 
counter that it is their 
First Amendment 
rights being infringed 
because they must un-
willingly participate in 
what amounts to reli-
gious activity.

“I am being forced 
to go before a court 

censes to same-sex couples 
and a Muslim woman’s being 
passed over for a job at Aber-
crombie & Fitch because she 
wore a head scarf.

More than anything, the 
cases show the power of arbi-
tration clauses. An investiga-
tion by The New York Times 
found that companies have used the clauses to 
create an alternate system of justice. Americans 
are being forced out of court and into arbitration 
for everything from botched home renovations 
to medical malpractice.

By adding a religious component, compa-
nies are taking the privatization of justice a step 
further. Proponents of religious arbitration said 
the process allowed people of faith to work out 
problems using shared values, achieving not 
just a settlement but often reconciliation.

Yet some lawyers 
and plaintiffs said that 
for some groups, reli-
gious arbitration may 
have less to do with 
honoring a set of be-
liefs than with control-
ling legal outcomes. 
Some religious orga-
nizations stand by the 
process until they lose, 
at which point they 
turn to the secular 
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she had no other choice, Ms. Prescott
filed a federal lawsuit, claiming sexual
harassment and discrimination by the
school.

When word of her lawsuit got out,
parents from the school and former col-
leagues avoided her at church and at
the local Walmart, she said. Her pastor
suggested she stop teaching Sunday
school.

The school moved to compel Chris-
tian mediation and then arbitration,
which was eventually held in a rented
room at city hall in Mandeville, La. Mr.
Thomas oversaw the proceedings,
which resembled a civil trial with some
exceptions. The arbitration began most
days with a prayer. And when a teacher
cried on the witness stand, Mr. Thomas
allowed the woman and Ms. Prescott to
hug.

The school argued that a survey of
parents revealed unhappiness with Ms.
Prescott’s leadership. But only a small
number of families had filled out the
survey, and Ms. Prescott never saw the
results.

Mr. Thomas dismissed Ms. Prescott’s
claims of harassment and gender dis-
crimination. But he found that the
school board had violated its own con-
tract when it failed to provide Ms. Pres-
cott with any feedback before firing her.
The contract required the school to fol-
low Matthew 18:15, which implores
Christians to confront each other before
raising their problems with anyone else.

“If your brother sins against you,” the
verse states, “go and tell him his fault
between you and him alone.”

Mr. Thomas awarded Ms. Prescott
about $157,000 for lost income and dam-
age to her reputation.

“This woman had no idea her job was
in jeopardy,” Mr. Thomas said in an in-
terview. “They treated her badly.”

In his ruling, he urged the two sides
to reconcile in a way “that glorifies
God.” But Northlake was not ready to
move on.

The school had required Ms. Prescott
to agree to Christian arbitration as a
condition of her hiring. But when North-
lake lost, it appealed the arbitration
award in federal court, arguing that Mr.
Thomas’s ruling was inconsistent with
Louisiana law.

The case dragged on for four more
years. An appeals court in New Orleans
ruled that it had no ground to overturn
the Christian arbitrator. Northlake ap-
pealed the case all the way to the Su-
preme Court, which declined to hear it.

The current headmaster of Northlake
said he could not comment on the case
because it involved a previous adminis-
tration. He added that the school still
used Christian arbitration.

In the end, Ms. Prescott said she felt
vindicated, despite having spent all but
$8,000 of her settlement on legal costs.

“My faith is still strong,” she said.
“But I am more careful in dealing with
Christians than I used to be. They are
just people with no more ability to be
good than anyone else.”

The Price of Enlightenment
By the time he left Scientology, Luis

Garcia had signed off on two dozen arbi-
tration clauses in agreements with the

church, requiring him to settle any dis-
pute before a panel of fellow Scientol-
ogists.

In just about every aspect of church
life, including training and making do-
nations, members must settle any issue
internally rather than going to court.

Yet, there has never been an actual
arbitration in the six-decade history of
Scientology, according to court records
and a lawyer for the church.

Mr. Garcia’s may be the first.
An entrepreneur and a native of Ma-

drid, Mr. Garcia said Scientology gave
him the confidence to open a successful
print shop and yogurt store in Orange
County, Calif.

Mr. Garcia and his wife, Maria, ded-
icated years to Scientology, taking doz-
ens of classes to try to reach enlight-
enment. He estimates that his family
spent $2.3 million on courses, fees and
donations.

In 2008, Mr. Garcia reached the high-
est level in Scientology, where he said
all of one’s past lives are supposed to be
easily recalled. “But that didn’t hap-
pen,” he said. “That’s when I began to
question everything.”

Mr. Garcia said he sent an email crit-
icizing the church management to hun-
dreds of Scientologists in November
2010. The church declared the Garcias
“suppressives” and excommunicated
them, according to a legal brief sub-
mitted by his lawyers.

Mr. Garcia said he wanted back the
roughly $68,000 he had paid the church
for training courses he never took and
other expenses, according to his law-
suit. He also demanded that the church
return $340,000 he said his family had
given for the construction of a “Super
Power” building in Clearwater, Fla.

Neither a spokeswoman from Scien-
tology nor a church lawyer commented
on the allegations in Mr. Garcia’s law-
suit.

Mr. Garcia said he repeatedly felt
pressured to give money to keep offi-
cials from blocking his path toward en-
lightenment or writing him up for an
ethics violation.

One night in Clearwater, a church offi-
cial asked Mr. Garcia for $65,000 to pay
for a large cross that would sit atop the
Super Power headquarters, according

to the lawsuit. “She said it would be the
Garcias’ cross,” Mr. Garcia recalled in
an interview.

Another former Scientologist, Bert
Schippers of Seattle, said he was told
the cross would be dedicated in his hon-
or after he agreed to make a donation.

Scientology moved to force Mr. Gar-
cia’s case into arbitration. The process
seemed like a farce, he said. An arbitra-
tion run by a panel of Scientologists, his
lawyers argued, could not possibly be
impartial. As a declared suppressive,
Mr. Garcia was considered a pariah.
Church members who interacted with
him risked being harassed, according to
court papers filed by his lawyers.

“The hostility of any Scientologists on
that panel is not speculation,” his law-
yers argued. “It is church doctrine.”

A church official testified that the
panel would be instructed to act fairly.
In a statement, a lawyer for the church
said that even though Scientology had
never conducted an arbitration, the
church had a set of procedures it used to
resolve disputes with members.

In his decision, Judge James D. Whit-
temore of Federal District Court in Tam-
pa said the Garcias were bound by the
terms of the contract they had signed
with the church. While acknowledging
that Mr. Garcia may have a “compel-
ling” argument about the potential bias
of the process, Judge Whittemore said
the First Amendment prevented him
from even considering the issue.

“It necessarily would require an anal-
ysis and interpretation of Scientology
doctrine,” wrote Judge Whittemore,
who was appointed by President Bill
Clinton. “That would constitute a pro-
hibited intrusion into religious doctrine,
discipline, faith and ecclesiastical rule,
custom or law by the court.”

Mr. Garcia said he was still deciding
whether to go through with arbitration.

Judge Whittemore’s ruling has also
been a blow to the network of former
Scientologists who have spoken out
against the church.

“I do not understand why the courts
are going along with it,” Mr. Schippers
said.

Mr. Garcia’s lawyer, Theodore Bab-
bitt, said the ruling might have scuttled
many future lawsuits against the
church. “Arbitration,” Mr. Babbitt said,
“is inoculating the Church of Scientolo-
gy from liability.”

The Elusive Truth
In Jacksonville, Ms. Spivey’s family

tried piecing together her son’s final
hours, picking up clues wherever they
could.

At Teen Challenge, they pressed the
staff for the name of the employee who
supposedly took Mr. Ellison to the hos-
pital. The treatment facility declined to
identify him, the family said.

The local CVS where Mr. Ellison was
seen hours before his death allowed the
family to review video from its security
cameras, which showed Mr. Ellison
walking out of the store with a bottle of
soda around 1 a.m.

The woman who picked him up near
the CVS said he wanted to call home,
but her cellphone was out of minutes.

Most of the family’s questions re-
mained unanswered. They still did not
know whether the pressure Mr. Ellison
felt at Teen Challenge about being gay
exacerbated his drug abuse. Or how he
ended up on his own in a strange city
with no money or cellphone.

Ms. Spivey said she was convinced
that only a lawsuit could force Teen
Challenge to explain what had hap-
pened. But the contract that Mr. Ellison
signed when he enrolled in the program
stated that any dispute had to go to
Christian conciliation.

His family said they thought it was
hypocritical that Teen Challenge was
willing to collect food stamp subsidies to
feed participants in the program, but in-
sisted on the separation of church and
state when it came to their legal case.

The conciliation would start as a me-
diation. If mediation fell apart, the case
would move to formal arbitration, a pro-
cess that could include prayer.

Ms. Spivey said even though her faith
had deepened since her son’s death, she
did not want to take part in an arbitra-
tion involving religion. “I didn’t want to
do worksheets on the Bible and then
kiss and make up,” she said. “I wanted
to find out what happened to Nick.”

In an appeal filed in Florida state
court, Ms. Spivey’s lawyer, Bryan S.
Gowdy, focused on the First Amend-
ment’s protection of religious freedom
— including the right not to exercise it.

Mr. Gowdy quoted James Madison,
who wrote that the “religion then of ev-
ery man must be left to the conviction
and conscience of every man.”

But the judges in the First District
Court of Appeals were satisfied that
there was no constitutional conflict.

The appeals court found that the
rules of Christian conciliation were not
that different from those governing sec-
ular arbitration and included only a
“scattering of religious elements,”
which served to “solemnize the process
and to promote and advance concilia-
tion as a spiritual goal.”

If she still had a problem, the court
ruled, Ms. Spivey could let someone
else represent Mr. Ellison’s estate.

Ms. Spivey decided to go ahead with
the mediation, though she said she wor-
ried how Christian panelists would view
her son because of his homosexuality
and drug addiction.

Peacemaker Ministries, which would
run the process, said the mediation
would incorporate prayer and scripture,
according to a motion Ms. Spivey’s at-
torney filed in Florida circuit court.
Lawyers for both sides were also told
that if they attended, they could not ad-
vocate on their clients’ behalf. Ms. Spi-
vey had to pay a $5,000 retainer and a
$750 fee to Peacemaker Ministries, her
lawyer said in court papers.

Dale Pyne, chief executive of Peace-
maker Ministries, said he understood
Ms. Spivey’s reluctance about concilia-
tion since it was her son who had signed
the arbitration agreement, not her. But
he said the process helped “those in
conflict to reconcile their issues and
their relationships.” He added that
“most of that is highly unlikely in a
court process.”

Last year, Ms. Spivey decided to set-
tle with Teen Challenge. She said she
felt she was neglecting her other two
children by obsessing over the case,
which had gone on for more than two
years. She declined to disclose the set-
tlement amount.

Ms. Spivey said that without a court
trial, she was never able to learn what
happened to her son, not just on the
night he died, but during his stay at
Teen Challenge.

His family still does not know why he
wrote the letter saying he was no longer
gay, or whether he meant it. “I don’t ac-
tually believe it,” his sister Katie said.

Mr. Ellison did not mail the letter. His
family found it in his duffel bag at the
apartment where he died. It was mixed
in with clothes, family pictures and his
Bible.
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Nick Ellison, above, died from tak-
ing drugs shortly after leaving Teen
Challenge, a Christian substance
abuse program that had “de-gayed”
him, he wrote in a letter, far left.
When his family, near left, sued the
program, the case was sent to Chris-
tian conciliation, as outlined in the
Teen Challenge contract, below.

SAM COMEN FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

A judge upheld the arbitration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a for-
mer Scientologist, to take his case to a panel of church members.
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problems like claims of financial fraud
and wrongful death.

Customers who buy bamboo floors
from Higuera Hardwoods in Washing-
ton State must take any dispute before a
Christian arbitrator, according to the
company’s website. Carolina Cabin
Rentals, which rents high-end vacation
properties in the Blue Ridge Mountains
of North Carolina, tells its customers
that disputes may be resolved accord-
ing to biblical principles. The same goes
for contestants in a fishing tournament
in Hawaii.

Religious arbitration clauses, includ-
ing the one used by Teen Challenge,
have often proved impervious to legal
challenges.

Scientology forbids its followers from
associating with former members who
have been declared “suppressive per-
sons,” according to people who have left
the church. But this year, a federal
judge in Florida upheld a religious arbi-
tration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a
declared suppressive, to take his claim
that the church had defrauded him of
tens of thousands of dollars before a
panel of Scientologists, instead of going
to court.

Pamela Prescott battled for years to
prove that she had been unjustly fired
from a private school in Louisiana. The
crux of her case — which wound
through arbitration, a federal appeals
court and state court — was references
in her employment contract to verses
from the Bible.

In legal circles, those cases, along
with the Ellison suit, are considered
seminal examples of how judges have
consistently upheld religious arbitra-
tions over secular objections. They also
reflect a battle in the United States over
religious freedom, a series of skirmish-
es that include a Kentucky clerk’s refus-
al to issue marriage licenses to same-
sex couples and a Muslim woman’s be-
ing passed over for a job at Abercrom-
bie & Fitch because she wore a head
scarf.

More than anything, the cases show
the power of arbitration clauses. An in-
vestigation by The New York Times
found that companies have used the
clauses to create an alternate system of
justice. Americans are being forced out
of court and into arbitration for every-
thing from botched home renovations to
medical malpractice.

By adding a religious component,
companies are taking the privatization
of justice a step further. Proponents of
religious arbitration said the process al-
lowed people of faith to work out prob-
lems using shared values, achieving not
just a settlement but often reconcilia-
tion.

Yet some lawyers and plaintiffs said
that for some groups, religious arbitra-
tion may have less to do with honoring a
set of beliefs than with controlling legal
outcomes. Some religious organizations
stand by the process until they lose, at
which point they turn to the secular
courts to overturn faith-based judg-
ments, according to interviews and
court records.

“Religious arbitration, at its best, en-
sures that people can resolve their dis-
putes in accordance with deeply held re-
ligious beliefs,” said Michael A. Helfand,
an associate professor at Pepperdine
University School of Law and an arbi-
trator in a rabbinical court in New York.
“But both religious communities and
courts need to make sure that the pro-
tections the law has put in place to
make it a fair and unbiased process are
actually implemented.”

Few courts have intervened, saying
the terms of arbitration are detailed in
binding contracts signed by both par-
ties. Some judges are also reluctant to
risk infringing the First Amendment
rights of religious groups, according to
a review of court decisions and inter-
views with lawyers.

Some plaintiffs counter that it is their
First Amendment rights being infringed
because they must unwillingly partici-
pate in what amounts to religious activi-
ty.

“I am being forced to go before a
court run by a religion I no longer be-
lieve in,” said Mr. Garcia, the former
Scientologist. “How could that hap-
pen?”

Lest Ye Be Judged
Religion has long been at the center

of Pamela Spivey’s life. She taught Sun-
day school, went to Bible-study camps
and watched preachers on television.

So when her friends at the Park West

Church in Knoxville, Tenn., suggested
that she send her son Nick to Teen Chal-
lenge, she didn’t ask many questions.
“When you think Christian, you auto-
matically think good,” said Ms. Spivey,
who goes by the name Cheri.

It certainly seemed better than the al-
ternative. After breaking his probation
sentence for drunken driving and crash-
ing into four parked cars, Mr. Ellison
faced a year in jail.

As an alternative, the prosecutor in
the case agreed to Mr. Ellison’s en-
rolling in Teen Challenge, a program
that teaches participants to overcome
addiction by studying the Bible and be-
coming more “Christ-like.”

Teen Challenge was highlighted by
President George W. Bush as a suc-
cessful faith-based program that de-
served federal funding. “Government
can pass law and it can hand out
money,” Mr. Bush said in a 2006 speech.
“But it cannot love.”

Like his mother, Mr. Ellison was a
committed Christian, but he was never
comfortable in church, his family said.
He loved to write songs and poems. He
had long bangs and was rarely without
his Pokémon hat. But when he drank,
they said, he could become violent and
out of control.

Mr. Ellison was also openly gay —
something his friends said was not easy
in Knoxville public high school, where
teachers were allowed to question evo-
lution. “I was scared for him to be so
open about it,” said his friend Emily
Kinser. “But I was also so proud of him.”

Friends and family said Mr. Ellison
drank and took drugs to escape the
pressures of not fitting in. “Society is
telling him he’s not right,” said Ms. Kin-
ser. “He felt unwanted.”

The night before he left for Teen Chal-
lenge in January 2011, Mr. Ellison was
upbeat as he ate pizza with friends and
family at his favorite restaurant in
Knoxville.

His yearlong program in Pensacola,
Fla., consisted of doing manual labor for
many hours a day. Local landscaping
companies, carwashes and a fish mar-
ket employed the men, former partici-
pants and their families said. Teen Chal-
lenge said money from the “work as-
signments” helped cover some ex-
penses and the men were not entitled to
compensation, according to a partici-
pant consent form.

“This wasn’t treatment, this was free
labor,” said Angie Helms, whose son Ty-
ler attended Teen Challenge with Mr.
Ellison.

Teen Challenge explained that work-
ing was a way for the men in the pro-
gram to overcome their addiction. Work
is “one of the central purposes for hu-
man existence,” according to the con-
sent forms.

Zack Sharp worked in the front office
at Teen Challenge when Mr. Ellison at-
tended. He also handed out over-the-
counter medication and herbal reme-
dies to the other men in the program.
Mr. Sharp, who was 24 and had abused
every substance “I could get my hands
on,” said he broke down and ingested
some of the herbal pain medicine one
day. He said he had a seizure, fell and
dislocated his shoulder.

Mr. Sharp said he connected with Mr.
Ellison partly because they were both
gay. Coming from a conservative family
in West Virginia, Mr. Sharp said he was
accustomed to people trying to “heal”
him — through prayer, even exorcisms.
At Teen Challenge, Mr. Sharp said, he
knew how to play along with attempts
to make him straight. But Mr. Ellison
seemed more sensitive to the pressures,
he said.

In a written report in March 2011, a
counselor at Teen Challenge noted that
Mr. Ellison had acknowledged having
“homosexual relationships” and that he
would bring this up in future sessions
with Mr. Ellison to “see where he
stands.”

About two weeks later, the counselor
wrote that Mr. Ellison was making
progress: “He admits that it’s wrong
and had agreed to ask the Lord to help
him with this issue on a daily basis.”

Officials at Teen Challenge, reached
by phone and email, declined to com-
ment.

There were other, subtler pressures.
Mr. Ellison told his family that someone
had taunted him by leaving pantyhose
on his bed. He got in trouble for things
like not turning off the air-conditioning
before going to church and for entering
another student’s bedroom, his disci-
plinary records show. For one infrac-
tion, he had to copy a passage from the
Bible 200 times.

“It’s ironic,” Mr. Ellison wrote to his
family. “The model Christians here are
the ones I have the most trouble with. I
want Matthew 7 tattooed onto my fore-
head.” He was referring to the biblical
passage, “Judge not, lest ye be judged.” 

Mr. Ellison was months into the pro-
gram when he was sent home for dis-
ciplinary reasons, according to court
papers.

Mr. Sharp, who credits Teen Chal-
lenge with helping him kick his ad-
diction, said the program was unfair to
those who broke the rules. He recalled
at one point watching Mr. Ellison pack
his bag and walk out the front gate of
the facility. No one was permitted to talk
to him as he left.

Ms. Spivey bought him a bus ticket
home. Back in Knoxville, Mr. Ellison
turned himself in to the authorities, be-
cause leaving Teen Challenge was a vio-
lation of his court order.

A prosecutor permitted Mr. Ellison to
return to the Pensacola program, but he
soon got into trouble again. Teen Chal-
lenge agreed to move him to another fa-

cility in Jacksonville.
About a month later, Ms. Spivey got a

call while she was out walking her dog.
A manager at Teen Challenge said Mr.
Ellison was intoxicated and was being
taken to the hospital. 

Ms. Spivey said she asked to speak
with her son, but was told he did not
want to talk to her.

When Ms. Spivey called the hospital,
she was told that Mr. Ellison had never
been “seen or admitted” there, accord-
ing to the lawsuit she filed against Teen
Challenge.

Mr. Ellison did not have a cellphone
and he did not know anyone in Jackson-
ville, his family said.

“Please pray for my son,” Ms. Spivey
posted on Facebook that evening. “He is
in Jacksonville, Florida, and he is miss-
ing.”

Somehow, Mr. Ellison ended up at a
CVS in downtown Jacksonville, where
he met a woman who drove him to her
apartment. The two stayed up that
night drinking, according to a sheriff’s
report.

At about 4 p.m., the woman told in-
vestigators, she checked on Mr. Ellison,
who was sleeping on her couch. He had
stopped snoring and his skin was cold.
An autopsy revealed cough medicine
and methadone in his system.

Ms. Spivey was outside pacing when
a Knoxville police cruiser pulled up to
her home before dawn on Aug. 21, 2011.
She knew right away that her son was
dead.

With her children Cameron and Katie,
Ms. Spivey made the eight-hour drive to
Jacksonville. 

“I just wanted to know the truth,” she
said.

The Peacemaker Method
When word got out that some of the

early Christians had strayed, the Apos-
tle Paul was concerned. Among their
grave offenses: incest, prostitution and
suing one another in court.

Christians should not take their prob-
lems before “unbelievers,” Paul wrote
in his letter to the Corinthians. Disputes
should be resolved inside the church.

Centuries later, Paul’s writings in-
spired a group of lawyers in Los Ange-
les to develop the practice of Christian
conciliation. The group’s work ultimate-
ly gave rise to Peacemaker Ministries, a
nonprofit that devised a legal process
that draws on the Bible.

The peacemaker method is used by
private schools, Christian lawyers and
others. Clauses requiring Americans to
use Christian arbitration instead of civil
court now appear in thousands of agree-
ments like the one Mr. Ellison signed
with Teen Challenge.

“Our secular court system is darn
good,” said Bryce Thomas, a Christian
conciliator in Hickory, N.C. “But it does-
n’t get into deep moral issues like sin
and reconciliation.”

A tall and outgoing lawyer, Mr. Thom-
as said he was called to leave his private
practice and take up Christian concilia-
tion full time. He works out of an office
on the bottom floor of his house, where
there is a crucifix on the wall near a
bust of Abraham Lincoln. To clear his
head, he likes to stroll around a “peace
path,” a garden of rhododendrons and
towering trees behind his house.

“The Lord spoke to me when I was 59
and said, ‘I want you to give up your law
practice and do peacemaking,’” said Mr.
Thomas. “I said, ‘Lord, how about when
I am 65?’ And he said, ‘No, Bryce, I
need you now.’”

That was in 2006, he said, not long af-
ter a federal appeals court upheld one of
his rulings, establishing an important
precedent for how Christian arbitration
can trump secular objections.

The dispute involved Northlake
Christian School in Covington, La., and
Pamela Prescott, a teacher and princi-
pal for about 12 years who said she was
fired with little explanation. She blamed
her termination on a new school admin-
istrator, who she said had undermined
her at every turn.

He also made her feel uncomfortable,
she said. At one staff meeting, the ad-
ministrator surprised Ms. Prescott by
washing her feet, an apparent reference
to Jesus’ washing his disciples’ feet.

“It was creepy,” Ms. Prescott re-
called. “I may be a Christian. But I am
also a normal person.”

The oldest of five girls, Ms. Prescott
was raised in New Orleans. Her father
is a lawyer, but Ms. Prescott came to be-
lieve that suing another Christian was
wrong.

Still, her firing had damaged her rep-
utation, she said. The school gave her a
few days to leave campus and never
fully explained the reason for her termi-
nation to students and parents. No oth-
er Christian schools would hire her. “It
was like I had stolen something,” she
said.

Ms. Prescott said she had tried to en-
gage the school to resolve the dispute
informally, but it didn’t work. Feeling
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Is the Rule of Law

Peacemaker Ministries, which oversaw Ms. Spivey’s case, developed a legal process that draws on the Bible.
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she had no other choice, Ms. Prescott
filed a federal lawsuit, claiming sexual
harassment and discrimination by the
school.

When word of her lawsuit got out,
parents from the school and former col-
leagues avoided her at church and at
the local Walmart, she said. Her pastor
suggested she stop teaching Sunday
school.

The school moved to compel Chris-
tian mediation and then arbitration,
which was eventually held in a rented
room at city hall in Mandeville, La. Mr.
Thomas oversaw the proceedings,
which resembled a civil trial with some
exceptions. The arbitration began most
days with a prayer. And when a teacher
cried on the witness stand, Mr. Thomas
allowed the woman and Ms. Prescott to
hug.

The school argued that a survey of
parents revealed unhappiness with Ms.
Prescott’s leadership. But only a small
number of families had filled out the
survey, and Ms. Prescott never saw the
results.

Mr. Thomas dismissed Ms. Prescott’s
claims of harassment and gender dis-
crimination. But he found that the
school board had violated its own con-
tract when it failed to provide Ms. Pres-
cott with any feedback before firing her.
The contract required the school to fol-
low Matthew 18:15, which implores
Christians to confront each other before
raising their problems with anyone else.

“If your brother sins against you,” the
verse states, “go and tell him his fault
between you and him alone.”

Mr. Thomas awarded Ms. Prescott
about $157,000 for lost income and dam-
age to her reputation.

“This woman had no idea her job was
in jeopardy,” Mr. Thomas said in an in-
terview. “They treated her badly.”

In his ruling, he urged the two sides
to reconcile in a way “that glorifies
God.” But Northlake was not ready to
move on.

The school had required Ms. Prescott
to agree to Christian arbitration as a
condition of her hiring. But when North-
lake lost, it appealed the arbitration
award in federal court, arguing that Mr.
Thomas’s ruling was inconsistent with
Louisiana law.

The case dragged on for four more
years. An appeals court in New Orleans
ruled that it had no ground to overturn
the Christian arbitrator. Northlake ap-
pealed the case all the way to the Su-
preme Court, which declined to hear it.

The current headmaster of Northlake
said he could not comment on the case
because it involved a previous adminis-
tration. He added that the school still
used Christian arbitration.

In the end, Ms. Prescott said she felt
vindicated, despite having spent all but
$8,000 of her settlement on legal costs.

“My faith is still strong,” she said.
“But I am more careful in dealing with
Christians than I used to be. They are
just people with no more ability to be
good than anyone else.”

The Price of Enlightenment
By the time he left Scientology, Luis

Garcia had signed off on two dozen arbi-
tration clauses in agreements with the

church, requiring him to settle any dis-
pute before a panel of fellow Scientol-
ogists.

In just about every aspect of church
life, including training and making do-
nations, members must settle any issue
internally rather than going to court.

Yet, there has never been an actual
arbitration in the six-decade history of
Scientology, according to court records
and a lawyer for the church.

Mr. Garcia’s may be the first.
An entrepreneur and a native of Ma-

drid, Mr. Garcia said Scientology gave
him the confidence to open a successful
print shop and yogurt store in Orange
County, Calif.

Mr. Garcia and his wife, Maria, ded-
icated years to Scientology, taking doz-
ens of classes to try to reach enlight-
enment. He estimates that his family
spent $2.3 million on courses, fees and
donations.

In 2008, Mr. Garcia reached the high-
est level in Scientology, where he said
all of one’s past lives are supposed to be
easily recalled. “But that didn’t hap-
pen,” he said. “That’s when I began to
question everything.”

Mr. Garcia said he sent an email crit-
icizing the church management to hun-
dreds of Scientologists in November
2010. The church declared the Garcias
“suppressives” and excommunicated
them, according to a legal brief sub-
mitted by his lawyers.

Mr. Garcia said he wanted back the
roughly $68,000 he had paid the church
for training courses he never took and
other expenses, according to his law-
suit. He also demanded that the church
return $340,000 he said his family had
given for the construction of a “Super
Power” building in Clearwater, Fla.

Neither a spokeswoman from Scien-
tology nor a church lawyer commented
on the allegations in Mr. Garcia’s law-
suit.

Mr. Garcia said he repeatedly felt
pressured to give money to keep offi-
cials from blocking his path toward en-
lightenment or writing him up for an
ethics violation.

One night in Clearwater, a church offi-
cial asked Mr. Garcia for $65,000 to pay
for a large cross that would sit atop the
Super Power headquarters, according

to the lawsuit. “She said it would be the
Garcias’ cross,” Mr. Garcia recalled in
an interview.

Another former Scientologist, Bert
Schippers of Seattle, said he was told
the cross would be dedicated in his hon-
or after he agreed to make a donation.

Scientology moved to force Mr. Gar-
cia’s case into arbitration. The process
seemed like a farce, he said. An arbitra-
tion run by a panel of Scientologists, his
lawyers argued, could not possibly be
impartial. As a declared suppressive,
Mr. Garcia was considered a pariah.
Church members who interacted with
him risked being harassed, according to
court papers filed by his lawyers.

“The hostility of any Scientologists on
that panel is not speculation,” his law-
yers argued. “It is church doctrine.”

A church official testified that the
panel would be instructed to act fairly.
In a statement, a lawyer for the church
said that even though Scientology had
never conducted an arbitration, the
church had a set of procedures it used to
resolve disputes with members.

In his decision, Judge James D. Whit-
temore of Federal District Court in Tam-
pa said the Garcias were bound by the
terms of the contract they had signed
with the church. While acknowledging
that Mr. Garcia may have a “compel-
ling” argument about the potential bias
of the process, Judge Whittemore said
the First Amendment prevented him
from even considering the issue.

“It necessarily would require an anal-
ysis and interpretation of Scientology
doctrine,” wrote Judge Whittemore,
who was appointed by President Bill
Clinton. “That would constitute a pro-
hibited intrusion into religious doctrine,
discipline, faith and ecclesiastical rule,
custom or law by the court.”

Mr. Garcia said he was still deciding
whether to go through with arbitration.

Judge Whittemore’s ruling has also
been a blow to the network of former
Scientologists who have spoken out
against the church.

“I do not understand why the courts
are going along with it,” Mr. Schippers
said.

Mr. Garcia’s lawyer, Theodore Bab-
bitt, said the ruling might have scuttled
many future lawsuits against the
church. “Arbitration,” Mr. Babbitt said,
“is inoculating the Church of Scientolo-
gy from liability.”

The Elusive Truth
In Jacksonville, Ms. Spivey’s family

tried piecing together her son’s final
hours, picking up clues wherever they
could.

At Teen Challenge, they pressed the
staff for the name of the employee who
supposedly took Mr. Ellison to the hos-
pital. The treatment facility declined to
identify him, the family said.

The local CVS where Mr. Ellison was
seen hours before his death allowed the
family to review video from its security
cameras, which showed Mr. Ellison
walking out of the store with a bottle of
soda around 1 a.m.

The woman who picked him up near
the CVS said he wanted to call home,
but her cellphone was out of minutes.

Most of the family’s questions re-
mained unanswered. They still did not
know whether the pressure Mr. Ellison
felt at Teen Challenge about being gay
exacerbated his drug abuse. Or how he
ended up on his own in a strange city
with no money or cellphone.

Ms. Spivey said she was convinced
that only a lawsuit could force Teen
Challenge to explain what had hap-
pened. But the contract that Mr. Ellison
signed when he enrolled in the program
stated that any dispute had to go to
Christian conciliation.

His family said they thought it was
hypocritical that Teen Challenge was
willing to collect food stamp subsidies to
feed participants in the program, but in-
sisted on the separation of church and
state when it came to their legal case.

The conciliation would start as a me-
diation. If mediation fell apart, the case
would move to formal arbitration, a pro-
cess that could include prayer.

Ms. Spivey said even though her faith
had deepened since her son’s death, she
did not want to take part in an arbitra-
tion involving religion. “I didn’t want to
do worksheets on the Bible and then
kiss and make up,” she said. “I wanted
to find out what happened to Nick.”

In an appeal filed in Florida state
court, Ms. Spivey’s lawyer, Bryan S.
Gowdy, focused on the First Amend-
ment’s protection of religious freedom
— including the right not to exercise it.

Mr. Gowdy quoted James Madison,
who wrote that the “religion then of ev-
ery man must be left to the conviction
and conscience of every man.”

But the judges in the First District
Court of Appeals were satisfied that
there was no constitutional conflict.

The appeals court found that the
rules of Christian conciliation were not
that different from those governing sec-
ular arbitration and included only a
“scattering of religious elements,”
which served to “solemnize the process
and to promote and advance concilia-
tion as a spiritual goal.”

If she still had a problem, the court
ruled, Ms. Spivey could let someone
else represent Mr. Ellison’s estate.

Ms. Spivey decided to go ahead with
the mediation, though she said she wor-
ried how Christian panelists would view
her son because of his homosexuality
and drug addiction.

Peacemaker Ministries, which would
run the process, said the mediation
would incorporate prayer and scripture,
according to a motion Ms. Spivey’s at-
torney filed in Florida circuit court.
Lawyers for both sides were also told
that if they attended, they could not ad-
vocate on their clients’ behalf. Ms. Spi-
vey had to pay a $5,000 retainer and a
$750 fee to Peacemaker Ministries, her
lawyer said in court papers.

Dale Pyne, chief executive of Peace-
maker Ministries, said he understood
Ms. Spivey’s reluctance about concilia-
tion since it was her son who had signed
the arbitration agreement, not her. But
he said the process helped “those in
conflict to reconcile their issues and
their relationships.” He added that
“most of that is highly unlikely in a
court process.”

Last year, Ms. Spivey decided to set-
tle with Teen Challenge. She said she
felt she was neglecting her other two
children by obsessing over the case,
which had gone on for more than two
years. She declined to disclose the set-
tlement amount.

Ms. Spivey said that without a court
trial, she was never able to learn what
happened to her son, not just on the
night he died, but during his stay at
Teen Challenge.

His family still does not know why he
wrote the letter saying he was no longer
gay, or whether he meant it. “I don’t ac-
tually believe it,” his sister Katie said.

Mr. Ellison did not mail the letter. His
family found it in his duffel bag at the
apartment where he died. It was mixed
in with clothes, family pictures and his
Bible.
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Nick Ellison, above, died from tak-
ing drugs shortly after leaving Teen
Challenge, a Christian substance
abuse program that had “de-gayed”
him, he wrote in a letter, far left.
When his family, near left, sued the
program, the case was sent to Chris-
tian conciliation, as outlined in the
Teen Challenge contract, below.
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A judge upheld the arbitration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a for-
mer Scientologist, to take his case to a panel of church members.
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she had no other choice, Ms. Prescott
filed a federal lawsuit, claiming sexual
harassment and discrimination by the
school.

When word of her lawsuit got out,
parents from the school and former col-
leagues avoided her at church and at
the local Walmart, she said. Her pastor
suggested she stop teaching Sunday
school.

The school moved to compel Chris-
tian mediation and then arbitration,
which was eventually held in a rented
room at city hall in Mandeville, La. Mr.
Thomas oversaw the proceedings,
which resembled a civil trial with some
exceptions. The arbitration began most
days with a prayer. And when a teacher
cried on the witness stand, Mr. Thomas
allowed the woman and Ms. Prescott to
hug.

The school argued that a survey of
parents revealed unhappiness with Ms.
Prescott’s leadership. But only a small
number of families had filled out the
survey, and Ms. Prescott never saw the
results.

Mr. Thomas dismissed Ms. Prescott’s
claims of harassment and gender dis-
crimination. But he found that the
school board had violated its own con-
tract when it failed to provide Ms. Pres-
cott with any feedback before firing her.
The contract required the school to fol-
low Matthew 18:15, which implores
Christians to confront each other before
raising their problems with anyone else.

“If your brother sins against you,” the
verse states, “go and tell him his fault
between you and him alone.”

Mr. Thomas awarded Ms. Prescott
about $157,000 for lost income and dam-
age to her reputation.

“This woman had no idea her job was
in jeopardy,” Mr. Thomas said in an in-
terview. “They treated her badly.”

In his ruling, he urged the two sides
to reconcile in a way “that glorifies
God.” But Northlake was not ready to
move on.

The school had required Ms. Prescott
to agree to Christian arbitration as a
condition of her hiring. But when North-
lake lost, it appealed the arbitration
award in federal court, arguing that Mr.
Thomas’s ruling was inconsistent with
Louisiana law.

The case dragged on for four more
years. An appeals court in New Orleans
ruled that it had no ground to overturn
the Christian arbitrator. Northlake ap-
pealed the case all the way to the Su-
preme Court, which declined to hear it.

The current headmaster of Northlake
said he could not comment on the case
because it involved a previous adminis-
tration. He added that the school still
used Christian arbitration.

In the end, Ms. Prescott said she felt
vindicated, despite having spent all but
$8,000 of her settlement on legal costs.

“My faith is still strong,” she said.
“But I am more careful in dealing with
Christians than I used to be. They are
just people with no more ability to be
good than anyone else.”

The Price of Enlightenment
By the time he left Scientology, Luis

Garcia had signed off on two dozen arbi-
tration clauses in agreements with the

church, requiring him to settle any dis-
pute before a panel of fellow Scientol-
ogists.

In just about every aspect of church
life, including training and making do-
nations, members must settle any issue
internally rather than going to court.

Yet, there has never been an actual
arbitration in the six-decade history of
Scientology, according to court records
and a lawyer for the church.

Mr. Garcia’s may be the first.
An entrepreneur and a native of Ma-

drid, Mr. Garcia said Scientology gave
him the confidence to open a successful
print shop and yogurt store in Orange
County, Calif.

Mr. Garcia and his wife, Maria, ded-
icated years to Scientology, taking doz-
ens of classes to try to reach enlight-
enment. He estimates that his family
spent $2.3 million on courses, fees and
donations.

In 2008, Mr. Garcia reached the high-
est level in Scientology, where he said
all of one’s past lives are supposed to be
easily recalled. “But that didn’t hap-
pen,” he said. “That’s when I began to
question everything.”

Mr. Garcia said he sent an email crit-
icizing the church management to hun-
dreds of Scientologists in November
2010. The church declared the Garcias
“suppressives” and excommunicated
them, according to a legal brief sub-
mitted by his lawyers.

Mr. Garcia said he wanted back the
roughly $68,000 he had paid the church
for training courses he never took and
other expenses, according to his law-
suit. He also demanded that the church
return $340,000 he said his family had
given for the construction of a “Super
Power” building in Clearwater, Fla.

Neither a spokeswoman from Scien-
tology nor a church lawyer commented
on the allegations in Mr. Garcia’s law-
suit.

Mr. Garcia said he repeatedly felt
pressured to give money to keep offi-
cials from blocking his path toward en-
lightenment or writing him up for an
ethics violation.

One night in Clearwater, a church offi-
cial asked Mr. Garcia for $65,000 to pay
for a large cross that would sit atop the
Super Power headquarters, according

to the lawsuit. “She said it would be the
Garcias’ cross,” Mr. Garcia recalled in
an interview.

Another former Scientologist, Bert
Schippers of Seattle, said he was told
the cross would be dedicated in his hon-
or after he agreed to make a donation.

Scientology moved to force Mr. Gar-
cia’s case into arbitration. The process
seemed like a farce, he said. An arbitra-
tion run by a panel of Scientologists, his
lawyers argued, could not possibly be
impartial. As a declared suppressive,
Mr. Garcia was considered a pariah.
Church members who interacted with
him risked being harassed, according to
court papers filed by his lawyers.

“The hostility of any Scientologists on
that panel is not speculation,” his law-
yers argued. “It is church doctrine.”

A church official testified that the
panel would be instructed to act fairly.
In a statement, a lawyer for the church
said that even though Scientology had
never conducted an arbitration, the
church had a set of procedures it used to
resolve disputes with members.

In his decision, Judge James D. Whit-
temore of Federal District Court in Tam-
pa said the Garcias were bound by the
terms of the contract they had signed
with the church. While acknowledging
that Mr. Garcia may have a “compel-
ling” argument about the potential bias
of the process, Judge Whittemore said
the First Amendment prevented him
from even considering the issue.

“It necessarily would require an anal-
ysis and interpretation of Scientology
doctrine,” wrote Judge Whittemore,
who was appointed by President Bill
Clinton. “That would constitute a pro-
hibited intrusion into religious doctrine,
discipline, faith and ecclesiastical rule,
custom or law by the court.”

Mr. Garcia said he was still deciding
whether to go through with arbitration.

Judge Whittemore’s ruling has also
been a blow to the network of former
Scientologists who have spoken out
against the church.

“I do not understand why the courts
are going along with it,” Mr. Schippers
said.

Mr. Garcia’s lawyer, Theodore Bab-
bitt, said the ruling might have scuttled
many future lawsuits against the
church. “Arbitration,” Mr. Babbitt said,
“is inoculating the Church of Scientolo-
gy from liability.”

The Elusive Truth
In Jacksonville, Ms. Spivey’s family

tried piecing together her son’s final
hours, picking up clues wherever they
could.

At Teen Challenge, they pressed the
staff for the name of the employee who
supposedly took Mr. Ellison to the hos-
pital. The treatment facility declined to
identify him, the family said.

The local CVS where Mr. Ellison was
seen hours before his death allowed the
family to review video from its security
cameras, which showed Mr. Ellison
walking out of the store with a bottle of
soda around 1 a.m.

The woman who picked him up near
the CVS said he wanted to call home,
but her cellphone was out of minutes.

Most of the family’s questions re-
mained unanswered. They still did not
know whether the pressure Mr. Ellison
felt at Teen Challenge about being gay
exacerbated his drug abuse. Or how he
ended up on his own in a strange city
with no money or cellphone.

Ms. Spivey said she was convinced
that only a lawsuit could force Teen
Challenge to explain what had hap-
pened. But the contract that Mr. Ellison
signed when he enrolled in the program
stated that any dispute had to go to
Christian conciliation.

His family said they thought it was
hypocritical that Teen Challenge was
willing to collect food stamp subsidies to
feed participants in the program, but in-
sisted on the separation of church and
state when it came to their legal case.

The conciliation would start as a me-
diation. If mediation fell apart, the case
would move to formal arbitration, a pro-
cess that could include prayer.

Ms. Spivey said even though her faith
had deepened since her son’s death, she
did not want to take part in an arbitra-
tion involving religion. “I didn’t want to
do worksheets on the Bible and then
kiss and make up,” she said. “I wanted
to find out what happened to Nick.”

In an appeal filed in Florida state
court, Ms. Spivey’s lawyer, Bryan S.
Gowdy, focused on the First Amend-
ment’s protection of religious freedom
— including the right not to exercise it.

Mr. Gowdy quoted James Madison,
who wrote that the “religion then of ev-
ery man must be left to the conviction
and conscience of every man.”

But the judges in the First District
Court of Appeals were satisfied that
there was no constitutional conflict.

The appeals court found that the
rules of Christian conciliation were not
that different from those governing sec-
ular arbitration and included only a
“scattering of religious elements,”
which served to “solemnize the process
and to promote and advance concilia-
tion as a spiritual goal.”

If she still had a problem, the court
ruled, Ms. Spivey could let someone
else represent Mr. Ellison’s estate.

Ms. Spivey decided to go ahead with
the mediation, though she said she wor-
ried how Christian panelists would view
her son because of his homosexuality
and drug addiction.

Peacemaker Ministries, which would
run the process, said the mediation
would incorporate prayer and scripture,
according to a motion Ms. Spivey’s at-
torney filed in Florida circuit court.
Lawyers for both sides were also told
that if they attended, they could not ad-
vocate on their clients’ behalf. Ms. Spi-
vey had to pay a $5,000 retainer and a
$750 fee to Peacemaker Ministries, her
lawyer said in court papers.

Dale Pyne, chief executive of Peace-
maker Ministries, said he understood
Ms. Spivey’s reluctance about concilia-
tion since it was her son who had signed
the arbitration agreement, not her. But
he said the process helped “those in
conflict to reconcile their issues and
their relationships.” He added that
“most of that is highly unlikely in a
court process.”

Last year, Ms. Spivey decided to set-
tle with Teen Challenge. She said she
felt she was neglecting her other two
children by obsessing over the case,
which had gone on for more than two
years. She declined to disclose the set-
tlement amount.

Ms. Spivey said that without a court
trial, she was never able to learn what
happened to her son, not just on the
night he died, but during his stay at
Teen Challenge.

His family still does not know why he
wrote the letter saying he was no longer
gay, or whether he meant it. “I don’t ac-
tually believe it,” his sister Katie said.

Mr. Ellison did not mail the letter. His
family found it in his duffel bag at the
apartment where he died. It was mixed
in with clothes, family pictures and his
Bible.
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Nick Ellison, above, died from tak-
ing drugs shortly after leaving Teen
Challenge, a Christian substance
abuse program that had “de-gayed”
him, he wrote in a letter, far left.
When his family, near left, sued the
program, the case was sent to Chris-
tian conciliation, as outlined in the
Teen Challenge contract, below.
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A judge upheld the arbitration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a for-
mer Scientologist, to take his case to a panel of church members.
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she had no other choice, Ms. Prescott
filed a federal lawsuit, claiming sexual
harassment and discrimination by the
school.

When word of her lawsuit got out,
parents from the school and former col-
leagues avoided her at church and at
the local Walmart, she said. Her pastor
suggested she stop teaching Sunday
school.

The school moved to compel Chris-
tian mediation and then arbitration,
which was eventually held in a rented
room at city hall in Mandeville, La. Mr.
Thomas oversaw the proceedings,
which resembled a civil trial with some
exceptions. The arbitration began most
days with a prayer. And when a teacher
cried on the witness stand, Mr. Thomas
allowed the woman and Ms. Prescott to
hug.

The school argued that a survey of
parents revealed unhappiness with Ms.
Prescott’s leadership. But only a small
number of families had filled out the
survey, and Ms. Prescott never saw the
results.

Mr. Thomas dismissed Ms. Prescott’s
claims of harassment and gender dis-
crimination. But he found that the
school board had violated its own con-
tract when it failed to provide Ms. Pres-
cott with any feedback before firing her.
The contract required the school to fol-
low Matthew 18:15, which implores
Christians to confront each other before
raising their problems with anyone else.

“If your brother sins against you,” the
verse states, “go and tell him his fault
between you and him alone.”

Mr. Thomas awarded Ms. Prescott
about $157,000 for lost income and dam-
age to her reputation.

“This woman had no idea her job was
in jeopardy,” Mr. Thomas said in an in-
terview. “They treated her badly.”

In his ruling, he urged the two sides
to reconcile in a way “that glorifies
God.” But Northlake was not ready to
move on.

The school had required Ms. Prescott
to agree to Christian arbitration as a
condition of her hiring. But when North-
lake lost, it appealed the arbitration
award in federal court, arguing that Mr.
Thomas’s ruling was inconsistent with
Louisiana law.

The case dragged on for four more
years. An appeals court in New Orleans
ruled that it had no ground to overturn
the Christian arbitrator. Northlake ap-
pealed the case all the way to the Su-
preme Court, which declined to hear it.

The current headmaster of Northlake
said he could not comment on the case
because it involved a previous adminis-
tration. He added that the school still
used Christian arbitration.

In the end, Ms. Prescott said she felt
vindicated, despite having spent all but
$8,000 of her settlement on legal costs.

“My faith is still strong,” she said.
“But I am more careful in dealing with
Christians than I used to be. They are
just people with no more ability to be
good than anyone else.”

The Price of Enlightenment
By the time he left Scientology, Luis

Garcia had signed off on two dozen arbi-
tration clauses in agreements with the

church, requiring him to settle any dis-
pute before a panel of fellow Scientol-
ogists.

In just about every aspect of church
life, including training and making do-
nations, members must settle any issue
internally rather than going to court.

Yet, there has never been an actual
arbitration in the six-decade history of
Scientology, according to court records
and a lawyer for the church.

Mr. Garcia’s may be the first.
An entrepreneur and a native of Ma-

drid, Mr. Garcia said Scientology gave
him the confidence to open a successful
print shop and yogurt store in Orange
County, Calif.

Mr. Garcia and his wife, Maria, ded-
icated years to Scientology, taking doz-
ens of classes to try to reach enlight-
enment. He estimates that his family
spent $2.3 million on courses, fees and
donations.

In 2008, Mr. Garcia reached the high-
est level in Scientology, where he said
all of one’s past lives are supposed to be
easily recalled. “But that didn’t hap-
pen,” he said. “That’s when I began to
question everything.”

Mr. Garcia said he sent an email crit-
icizing the church management to hun-
dreds of Scientologists in November
2010. The church declared the Garcias
“suppressives” and excommunicated
them, according to a legal brief sub-
mitted by his lawyers.

Mr. Garcia said he wanted back the
roughly $68,000 he had paid the church
for training courses he never took and
other expenses, according to his law-
suit. He also demanded that the church
return $340,000 he said his family had
given for the construction of a “Super
Power” building in Clearwater, Fla.

Neither a spokeswoman from Scien-
tology nor a church lawyer commented
on the allegations in Mr. Garcia’s law-
suit.

Mr. Garcia said he repeatedly felt
pressured to give money to keep offi-
cials from blocking his path toward en-
lightenment or writing him up for an
ethics violation.

One night in Clearwater, a church offi-
cial asked Mr. Garcia for $65,000 to pay
for a large cross that would sit atop the
Super Power headquarters, according

to the lawsuit. “She said it would be the
Garcias’ cross,” Mr. Garcia recalled in
an interview.

Another former Scientologist, Bert
Schippers of Seattle, said he was told
the cross would be dedicated in his hon-
or after he agreed to make a donation.

Scientology moved to force Mr. Gar-
cia’s case into arbitration. The process
seemed like a farce, he said. An arbitra-
tion run by a panel of Scientologists, his
lawyers argued, could not possibly be
impartial. As a declared suppressive,
Mr. Garcia was considered a pariah.
Church members who interacted with
him risked being harassed, according to
court papers filed by his lawyers.

“The hostility of any Scientologists on
that panel is not speculation,” his law-
yers argued. “It is church doctrine.”

A church official testified that the
panel would be instructed to act fairly.
In a statement, a lawyer for the church
said that even though Scientology had
never conducted an arbitration, the
church had a set of procedures it used to
resolve disputes with members.

In his decision, Judge James D. Whit-
temore of Federal District Court in Tam-
pa said the Garcias were bound by the
terms of the contract they had signed
with the church. While acknowledging
that Mr. Garcia may have a “compel-
ling” argument about the potential bias
of the process, Judge Whittemore said
the First Amendment prevented him
from even considering the issue.

“It necessarily would require an anal-
ysis and interpretation of Scientology
doctrine,” wrote Judge Whittemore,
who was appointed by President Bill
Clinton. “That would constitute a pro-
hibited intrusion into religious doctrine,
discipline, faith and ecclesiastical rule,
custom or law by the court.”

Mr. Garcia said he was still deciding
whether to go through with arbitration.

Judge Whittemore’s ruling has also
been a blow to the network of former
Scientologists who have spoken out
against the church.

“I do not understand why the courts
are going along with it,” Mr. Schippers
said.

Mr. Garcia’s lawyer, Theodore Bab-
bitt, said the ruling might have scuttled
many future lawsuits against the
church. “Arbitration,” Mr. Babbitt said,
“is inoculating the Church of Scientolo-
gy from liability.”

The Elusive Truth
In Jacksonville, Ms. Spivey’s family

tried piecing together her son’s final
hours, picking up clues wherever they
could.

At Teen Challenge, they pressed the
staff for the name of the employee who
supposedly took Mr. Ellison to the hos-
pital. The treatment facility declined to
identify him, the family said.

The local CVS where Mr. Ellison was
seen hours before his death allowed the
family to review video from its security
cameras, which showed Mr. Ellison
walking out of the store with a bottle of
soda around 1 a.m.

The woman who picked him up near
the CVS said he wanted to call home,
but her cellphone was out of minutes.

Most of the family’s questions re-
mained unanswered. They still did not
know whether the pressure Mr. Ellison
felt at Teen Challenge about being gay
exacerbated his drug abuse. Or how he
ended up on his own in a strange city
with no money or cellphone.

Ms. Spivey said she was convinced
that only a lawsuit could force Teen
Challenge to explain what had hap-
pened. But the contract that Mr. Ellison
signed when he enrolled in the program
stated that any dispute had to go to
Christian conciliation.

His family said they thought it was
hypocritical that Teen Challenge was
willing to collect food stamp subsidies to
feed participants in the program, but in-
sisted on the separation of church and
state when it came to their legal case.

The conciliation would start as a me-
diation. If mediation fell apart, the case
would move to formal arbitration, a pro-
cess that could include prayer.

Ms. Spivey said even though her faith
had deepened since her son’s death, she
did not want to take part in an arbitra-
tion involving religion. “I didn’t want to
do worksheets on the Bible and then
kiss and make up,” she said. “I wanted
to find out what happened to Nick.”

In an appeal filed in Florida state
court, Ms. Spivey’s lawyer, Bryan S.
Gowdy, focused on the First Amend-
ment’s protection of religious freedom
— including the right not to exercise it.

Mr. Gowdy quoted James Madison,
who wrote that the “religion then of ev-
ery man must be left to the conviction
and conscience of every man.”

But the judges in the First District
Court of Appeals were satisfied that
there was no constitutional conflict.

The appeals court found that the
rules of Christian conciliation were not
that different from those governing sec-
ular arbitration and included only a
“scattering of religious elements,”
which served to “solemnize the process
and to promote and advance concilia-
tion as a spiritual goal.”

If she still had a problem, the court
ruled, Ms. Spivey could let someone
else represent Mr. Ellison’s estate.

Ms. Spivey decided to go ahead with
the mediation, though she said she wor-
ried how Christian panelists would view
her son because of his homosexuality
and drug addiction.

Peacemaker Ministries, which would
run the process, said the mediation
would incorporate prayer and scripture,
according to a motion Ms. Spivey’s at-
torney filed in Florida circuit court.
Lawyers for both sides were also told
that if they attended, they could not ad-
vocate on their clients’ behalf. Ms. Spi-
vey had to pay a $5,000 retainer and a
$750 fee to Peacemaker Ministries, her
lawyer said in court papers.

Dale Pyne, chief executive of Peace-
maker Ministries, said he understood
Ms. Spivey’s reluctance about concilia-
tion since it was her son who had signed
the arbitration agreement, not her. But
he said the process helped “those in
conflict to reconcile their issues and
their relationships.” He added that
“most of that is highly unlikely in a
court process.”

Last year, Ms. Spivey decided to set-
tle with Teen Challenge. She said she
felt she was neglecting her other two
children by obsessing over the case,
which had gone on for more than two
years. She declined to disclose the set-
tlement amount.

Ms. Spivey said that without a court
trial, she was never able to learn what
happened to her son, not just on the
night he died, but during his stay at
Teen Challenge.

His family still does not know why he
wrote the letter saying he was no longer
gay, or whether he meant it. “I don’t ac-
tually believe it,” his sister Katie said.

Mr. Ellison did not mail the letter. His
family found it in his duffel bag at the
apartment where he died. It was mixed
in with clothes, family pictures and his
Bible.
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Nick Ellison, above, died from tak-
ing drugs shortly after leaving Teen
Challenge, a Christian substance
abuse program that had “de-gayed”
him, he wrote in a letter, far left.
When his family, near left, sued the
program, the case was sent to Chris-
tian conciliation, as outlined in the
Teen Challenge contract, below.
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A judge upheld the arbitration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a for-
mer Scientologist, to take his case to a panel of church members.
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Nick Ellison, above left, died from 
taking drugs shortly after leaving 
Teen Challenge, a Christian sub-
stance abuse program that had “de-
gayed” him, he wrote in a letter, top 
left. When his family, above, sued 
the program, the case was sent to 
Christian conciliation, as outlined in 
the Teen Challenge contract, below.



run by a religion I no longer believe in,” said Mr. 
Garcia, the former Scientologist. “How could 
that happen?”

Lest Ye Be Judged
Religion has long been at the center of Pa-

mela Spivey’s life. She taught Sunday school, 
went to Bible-study camps and watched preach-
ers on television.

So when her friends at the Park West Church 
in Knoxville, Tenn., suggested that she send her 
son Nick to Teen Challenge, she didn’t ask many 
questions. “When you think Christian, you auto-
matically think good,” said Ms. Spivey, who goes 
by the name Cheri.

It certainly seemed better than the alterna-
tive. After breaking his probation sentence for 
drunken driving and crashing into four parked 
cars, Mr. Ellison faced a year in jail.

As an alternative, the prosecutor in the case 
agreed to Mr. Ellison’s enrolling in Teen Chal-
lenge, a program that teaches participants to 
overcome addiction by studying the Bible and 
becoming more “Christ-like.”

Teen Challenge was highlighted by Presi-
dent George W. Bush as a successful faith-
based program that deserved federal funding. 
“Government can pass law and it can hand out 
money,” Mr. Bush said in a 2006 speech. “But it 
cannot love.”

Like his mother, Mr. Ellison was a commit-
ted Christian, but he was never comfortable 
in church, his family said. He loved to write 
songs and poems. He had long bangs and was 
rarely without his Pokémon hat. But when he 
drank, they said, he could become violent and 
out of control.

Mr. Ellison was also openly gay — some-
thing his friends said was not easy in Knoxville 
public high school, where teachers were allowed 
to question evolution. “I was scared for him to 
be so open about it,” said his friend Emily Kin-
ser. “But I was also so proud of him.”

Friends and family said Mr. Ellison drank 
and took drugs to escape the pressures of not 
fitting in. “Society is telling him he’s not right,” 
said Ms. Kinser. “He felt unwanted.”

The night before he left for Teen Challenge 
in January 2011, Mr. Ellison was upbeat as he 
ate pizza with friends and family at his favorite 
restaurant in Knoxville.

His yearlong program in Pensacola, Fla., 

consisted of doing manual labor for many hours 
a day. Local landscaping companies, carwashes 
and a fish market employed the men, former 
participants and their families said. Teen Chal-
lenge said money from the “work assignments” 
helped cover some expenses and the men were 
not entitled to compensation, according to a 
participant consent form.

“This wasn’t treatment, this was free labor,” 
said Angie Helms, whose son Tyler attended 
Teen Challenge with Mr. Ellison.

Teen Challenge explained that working was 
a way for the men in the program to overcome 
their addiction. Work is “one of the central pur-
poses for human existence,” according to the 
consent forms.

Zack Sharp worked in the front office at 
Teen Challenge when Mr. Ellison attended. He 
also handed out over-the-counter medication 
and herbal remedies to the other men in the pro-
gram. Mr. Sharp, who was 24 and had abused 
every substance “I could get my hands on,” said 
he broke down and ingested some of the herbal 
pain medicine one day. He said he had a seizure, 
fell and dislocated his shoulder.

Mr. Sharp said he connected with Mr. El-
lison partly because they were both gay. Com-
ing from a conservative family in West Virginia, 
Mr. Sharp said he was accustomed to people 
trying to “heal” him — through prayer, even ex-
orcisms. At Teen Challenge, Mr. Sharp said, he 
knew how to play along with attempts to make 
him straight. But Mr. Ellison seemed more sen-
sitive to the pressures, he said.

In a written report in March 2011, a counselor 
at Teen Challenge noted that Mr. Ellison had ac-
knowledged having “homosexual relationships” 
and that he would bring this up in future sessions 
with Mr. Ellison to “see where he stands.”

About two weeks later, the counselor wrote 
that Mr. Ellison was making progress: “He ad-
mits that it’s wrong and had agreed to ask the 
Lord to help him with this issue on a daily basis.”

Officials at Teen Challenge, reached by 
phone and email, declined to comment.

There were other, subtler pressures. Mr. El-
lison told his family that someone had taunted 
him by leaving pantyhose on his bed. He got in 
trouble for things like not turning off the air-
conditioning before going to church and for en-
tering another student’s bedroom, his disciplin-
ary records show. For one infraction, he had to 



copy a passage from the Bible 200 times.
“It’s ironic,” Mr. Ellison wrote to his family. 

“The model Christians here are the ones I have 
the most trouble with. I want Matthew 7 tattooed 
onto my forehead.” He was referring to the bibli-
cal passage, “Judge not, lest ye be judged.”

Mr. Ellison was months into the program 
when he was sent home for disciplinary rea-
sons, according to court papers.

Mr. Sharp, who credits Teen Challenge with 
helping him kick his addiction, said the program 
was unfair to those who broke the rules. He re-
called at one point watching Mr. Ellison pack his 
bag and walk out the front gate of the facility. No 
one was permitted to talk to him as he left.

Ms. Spivey bought him a bus ticket home. 
Back in Knoxville, Mr. Ellison turned himself in 
to the authorities, because leaving Teen Chal-
lenge was a violation of his court order.

A prosecutor permitted Mr. Ellison to return 
to the Pensacola program, but he soon got into 
trouble again. Teen Challenge agreed to move 

him to another facility in Jacksonville.
About a month later, Ms. Spivey got a call 

while she was out walking her dog. A manager 
at Teen Challenge said Mr. Ellison was intoxi-
cated and was being taken to the hospital.

Ms. Spivey said she asked to speak with her 
son, but was told he did not want to talk to her.

When Ms. Spivey called the hospital, she 
was told that Mr. Ellison had never been “seen 
or admitted” there, according to the lawsuit she 
filed against Teen Challenge.

Mr. Ellison did not have a cellphone and he 
did not know anyone in Jacksonville, his family 
said.

“Please pray for my son,” Ms. Spivey posted 
on Facebook that evening. “He is in Jackson-
ville, Florida, and he is missing.”

Somehow, Mr. Ellison ended up at a CVS in 
downtown Jacksonville, where he met a wom-
an who drove him to her apartment. The two 
stayed up that night drinking, according to a 
sheriff’s report.
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problems like claims of financial fraud
and wrongful death.

Customers who buy bamboo floors
from Higuera Hardwoods in Washing-
ton State must take any dispute before a
Christian arbitrator, according to the
company’s website. Carolina Cabin
Rentals, which rents high-end vacation
properties in the Blue Ridge Mountains
of North Carolina, tells its customers
that disputes may be resolved accord-
ing to biblical principles. The same goes
for contestants in a fishing tournament
in Hawaii.

Religious arbitration clauses, includ-
ing the one used by Teen Challenge,
have often proved impervious to legal
challenges.

Scientology forbids its followers from
associating with former members who
have been declared “suppressive per-
sons,” according to people who have left
the church. But this year, a federal
judge in Florida upheld a religious arbi-
tration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a
declared suppressive, to take his claim
that the church had defrauded him of
tens of thousands of dollars before a
panel of Scientologists, instead of going
to court.

Pamela Prescott battled for years to
prove that she had been unjustly fired
from a private school in Louisiana. The
crux of her case — which wound
through arbitration, a federal appeals
court and state court — was references
in her employment contract to verses
from the Bible.

In legal circles, those cases, along
with the Ellison suit, are considered
seminal examples of how judges have
consistently upheld religious arbitra-
tions over secular objections. They also
reflect a battle in the United States over
religious freedom, a series of skirmish-
es that include a Kentucky clerk’s refus-
al to issue marriage licenses to same-
sex couples and a Muslim woman’s be-
ing passed over for a job at Abercrom-
bie & Fitch because she wore a head
scarf.

More than anything, the cases show
the power of arbitration clauses. An in-
vestigation by The New York Times
found that companies have used the
clauses to create an alternate system of
justice. Americans are being forced out
of court and into arbitration for every-
thing from botched home renovations to
medical malpractice.

By adding a religious component,
companies are taking the privatization
of justice a step further. Proponents of
religious arbitration said the process al-
lowed people of faith to work out prob-
lems using shared values, achieving not
just a settlement but often reconcilia-
tion.

Yet some lawyers and plaintiffs said
that for some groups, religious arbitra-
tion may have less to do with honoring a
set of beliefs than with controlling legal
outcomes. Some religious organizations
stand by the process until they lose, at
which point they turn to the secular
courts to overturn faith-based judg-
ments, according to interviews and
court records.

“Religious arbitration, at its best, en-
sures that people can resolve their dis-
putes in accordance with deeply held re-
ligious beliefs,” said Michael A. Helfand,
an associate professor at Pepperdine
University School of Law and an arbi-
trator in a rabbinical court in New York.
“But both religious communities and
courts need to make sure that the pro-
tections the law has put in place to
make it a fair and unbiased process are
actually implemented.”

Few courts have intervened, saying
the terms of arbitration are detailed in
binding contracts signed by both par-
ties. Some judges are also reluctant to
risk infringing the First Amendment
rights of religious groups, according to
a review of court decisions and inter-
views with lawyers.

Some plaintiffs counter that it is their
First Amendment rights being infringed
because they must unwillingly partici-
pate in what amounts to religious activi-
ty.

“I am being forced to go before a
court run by a religion I no longer be-
lieve in,” said Mr. Garcia, the former
Scientologist. “How could that hap-
pen?”

Lest Ye Be Judged
Religion has long been at the center

of Pamela Spivey’s life. She taught Sun-
day school, went to Bible-study camps
and watched preachers on television.

So when her friends at the Park West

Church in Knoxville, Tenn., suggested
that she send her son Nick to Teen Chal-
lenge, she didn’t ask many questions.
“When you think Christian, you auto-
matically think good,” said Ms. Spivey,
who goes by the name Cheri.

It certainly seemed better than the al-
ternative. After breaking his probation
sentence for drunken driving and crash-
ing into four parked cars, Mr. Ellison
faced a year in jail.

As an alternative, the prosecutor in
the case agreed to Mr. Ellison’s en-
rolling in Teen Challenge, a program
that teaches participants to overcome
addiction by studying the Bible and be-
coming more “Christ-like.”

Teen Challenge was highlighted by
President George W. Bush as a suc-
cessful faith-based program that de-
served federal funding. “Government
can pass law and it can hand out
money,” Mr. Bush said in a 2006 speech.
“But it cannot love.”

Like his mother, Mr. Ellison was a
committed Christian, but he was never
comfortable in church, his family said.
He loved to write songs and poems. He
had long bangs and was rarely without
his Pokémon hat. But when he drank,
they said, he could become violent and
out of control.

Mr. Ellison was also openly gay —
something his friends said was not easy
in Knoxville public high school, where
teachers were allowed to question evo-
lution. “I was scared for him to be so
open about it,” said his friend Emily
Kinser. “But I was also so proud of him.”

Friends and family said Mr. Ellison
drank and took drugs to escape the
pressures of not fitting in. “Society is
telling him he’s not right,” said Ms. Kin-
ser. “He felt unwanted.”

The night before he left for Teen Chal-
lenge in January 2011, Mr. Ellison was
upbeat as he ate pizza with friends and
family at his favorite restaurant in
Knoxville.

His yearlong program in Pensacola,
Fla., consisted of doing manual labor for
many hours a day. Local landscaping
companies, carwashes and a fish mar-
ket employed the men, former partici-
pants and their families said. Teen Chal-
lenge said money from the “work as-
signments” helped cover some ex-
penses and the men were not entitled to
compensation, according to a partici-
pant consent form.

“This wasn’t treatment, this was free
labor,” said Angie Helms, whose son Ty-
ler attended Teen Challenge with Mr.
Ellison.

Teen Challenge explained that work-
ing was a way for the men in the pro-
gram to overcome their addiction. Work
is “one of the central purposes for hu-
man existence,” according to the con-
sent forms.

Zack Sharp worked in the front office
at Teen Challenge when Mr. Ellison at-
tended. He also handed out over-the-
counter medication and herbal reme-
dies to the other men in the program.
Mr. Sharp, who was 24 and had abused
every substance “I could get my hands
on,” said he broke down and ingested
some of the herbal pain medicine one
day. He said he had a seizure, fell and
dislocated his shoulder.

Mr. Sharp said he connected with Mr.
Ellison partly because they were both
gay. Coming from a conservative family
in West Virginia, Mr. Sharp said he was
accustomed to people trying to “heal”
him — through prayer, even exorcisms.
At Teen Challenge, Mr. Sharp said, he
knew how to play along with attempts
to make him straight. But Mr. Ellison
seemed more sensitive to the pressures,
he said.

In a written report in March 2011, a
counselor at Teen Challenge noted that
Mr. Ellison had acknowledged having
“homosexual relationships” and that he
would bring this up in future sessions
with Mr. Ellison to “see where he
stands.”

About two weeks later, the counselor
wrote that Mr. Ellison was making
progress: “He admits that it’s wrong
and had agreed to ask the Lord to help
him with this issue on a daily basis.”

Officials at Teen Challenge, reached
by phone and email, declined to com-
ment.

There were other, subtler pressures.
Mr. Ellison told his family that someone
had taunted him by leaving pantyhose
on his bed. He got in trouble for things
like not turning off the air-conditioning
before going to church and for entering
another student’s bedroom, his disci-
plinary records show. For one infrac-
tion, he had to copy a passage from the
Bible 200 times.

“It’s ironic,” Mr. Ellison wrote to his
family. “The model Christians here are
the ones I have the most trouble with. I
want Matthew 7 tattooed onto my fore-
head.” He was referring to the biblical
passage, “Judge not, lest ye be judged.” 

Mr. Ellison was months into the pro-
gram when he was sent home for dis-
ciplinary reasons, according to court
papers.

Mr. Sharp, who credits Teen Chal-
lenge with helping him kick his ad-
diction, said the program was unfair to
those who broke the rules. He recalled
at one point watching Mr. Ellison pack
his bag and walk out the front gate of
the facility. No one was permitted to talk
to him as he left.

Ms. Spivey bought him a bus ticket
home. Back in Knoxville, Mr. Ellison
turned himself in to the authorities, be-
cause leaving Teen Challenge was a vio-
lation of his court order.

A prosecutor permitted Mr. Ellison to
return to the Pensacola program, but he
soon got into trouble again. Teen Chal-
lenge agreed to move him to another fa-

cility in Jacksonville.
About a month later, Ms. Spivey got a

call while she was out walking her dog.
A manager at Teen Challenge said Mr.
Ellison was intoxicated and was being
taken to the hospital. 

Ms. Spivey said she asked to speak
with her son, but was told he did not
want to talk to her.

When Ms. Spivey called the hospital,
she was told that Mr. Ellison had never
been “seen or admitted” there, accord-
ing to the lawsuit she filed against Teen
Challenge.

Mr. Ellison did not have a cellphone
and he did not know anyone in Jackson-
ville, his family said.

“Please pray for my son,” Ms. Spivey
posted on Facebook that evening. “He is
in Jacksonville, Florida, and he is miss-
ing.”

Somehow, Mr. Ellison ended up at a
CVS in downtown Jacksonville, where
he met a woman who drove him to her
apartment. The two stayed up that
night drinking, according to a sheriff’s
report.

At about 4 p.m., the woman told in-
vestigators, she checked on Mr. Ellison,
who was sleeping on her couch. He had
stopped snoring and his skin was cold.
An autopsy revealed cough medicine
and methadone in his system.

Ms. Spivey was outside pacing when
a Knoxville police cruiser pulled up to
her home before dawn on Aug. 21, 2011.
She knew right away that her son was
dead.

With her children Cameron and Katie,
Ms. Spivey made the eight-hour drive to
Jacksonville. 

“I just wanted to know the truth,” she
said.

The Peacemaker Method
When word got out that some of the

early Christians had strayed, the Apos-
tle Paul was concerned. Among their
grave offenses: incest, prostitution and
suing one another in court.

Christians should not take their prob-
lems before “unbelievers,” Paul wrote
in his letter to the Corinthians. Disputes
should be resolved inside the church.

Centuries later, Paul’s writings in-
spired a group of lawyers in Los Ange-
les to develop the practice of Christian
conciliation. The group’s work ultimate-
ly gave rise to Peacemaker Ministries, a
nonprofit that devised a legal process
that draws on the Bible.

The peacemaker method is used by
private schools, Christian lawyers and
others. Clauses requiring Americans to
use Christian arbitration instead of civil
court now appear in thousands of agree-
ments like the one Mr. Ellison signed
with Teen Challenge.

“Our secular court system is darn
good,” said Bryce Thomas, a Christian
conciliator in Hickory, N.C. “But it does-
n’t get into deep moral issues like sin
and reconciliation.”

A tall and outgoing lawyer, Mr. Thom-
as said he was called to leave his private
practice and take up Christian concilia-
tion full time. He works out of an office
on the bottom floor of his house, where
there is a crucifix on the wall near a
bust of Abraham Lincoln. To clear his
head, he likes to stroll around a “peace
path,” a garden of rhododendrons and
towering trees behind his house.

“The Lord spoke to me when I was 59
and said, ‘I want you to give up your law
practice and do peacemaking,’” said Mr.
Thomas. “I said, ‘Lord, how about when
I am 65?’ And he said, ‘No, Bryce, I
need you now.’”

That was in 2006, he said, not long af-
ter a federal appeals court upheld one of
his rulings, establishing an important
precedent for how Christian arbitration
can trump secular objections.

The dispute involved Northlake
Christian School in Covington, La., and
Pamela Prescott, a teacher and princi-
pal for about 12 years who said she was
fired with little explanation. She blamed
her termination on a new school admin-
istrator, who she said had undermined
her at every turn.

He also made her feel uncomfortable,
she said. At one staff meeting, the ad-
ministrator surprised Ms. Prescott by
washing her feet, an apparent reference
to Jesus’ washing his disciples’ feet.

“It was creepy,” Ms. Prescott re-
called. “I may be a Christian. But I am
also a normal person.”

The oldest of five girls, Ms. Prescott
was raised in New Orleans. Her father
is a lawyer, but Ms. Prescott came to be-
lieve that suing another Christian was
wrong.

Still, her firing had damaged her rep-
utation, she said. The school gave her a
few days to leave campus and never
fully explained the reason for her termi-
nation to students and parents. No oth-
er Christian schools would hire her. “It
was like I had stolen something,” she
said.

Ms. Prescott said she had tried to en-
gage the school to resolve the dispute
informally, but it didn’t work. Feeling
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At about 4 p.m., the woman told investiga-
tors, she checked on Mr. Ellison, who was sleep-
ing on her couch. He had stopped snoring and 
his skin was cold. An autopsy revealed cough 
medicine and methadone in his system.

Ms. Spivey was outside pacing when a 
Knoxville police cruiser pulled up to her home 
before dawn on Aug. 21, 2011. She knew right 
away that her son was dead.

With her children Cameron and Katie,  
Ms. Spivey made the eight-hour drive to Jack-
sonville.

“I just wanted to know the truth,” she said.

The Peacemaker Method
When word got out that some of the early 

Christians had strayed, the Apostle Paul was 
concerned. Among their grave offenses: incest, 
prostitution and suing one another in court.

Christians should not take their problems 
before “unbelievers,” Paul wrote in his letter to 
the Corinthians. Disputes should be resolved in-
side the church.

Centuries later, Paul’s writings inspired a 
group of lawyers in Los Angeles to develop the 
practice of Christian conciliation. The group’s 
work ultimately gave rise to Peacemaker Min-
istries, a nonprofit that devised a legal process 
that draws on the Bible.

The peacemaker method is used by private 
schools, Christian lawyers and others. Clauses 
requiring Americans to use Christian arbitra-
tion instead of civil court now appear in thou-
sands of agreements like the one Mr. Ellison 
signed with Teen Challenge.

“Our secular court system is darn good,” 
said Bryce Thomas, a Christian conciliator in 
Hickory, N.C. “But it doesn’t get into deep moral 
issues like sin and reconciliation.”

A tall and outgoing lawyer, Mr. Thomas said 
he was called to leave his private practice and 
take up Christian conciliation full time. He works 
out of an office on the bottom floor of his house, 
where there is a crucifix on the wall near a bust 
of Abraham Lincoln. To clear his head, he likes to 
stroll around a “peace path,” a garden of rhodo-
dendrons and towering trees behind his house.

“The Lord spoke to me when I was 59 and 
said, ‘I want you to give up your law practice 
and do peacemaking,’ ” said Mr. Thomas. “I said, 
‘Lord, how about when I am 65?’ And he said, 
‘No, Bryce, I need you now.’ ”

That was in 2006, he said, not long after a fed-
eral appeals court upheld one of his rulings, es-
tablishing an important precedent for how Chris-
tian arbitration can trump secular objections.

The dispute involved Northlake Christian 
School in Covington, La., and Pamela Prescott, 
a teacher and principal for about 12 years who 
said she was fired with little explanation. She 
blamed her termination on a new school admin-
istrator, who she said had undermined her at 
every turn.

He also made her feel uncomfortable, she 
said. At one staff meeting, the administrator 
surprised Ms. Prescott by washing her feet, an 
apparent reference to Jesus’ washing his dis-
ciples’ feet.

“It was creepy,” Ms. Prescott recalled. “I may 
be a Christian. But I am also a normal person.”

The oldest of five girls, Ms. Prescott was 
raised in New Orleans. Her father is a lawyer, 
but Ms. Prescott came to believe that suing an-
other Christian was wrong.

Still, her firing had damaged her reputa-
tion, she said. The school gave her a few days 
to leave campus and never fully explained the 
reason for her termination to students and par-
ents. No other Christian schools would hire her. 
“It was like I had stolen something,” she said.

Ms. Prescott said she had tried to engage the 
school to resolve the dispute informally, but it 
didn’t work. Feeling she had no other choice, Ms. 
Prescott filed a federal lawsuit, claiming sexual 
harassment and discrimination by the school.

When word of her lawsuit got out, parents 
from the school and former colleagues avoid-
ed her at church and at the local Walmart, she 
said. Her pastor suggested she stop teaching 
Sunday school.

The school moved to compel Christian me-
diation and then arbitration, which was eventu-
ally held in a rented room at city hall in Mandev-
ille, La. Mr. Thomas oversaw the proceedings, 
which resembled a civil trial with some excep-
tions. The arbitration began most days with a 
prayer. And when a teacher cried on the witness 
stand, Mr. Thomas allowed the woman and Ms. 
Prescott to hug.

The school argued that a survey of parents 
revealed unhappiness with Ms. Prescott’s lead-
ership. But only a small number of families had 
filled out the survey, and Ms. Prescott never 
saw the results.



Mr. Thomas dismissed Ms. Prescott’s claims 
of harassment and gender discrimination. But 
he found that the school board had violated 
its own contract when it failed to provide Ms. 
Prescott with any feedback before firing her. 
The contract required the school to follow Mat-
thew 18:15, which implores Christians to con-
front each other before raising their problems 
with anyone else.

“If your brother sins against you,” the verse 
states, “go and tell him his fault between you 
and him alone.”

Mr. Thomas awarded Ms. Prescott about 
$157,000 for lost income and damage to her rep-
utation.

“This woman had no idea her job was in 
jeopardy,” Mr. Thomas said in an interview. 
“They treated her badly.”

In his ruling, he urged the two sides to recon-
cile in a way “that glorifies God.” But Northlake 
was not ready to move on.

The school had required Ms. Prescott to 

agree to Christian arbitration as a condition of 
her hiring. But when Northlake lost, it appealed 
the arbitration award in federal court, arguing 
that Mr. Thomas’s ruling was inconsistent with 
Louisiana law.

The case dragged on for four more years. 
An appeals court in New Orleans ruled that it 
had no ground to overturn the Christian ar-
bitrator. Northlake appealed the case all the 
way to the Supreme Court, which declined to 
hear it.

The current headmaster of Northlake said 
he could not comment on the case because it 
involved a previous administration. He added 
that the school still used Christian arbitration.

In the end, Ms. Prescott said she felt vindi-
cated, despite having spent all but $8,000 of her 
settlement on legal costs.

“My faith is still strong,” she said. “But I am 
more careful in dealing with Christians than I 
used to be. They are just people with no more 
ability to be good than anyone else.”
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she had no other choice, Ms. Prescott
filed a federal lawsuit, claiming sexual
harassment and discrimination by the
school.

When word of her lawsuit got out,
parents from the school and former col-
leagues avoided her at church and at
the local Walmart, she said. Her pastor
suggested she stop teaching Sunday
school.

The school moved to compel Chris-
tian mediation and then arbitration,
which was eventually held in a rented
room at city hall in Mandeville, La. Mr.
Thomas oversaw the proceedings,
which resembled a civil trial with some
exceptions. The arbitration began most
days with a prayer. And when a teacher
cried on the witness stand, Mr. Thomas
allowed the woman and Ms. Prescott to
hug.

The school argued that a survey of
parents revealed unhappiness with Ms.
Prescott’s leadership. But only a small
number of families had filled out the
survey, and Ms. Prescott never saw the
results.

Mr. Thomas dismissed Ms. Prescott’s
claims of harassment and gender dis-
crimination. But he found that the
school board had violated its own con-
tract when it failed to provide Ms. Pres-
cott with any feedback before firing her.
The contract required the school to fol-
low Matthew 18:15, which implores
Christians to confront each other before
raising their problems with anyone else.

“If your brother sins against you,” the
verse states, “go and tell him his fault
between you and him alone.”

Mr. Thomas awarded Ms. Prescott
about $157,000 for lost income and dam-
age to her reputation.

“This woman had no idea her job was
in jeopardy,” Mr. Thomas said in an in-
terview. “They treated her badly.”

In his ruling, he urged the two sides
to reconcile in a way “that glorifies
God.” But Northlake was not ready to
move on.

The school had required Ms. Prescott
to agree to Christian arbitration as a
condition of her hiring. But when North-
lake lost, it appealed the arbitration
award in federal court, arguing that Mr.
Thomas’s ruling was inconsistent with
Louisiana law.

The case dragged on for four more
years. An appeals court in New Orleans
ruled that it had no ground to overturn
the Christian arbitrator. Northlake ap-
pealed the case all the way to the Su-
preme Court, which declined to hear it.

The current headmaster of Northlake
said he could not comment on the case
because it involved a previous adminis-
tration. He added that the school still
used Christian arbitration.

In the end, Ms. Prescott said she felt
vindicated, despite having spent all but
$8,000 of her settlement on legal costs.

“My faith is still strong,” she said.
“But I am more careful in dealing with
Christians than I used to be. They are
just people with no more ability to be
good than anyone else.”

The Price of Enlightenment
By the time he left Scientology, Luis

Garcia had signed off on two dozen arbi-
tration clauses in agreements with the

church, requiring him to settle any dis-
pute before a panel of fellow Scientol-
ogists.

In just about every aspect of church
life, including training and making do-
nations, members must settle any issue
internally rather than going to court.

Yet, there has never been an actual
arbitration in the six-decade history of
Scientology, according to court records
and a lawyer for the church.

Mr. Garcia’s may be the first.
An entrepreneur and a native of Ma-

drid, Mr. Garcia said Scientology gave
him the confidence to open a successful
print shop and yogurt store in Orange
County, Calif.

Mr. Garcia and his wife, Maria, ded-
icated years to Scientology, taking doz-
ens of classes to try to reach enlight-
enment. He estimates that his family
spent $2.3 million on courses, fees and
donations.

In 2008, Mr. Garcia reached the high-
est level in Scientology, where he said
all of one’s past lives are supposed to be
easily recalled. “But that didn’t hap-
pen,” he said. “That’s when I began to
question everything.”

Mr. Garcia said he sent an email crit-
icizing the church management to hun-
dreds of Scientologists in November
2010. The church declared the Garcias
“suppressives” and excommunicated
them, according to a legal brief sub-
mitted by his lawyers.

Mr. Garcia said he wanted back the
roughly $68,000 he had paid the church
for training courses he never took and
other expenses, according to his law-
suit. He also demanded that the church
return $340,000 he said his family had
given for the construction of a “Super
Power” building in Clearwater, Fla.

Neither a spokeswoman from Scien-
tology nor a church lawyer commented
on the allegations in Mr. Garcia’s law-
suit.

Mr. Garcia said he repeatedly felt
pressured to give money to keep offi-
cials from blocking his path toward en-
lightenment or writing him up for an
ethics violation.

One night in Clearwater, a church offi-
cial asked Mr. Garcia for $65,000 to pay
for a large cross that would sit atop the
Super Power headquarters, according

to the lawsuit. “She said it would be the
Garcias’ cross,” Mr. Garcia recalled in
an interview.

Another former Scientologist, Bert
Schippers of Seattle, said he was told
the cross would be dedicated in his hon-
or after he agreed to make a donation.

Scientology moved to force Mr. Gar-
cia’s case into arbitration. The process
seemed like a farce, he said. An arbitra-
tion run by a panel of Scientologists, his
lawyers argued, could not possibly be
impartial. As a declared suppressive,
Mr. Garcia was considered a pariah.
Church members who interacted with
him risked being harassed, according to
court papers filed by his lawyers.

“The hostility of any Scientologists on
that panel is not speculation,” his law-
yers argued. “It is church doctrine.”

A church official testified that the
panel would be instructed to act fairly.
In a statement, a lawyer for the church
said that even though Scientology had
never conducted an arbitration, the
church had a set of procedures it used to
resolve disputes with members.

In his decision, Judge James D. Whit-
temore of Federal District Court in Tam-
pa said the Garcias were bound by the
terms of the contract they had signed
with the church. While acknowledging
that Mr. Garcia may have a “compel-
ling” argument about the potential bias
of the process, Judge Whittemore said
the First Amendment prevented him
from even considering the issue.

“It necessarily would require an anal-
ysis and interpretation of Scientology
doctrine,” wrote Judge Whittemore,
who was appointed by President Bill
Clinton. “That would constitute a pro-
hibited intrusion into religious doctrine,
discipline, faith and ecclesiastical rule,
custom or law by the court.”

Mr. Garcia said he was still deciding
whether to go through with arbitration.

Judge Whittemore’s ruling has also
been a blow to the network of former
Scientologists who have spoken out
against the church.

“I do not understand why the courts
are going along with it,” Mr. Schippers
said.

Mr. Garcia’s lawyer, Theodore Bab-
bitt, said the ruling might have scuttled
many future lawsuits against the
church. “Arbitration,” Mr. Babbitt said,
“is inoculating the Church of Scientolo-
gy from liability.”

The Elusive Truth
In Jacksonville, Ms. Spivey’s family

tried piecing together her son’s final
hours, picking up clues wherever they
could.

At Teen Challenge, they pressed the
staff for the name of the employee who
supposedly took Mr. Ellison to the hos-
pital. The treatment facility declined to
identify him, the family said.

The local CVS where Mr. Ellison was
seen hours before his death allowed the
family to review video from its security
cameras, which showed Mr. Ellison
walking out of the store with a bottle of
soda around 1 a.m.

The woman who picked him up near
the CVS said he wanted to call home,
but her cellphone was out of minutes.

Most of the family’s questions re-
mained unanswered. They still did not
know whether the pressure Mr. Ellison
felt at Teen Challenge about being gay
exacerbated his drug abuse. Or how he
ended up on his own in a strange city
with no money or cellphone.

Ms. Spivey said she was convinced
that only a lawsuit could force Teen
Challenge to explain what had hap-
pened. But the contract that Mr. Ellison
signed when he enrolled in the program
stated that any dispute had to go to
Christian conciliation.

His family said they thought it was
hypocritical that Teen Challenge was
willing to collect food stamp subsidies to
feed participants in the program, but in-
sisted on the separation of church and
state when it came to their legal case.

The conciliation would start as a me-
diation. If mediation fell apart, the case
would move to formal arbitration, a pro-
cess that could include prayer.

Ms. Spivey said even though her faith
had deepened since her son’s death, she
did not want to take part in an arbitra-
tion involving religion. “I didn’t want to
do worksheets on the Bible and then
kiss and make up,” she said. “I wanted
to find out what happened to Nick.”

In an appeal filed in Florida state
court, Ms. Spivey’s lawyer, Bryan S.
Gowdy, focused on the First Amend-
ment’s protection of religious freedom
— including the right not to exercise it.

Mr. Gowdy quoted James Madison,
who wrote that the “religion then of ev-
ery man must be left to the conviction
and conscience of every man.”

But the judges in the First District
Court of Appeals were satisfied that
there was no constitutional conflict.

The appeals court found that the
rules of Christian conciliation were not
that different from those governing sec-
ular arbitration and included only a
“scattering of religious elements,”
which served to “solemnize the process
and to promote and advance concilia-
tion as a spiritual goal.”

If she still had a problem, the court
ruled, Ms. Spivey could let someone
else represent Mr. Ellison’s estate.

Ms. Spivey decided to go ahead with
the mediation, though she said she wor-
ried how Christian panelists would view
her son because of his homosexuality
and drug addiction.

Peacemaker Ministries, which would
run the process, said the mediation
would incorporate prayer and scripture,
according to a motion Ms. Spivey’s at-
torney filed in Florida circuit court.
Lawyers for both sides were also told
that if they attended, they could not ad-
vocate on their clients’ behalf. Ms. Spi-
vey had to pay a $5,000 retainer and a
$750 fee to Peacemaker Ministries, her
lawyer said in court papers.

Dale Pyne, chief executive of Peace-
maker Ministries, said he understood
Ms. Spivey’s reluctance about concilia-
tion since it was her son who had signed
the arbitration agreement, not her. But
he said the process helped “those in
conflict to reconcile their issues and
their relationships.” He added that
“most of that is highly unlikely in a
court process.”

Last year, Ms. Spivey decided to set-
tle with Teen Challenge. She said she
felt she was neglecting her other two
children by obsessing over the case,
which had gone on for more than two
years. She declined to disclose the set-
tlement amount.

Ms. Spivey said that without a court
trial, she was never able to learn what
happened to her son, not just on the
night he died, but during his stay at
Teen Challenge.

His family still does not know why he
wrote the letter saying he was no longer
gay, or whether he meant it. “I don’t ac-
tually believe it,” his sister Katie said.

Mr. Ellison did not mail the letter. His
family found it in his duffel bag at the
apartment where he died. It was mixed
in with clothes, family pictures and his
Bible.
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Nick Ellison, above, died from tak-
ing drugs shortly after leaving Teen
Challenge, a Christian substance
abuse program that had “de-gayed”
him, he wrote in a letter, far left.
When his family, near left, sued the
program, the case was sent to Chris-
tian conciliation, as outlined in the
Teen Challenge contract, below.

SAM COMEN FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

A judge upheld the arbitration clause requiring Luis Garcia, a for-
mer Scientologist, to take his case to a panel of church members.
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The Price of Enlightenment
By the time he left Scientology, Luis Garcia 

had signed off on two dozen arbitration clauses 
in agreements with the church, requiring him 
to settle any dispute before a panel of fellow 
Scientologists.

In just about every aspect of church life, in-
cluding training and making donations, mem-
bers must settle any issue internally rather than 
going to court.

Yet, there has never been an actual arbi-
tration in the six-decade history of Scientol-
ogy, according to court records and a lawyer 
for the church.

Mr. Garcia’s may be the first.
An entrepreneur and a native of Madrid, 

Mr. Garcia said Scientology gave him the con-
fidence to open a successful print shop and yo-
gurt store in Orange County, Calif.

Mr. Garcia and his wife, Maria, dedicated 
years to Scientology, taking dozens of classes to 
try to reach enlightenment. He estimates that 
his family spent $2.3 million on courses, fees 
and donations.

In 2008, Mr. Garcia reached the highest lev-
el in Scientology, where he said all of one’s past 
lives are supposed to be easily recalled. “But 
that didn’t happen,” he said. “That’s when I be-
gan to question everything.”

Mr. Garcia said he sent an email criticiz-
ing the church management to hundreds of 
Scientologists in November 2010. The church 
declared the Garcias “suppressives” and ex-
communicated them, according to a legal brief 
submitted by his lawyers.

Mr. Garcia said he wanted back the rough-
ly $68,000 he had paid the church for training 
courses he never took and other expenses, ac-
cording to his lawsuit. He also demanded that 
the church return $340,000 he said his family 
had given for the construction of a “Super Pow-
er” building in Clearwater, Fla.

Neither a spokeswoman from Scientology 
nor a church lawyer commented on the allega-
tions in Mr. Garcia’s lawsuit.

Mr. Garcia said he repeatedly felt pressured 
to give money to keep officials from blocking his 
path toward enlightenment or writing him up 
for an ethics violation.

One night in Clearwater, a church official 
asked Mr. Garcia for $65,000 to pay for a large 
cross that would sit atop the Super Power head-

quarters, according to the lawsuit. “She said it 
would be the Garcias’ cross,” Mr. Garcia recalled 
in an interview.

Another former Scientologist, Bert Schip-
pers of Seattle, said he was told the cross would 
be dedicated in his honor after he agreed to 
make a donation.

Scientology moved to force Mr. Garcia’s case 
into arbitration. The process seemed like a farce, 
he said. An arbitration run by a panel of Scientol-
ogists, his lawyers argued, could not possibly be 
impartial. As a declared suppressive, Mr. Garcia 
was considered a pariah. Church members who 
interacted with him risked being harassed, ac-
cording to court papers filed by his lawyers.

“The hostility of any Scientologists on that 
panel is not speculation,” his lawyers argued. “It 
is church doctrine.”

A church official testified that the panel 
would be instructed to act fairly. In a statement, 
a lawyer for the church said that even though 
Scientology had never conducted an arbitra-
tion, the church had a set of procedures it used 
to resolve disputes with members.

In his decision, Judge James D. Whitte-
more of Federal District Court in Tampa said 
the Garcias were bound by the terms of the 
contract they had signed with the church. 
While acknowledging that Mr. Garcia may 
have a “compelling” argument about the po-
tential bias of the process, Judge Whittemore 
said the First Amendment prevented him from 
even considering the issue.

“It necessarily would require an analysis 
and interpretation of Scientology doctrine,” 
wrote Judge Whittemore, who was appointed by 
President Bill Clinton. “That would constitute a 
prohibited intrusion into religious doctrine, dis-
cipline, faith and ecclesiastical rule, custom or 
law by the court.”

Mr. Garcia said he was still deciding wheth-
er to go through with arbitration.

Judge Whittemore’s ruling has also been 
a blow to the network of former Scientologists 
who have spoken out against the church.

“I do not understand why the courts are go-
ing along with it,” Mr. Schippers said.

Mr. Garcia’s lawyer, Theodore Babbitt, said 
the ruling might have scuttled many future law-
suits against the church. “Arbitration,” Mr. Bab-
bitt said, “is inoculating the Church of Scientol-
ogy from liability.”



The Elusive Truth
In Jacksonville, Ms. Spivey’s family tried 

piecing together her son’s final hours, picking 
up clues wherever they could.

At Teen Challenge, they pressed the staff 
for the name of the employee who supposedly 
took Mr. Ellison to the hospital. The treatment 
facility declined to identify him, the family said.

The local CVS where Mr. Ellison was seen 
hours before his death allowed the family to 
review video from its security cameras, which 
showed Mr. Ellison walking out of the store with 
a bottle of soda around 1 a.m.

The woman who picked him up near the 
CVS said he wanted to call home, but her cell-
phone was out of minutes.

Most of the family’s questions remained 
unanswered. They still did not know whether 
the pressure Mr. Ellison felt at Teen Challenge 
about being gay exacerbated his drug abuse. Or 
how he ended up on his own in a strange city 
with no money or cellphone.

Ms. Spivey said she was convinced that 
only a lawsuit could force Teen Challenge to 
explain what had happened. But the contract 
that Mr. Ellison signed when he enrolled in the 
program stated that any dispute had to go to 
Christian conciliation.

His family said they thought it was hypo-
critical that Teen Challenge was willing to col-
lect food stamp subsidies to feed participants in 
the program, but insisted on the separation of 
church and state when it came to their legal case.

The conciliation would start as a mediation. 
If mediation fell apart, the case would move to 
formal arbitration, a process that could include 
prayer.

Ms. Spivey said even though her faith had 
deepened since her son’s death, she did not want 
to take part in an arbitration involving religion. 
“I didn’t want to do worksheets on the Bible and 
then kiss and make up,” she said. “I wanted to 
find out what happened to Nick.”

In an appeal filed in Florida state court, Ms. 
Spivey’s lawyer, Bryan S. Gowdy, focused on the 
First Amendment’s protection of religious free-
dom — including the right not to exercise it.

Mr. Gowdy quoted James Madison, who 
wrote that the “religion then of every man 
must be left to the conviction and conscience of 
every man.”

But the judges in the First District Court of 
Appeals were satisfied that there was no consti-
tutional conflict.

The appeals court found that the rules of 
Christian conciliation were not that different from 
those governing secular arbitration and included 
only a “scattering of religious elements,” which 
served to “solemnize the process and to promote 
and advance conciliation as a spiritual goal.”

If she still had a problem, the court ruled, 
Ms. Spivey could let someone else represent Mr. 
Ellison’s estate.

Ms. Spivey decided to go ahead with the 
mediation, though she said she worried how 
Christian panelists would view her son because 
of his homosexuality and drug addiction.

Peacemaker Ministries, which would run 
the process, said the mediation would incorpo-
rate prayer and scripture, according to a mo-
tion Ms. Spivey’s attorney filed in Florida cir-
cuit court. Lawyers for both sides were also told 
that if they attended, they could not advocate 
on their clients’ behalf. Ms. Spivey had to pay 
a $5,000 retainer and a $750 fee to Peacemaker 
Ministries, her lawyer said in court papers.

Dale Pyne, chief executive of Peacemaker 
Ministries, said he understood Ms. Spivey’s re-
luctance about conciliation since it was her son 
who had signed the arbitration agreement, not 
her. But he said the process helped “those in 
conflict to reconcile their issues and their rela-
tionships.” He added that “most of that is highly 
unlikely in a court process.”

Last year, Ms. Spivey decided to settle with 
Teen Challenge. She said she felt she was ne-
glecting her other two children by obsessing 
over the case, which had gone on for more than 
two years. She declined to disclose the settle-
ment amount.

Ms. Spivey said that without a court trial, 
she was never able to learn what happened to 
her son, not just on the night he died, but during 
his stay at Teen Challenge.

His family still does not know why he wrote 
the letter saying he was no longer gay, or wheth-
er he meant it. “I don’t actually believe it,” his 
sister Katie said.

Mr. Ellison did not mail the letter. His family 
found it in his duffel bag at the apartment where 
he died. It was mixed in with clothes, family pic-
tures and his Bible.   n 



American chefs are increasingly trolling
for lesser-known fish like porgy, mullet,
hake and crevalle jack, below. PAGE D1
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A New School of Fish
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Clifford Cain Jr., a retired elec-
trician in Baltimore, was used to
living on a tight budget, carefully
apportioning his Social Security
and pension benefits to cover his
rent and medication for multiple
sclerosis.

So Mr. Cain was puzzled when
he suddenly could not make ends
meet. Months later, he discov-
ered why: A debt collector had
garnished his bank account after
suing him for about $4,500 the
company said he owed on an old
debt.

Mr. Cain said he never knew
the lawsuit had been brought
against him until the money was
gone. Neither did other Balti-
more residents who were among
the hundreds of people sued by
the collector, Midland Funding, a
unit of the Encore Capital Group,
in Maryland State Court. Some of
them said they did not even owe
any money, or their debt had long
expired and was not legally col-
lectible, according to a review of
court records.

In any case, the Encore subsid-
iary was not licensed to collect
debt in Maryland.

Yet when Mr. Cain brought a
class action in 2013 against Mid-
land Funding, the company suc-
cessfully fought to have the law-
suit dismissed.

If the plaintiffs wanted to try to
recover their money, they would
have to do so in private arbitra-
tion. And because class actions
are banned in arbitration, Mr.
Cain and the others would have
to fight the unit of Encore — one
of the largest debt buyers in the
country with vast legal resources

— one by one.
“I can’t for the life of me un-

derstand how this is allowed to
happen,” said Mr. Cain, who
could not afford to pursue his
case alone in arbitration.

In short, Encore and rival debt
buyers are using the courts to
sue consumers and collect debt,
then preventing those same con-
sumers from using the courts to
challenge the companies’ tactics.
Consumer lawyers said this strat-
egy was the legal equivalent of
debt collectors having their cake
and eating it, too.

The use of arbitration by the
companies is the latest frontier in
a legal strategy orchestrated by
corporations in recent years. By
inserting arbitration clauses into 

Creditors Sue, Then Block
Use of Courts to Fight Back

Strategy Allows Debt Collectors to Have It
Both Ways, Consumer Lawyers Say

Continued on Page B4

BEWARE THE FINE PRINT

Making People Pay

By NICK CORASANITI 
and MATT FLEGENHEIMER

WASHINGTON — Soaring ad-
vertising costs in early primary
states are compelling major “su-
per PACs” to realign their tactics,
de-emphasizing costly broadcast
commercials in favor of the kind
of nuts-and-bolts work that presi-
dential candidates used to handle
themselves.

They are overseeing extensive
field operations, data-collection
programs, digital advertising,
email lists, opposition research
and voter registration efforts.

The shift away from the broad-
cast television buys that had
been the groups’ main role in
past presidential campaigns is
among the most significant de-
velopments in outside political
spending since the Supreme
Court’s 2010 Citizens United deci-
sion, which paved the way for su-
per PACs. Originally conceived
as a vehicle to raise and spend
unlimited money on television,
the most expensive part of a
White House run, the groups now
are seeking to relieve campaigns 

‘Super PACs’
Now Hit Road,

Not Airwaves

Continued on Page A16

By TIM ARANGO

IZMIR, Turkey — The Turkish
Coast Guard has stepped up
nighttime patrols on the choppy,
wintry waters of the Aegean Sea,
seizing rafts full of refugees flee-
ing war for Europe and sending
them back to Turkey.

Down south, at the border with
Syria, Turkey is building a con-
crete wall, digging trenches, lay-
ing razor wire and at night illumi-
nating vast stretches of land in an
effort to cut off the flow of sup-
plies and foreign fighters to the
Islamic State.

On land and at sea, Turkey’s
borders, long a revolving door of
refugees, foreign fighters and the
smugglers who enable them, are
at the center of two separate yet
interlinked global crises: the mi-
grant tide convulsing Europe and
the Syrian civil war that propels
it.

Accused by Western leaders of
turning a blind eye to these crit-
ical borders, Turkey at last seems
to be getting serious about shor-
ing them up. Under growing
pressure from Europe and the
United States, Turkey has in re-
cent weeks taken steps to cut off
the flows of refugees and of for-
eign fighters who have helped de-
stabilize a vast portion of the
globe, from the Middle East to
Europe.

Smugglers who used to make a
living helping the Islamic State
bring foreign fighters into Syria
say that it is increasingly difficult
— though still not impossible —
to do so now. Border guards who
once fired warning shots, they

say, now shoot to kill.
“Whoever approaches the bor-

der is shot,” said Omar, a smug-
gler interviewed in the border
town of Kilis who insisted on be-
ing identified by only his first
name because of the illegal na-
ture of his work. “And many have
been killed.”

Another smuggler, Mustafa,
who also agreed to speak if only
his first name was used, said,
“Two months ago, you could get
in whatever you liked.” He said
he used to bring in explosives 

Turkey Moves to Clamp Down on Its Borders

Continued on Page A12
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A Turkish Coast Guard searchlight exposed a boat carrying Syrian refugees who were trying to reach the Greek Island of Chios. 

Closing a Revolving
Door for Migrants

and Militants
By SABRINA TAVERNISE

Fred Kellerman, a retired car
salesman from Los Angeles, was
bedridden with a rare neuromus-
cular disease when he started
taking a drug in the 1990s at Duke
University in North Carolina. It
changed his life.

“I had to have a wheelchair to
get onto the airplane, but by the
time I left, I could walk on,” he
said.

Mr. Kellerman has been using
the drug ever since, paying noth-
ing but postage. In an unusual act
of charity, a small family-run
drug company in Plainsboro,
N.J., has been giving it away. The
drug was never formally ap-
proved by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, but was provided
under an obscure federal drug
provision.

But one company’s generosity
is another’s opportunity. Catalyst
Pharmaceuticals, a Wall Street-
traded company, last week com-
pleted an application to the
F.D.A. for formal approval of a
slightly modified version of the
drug that does not need refrig-
eration. In a presentation to in-
vestors last spring, Catalyst esti-
mated that it could make $300
million to $900 million a year
from the drug, named Firdapse,
that could eventually benefit as
many as 8,000 patients. That
works out to possibly more than
$100,000 per patient.

Catalyst’s move has brought 

Patients Fear
Spike in Price
Of Old Drugs

Continued on Page B7
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Late Edition
Today, cloudy, rain steadier in the
afternoon, warm, high 64. Tonight,
foggy, rain ending, low 63. Tomor-
row, a shower, record warmth, high
73. Weather map is on Page B10.

$2.50

By ANDY NEWMAN

Christmas, like other winter-
solstice holidays, evolved in part
as an antidote to the darkest,
deadest time of year. What hap-
pens, then, when the weather
outside’s delightful and the car-
bon implications of a cozy fire are

frightful, when there is no point
in putting fresh-baked Christmas
cookies out on the fire escape to
cool?

Some holiday spirit goes miss-
ing along with the snow.

“It messes with your energy,”
said Mabrac Matthews, a cloth-
ing designer in Flatbush, Brook-
lyn.

“I haven’t bought a damn thing
for anyone,” said Justin Brannan,
who runs an art program for chil-
dren in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn.

This would be an unusually
warm December in Jackson,
Miss., or Atlanta, or El Paso, on
the Mexican border. In New York
City, it is shaping up to be the
most abnormally warm month

ever recorded, by a lot.
If the forecast for the rest of

December is on the mark, the av-
erage temperature for the month
will be 51.6 degrees — 14.1 de-
grees above the normal of 37.5.
The current record-holder for
such deviations is March 1945, 

Unseasonable Greetings in a New York Searching for Jack Frost 

Continued on Page A18
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The conviction of Pu Zhiqiang sent a clear message on free speech. News Analysis. Page A6.
Protests in Hong Kong as China Silences a Rights Lawyer By ALEXANDRA ALTER

One of the best presents that
Asi Sharabi ever got was a bad
book.

It was a customized book for
his 3-year old daughter, Thalia,
and apart from the initial thrill of
seeing her name in the story,
there was not much to distin-
guish it from a mediocre mass-
produced picture book.

“It was very underwhelming,”
Mr. Sharabi said.

But it eventually led to an idea:
What if you could use technology
to fashion a story for each young
reader and create a more sophis-
ticated children’s book? Mr. Sha-

rabi consulted two friends, a writ-
er and a technologist, and they
decided to try it themselves.

They came up with a story
about a child who has forgotten
his or her name and goes on a
journey to find it, encountering
creatures and characters that
provide clues. A boy named Sam,
for example, will meet a squid, an
aardvark and a mermaid, who
each present him with a letter of
the alphabet. 

The technologist, Tal Oron, de-
signed software to generate indi-
vidual versions of the book based 

Personalizing Books, via Robot

Continued on Page B7

The National Archives and Records Ad-
ministration has released a detailed list
of potential targets in the 1950s for
American nuclear weapons in the event
of war with the Soviet Union, including
some population centers. PAGE A10
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A Chilling Cold-War Remnant
Media-savvy money managers and en-
trepreneurs charged with a crime are
recording defiant online videos and
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A man has been charged with prying
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Researchers received a $16 million
grant to help seek a way to diagnose, in
living patients, a degenerative brain dis-
ease tied to head injuries in sports, but
the N.F.L. did not contribute. PAGE B9
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A federal court decision allowing a band
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Joseph Lemm, a New York police detec-
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in Afghanistan. PAGE A17
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the fine print of consumer con-
tracts, they have found a way to
block access to the courts and
ban class-action lawsuits, the
only realistic way to bring a case
against a deep-pocketed corpora-
tion.

Their strategy traces to a pair
of Supreme Court decisions in
2011 and 2013 that enshrined the
use of class-action bans in arbi-
tration clauses.

The result, The New York
Times found in an investigation
last month, is that banks, car
dealers, online retailers, cell-
phone service providers and
scores of other companies have
insulated themselves from chal-
lenges to illegal or deceptive
business practices. Once a class
action was dismantled, court and
arbitration records showed, few if
any of the individual plaintiffs
pursued arbitration.

In the last few years, debt col-
lectors have pushed the parame-
ters of that legal strategy into au-
dacious new territory. Perhaps
more than any other industry,
debt collectors use the courts
while invoking arbitration to
deny court access to others. The
companies file lawsuits seeking
to force borrowers to pay debts.
Because borrowers seldom show
up to challenge the lawsuits, the
collectors win almost every case,
transforming debts that banks
had given up on into big profits.

Other industries have tested
the boundaries of arbitration in
different ways. Auto dealers, for
example, successfully lobbied
Congress in 2000 to make sure
that they could go to court when
they had a dispute with their
manufacturers. Today, though,
dealers regularly require their
customers to go to arbitration,
while they can still sue manufac-
turers in court.

In the case of debt collectors,
the arbitration clauses that com-
panies are invoking are often in
contracts that borrowers pre-
sumably agreed to with their
original lenders — not with the
debt collector. Additionally, debt
collectors often cannot produce a
copy of the agreement in court,
according to records and inter-
views.

Consumer advocates argue it is
not fair for debt collectors to en-
force an arbitration agreement a
consumer signed with a different
company. Debt collectors counter
that they are buying loan con-
tracts, and the terms come with
them.

Because the tactic is still in its
early stages, there is no data
tracking the cases. But The
Times, examining thousands of
state and federal court records,

and interviewing hundreds of
lawyers, plaintiffs, industry con-
sultants and judges, found that
debt collection companies have
already used the strategy to
great success.

In the cases that The Times ex-
amined, judges routinely sided
with debt collectors on forcing
the disputes into arbitration.

In Mr. Cain’s case, Midland
Funding, the unit of Encore Cap-
ital, persevered despite originally
lacking a copy of a Citibank arbi-
tration agreement they said he
signed in 2003. Instead, the debt
collector presented as evidence a
Citibank contract that one of En-
core’s lawyers signed when he
opened an account.

In Mississippi, Midland Fund-
ing won a court judgment to com-
pel Wanda Thompson to pay
more than $4,700 on a debt that
was too old to be collected under
state law, court records show.

When Ms. Thompson filed a
class-action suit on behalf of oth-
er state residents, Encore in-
voked an arbitration clause to
have the lawsuit dismissed. Ms.
Thompson’s lawyers argued that
the company had clearly chosen
court over arbitration when it
sued her to collect the debt. By
going to court, the lawyers said,
Encore waived its right to compel
arbitration.

Unpersuaded, the judge ruled
that Encore’s lawsuit to collect
the debt was separate from Ms.
Thompson’s case accusing the
company of violating the law.

“It’s beyond hypocritical that
the companies can use arbitra-
tion to avoid being held account-
able in court, all the while using
the courts to collect from con-
sumers,” said Peter A. Holland, a
lawyer who ran the Consumer
Protection Clinic at the Universi-
ty of Maryland’s law school.

In a statement, Greg Call, En-
core’s general counsel, said the
company “has a longstanding
commitment to operating ethical-
ly and treating consumers with
respect.” 

Responding to the specific
cases, he said the judges “care-
fully reviewed the parties’ evi-
dence regarding whether the
creditor and consumer had
agreed to arbitrate and whether
arbitration was the appropriate
forum to resolve a dispute, and
followed federal law and Su-
preme Court direction when or-
dering the matter to arbitration.”

In the consumer credit ecosys-
tem, debt collectors are at the
bottom rung. They buy huge bun-
dles of delinquent debt from
banks for pennies on the dollar. 

The Federal Trade Commis-
sion, which examined 5,000 port-
folios of debt purchased by the
nation’s largest debt buyers,
found that only 12 percent includ-
ed documentation.

The debt collectors do not just
use the courts to collect on the
money, they flood them. In 2014,
the industry filed roughly 20,000
lawsuits in Maryland and more
than 67,000 in New York, accord-

ing to court records.
Philip S. Straniere, a civil court

judge in Staten Island, called
some of the cases that crossed his
desk “garbage.” Some debt col-
lectors, Judge Straniere said,
have sought to recoup payments
from the wrong person.

Little of that matters, because
many defendants do not show up
to defend themselves. Some nev-
er read nondescript legal notices
informing them of the lawsuits.

Others who do are too intimidat-
ed or ill-equipped to go to court.

Once it begins, the litigation
machine is virtually impossible to
stop. When defendants are ab-
sent, judges have little choice but
to find in favor of the debt col-
lectors, according to interviews.
Industry consultants estimated
that collectors win 95 percent of
the lawsuits.

Their practices have attracted
state and federal scrutiny. In Sep-
tember, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau fined Encore
and a second debt collector, the
PRA Group, for trying “to collect

on debts they should have known
were inaccurate.”

Mr. Call, Encore’s general
counsel, said that litigation was
“always a last resort” and was
used only to collect on less than 5
percent of the debts the company
owned. He added that, like the
C.F.P.B., Encore wanted “to en-
sure that consumers are treated
fairly.” A spokeswoman for the
PRA Group declined to comment.

But even when borrowers
bring class-action lawsuits over
practices that regulators have de-
termined to be illegal, the cases
are being thrown out because of
arbitration clauses, court records
show. In Maryland, Midland
Funding reached a $1.2 million
settlement with the state’s finan-
cial regulator, which found that
the company had “engaged in un-
licensed collection,” the very is-
sue that Mr. Cain could not bring
to court. In Kansas, borrowers
did not fare any better when they
sued Midland Funding, accusing
the company of not being prop-
erly licensed. Mr. Call said Mid-
land was “appropriately li-
censed.” A judge granted the
company’s motion to compel ar-
bitration.

Once their class actions were
dismissed, few plaintiffs pursued
arbitration, data analyzed by The
Times shows. Encore and its sub-
sidiaries faced 38 arbitration
cases from 2010 to 2015 and the
PRA Group faced 15, the data
shows.

Fred W. Schwinn, a consumer

lawyer in San Jose, Calif.,
thought he had a winner when he
brought a class action on behalf
of a woman who said she had
been improperly sued to collect
an old credit card debt. Predict-
ably, Mr. Schwinn said, the debt
collector, a unit of SquareTwo Fi-
nancial, asked the judge to order
the case into arbitration.

But Mr. Schwinn discovered
an agreement that the Square-
Two unit had entered with the
credit card company from which
it bought his client’s debt. The
agreement stated that the debt
collector “shall not use arbitra-
tion for collection of debt.”

A judge in the case still ruled
in the debt collector’s favor, say-
ing the agreement did not pre-
vent the SquareTwo unit from
using arbitration clauses when
facing lawsuits from consumers,
as opposed to when it was trying
to collect those consumers’
debts.

Such decisions are leading
lawyers to believe they may
have found, in the words of one
law firm, the “silver bullet” for
killing off legal challenges. In an
industry podcast, two lawyers
discussed the benefits of using
arbitration to quash consumers’
lawsuits. 

The tactic, they said, is emerg-
ing at an opportune time, given
that debt collectors are being
sued for violating federal law.

The beauty of the clauses, the
lawyers said, is that often the
lawsuit “simply goes away.”

Investors Buy Up Debts, Sue to Collect and Then Block Court Challenges
From Page A1
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Clifford Cain Jr., a retired electrician, whose lawsuit against a debt buyer was dismissed. “I can’t for the life of me understand how this is allowed to happen,” he said.

Because borrowers
seldom challenge
lawsuits, collectors
win almost every case.

Shrem, an early proponent of the
digital currency Bitcoin and chief
of the money exchange service
BitInstant, gave a speech via
Skype to a Bitcoin conference
while under house arrest before
he pleaded guilty in 2014 to aiding
and abetting the operation of an
unlicensed money transmitting
business. Mr. Shrem, 26, has con-
tinued to post on Twitter, with the
assistance of some friends, from
federal prison.

His Twitter profile describes
him as “Bitcoin pioneer & first
felon.” In April, shortly after be-
ginning to serve his two-year
sentence, Mr. Shrem posted, “I’m
in prison for a victimless crime”
and invited people to write to
him.

It is a kind of do-it-yourself de-
fense strategy for those naturally
disposed to a certain amount of
vanity and self-absorption, ex-
perts say. And it is gaining favor
even though defense lawyers
have counseled against it and
warned that the strategy could
backfire because some things de-
fendants say can be used against
them at trial or sentencing. 

Dealing with outspoken clients
has become increasingly normal,
lawyers say, especially as many
of these clients have cultivated
online personas that extend be-
yond their day jobs.

Gregory Morvillo, a lawyer
who specializes in representing
white-collar defendants, says
having a client who posts on
Twitter is a “recipe for disaster.”

“I am generally averse to my
clients going out and speaking
publicly, but the reality is there
has been a seismic shift in how
we communicate,” said Mr. Mor-
villo, who represented Anthony
Chiasson, a hedge fund manager

whose conviction on insider trad-
ing charges was overturned by
an appellate court.

Joshua B. Newman, a New
York entrepreneur charged in a
criminal complaint by federal
prosecutors with defrauding in-
vestors in a number of CrossFit
training ventures, has referred
on Twitter to having seen “better
days” and quoted Abraham Lin-
coln saying, “Folks with no vices
have very few virtues.” The case
is still pending.

Recently, Mr. Newman, 36,
started a new online fitness train-
ing venture that makes no men-
tion of the fraud charges against
him but talks about the favorable

media coverage he has received
over the years.

Priya Chaudhry, Mr. New-
man’s lawyer, said in a state-
ment, “We encourage our clients
to right their ships quickly and
permanently, so they can return
to good, productive lives.”

This new era of defiance on so-
cial media has led to the unusual
situation in which the person
charged with wrongdoing is the
one doing the talking, while the
lawyer is often the one to say no
comment. That has been the case
with Mr. Shkreli’s lawyers at the
big law firm Arnold & Porter,
which has repeatedly declined to
comment on the charges against
Mr. Shkreli.

Marc A. Agnifilo, the lawyer

who represented Mr. Shrem, said
that for clients who take to social
media to defend themselves it
“can feel good at the time,” but it
has the potential to undermine
plea negotiations that might be
taking place.

“We are in the age of overshar-
ing,” Mr. Agnifilo said.

Mr. Agnifilo and Mr. Morvillo
both said they could imagine a
situation in which they might be
forced to let go of a client who did
not heed advice and said too
much about a case on Twitter or
other social media forums.

Legal experts say they are less
concerned about a person facing
civil fraud charges, like Ms. Til-
ton, speaking out on Twitter since
there is no risk of jail time.

Denise Shull, a former trader
at the Chicago Mercantile Ex-
change and a coach to Wall Street
money managers, said there was
an element of narcissism behind
the social media defense.

“If you’ve already displayed
attention-seeking behavior, the
chances are you’re going to con-
tinue along that path if you can,”
Ms. Shull said. 

In the case of Ms. Tilton, being
in the public eye is not new. She
has cultivated an image that
plays on her role as a powerful
executive in the male-dominated
private equity industry. “It’s only
men I strip and flip,” she said in
the pilot for a reality television
show about her life called “The
Diva of Distressed.”

Ms. Tilton has contested alle-
gations by the S.E.C. that she
breached her fiduciary duty to
clients by failing to properly val-
ue the assets of distressed com-
panies in some portfolios, allow-
ing her to collect as much as $200
million in management fees. Ms.
Tilton released a video called
“Fight Like a Girl” soon after the

S.E.C. brought its complaint.
She filed a countersuit against

the S.E.C., and the agency’s case
has been stayed by a federal ap-
peals court while it considers the
legality of regulators’ decision to
proceed with the matter before
an administrative law judge.

In a statement, Ms. Tilton said
social media gave her the best
forum to speak directly to the
public. “Social media has pro-
vided me the medium to best re-
flect my ideas, my business and
me in my own words and im-
ages,” Ms. Tilton said.

Other defendants, such as
Mark Cuban, the billionaire busi-
nessman, reality TV show star
and owner of the Dallas Maver-
icks basketball team, have fre-
quently used social media to jab
at the S.E.C. He has gone after
the regulator on Twitter several
times since a Dallas jury cleared
him of federal insider trading
charges in October 2013.

As for Mr. Shkreli, the stream-
ing videos appear to be one way
for him to keep his relevance and
the degree of fame he has found
since defending the decision by
Turing Pharmaceuticals, which
he ran, to raise the price of a crit-
ical drug to $750 a pill from about
$13. Turing fired Mr. Shkreli after
his arrest, giving him more time
to produce the videos from his
Midtown Manhattan apartment.

“A small bit of it is, ‘I’m going
to try to win this P.R. battle,’” Ms.
Shull said of Mr. Shkreli’s tactics.
“But to go on and on? That would
suggest that he is petrified.”

In one video, Mr. Shkreli
spends time removing some of
the critical and profane com-
ments viewers posted online
about him. He also takes time out
to answer a question about why
he is making the videos, saying,
“I am doing this to mostly relax.”

No Comment? Not in Executives’ Online Playbook 
From First Business Page

A do-it-yourself
defense strategy that
comes with risks of
self-incrimination.

By BEN SISARIO

In a case that offers a glimpse
into the lucrative but often hid-
den business of concert tickets, a
small company has sued Live Na-
tion Entertainment in federal
court, accusing the multibillion-
dollar concert giant of abusing its
market power to control the sales
of tickets through musicians’
websites and fan clubs.

Songkick — a concert listings
and ticketing company based in
New York that has worked with
artists like Adele, Paul McCart-
ney, Ellie Goulding, Jackson
Browne, Miranda Lambert and
Ricky Martin — filed its suit on
Tuesday in United States District
Court in Los Angeles, accusing
Live Nation and its subsidiary,
Ticketmaster, of interfering in
Songkick’s business in violation
of federal antitrust law. Accord-
ing to the complaint, Live Nation
and Ticketmaster “have attempt-
ed to destroy competition in the
artist presale ticketing services
market.”

The suit, which seeks unspeci-
fied damages, also accuses Live
Nation and Ticketmaster of
threatening various unnamed
“superstar” artists not to work
with Songkick, and abusing its
power as a concert promoter to
influence how musicians sell
their tickets. Those areas of Live
Nation’s business are supposed
to be maintained separately, un-
der the terms of the 2010 merger
agreement between Live Nation
and Ticketmaster.

The case highlights the value
of the international touring mar-

ket, where artists now often
make the majority of their in-
come. Live Nation, which de-
clined to comment on the suit, is
the world’s largest concert pro-
moter, and in 2014 its Ticketmas-
ter division sold $23 billion in
tickets, according to company re-
ports.

Songkick’s case focuses on a
little-known but highly valuable
corner of the business: the sale of
advance tickets through artists’
websites and fan clubs. While
major ticketing companies like
Ticketmaster often have exclu-
sive deals with concert venues to
sell tickets for all shows that take
place there, musicians have his-
torically been allowed to sell a
small portion of the tickets —
usually 8 percent, but sometimes
more — directly to their followers
through the artists’ fan clubs or
websites, usually in “presales,”
or limited offerings before tickets
go on sale to the public.

Songkick accuses Live Nation
of applying behind-the-scenes
pressure on musicians not to do
business with Songkick and use
Live Nation’s fan-club system in-
stead.

In its suit, Songkick said that it
would reveal the artists’ names if
a protective order is granted “to
avoid providing defendants with
a further opportunity to intimi-
date them.”

Songkick Sues Live Nation,
Saying It Abuses Its Power
By Pressuring Performers
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American chefs are increasingly trolling
for lesser-known fish like porgy, mullet,
hake and crevalle jack, below. PAGE D1
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Clifford Cain Jr., a retired elec-
trician in Baltimore, was used to
living on a tight budget, carefully
apportioning his Social Security
and pension benefits to cover his
rent and medication for multiple
sclerosis.

So Mr. Cain was puzzled when
he suddenly could not make ends
meet. Months later, he discov-
ered why: A debt collector had
garnished his bank account after
suing him for about $4,500 the
company said he owed on an old
debt.

Mr. Cain said he never knew
the lawsuit had been brought
against him until the money was
gone. Neither did other Balti-
more residents who were among
the hundreds of people sued by
the collector, Midland Funding, a
unit of the Encore Capital Group,
in Maryland State Court. Some of
them said they did not even owe
any money, or their debt had long
expired and was not legally col-
lectible, according to a review of
court records.

In any case, the Encore subsid-
iary was not licensed to collect
debt in Maryland.

Yet when Mr. Cain brought a
class action in 2013 against Mid-
land Funding, the company suc-
cessfully fought to have the law-
suit dismissed.

If the plaintiffs wanted to try to
recover their money, they would
have to do so in private arbitra-
tion. And because class actions
are banned in arbitration, Mr.
Cain and the others would have
to fight the unit of Encore — one
of the largest debt buyers in the
country with vast legal resources

— one by one.
“I can’t for the life of me un-

derstand how this is allowed to
happen,” said Mr. Cain, who
could not afford to pursue his
case alone in arbitration.

In short, Encore and rival debt
buyers are using the courts to
sue consumers and collect debt,
then preventing those same con-
sumers from using the courts to
challenge the companies’ tactics.
Consumer lawyers said this strat-
egy was the legal equivalent of
debt collectors having their cake
and eating it, too.

The use of arbitration by the
companies is the latest frontier in
a legal strategy orchestrated by
corporations in recent years. By
inserting arbitration clauses into 

Creditors Sue, Then Block
Use of Courts to Fight Back

Strategy Allows Debt Collectors to Have It
Both Ways, Consumer Lawyers Say

Continued on Page B4
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Making People Pay

By NICK CORASANITI 
and MATT FLEGENHEIMER

WASHINGTON — Soaring ad-
vertising costs in early primary
states are compelling major “su-
per PACs” to realign their tactics,
de-emphasizing costly broadcast
commercials in favor of the kind
of nuts-and-bolts work that presi-
dential candidates used to handle
themselves.

They are overseeing extensive
field operations, data-collection
programs, digital advertising,
email lists, opposition research
and voter registration efforts.

The shift away from the broad-
cast television buys that had
been the groups’ main role in
past presidential campaigns is
among the most significant de-
velopments in outside political
spending since the Supreme
Court’s 2010 Citizens United deci-
sion, which paved the way for su-
per PACs. Originally conceived
as a vehicle to raise and spend
unlimited money on television,
the most expensive part of a
White House run, the groups now
are seeking to relieve campaigns 

‘Super PACs’
Now Hit Road,

Not Airwaves

Continued on Page A16

By TIM ARANGO

IZMIR, Turkey — The Turkish
Coast Guard has stepped up
nighttime patrols on the choppy,
wintry waters of the Aegean Sea,
seizing rafts full of refugees flee-
ing war for Europe and sending
them back to Turkey.

Down south, at the border with
Syria, Turkey is building a con-
crete wall, digging trenches, lay-
ing razor wire and at night illumi-
nating vast stretches of land in an
effort to cut off the flow of sup-
plies and foreign fighters to the
Islamic State.

On land and at sea, Turkey’s
borders, long a revolving door of
refugees, foreign fighters and the
smugglers who enable them, are
at the center of two separate yet
interlinked global crises: the mi-
grant tide convulsing Europe and
the Syrian civil war that propels
it.

Accused by Western leaders of
turning a blind eye to these crit-
ical borders, Turkey at last seems
to be getting serious about shor-
ing them up. Under growing
pressure from Europe and the
United States, Turkey has in re-
cent weeks taken steps to cut off
the flows of refugees and of for-
eign fighters who have helped de-
stabilize a vast portion of the
globe, from the Middle East to
Europe.

Smugglers who used to make a
living helping the Islamic State
bring foreign fighters into Syria
say that it is increasingly difficult
— though still not impossible —
to do so now. Border guards who
once fired warning shots, they

say, now shoot to kill.
“Whoever approaches the bor-

der is shot,” said Omar, a smug-
gler interviewed in the border
town of Kilis who insisted on be-
ing identified by only his first
name because of the illegal na-
ture of his work. “And many have
been killed.”

Another smuggler, Mustafa,
who also agreed to speak if only
his first name was used, said,
“Two months ago, you could get
in whatever you liked.” He said
he used to bring in explosives 

Turkey Moves to Clamp Down on Its Borders

Continued on Page A12
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A Turkish Coast Guard searchlight exposed a boat carrying Syrian refugees who were trying to reach the Greek Island of Chios. 

Closing a Revolving
Door for Migrants

and Militants
By SABRINA TAVERNISE

Fred Kellerman, a retired car
salesman from Los Angeles, was
bedridden with a rare neuromus-
cular disease when he started
taking a drug in the 1990s at Duke
University in North Carolina. It
changed his life.

“I had to have a wheelchair to
get onto the airplane, but by the
time I left, I could walk on,” he
said.

Mr. Kellerman has been using
the drug ever since, paying noth-
ing but postage. In an unusual act
of charity, a small family-run
drug company in Plainsboro,
N.J., has been giving it away. The
drug was never formally ap-
proved by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, but was provided
under an obscure federal drug
provision.

But one company’s generosity
is another’s opportunity. Catalyst
Pharmaceuticals, a Wall Street-
traded company, last week com-
pleted an application to the
F.D.A. for formal approval of a
slightly modified version of the
drug that does not need refrig-
eration. In a presentation to in-
vestors last spring, Catalyst esti-
mated that it could make $300
million to $900 million a year
from the drug, named Firdapse,
that could eventually benefit as
many as 8,000 patients. That
works out to possibly more than
$100,000 per patient.

Catalyst’s move has brought 

Patients Fear
Spike in Price
Of Old Drugs

Continued on Page B7
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Late Edition
Today, cloudy, rain steadier in the
afternoon, warm, high 64. Tonight,
foggy, rain ending, low 63. Tomor-
row, a shower, record warmth, high
73. Weather map is on Page B10.

$2.50

By ANDY NEWMAN

Christmas, like other winter-
solstice holidays, evolved in part
as an antidote to the darkest,
deadest time of year. What hap-
pens, then, when the weather
outside’s delightful and the car-
bon implications of a cozy fire are

frightful, when there is no point
in putting fresh-baked Christmas
cookies out on the fire escape to
cool?

Some holiday spirit goes miss-
ing along with the snow.

“It messes with your energy,”
said Mabrac Matthews, a cloth-
ing designer in Flatbush, Brook-
lyn.

“I haven’t bought a damn thing
for anyone,” said Justin Brannan,
who runs an art program for chil-
dren in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn.

This would be an unusually
warm December in Jackson,
Miss., or Atlanta, or El Paso, on
the Mexican border. In New York
City, it is shaping up to be the
most abnormally warm month

ever recorded, by a lot.
If the forecast for the rest of

December is on the mark, the av-
erage temperature for the month
will be 51.6 degrees — 14.1 de-
grees above the normal of 37.5.
The current record-holder for
such deviations is March 1945, 

Unseasonable Greetings in a New York Searching for Jack Frost 
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The conviction of Pu Zhiqiang sent a clear message on free speech. News Analysis. Page A6.
Protests in Hong Kong as China Silences a Rights Lawyer By ALEXANDRA ALTER

One of the best presents that
Asi Sharabi ever got was a bad
book.

It was a customized book for
his 3-year old daughter, Thalia,
and apart from the initial thrill of
seeing her name in the story,
there was not much to distin-
guish it from a mediocre mass-
produced picture book.

“It was very underwhelming,”
Mr. Sharabi said.

But it eventually led to an idea:
What if you could use technology
to fashion a story for each young
reader and create a more sophis-
ticated children’s book? Mr. Sha-

rabi consulted two friends, a writ-
er and a technologist, and they
decided to try it themselves.

They came up with a story
about a child who has forgotten
his or her name and goes on a
journey to find it, encountering
creatures and characters that
provide clues. A boy named Sam,
for example, will meet a squid, an
aardvark and a mermaid, who
each present him with a letter of
the alphabet. 

The technologist, Tal Oron, de-
signed software to generate indi-
vidual versions of the book based 

Personalizing Books, via Robot
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The National Archives and Records Ad-
ministration has released a detailed list
of potential targets in the 1950s for
American nuclear weapons in the event
of war with the Soviet Union, including
some population centers. PAGE A10
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A Chilling Cold-War Remnant
Media-savvy money managers and en-
trepreneurs charged with a crime are
recording defiant online videos and
posting to Twitter, even when lawyers
advise them to keep quiet. PAGE B1
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The Do-It-Yourself Defense

A man has been charged with prying
open the email accounts of celebrities
and trying to sell highly guarded enter-
tainment industry secrets. PAGE A21
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Scripts and Celebrity IDs Taken

Researchers received a $16 million
grant to help seek a way to diagnose, in
living patients, a degenerative brain dis-
ease tied to head injuries in sports, but
the N.F.L. did not contribute. PAGE B9
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No N.F.L. Aid for Brain Study

A federal court decision allowing a band
to protect its provocative name could
bolster the team’s case. PAGE B9

Ruling Seems to Help Redskins

Election results in several European na-
tions this year suggest that Germany,
the European Union and international
creditors will have fewer allies in 2016 in
promoting austerity policies. PAGE A9

European Austerity Faces Test

Joseph Lemm, a New York police detec-
tive, was mourned in the city and in his
Nebraska hometown after being killed
in Afghanistan. PAGE A17

Remembering a Man’s Service

Attorney General Mark R. Herring of
Virginia said he would use his authority
under state law to no longer recognize
concealed handgun permits issued by 25
other states. PAGE A13
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CLIFFORD CAIN JR., a retired electrician 
in Baltimore, was used to living on a tight 
budget, carefully apportioning his Social 

Security and pension benefits to cover his rent 
and medication for multiple sclerosis.

So Mr. Cain was puzzled when he suddenly 
could not make ends meet. Months later, he dis-
covered why: A debt collector had garnished his 
bank account after suing him for about $4,500 
the company said he owed on an old debt.

Mr. Cain said he never knew the lawsuit had 
been brought against him until the money was 
gone. Neither did other Baltimore residents who 
were among the hundreds of people sued by the 
collector, Midland Funding, a unit 
of the Encore Capital Group, in 
Maryland State Court. Some of 
them said they did not even owe 
any money, or their debt had long 
expired and was not legally collectible, according 
to a review of court records.

In any case, the Encore subsidiary was not 
licensed to collect debt in Maryland.

Yet when Mr. Cain brought a class action in 
2013 against Midland Funding, the company suc-
cessfully fought to have the lawsuit dismissed.

If the plaintiffs wanted to try to recover 
their money, they would have to do so in pri-
vate arbitration. And because class actions are 
banned in arbitration, Mr. Cain and the others 
would have to fight the unit of Encore — one of 

the largest debt buyers in the country with vast 
legal resources — one by one.

“I can’t for the life of me understand how this 
is allowed to happen,” said Mr. Cain, who could 
not afford to pursue his case alone in arbitration.

In short, Encore and rival debt buyers are 
using the courts to sue consumers and collect 
debt, then preventing those same consumers 
from using the courts to challenge the compa-
nies’ tactics. Consumer lawyers said this strat-
egy was the legal equivalent of debt collectors 
having their cake and eating it, too.

The use of arbitration by the companies is 
the latest frontier in a legal strategy orches-

trated by corporations in recent 
years. By inserting arbitration 
clauses into the fine print of 
consumer contracts, they have 
found a way to block access to 

the courts and ban class-action lawsuits, the 
only realistic way to bring a case against a deep-
pocketed corporation.

Their strategy traces to a pair of Supreme 
Court decisions in 2011 and 2013 that enshrined 
the use of class-action bans in arbitration clauses.

The result, The New York Times found in an 
investigation last month, is that banks, car deal-
ers, online retailers, cellphone service providers 
and scores of other companies have insulated 
themselves from challenges to illegal or de-
ceptive business practices. Once a class action 
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Clifford Cain Jr., a retired elec-
trician in Baltimore, was used to
living on a tight budget, carefully
apportioning his Social Security
and pension benefits to cover his
rent and medication for multiple
sclerosis.

So Mr. Cain was puzzled when
he suddenly could not make ends
meet. Months later, he discov-
ered why: A debt collector had
garnished his bank account after
suing him for about $4,500 the
company said he owed on an old
debt.

Mr. Cain said he never knew
the lawsuit had been brought
against him until the money was
gone. Neither did other Balti-
more residents who were among
the hundreds of people sued by
the collector, Midland Funding, a
unit of the Encore Capital Group,
in Maryland State Court. Some of
them said they did not even owe
any money, or their debt had long
expired and was not legally col-
lectible, according to a review of
court records.

In any case, the Encore subsid-
iary was not licensed to collect
debt in Maryland.

Yet when Mr. Cain brought a
class action in 2013 against Mid-
land Funding, the company suc-
cessfully fought to have the law-
suit dismissed.

If the plaintiffs wanted to try to
recover their money, they would
have to do so in private arbitra-
tion. And because class actions
are banned in arbitration, Mr.
Cain and the others would have
to fight the unit of Encore — one
of the largest debt buyers in the
country with vast legal resources

— one by one.
“I can’t for the life of me un-

derstand how this is allowed to
happen,” said Mr. Cain, who
could not afford to pursue his
case alone in arbitration.

In short, Encore and rival debt
buyers are using the courts to
sue consumers and collect debt,
then preventing those same con-
sumers from using the courts to
challenge the companies’ tactics.
Consumer lawyers said this strat-
egy was the legal equivalent of
debt collectors having their cake
and eating it, too.

The use of arbitration by the
companies is the latest frontier in
a legal strategy orchestrated by
corporations in recent years. By
inserting arbitration clauses into 

Creditors Sue, Then Block
Use of Courts to Fight Back

Strategy Allows Debt Collectors to Have It
Both Ways, Consumer Lawyers Say
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Making People Pay

By NICK CORASANITI 
and MATT FLEGENHEIMER

WASHINGTON — Soaring ad-
vertising costs in early primary
states are compelling major “su-
per PACs” to realign their tactics,
de-emphasizing costly broadcast
commercials in favor of the kind
of nuts-and-bolts work that presi-
dential candidates used to handle
themselves.

They are overseeing extensive
field operations, data-collection
programs, digital advertising,
email lists, opposition research
and voter registration efforts.

The shift away from the broad-
cast television buys that had
been the groups’ main role in
past presidential campaigns is
among the most significant de-
velopments in outside political
spending since the Supreme
Court’s 2010 Citizens United deci-
sion, which paved the way for su-
per PACs. Originally conceived
as a vehicle to raise and spend
unlimited money on television,
the most expensive part of a
White House run, the groups now
are seeking to relieve campaigns 

‘Super PACs’
Now Hit Road,

Not Airwaves
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By TIM ARANGO

IZMIR, Turkey — The Turkish
Coast Guard has stepped up
nighttime patrols on the choppy,
wintry waters of the Aegean Sea,
seizing rafts full of refugees flee-
ing war for Europe and sending
them back to Turkey.

Down south, at the border with
Syria, Turkey is building a con-
crete wall, digging trenches, lay-
ing razor wire and at night illumi-
nating vast stretches of land in an
effort to cut off the flow of sup-
plies and foreign fighters to the
Islamic State.

On land and at sea, Turkey’s
borders, long a revolving door of
refugees, foreign fighters and the
smugglers who enable them, are
at the center of two separate yet
interlinked global crises: the mi-
grant tide convulsing Europe and
the Syrian civil war that propels
it.

Accused by Western leaders of
turning a blind eye to these crit-
ical borders, Turkey at last seems
to be getting serious about shor-
ing them up. Under growing
pressure from Europe and the
United States, Turkey has in re-
cent weeks taken steps to cut off
the flows of refugees and of for-
eign fighters who have helped de-
stabilize a vast portion of the
globe, from the Middle East to
Europe.

Smugglers who used to make a
living helping the Islamic State
bring foreign fighters into Syria
say that it is increasingly difficult
— though still not impossible —
to do so now. Border guards who
once fired warning shots, they

say, now shoot to kill.
“Whoever approaches the bor-

der is shot,” said Omar, a smug-
gler interviewed in the border
town of Kilis who insisted on be-
ing identified by only his first
name because of the illegal na-
ture of his work. “And many have
been killed.”

Another smuggler, Mustafa,
who also agreed to speak if only
his first name was used, said,
“Two months ago, you could get
in whatever you liked.” He said
he used to bring in explosives 
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A Turkish Coast Guard searchlight exposed a boat carrying Syrian refugees who were trying to reach the Greek Island of Chios. 

Closing a Revolving
Door for Migrants

and Militants
By SABRINA TAVERNISE

Fred Kellerman, a retired car
salesman from Los Angeles, was
bedridden with a rare neuromus-
cular disease when he started
taking a drug in the 1990s at Duke
University in North Carolina. It
changed his life.

“I had to have a wheelchair to
get onto the airplane, but by the
time I left, I could walk on,” he
said.

Mr. Kellerman has been using
the drug ever since, paying noth-
ing but postage. In an unusual act
of charity, a small family-run
drug company in Plainsboro,
N.J., has been giving it away. The
drug was never formally ap-
proved by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, but was provided
under an obscure federal drug
provision.

But one company’s generosity
is another’s opportunity. Catalyst
Pharmaceuticals, a Wall Street-
traded company, last week com-
pleted an application to the
F.D.A. for formal approval of a
slightly modified version of the
drug that does not need refrig-
eration. In a presentation to in-
vestors last spring, Catalyst esti-
mated that it could make $300
million to $900 million a year
from the drug, named Firdapse,
that could eventually benefit as
many as 8,000 patients. That
works out to possibly more than
$100,000 per patient.

Catalyst’s move has brought 

Patients Fear
Spike in Price
Of Old Drugs
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By ANDY NEWMAN

Christmas, like other winter-
solstice holidays, evolved in part
as an antidote to the darkest,
deadest time of year. What hap-
pens, then, when the weather
outside’s delightful and the car-
bon implications of a cozy fire are

frightful, when there is no point
in putting fresh-baked Christmas
cookies out on the fire escape to
cool?

Some holiday spirit goes miss-
ing along with the snow.

“It messes with your energy,”
said Mabrac Matthews, a cloth-
ing designer in Flatbush, Brook-
lyn.

“I haven’t bought a damn thing
for anyone,” said Justin Brannan,
who runs an art program for chil-
dren in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn.

This would be an unusually
warm December in Jackson,
Miss., or Atlanta, or El Paso, on
the Mexican border. In New York
City, it is shaping up to be the
most abnormally warm month

ever recorded, by a lot.
If the forecast for the rest of

December is on the mark, the av-
erage temperature for the month
will be 51.6 degrees — 14.1 de-
grees above the normal of 37.5.
The current record-holder for
such deviations is March 1945, 

Unseasonable Greetings in a New York Searching for Jack Frost 
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The conviction of Pu Zhiqiang sent a clear message on free speech. News Analysis. Page A6.
Protests in Hong Kong as China Silences a Rights Lawyer By ALEXANDRA ALTER

One of the best presents that
Asi Sharabi ever got was a bad
book.

It was a customized book for
his 3-year old daughter, Thalia,
and apart from the initial thrill of
seeing her name in the story,
there was not much to distin-
guish it from a mediocre mass-
produced picture book.

“It was very underwhelming,”
Mr. Sharabi said.

But it eventually led to an idea:
What if you could use technology
to fashion a story for each young
reader and create a more sophis-
ticated children’s book? Mr. Sha-

rabi consulted two friends, a writ-
er and a technologist, and they
decided to try it themselves.

They came up with a story
about a child who has forgotten
his or her name and goes on a
journey to find it, encountering
creatures and characters that
provide clues. A boy named Sam,
for example, will meet a squid, an
aardvark and a mermaid, who
each present him with a letter of
the alphabet. 

The technologist, Tal Oron, de-
signed software to generate indi-
vidual versions of the book based 
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Clifford Cain Jr., a retired elec-
trician in Baltimore, was used to
living on a tight budget, carefully
apportioning his Social Security
and pension benefits to cover his
rent and medication for multiple
sclerosis.

So Mr. Cain was puzzled when
he suddenly could not make ends
meet. Months later, he discov-
ered why: A debt collector had
garnished his bank account after
suing him for about $4,500 the
company said he owed on an old
debt.

Mr. Cain said he never knew
the lawsuit had been brought
against him until the money was
gone. Neither did other Balti-
more residents who were among
the hundreds of people sued by
the collector, Midland Funding, a
unit of the Encore Capital Group,
in Maryland State Court. Some of
them said they did not even owe
any money, or their debt had long
expired and was not legally col-
lectible, according to a review of
court records.

In any case, the Encore subsid-
iary was not licensed to collect
debt in Maryland.

Yet when Mr. Cain brought a
class action in 2013 against Mid-
land Funding, the company suc-
cessfully fought to have the law-
suit dismissed.

If the plaintiffs wanted to try to
recover their money, they would
have to do so in private arbitra-
tion. And because class actions
are banned in arbitration, Mr.
Cain and the others would have
to fight the unit of Encore — one
of the largest debt buyers in the
country with vast legal resources

— one by one.
“I can’t for the life of me un-

derstand how this is allowed to
happen,” said Mr. Cain, who
could not afford to pursue his
case alone in arbitration.

In short, Encore and rival debt
buyers are using the courts to
sue consumers and collect debt,
then preventing those same con-
sumers from using the courts to
challenge the companies’ tactics.
Consumer lawyers said this strat-
egy was the legal equivalent of
debt collectors having their cake
and eating it, too.

The use of arbitration by the
companies is the latest frontier in
a legal strategy orchestrated by
corporations in recent years. By
inserting arbitration clauses into 

Creditors Sue, Then Block
Use of Courts to Fight Back

Strategy Allows Debt Collectors to Have It
Both Ways, Consumer Lawyers Say
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BEWARE THE FINE PRINT

Making People Pay

By NICK CORASANITI 
and MATT FLEGENHEIMER

WASHINGTON — Soaring ad-
vertising costs in early primary
states are compelling major “su-
per PACs” to realign their tactics,
de-emphasizing costly broadcast
commercials in favor of the kind
of nuts-and-bolts work that presi-
dential candidates used to handle
themselves.

They are overseeing extensive
field operations, data-collection
programs, digital advertising,
email lists, opposition research
and voter registration efforts.

The shift away from the broad-
cast television buys that had
been the groups’ main role in
past presidential campaigns is
among the most significant de-
velopments in outside political
spending since the Supreme
Court’s 2010 Citizens United deci-
sion, which paved the way for su-
per PACs. Originally conceived
as a vehicle to raise and spend
unlimited money on television,
the most expensive part of a
White House run, the groups now
are seeking to relieve campaigns 

‘Super PACs’
Now Hit Road,

Not Airwaves
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By TIM ARANGO

IZMIR, Turkey — The Turkish
Coast Guard has stepped up
nighttime patrols on the choppy,
wintry waters of the Aegean Sea,
seizing rafts full of refugees flee-
ing war for Europe and sending
them back to Turkey.

Down south, at the border with
Syria, Turkey is building a con-
crete wall, digging trenches, lay-
ing razor wire and at night illumi-
nating vast stretches of land in an
effort to cut off the flow of sup-
plies and foreign fighters to the
Islamic State.

On land and at sea, Turkey’s
borders, long a revolving door of
refugees, foreign fighters and the
smugglers who enable them, are
at the center of two separate yet
interlinked global crises: the mi-
grant tide convulsing Europe and
the Syrian civil war that propels
it.

Accused by Western leaders of
turning a blind eye to these crit-
ical borders, Turkey at last seems
to be getting serious about shor-
ing them up. Under growing
pressure from Europe and the
United States, Turkey has in re-
cent weeks taken steps to cut off
the flows of refugees and of for-
eign fighters who have helped de-
stabilize a vast portion of the
globe, from the Middle East to
Europe.

Smugglers who used to make a
living helping the Islamic State
bring foreign fighters into Syria
say that it is increasingly difficult
— though still not impossible —
to do so now. Border guards who
once fired warning shots, they

say, now shoot to kill.
“Whoever approaches the bor-

der is shot,” said Omar, a smug-
gler interviewed in the border
town of Kilis who insisted on be-
ing identified by only his first
name because of the illegal na-
ture of his work. “And many have
been killed.”

Another smuggler, Mustafa,
who also agreed to speak if only
his first name was used, said,
“Two months ago, you could get
in whatever you liked.” He said
he used to bring in explosives 
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A Turkish Coast Guard searchlight exposed a boat carrying Syrian refugees who were trying to reach the Greek Island of Chios. 

Closing a Revolving
Door for Migrants

and Militants
By SABRINA TAVERNISE

Fred Kellerman, a retired car
salesman from Los Angeles, was
bedridden with a rare neuromus-
cular disease when he started
taking a drug in the 1990s at Duke
University in North Carolina. It
changed his life.

“I had to have a wheelchair to
get onto the airplane, but by the
time I left, I could walk on,” he
said.

Mr. Kellerman has been using
the drug ever since, paying noth-
ing but postage. In an unusual act
of charity, a small family-run
drug company in Plainsboro,
N.J., has been giving it away. The
drug was never formally ap-
proved by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration, but was provided
under an obscure federal drug
provision.

But one company’s generosity
is another’s opportunity. Catalyst
Pharmaceuticals, a Wall Street-
traded company, last week com-
pleted an application to the
F.D.A. for formal approval of a
slightly modified version of the
drug that does not need refrig-
eration. In a presentation to in-
vestors last spring, Catalyst esti-
mated that it could make $300
million to $900 million a year
from the drug, named Firdapse,
that could eventually benefit as
many as 8,000 patients. That
works out to possibly more than
$100,000 per patient.

Catalyst’s move has brought 
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By ANDY NEWMAN

Christmas, like other winter-
solstice holidays, evolved in part
as an antidote to the darkest,
deadest time of year. What hap-
pens, then, when the weather
outside’s delightful and the car-
bon implications of a cozy fire are

frightful, when there is no point
in putting fresh-baked Christmas
cookies out on the fire escape to
cool?

Some holiday spirit goes miss-
ing along with the snow.

“It messes with your energy,”
said Mabrac Matthews, a cloth-
ing designer in Flatbush, Brook-
lyn.

“I haven’t bought a damn thing
for anyone,” said Justin Brannan,
who runs an art program for chil-
dren in Bay Ridge, Brooklyn.

This would be an unusually
warm December in Jackson,
Miss., or Atlanta, or El Paso, on
the Mexican border. In New York
City, it is shaping up to be the
most abnormally warm month

ever recorded, by a lot.
If the forecast for the rest of

December is on the mark, the av-
erage temperature for the month
will be 51.6 degrees — 14.1 de-
grees above the normal of 37.5.
The current record-holder for
such deviations is March 1945, 
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The conviction of Pu Zhiqiang sent a clear message on free speech. News Analysis. Page A6.
Protests in Hong Kong as China Silences a Rights Lawyer By ALEXANDRA ALTER

One of the best presents that
Asi Sharabi ever got was a bad
book.

It was a customized book for
his 3-year old daughter, Thalia,
and apart from the initial thrill of
seeing her name in the story,
there was not much to distin-
guish it from a mediocre mass-
produced picture book.

“It was very underwhelming,”
Mr. Sharabi said.

But it eventually led to an idea:
What if you could use technology
to fashion a story for each young
reader and create a more sophis-
ticated children’s book? Mr. Sha-

rabi consulted two friends, a writ-
er and a technologist, and they
decided to try it themselves.

They came up with a story
about a child who has forgotten
his or her name and goes on a
journey to find it, encountering
creatures and characters that
provide clues. A boy named Sam,
for example, will meet a squid, an
aardvark and a mermaid, who
each present him with a letter of
the alphabet. 

The technologist, Tal Oron, de-
signed software to generate indi-
vidual versions of the book based 
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was dismantled, court and arbitration records 
showed, few if any of the individual plaintiffs 
pursued arbitration.

In the last few years, debt collectors have 
pushed the parameters of that legal strategy 
into audacious new territory. Perhaps more 
than any other industry, debt collectors use the 
courts while invoking arbitration to deny court 
access to others. The companies file lawsuits 
seeking to force borrowers to pay debts. Be-
cause borrowers seldom show up to challenge 
the lawsuits, the collectors win almost every 
case, transforming debts that banks had given 
up on into big profits.

Other industries have tested the boundaries 
of arbitration in different ways. Auto dealers, for 
example, successfully lobbied Congress in 2000 
to make sure that they could go to court when 
they had a dispute with their manufacturers. To-
day, though, dealers regularly require their cus-
tomers to go to arbitration, while they can still 
sue manufacturers in court.

In the case of debt collectors, the arbitration 
clauses that companies are invoking are often in 

contracts that borrowers presumably agreed to 
with their original lenders — not with the debt 
collector. Additionally, debt collectors often can-
not produce a copy of the agreement in court, 
according to records and interviews.

Consumer advocates argue it is not fair for 
debt collectors to enforce an arbitration agree-
ment a consumer signed with a different compa-
ny. Debt collectors counter that they are buying 
loan contracts, and the terms come with them.

Because the tactic is still in its early stag-
es, there is no data tracking the cases. But The 
Times, examining thousands of state and fed-
eral court records, and interviewing hundreds 
of lawyers, plaintiffs, industry consultants and 
judges, found that debt collection companies 
have already used the strategy to great success.

In the cases that The Times examined, judg-
es routinely sided with debt collectors on forc-
ing the disputes into arbitration.

In Mr. Cain’s case, Midland Funding, the unit 
of Encore Capital, persevered despite originally 
lacking a copy of a Citibank arbitration agree-
ment they said he signed in 2003. Instead, the 
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the fine print of consumer con-
tracts, they have found a way to
block access to the courts and
ban class-action lawsuits, the
only realistic way to bring a case
against a deep-pocketed corpora-
tion.

Their strategy traces to a pair
of Supreme Court decisions in
2011 and 2013 that enshrined the
use of class-action bans in arbi-
tration clauses.

The result, The New York
Times found in an investigation
last month, is that banks, car
dealers, online retailers, cell-
phone service providers and
scores of other companies have
insulated themselves from chal-
lenges to illegal or deceptive
business practices. Once a class
action was dismantled, court and
arbitration records showed, few if
any of the individual plaintiffs
pursued arbitration.

In the last few years, debt col-
lectors have pushed the parame-
ters of that legal strategy into au-
dacious new territory. Perhaps
more than any other industry,
debt collectors use the courts
while invoking arbitration to
deny court access to others. The
companies file lawsuits seeking
to force borrowers to pay debts.
Because borrowers seldom show
up to challenge the lawsuits, the
collectors win almost every case,
transforming debts that banks
had given up on into big profits.

Other industries have tested
the boundaries of arbitration in
different ways. Auto dealers, for
example, successfully lobbied
Congress in 2000 to make sure
that they could go to court when
they had a dispute with their
manufacturers. Today, though,
dealers regularly require their
customers to go to arbitration,
while they can still sue manufac-
turers in court.

In the case of debt collectors,
the arbitration clauses that com-
panies are invoking are often in
contracts that borrowers pre-
sumably agreed to with their
original lenders — not with the
debt collector. Additionally, debt
collectors often cannot produce a
copy of the agreement in court,
according to records and inter-
views.

Consumer advocates argue it is
not fair for debt collectors to en-
force an arbitration agreement a
consumer signed with a different
company. Debt collectors counter
that they are buying loan con-
tracts, and the terms come with
them.

Because the tactic is still in its
early stages, there is no data
tracking the cases. But The
Times, examining thousands of
state and federal court records,

and interviewing hundreds of
lawyers, plaintiffs, industry con-
sultants and judges, found that
debt collection companies have
already used the strategy to
great success.

In the cases that The Times ex-
amined, judges routinely sided
with debt collectors on forcing
the disputes into arbitration.

In Mr. Cain’s case, Midland
Funding, the unit of Encore Cap-
ital, persevered despite originally
lacking a copy of a Citibank arbi-
tration agreement they said he
signed in 2003. Instead, the debt
collector presented as evidence a
Citibank contract that one of En-
core’s lawyers signed when he
opened an account.

In Mississippi, Midland Fund-
ing won a court judgment to com-
pel Wanda Thompson to pay
more than $4,700 on a debt that
was too old to be collected under
state law, court records show.

When Ms. Thompson filed a
class-action suit on behalf of oth-
er state residents, Encore in-
voked an arbitration clause to
have the lawsuit dismissed. Ms.
Thompson’s lawyers argued that
the company had clearly chosen
court over arbitration when it
sued her to collect the debt. By
going to court, the lawyers said,
Encore waived its right to compel
arbitration.

Unpersuaded, the judge ruled
that Encore’s lawsuit to collect
the debt was separate from Ms.
Thompson’s case accusing the
company of violating the law.

“It’s beyond hypocritical that
the companies can use arbitra-
tion to avoid being held account-
able in court, all the while using
the courts to collect from con-
sumers,” said Peter A. Holland, a
lawyer who ran the Consumer
Protection Clinic at the Universi-
ty of Maryland’s law school.

In a statement, Greg Call, En-
core’s general counsel, said the
company “has a longstanding
commitment to operating ethical-
ly and treating consumers with
respect.” 

Responding to the specific
cases, he said the judges “care-
fully reviewed the parties’ evi-
dence regarding whether the
creditor and consumer had
agreed to arbitrate and whether
arbitration was the appropriate
forum to resolve a dispute, and
followed federal law and Su-
preme Court direction when or-
dering the matter to arbitration.”

In the consumer credit ecosys-
tem, debt collectors are at the
bottom rung. They buy huge bun-
dles of delinquent debt from
banks for pennies on the dollar. 

The Federal Trade Commis-
sion, which examined 5,000 port-
folios of debt purchased by the
nation’s largest debt buyers,
found that only 12 percent includ-
ed documentation.

The debt collectors do not just
use the courts to collect on the
money, they flood them. In 2014,
the industry filed roughly 20,000
lawsuits in Maryland and more
than 67,000 in New York, accord-

ing to court records.
Philip S. Straniere, a civil court

judge in Staten Island, called
some of the cases that crossed his
desk “garbage.” Some debt col-
lectors, Judge Straniere said,
have sought to recoup payments
from the wrong person.

Little of that matters, because
many defendants do not show up
to defend themselves. Some nev-
er read nondescript legal notices
informing them of the lawsuits.

Others who do are too intimidat-
ed or ill-equipped to go to court.

Once it begins, the litigation
machine is virtually impossible to
stop. When defendants are ab-
sent, judges have little choice but
to find in favor of the debt col-
lectors, according to interviews.
Industry consultants estimated
that collectors win 95 percent of
the lawsuits.

Their practices have attracted
state and federal scrutiny. In Sep-
tember, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau fined Encore
and a second debt collector, the
PRA Group, for trying “to collect

on debts they should have known
were inaccurate.”

Mr. Call, Encore’s general
counsel, said that litigation was
“always a last resort” and was
used only to collect on less than 5
percent of the debts the company
owned. He added that, like the
C.F.P.B., Encore wanted “to en-
sure that consumers are treated
fairly.” A spokeswoman for the
PRA Group declined to comment.

But even when borrowers
bring class-action lawsuits over
practices that regulators have de-
termined to be illegal, the cases
are being thrown out because of
arbitration clauses, court records
show. In Maryland, Midland
Funding reached a $1.2 million
settlement with the state’s finan-
cial regulator, which found that
the company had “engaged in un-
licensed collection,” the very is-
sue that Mr. Cain could not bring
to court. In Kansas, borrowers
did not fare any better when they
sued Midland Funding, accusing
the company of not being prop-
erly licensed. Mr. Call said Mid-
land was “appropriately li-
censed.” A judge granted the
company’s motion to compel ar-
bitration.

Once their class actions were
dismissed, few plaintiffs pursued
arbitration, data analyzed by The
Times shows. Encore and its sub-
sidiaries faced 38 arbitration
cases from 2010 to 2015 and the
PRA Group faced 15, the data
shows.

Fred W. Schwinn, a consumer

lawyer in San Jose, Calif.,
thought he had a winner when he
brought a class action on behalf
of a woman who said she had
been improperly sued to collect
an old credit card debt. Predict-
ably, Mr. Schwinn said, the debt
collector, a unit of SquareTwo Fi-
nancial, asked the judge to order
the case into arbitration.

But Mr. Schwinn discovered
an agreement that the Square-
Two unit had entered with the
credit card company from which
it bought his client’s debt. The
agreement stated that the debt
collector “shall not use arbitra-
tion for collection of debt.”

A judge in the case still ruled
in the debt collector’s favor, say-
ing the agreement did not pre-
vent the SquareTwo unit from
using arbitration clauses when
facing lawsuits from consumers,
as opposed to when it was trying
to collect those consumers’
debts.

Such decisions are leading
lawyers to believe they may
have found, in the words of one
law firm, the “silver bullet” for
killing off legal challenges. In an
industry podcast, two lawyers
discussed the benefits of using
arbitration to quash consumers’
lawsuits. 

The tactic, they said, is emerg-
ing at an opportune time, given
that debt collectors are being
sued for violating federal law.

The beauty of the clauses, the
lawyers said, is that often the
lawsuit “simply goes away.”

Investors Buy Up Debts, Sue to Collect and Then Block Court Challenges
From Page A1
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Clifford Cain Jr., a retired electrician, whose lawsuit against a debt buyer was dismissed. “I can’t for the life of me understand how this is allowed to happen,” he said.

Because borrowers
seldom challenge
lawsuits, collectors
win almost every case.

Shrem, an early proponent of the
digital currency Bitcoin and chief
of the money exchange service
BitInstant, gave a speech via
Skype to a Bitcoin conference
while under house arrest before
he pleaded guilty in 2014 to aiding
and abetting the operation of an
unlicensed money transmitting
business. Mr. Shrem, 26, has con-
tinued to post on Twitter, with the
assistance of some friends, from
federal prison.

His Twitter profile describes
him as “Bitcoin pioneer & first
felon.” In April, shortly after be-
ginning to serve his two-year
sentence, Mr. Shrem posted, “I’m
in prison for a victimless crime”
and invited people to write to
him.

It is a kind of do-it-yourself de-
fense strategy for those naturally
disposed to a certain amount of
vanity and self-absorption, ex-
perts say. And it is gaining favor
even though defense lawyers
have counseled against it and
warned that the strategy could
backfire because some things de-
fendants say can be used against
them at trial or sentencing. 

Dealing with outspoken clients
has become increasingly normal,
lawyers say, especially as many
of these clients have cultivated
online personas that extend be-
yond their day jobs.

Gregory Morvillo, a lawyer
who specializes in representing
white-collar defendants, says
having a client who posts on
Twitter is a “recipe for disaster.”

“I am generally averse to my
clients going out and speaking
publicly, but the reality is there
has been a seismic shift in how
we communicate,” said Mr. Mor-
villo, who represented Anthony
Chiasson, a hedge fund manager

whose conviction on insider trad-
ing charges was overturned by
an appellate court.

Joshua B. Newman, a New
York entrepreneur charged in a
criminal complaint by federal
prosecutors with defrauding in-
vestors in a number of CrossFit
training ventures, has referred
on Twitter to having seen “better
days” and quoted Abraham Lin-
coln saying, “Folks with no vices
have very few virtues.” The case
is still pending.

Recently, Mr. Newman, 36,
started a new online fitness train-
ing venture that makes no men-
tion of the fraud charges against
him but talks about the favorable

media coverage he has received
over the years.

Priya Chaudhry, Mr. New-
man’s lawyer, said in a state-
ment, “We encourage our clients
to right their ships quickly and
permanently, so they can return
to good, productive lives.”

This new era of defiance on so-
cial media has led to the unusual
situation in which the person
charged with wrongdoing is the
one doing the talking, while the
lawyer is often the one to say no
comment. That has been the case
with Mr. Shkreli’s lawyers at the
big law firm Arnold & Porter,
which has repeatedly declined to
comment on the charges against
Mr. Shkreli.

Marc A. Agnifilo, the lawyer

who represented Mr. Shrem, said
that for clients who take to social
media to defend themselves it
“can feel good at the time,” but it
has the potential to undermine
plea negotiations that might be
taking place.

“We are in the age of overshar-
ing,” Mr. Agnifilo said.

Mr. Agnifilo and Mr. Morvillo
both said they could imagine a
situation in which they might be
forced to let go of a client who did
not heed advice and said too
much about a case on Twitter or
other social media forums.

Legal experts say they are less
concerned about a person facing
civil fraud charges, like Ms. Til-
ton, speaking out on Twitter since
there is no risk of jail time.

Denise Shull, a former trader
at the Chicago Mercantile Ex-
change and a coach to Wall Street
money managers, said there was
an element of narcissism behind
the social media defense.

“If you’ve already displayed
attention-seeking behavior, the
chances are you’re going to con-
tinue along that path if you can,”
Ms. Shull said. 

In the case of Ms. Tilton, being
in the public eye is not new. She
has cultivated an image that
plays on her role as a powerful
executive in the male-dominated
private equity industry. “It’s only
men I strip and flip,” she said in
the pilot for a reality television
show about her life called “The
Diva of Distressed.”

Ms. Tilton has contested alle-
gations by the S.E.C. that she
breached her fiduciary duty to
clients by failing to properly val-
ue the assets of distressed com-
panies in some portfolios, allow-
ing her to collect as much as $200
million in management fees. Ms.
Tilton released a video called
“Fight Like a Girl” soon after the

S.E.C. brought its complaint.
She filed a countersuit against

the S.E.C., and the agency’s case
has been stayed by a federal ap-
peals court while it considers the
legality of regulators’ decision to
proceed with the matter before
an administrative law judge.

In a statement, Ms. Tilton said
social media gave her the best
forum to speak directly to the
public. “Social media has pro-
vided me the medium to best re-
flect my ideas, my business and
me in my own words and im-
ages,” Ms. Tilton said.

Other defendants, such as
Mark Cuban, the billionaire busi-
nessman, reality TV show star
and owner of the Dallas Maver-
icks basketball team, have fre-
quently used social media to jab
at the S.E.C. He has gone after
the regulator on Twitter several
times since a Dallas jury cleared
him of federal insider trading
charges in October 2013.

As for Mr. Shkreli, the stream-
ing videos appear to be one way
for him to keep his relevance and
the degree of fame he has found
since defending the decision by
Turing Pharmaceuticals, which
he ran, to raise the price of a crit-
ical drug to $750 a pill from about
$13. Turing fired Mr. Shkreli after
his arrest, giving him more time
to produce the videos from his
Midtown Manhattan apartment.

“A small bit of it is, ‘I’m going
to try to win this P.R. battle,’” Ms.
Shull said of Mr. Shkreli’s tactics.
“But to go on and on? That would
suggest that he is petrified.”

In one video, Mr. Shkreli
spends time removing some of
the critical and profane com-
ments viewers posted online
about him. He also takes time out
to answer a question about why
he is making the videos, saying,
“I am doing this to mostly relax.”
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self-incrimination.

By BEN SISARIO

In a case that offers a glimpse
into the lucrative but often hid-
den business of concert tickets, a
small company has sued Live Na-
tion Entertainment in federal
court, accusing the multibillion-
dollar concert giant of abusing its
market power to control the sales
of tickets through musicians’
websites and fan clubs.

Songkick — a concert listings
and ticketing company based in
New York that has worked with
artists like Adele, Paul McCart-
ney, Ellie Goulding, Jackson
Browne, Miranda Lambert and
Ricky Martin — filed its suit on
Tuesday in United States District
Court in Los Angeles, accusing
Live Nation and its subsidiary,
Ticketmaster, of interfering in
Songkick’s business in violation
of federal antitrust law. Accord-
ing to the complaint, Live Nation
and Ticketmaster “have attempt-
ed to destroy competition in the
artist presale ticketing services
market.”

The suit, which seeks unspeci-
fied damages, also accuses Live
Nation and Ticketmaster of
threatening various unnamed
“superstar” artists not to work
with Songkick, and abusing its
power as a concert promoter to
influence how musicians sell
their tickets. Those areas of Live
Nation’s business are supposed
to be maintained separately, un-
der the terms of the 2010 merger
agreement between Live Nation
and Ticketmaster.

The case highlights the value
of the international touring mar-

ket, where artists now often
make the majority of their in-
come. Live Nation, which de-
clined to comment on the suit, is
the world’s largest concert pro-
moter, and in 2014 its Ticketmas-
ter division sold $23 billion in
tickets, according to company re-
ports.

Songkick’s case focuses on a
little-known but highly valuable
corner of the business: the sale of
advance tickets through artists’
websites and fan clubs. While
major ticketing companies like
Ticketmaster often have exclu-
sive deals with concert venues to
sell tickets for all shows that take
place there, musicians have his-
torically been allowed to sell a
small portion of the tickets —
usually 8 percent, but sometimes
more — directly to their followers
through the artists’ fan clubs or
websites, usually in “presales,”
or limited offerings before tickets
go on sale to the public.

Songkick accuses Live Nation
of applying behind-the-scenes
pressure on musicians not to do
business with Songkick and use
Live Nation’s fan-club system in-
stead.

In its suit, Songkick said that it
would reveal the artists’ names if
a protective order is granted “to
avoid providing defendants with
a further opportunity to intimi-
date them.”

Songkick Sues Live Nation,
Saying It Abuses Its Power
By Pressuring Performers
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the fine print of consumer con-
tracts, they have found a way to
block access to the courts and
ban class-action lawsuits, the
only realistic way to bring a case
against a deep-pocketed corpora-
tion.

Their strategy traces to a pair
of Supreme Court decisions in
2011 and 2013 that enshrined the
use of class-action bans in arbi-
tration clauses.

The result, The New York
Times found in an investigation
last month, is that banks, car
dealers, online retailers, cell-
phone service providers and
scores of other companies have
insulated themselves from chal-
lenges to illegal or deceptive
business practices. Once a class
action was dismantled, court and
arbitration records showed, few if
any of the individual plaintiffs
pursued arbitration.

In the last few years, debt col-
lectors have pushed the parame-
ters of that legal strategy into au-
dacious new territory. Perhaps
more than any other industry,
debt collectors use the courts
while invoking arbitration to
deny court access to others. The
companies file lawsuits seeking
to force borrowers to pay debts.
Because borrowers seldom show
up to challenge the lawsuits, the
collectors win almost every case,
transforming debts that banks
had given up on into big profits.

Other industries have tested
the boundaries of arbitration in
different ways. Auto dealers, for
example, successfully lobbied
Congress in 2000 to make sure
that they could go to court when
they had a dispute with their
manufacturers. Today, though,
dealers regularly require their
customers to go to arbitration,
while they can still sue manufac-
turers in court.

In the case of debt collectors,
the arbitration clauses that com-
panies are invoking are often in
contracts that borrowers pre-
sumably agreed to with their
original lenders — not with the
debt collector. Additionally, debt
collectors often cannot produce a
copy of the agreement in court,
according to records and inter-
views.

Consumer advocates argue it is
not fair for debt collectors to en-
force an arbitration agreement a
consumer signed with a different
company. Debt collectors counter
that they are buying loan con-
tracts, and the terms come with
them.

Because the tactic is still in its
early stages, there is no data
tracking the cases. But The
Times, examining thousands of
state and federal court records,

and interviewing hundreds of
lawyers, plaintiffs, industry con-
sultants and judges, found that
debt collection companies have
already used the strategy to
great success.

In the cases that The Times ex-
amined, judges routinely sided
with debt collectors on forcing
the disputes into arbitration.

In Mr. Cain’s case, Midland
Funding, the unit of Encore Cap-
ital, persevered despite originally
lacking a copy of a Citibank arbi-
tration agreement they said he
signed in 2003. Instead, the debt
collector presented as evidence a
Citibank contract that one of En-
core’s lawyers signed when he
opened an account.

In Mississippi, Midland Fund-
ing won a court judgment to com-
pel Wanda Thompson to pay
more than $4,700 on a debt that
was too old to be collected under
state law, court records show.

When Ms. Thompson filed a
class-action suit on behalf of oth-
er state residents, Encore in-
voked an arbitration clause to
have the lawsuit dismissed. Ms.
Thompson’s lawyers argued that
the company had clearly chosen
court over arbitration when it
sued her to collect the debt. By
going to court, the lawyers said,
Encore waived its right to compel
arbitration.

Unpersuaded, the judge ruled
that Encore’s lawsuit to collect
the debt was separate from Ms.
Thompson’s case accusing the
company of violating the law.

“It’s beyond hypocritical that
the companies can use arbitra-
tion to avoid being held account-
able in court, all the while using
the courts to collect from con-
sumers,” said Peter A. Holland, a
lawyer who ran the Consumer
Protection Clinic at the Universi-
ty of Maryland’s law school.

In a statement, Greg Call, En-
core’s general counsel, said the
company “has a longstanding
commitment to operating ethical-
ly and treating consumers with
respect.” 

Responding to the specific
cases, he said the judges “care-
fully reviewed the parties’ evi-
dence regarding whether the
creditor and consumer had
agreed to arbitrate and whether
arbitration was the appropriate
forum to resolve a dispute, and
followed federal law and Su-
preme Court direction when or-
dering the matter to arbitration.”

In the consumer credit ecosys-
tem, debt collectors are at the
bottom rung. They buy huge bun-
dles of delinquent debt from
banks for pennies on the dollar. 

The Federal Trade Commis-
sion, which examined 5,000 port-
folios of debt purchased by the
nation’s largest debt buyers,
found that only 12 percent includ-
ed documentation.

The debt collectors do not just
use the courts to collect on the
money, they flood them. In 2014,
the industry filed roughly 20,000
lawsuits in Maryland and more
than 67,000 in New York, accord-

ing to court records.
Philip S. Straniere, a civil court

judge in Staten Island, called
some of the cases that crossed his
desk “garbage.” Some debt col-
lectors, Judge Straniere said,
have sought to recoup payments
from the wrong person.

Little of that matters, because
many defendants do not show up
to defend themselves. Some nev-
er read nondescript legal notices
informing them of the lawsuits.

Others who do are too intimidat-
ed or ill-equipped to go to court.

Once it begins, the litigation
machine is virtually impossible to
stop. When defendants are ab-
sent, judges have little choice but
to find in favor of the debt col-
lectors, according to interviews.
Industry consultants estimated
that collectors win 95 percent of
the lawsuits.

Their practices have attracted
state and federal scrutiny. In Sep-
tember, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau fined Encore
and a second debt collector, the
PRA Group, for trying “to collect

on debts they should have known
were inaccurate.”

Mr. Call, Encore’s general
counsel, said that litigation was
“always a last resort” and was
used only to collect on less than 5
percent of the debts the company
owned. He added that, like the
C.F.P.B., Encore wanted “to en-
sure that consumers are treated
fairly.” A spokeswoman for the
PRA Group declined to comment.

But even when borrowers
bring class-action lawsuits over
practices that regulators have de-
termined to be illegal, the cases
are being thrown out because of
arbitration clauses, court records
show. In Maryland, Midland
Funding reached a $1.2 million
settlement with the state’s finan-
cial regulator, which found that
the company had “engaged in un-
licensed collection,” the very is-
sue that Mr. Cain could not bring
to court. In Kansas, borrowers
did not fare any better when they
sued Midland Funding, accusing
the company of not being prop-
erly licensed. Mr. Call said Mid-
land was “appropriately li-
censed.” A judge granted the
company’s motion to compel ar-
bitration.

Once their class actions were
dismissed, few plaintiffs pursued
arbitration, data analyzed by The
Times shows. Encore and its sub-
sidiaries faced 38 arbitration
cases from 2010 to 2015 and the
PRA Group faced 15, the data
shows.

Fred W. Schwinn, a consumer

lawyer in San Jose, Calif.,
thought he had a winner when he
brought a class action on behalf
of a woman who said she had
been improperly sued to collect
an old credit card debt. Predict-
ably, Mr. Schwinn said, the debt
collector, a unit of SquareTwo Fi-
nancial, asked the judge to order
the case into arbitration.

But Mr. Schwinn discovered
an agreement that the Square-
Two unit had entered with the
credit card company from which
it bought his client’s debt. The
agreement stated that the debt
collector “shall not use arbitra-
tion for collection of debt.”

A judge in the case still ruled
in the debt collector’s favor, say-
ing the agreement did not pre-
vent the SquareTwo unit from
using arbitration clauses when
facing lawsuits from consumers,
as opposed to when it was trying
to collect those consumers’
debts.

Such decisions are leading
lawyers to believe they may
have found, in the words of one
law firm, the “silver bullet” for
killing off legal challenges. In an
industry podcast, two lawyers
discussed the benefits of using
arbitration to quash consumers’
lawsuits. 

The tactic, they said, is emerg-
ing at an opportune time, given
that debt collectors are being
sued for violating federal law.

The beauty of the clauses, the
lawyers said, is that often the
lawsuit “simply goes away.”

Investors Buy Up Debts, Sue to Collect and Then Block Court Challenges
From Page A1
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Clifford Cain Jr., a retired electrician, whose lawsuit against a debt buyer was dismissed. “I can’t for the life of me understand how this is allowed to happen,” he said.

Because borrowers
seldom challenge
lawsuits, collectors
win almost every case.

Shrem, an early proponent of the
digital currency Bitcoin and chief
of the money exchange service
BitInstant, gave a speech via
Skype to a Bitcoin conference
while under house arrest before
he pleaded guilty in 2014 to aiding
and abetting the operation of an
unlicensed money transmitting
business. Mr. Shrem, 26, has con-
tinued to post on Twitter, with the
assistance of some friends, from
federal prison.

His Twitter profile describes
him as “Bitcoin pioneer & first
felon.” In April, shortly after be-
ginning to serve his two-year
sentence, Mr. Shrem posted, “I’m
in prison for a victimless crime”
and invited people to write to
him.

It is a kind of do-it-yourself de-
fense strategy for those naturally
disposed to a certain amount of
vanity and self-absorption, ex-
perts say. And it is gaining favor
even though defense lawyers
have counseled against it and
warned that the strategy could
backfire because some things de-
fendants say can be used against
them at trial or sentencing. 

Dealing with outspoken clients
has become increasingly normal,
lawyers say, especially as many
of these clients have cultivated
online personas that extend be-
yond their day jobs.

Gregory Morvillo, a lawyer
who specializes in representing
white-collar defendants, says
having a client who posts on
Twitter is a “recipe for disaster.”

“I am generally averse to my
clients going out and speaking
publicly, but the reality is there
has been a seismic shift in how
we communicate,” said Mr. Mor-
villo, who represented Anthony
Chiasson, a hedge fund manager

whose conviction on insider trad-
ing charges was overturned by
an appellate court.

Joshua B. Newman, a New
York entrepreneur charged in a
criminal complaint by federal
prosecutors with defrauding in-
vestors in a number of CrossFit
training ventures, has referred
on Twitter to having seen “better
days” and quoted Abraham Lin-
coln saying, “Folks with no vices
have very few virtues.” The case
is still pending.

Recently, Mr. Newman, 36,
started a new online fitness train-
ing venture that makes no men-
tion of the fraud charges against
him but talks about the favorable

media coverage he has received
over the years.

Priya Chaudhry, Mr. New-
man’s lawyer, said in a state-
ment, “We encourage our clients
to right their ships quickly and
permanently, so they can return
to good, productive lives.”

This new era of defiance on so-
cial media has led to the unusual
situation in which the person
charged with wrongdoing is the
one doing the talking, while the
lawyer is often the one to say no
comment. That has been the case
with Mr. Shkreli’s lawyers at the
big law firm Arnold & Porter,
which has repeatedly declined to
comment on the charges against
Mr. Shkreli.

Marc A. Agnifilo, the lawyer

who represented Mr. Shrem, said
that for clients who take to social
media to defend themselves it
“can feel good at the time,” but it
has the potential to undermine
plea negotiations that might be
taking place.

“We are in the age of overshar-
ing,” Mr. Agnifilo said.

Mr. Agnifilo and Mr. Morvillo
both said they could imagine a
situation in which they might be
forced to let go of a client who did
not heed advice and said too
much about a case on Twitter or
other social media forums.

Legal experts say they are less
concerned about a person facing
civil fraud charges, like Ms. Til-
ton, speaking out on Twitter since
there is no risk of jail time.

Denise Shull, a former trader
at the Chicago Mercantile Ex-
change and a coach to Wall Street
money managers, said there was
an element of narcissism behind
the social media defense.

“If you’ve already displayed
attention-seeking behavior, the
chances are you’re going to con-
tinue along that path if you can,”
Ms. Shull said. 

In the case of Ms. Tilton, being
in the public eye is not new. She
has cultivated an image that
plays on her role as a powerful
executive in the male-dominated
private equity industry. “It’s only
men I strip and flip,” she said in
the pilot for a reality television
show about her life called “The
Diva of Distressed.”

Ms. Tilton has contested alle-
gations by the S.E.C. that she
breached her fiduciary duty to
clients by failing to properly val-
ue the assets of distressed com-
panies in some portfolios, allow-
ing her to collect as much as $200
million in management fees. Ms.
Tilton released a video called
“Fight Like a Girl” soon after the

S.E.C. brought its complaint.
She filed a countersuit against

the S.E.C., and the agency’s case
has been stayed by a federal ap-
peals court while it considers the
legality of regulators’ decision to
proceed with the matter before
an administrative law judge.

In a statement, Ms. Tilton said
social media gave her the best
forum to speak directly to the
public. “Social media has pro-
vided me the medium to best re-
flect my ideas, my business and
me in my own words and im-
ages,” Ms. Tilton said.

Other defendants, such as
Mark Cuban, the billionaire busi-
nessman, reality TV show star
and owner of the Dallas Maver-
icks basketball team, have fre-
quently used social media to jab
at the S.E.C. He has gone after
the regulator on Twitter several
times since a Dallas jury cleared
him of federal insider trading
charges in October 2013.

As for Mr. Shkreli, the stream-
ing videos appear to be one way
for him to keep his relevance and
the degree of fame he has found
since defending the decision by
Turing Pharmaceuticals, which
he ran, to raise the price of a crit-
ical drug to $750 a pill from about
$13. Turing fired Mr. Shkreli after
his arrest, giving him more time
to produce the videos from his
Midtown Manhattan apartment.

“A small bit of it is, ‘I’m going
to try to win this P.R. battle,’” Ms.
Shull said of Mr. Shkreli’s tactics.
“But to go on and on? That would
suggest that he is petrified.”

In one video, Mr. Shkreli
spends time removing some of
the critical and profane com-
ments viewers posted online
about him. He also takes time out
to answer a question about why
he is making the videos, saying,
“I am doing this to mostly relax.”
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In a case that offers a glimpse
into the lucrative but often hid-
den business of concert tickets, a
small company has sued Live Na-
tion Entertainment in federal
court, accusing the multibillion-
dollar concert giant of abusing its
market power to control the sales
of tickets through musicians’
websites and fan clubs.

Songkick — a concert listings
and ticketing company based in
New York that has worked with
artists like Adele, Paul McCart-
ney, Ellie Goulding, Jackson
Browne, Miranda Lambert and
Ricky Martin — filed its suit on
Tuesday in United States District
Court in Los Angeles, accusing
Live Nation and its subsidiary,
Ticketmaster, of interfering in
Songkick’s business in violation
of federal antitrust law. Accord-
ing to the complaint, Live Nation
and Ticketmaster “have attempt-
ed to destroy competition in the
artist presale ticketing services
market.”

The suit, which seeks unspeci-
fied damages, also accuses Live
Nation and Ticketmaster of
threatening various unnamed
“superstar” artists not to work
with Songkick, and abusing its
power as a concert promoter to
influence how musicians sell
their tickets. Those areas of Live
Nation’s business are supposed
to be maintained separately, un-
der the terms of the 2010 merger
agreement between Live Nation
and Ticketmaster.

The case highlights the value
of the international touring mar-

ket, where artists now often
make the majority of their in-
come. Live Nation, which de-
clined to comment on the suit, is
the world’s largest concert pro-
moter, and in 2014 its Ticketmas-
ter division sold $23 billion in
tickets, according to company re-
ports.

Songkick’s case focuses on a
little-known but highly valuable
corner of the business: the sale of
advance tickets through artists’
websites and fan clubs. While
major ticketing companies like
Ticketmaster often have exclu-
sive deals with concert venues to
sell tickets for all shows that take
place there, musicians have his-
torically been allowed to sell a
small portion of the tickets —
usually 8 percent, but sometimes
more — directly to their followers
through the artists’ fan clubs or
websites, usually in “presales,”
or limited offerings before tickets
go on sale to the public.

Songkick accuses Live Nation
of applying behind-the-scenes
pressure on musicians not to do
business with Songkick and use
Live Nation’s fan-club system in-
stead.

In its suit, Songkick said that it
would reveal the artists’ names if
a protective order is granted “to
avoid providing defendants with
a further opportunity to intimi-
date them.”

Songkick Sues Live Nation,
Saying It Abuses Its Power
By Pressuring Performers
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the fine print of consumer con-
tracts, they have found a way to
block access to the courts and
ban class-action lawsuits, the
only realistic way to bring a case
against a deep-pocketed corpora-
tion.

Their strategy traces to a pair
of Supreme Court decisions in
2011 and 2013 that enshrined the
use of class-action bans in arbi-
tration clauses.

The result, The New York
Times found in an investigation
last month, is that banks, car
dealers, online retailers, cell-
phone service providers and
scores of other companies have
insulated themselves from chal-
lenges to illegal or deceptive
business practices. Once a class
action was dismantled, court and
arbitration records showed, few if
any of the individual plaintiffs
pursued arbitration.

In the last few years, debt col-
lectors have pushed the parame-
ters of that legal strategy into au-
dacious new territory. Perhaps
more than any other industry,
debt collectors use the courts
while invoking arbitration to
deny court access to others. The
companies file lawsuits seeking
to force borrowers to pay debts.
Because borrowers seldom show
up to challenge the lawsuits, the
collectors win almost every case,
transforming debts that banks
had given up on into big profits.

Other industries have tested
the boundaries of arbitration in
different ways. Auto dealers, for
example, successfully lobbied
Congress in 2000 to make sure
that they could go to court when
they had a dispute with their
manufacturers. Today, though,
dealers regularly require their
customers to go to arbitration,
while they can still sue manufac-
turers in court.

In the case of debt collectors,
the arbitration clauses that com-
panies are invoking are often in
contracts that borrowers pre-
sumably agreed to with their
original lenders — not with the
debt collector. Additionally, debt
collectors often cannot produce a
copy of the agreement in court,
according to records and inter-
views.

Consumer advocates argue it is
not fair for debt collectors to en-
force an arbitration agreement a
consumer signed with a different
company. Debt collectors counter
that they are buying loan con-
tracts, and the terms come with
them.

Because the tactic is still in its
early stages, there is no data
tracking the cases. But The
Times, examining thousands of
state and federal court records,

and interviewing hundreds of
lawyers, plaintiffs, industry con-
sultants and judges, found that
debt collection companies have
already used the strategy to
great success.

In the cases that The Times ex-
amined, judges routinely sided
with debt collectors on forcing
the disputes into arbitration.

In Mr. Cain’s case, Midland
Funding, the unit of Encore Cap-
ital, persevered despite originally
lacking a copy of a Citibank arbi-
tration agreement they said he
signed in 2003. Instead, the debt
collector presented as evidence a
Citibank contract that one of En-
core’s lawyers signed when he
opened an account.

In Mississippi, Midland Fund-
ing won a court judgment to com-
pel Wanda Thompson to pay
more than $4,700 on a debt that
was too old to be collected under
state law, court records show.

When Ms. Thompson filed a
class-action suit on behalf of oth-
er state residents, Encore in-
voked an arbitration clause to
have the lawsuit dismissed. Ms.
Thompson’s lawyers argued that
the company had clearly chosen
court over arbitration when it
sued her to collect the debt. By
going to court, the lawyers said,
Encore waived its right to compel
arbitration.

Unpersuaded, the judge ruled
that Encore’s lawsuit to collect
the debt was separate from Ms.
Thompson’s case accusing the
company of violating the law.

“It’s beyond hypocritical that
the companies can use arbitra-
tion to avoid being held account-
able in court, all the while using
the courts to collect from con-
sumers,” said Peter A. Holland, a
lawyer who ran the Consumer
Protection Clinic at the Universi-
ty of Maryland’s law school.

In a statement, Greg Call, En-
core’s general counsel, said the
company “has a longstanding
commitment to operating ethical-
ly and treating consumers with
respect.” 

Responding to the specific
cases, he said the judges “care-
fully reviewed the parties’ evi-
dence regarding whether the
creditor and consumer had
agreed to arbitrate and whether
arbitration was the appropriate
forum to resolve a dispute, and
followed federal law and Su-
preme Court direction when or-
dering the matter to arbitration.”

In the consumer credit ecosys-
tem, debt collectors are at the
bottom rung. They buy huge bun-
dles of delinquent debt from
banks for pennies on the dollar. 

The Federal Trade Commis-
sion, which examined 5,000 port-
folios of debt purchased by the
nation’s largest debt buyers,
found that only 12 percent includ-
ed documentation.

The debt collectors do not just
use the courts to collect on the
money, they flood them. In 2014,
the industry filed roughly 20,000
lawsuits in Maryland and more
than 67,000 in New York, accord-

ing to court records.
Philip S. Straniere, a civil court

judge in Staten Island, called
some of the cases that crossed his
desk “garbage.” Some debt col-
lectors, Judge Straniere said,
have sought to recoup payments
from the wrong person.

Little of that matters, because
many defendants do not show up
to defend themselves. Some nev-
er read nondescript legal notices
informing them of the lawsuits.

Others who do are too intimidat-
ed or ill-equipped to go to court.

Once it begins, the litigation
machine is virtually impossible to
stop. When defendants are ab-
sent, judges have little choice but
to find in favor of the debt col-
lectors, according to interviews.
Industry consultants estimated
that collectors win 95 percent of
the lawsuits.

Their practices have attracted
state and federal scrutiny. In Sep-
tember, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau fined Encore
and a second debt collector, the
PRA Group, for trying “to collect

on debts they should have known
were inaccurate.”

Mr. Call, Encore’s general
counsel, said that litigation was
“always a last resort” and was
used only to collect on less than 5
percent of the debts the company
owned. He added that, like the
C.F.P.B., Encore wanted “to en-
sure that consumers are treated
fairly.” A spokeswoman for the
PRA Group declined to comment.

But even when borrowers
bring class-action lawsuits over
practices that regulators have de-
termined to be illegal, the cases
are being thrown out because of
arbitration clauses, court records
show. In Maryland, Midland
Funding reached a $1.2 million
settlement with the state’s finan-
cial regulator, which found that
the company had “engaged in un-
licensed collection,” the very is-
sue that Mr. Cain could not bring
to court. In Kansas, borrowers
did not fare any better when they
sued Midland Funding, accusing
the company of not being prop-
erly licensed. Mr. Call said Mid-
land was “appropriately li-
censed.” A judge granted the
company’s motion to compel ar-
bitration.

Once their class actions were
dismissed, few plaintiffs pursued
arbitration, data analyzed by The
Times shows. Encore and its sub-
sidiaries faced 38 arbitration
cases from 2010 to 2015 and the
PRA Group faced 15, the data
shows.

Fred W. Schwinn, a consumer

lawyer in San Jose, Calif.,
thought he had a winner when he
brought a class action on behalf
of a woman who said she had
been improperly sued to collect
an old credit card debt. Predict-
ably, Mr. Schwinn said, the debt
collector, a unit of SquareTwo Fi-
nancial, asked the judge to order
the case into arbitration.

But Mr. Schwinn discovered
an agreement that the Square-
Two unit had entered with the
credit card company from which
it bought his client’s debt. The
agreement stated that the debt
collector “shall not use arbitra-
tion for collection of debt.”

A judge in the case still ruled
in the debt collector’s favor, say-
ing the agreement did not pre-
vent the SquareTwo unit from
using arbitration clauses when
facing lawsuits from consumers,
as opposed to when it was trying
to collect those consumers’
debts.

Such decisions are leading
lawyers to believe they may
have found, in the words of one
law firm, the “silver bullet” for
killing off legal challenges. In an
industry podcast, two lawyers
discussed the benefits of using
arbitration to quash consumers’
lawsuits. 

The tactic, they said, is emerg-
ing at an opportune time, given
that debt collectors are being
sued for violating federal law.

The beauty of the clauses, the
lawyers said, is that often the
lawsuit “simply goes away.”
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Clifford Cain Jr., a retired electrician, whose lawsuit against a debt buyer was dismissed. “I can’t for the life of me understand how this is allowed to happen,” he said.

Because borrowers
seldom challenge
lawsuits, collectors
win almost every case.

Shrem, an early proponent of the
digital currency Bitcoin and chief
of the money exchange service
BitInstant, gave a speech via
Skype to a Bitcoin conference
while under house arrest before
he pleaded guilty in 2014 to aiding
and abetting the operation of an
unlicensed money transmitting
business. Mr. Shrem, 26, has con-
tinued to post on Twitter, with the
assistance of some friends, from
federal prison.

His Twitter profile describes
him as “Bitcoin pioneer & first
felon.” In April, shortly after be-
ginning to serve his two-year
sentence, Mr. Shrem posted, “I’m
in prison for a victimless crime”
and invited people to write to
him.

It is a kind of do-it-yourself de-
fense strategy for those naturally
disposed to a certain amount of
vanity and self-absorption, ex-
perts say. And it is gaining favor
even though defense lawyers
have counseled against it and
warned that the strategy could
backfire because some things de-
fendants say can be used against
them at trial or sentencing. 

Dealing with outspoken clients
has become increasingly normal,
lawyers say, especially as many
of these clients have cultivated
online personas that extend be-
yond their day jobs.

Gregory Morvillo, a lawyer
who specializes in representing
white-collar defendants, says
having a client who posts on
Twitter is a “recipe for disaster.”

“I am generally averse to my
clients going out and speaking
publicly, but the reality is there
has been a seismic shift in how
we communicate,” said Mr. Mor-
villo, who represented Anthony
Chiasson, a hedge fund manager

whose conviction on insider trad-
ing charges was overturned by
an appellate court.

Joshua B. Newman, a New
York entrepreneur charged in a
criminal complaint by federal
prosecutors with defrauding in-
vestors in a number of CrossFit
training ventures, has referred
on Twitter to having seen “better
days” and quoted Abraham Lin-
coln saying, “Folks with no vices
have very few virtues.” The case
is still pending.

Recently, Mr. Newman, 36,
started a new online fitness train-
ing venture that makes no men-
tion of the fraud charges against
him but talks about the favorable

media coverage he has received
over the years.

Priya Chaudhry, Mr. New-
man’s lawyer, said in a state-
ment, “We encourage our clients
to right their ships quickly and
permanently, so they can return
to good, productive lives.”

This new era of defiance on so-
cial media has led to the unusual
situation in which the person
charged with wrongdoing is the
one doing the talking, while the
lawyer is often the one to say no
comment. That has been the case
with Mr. Shkreli’s lawyers at the
big law firm Arnold & Porter,
which has repeatedly declined to
comment on the charges against
Mr. Shkreli.

Marc A. Agnifilo, the lawyer

who represented Mr. Shrem, said
that for clients who take to social
media to defend themselves it
“can feel good at the time,” but it
has the potential to undermine
plea negotiations that might be
taking place.

“We are in the age of overshar-
ing,” Mr. Agnifilo said.

Mr. Agnifilo and Mr. Morvillo
both said they could imagine a
situation in which they might be
forced to let go of a client who did
not heed advice and said too
much about a case on Twitter or
other social media forums.

Legal experts say they are less
concerned about a person facing
civil fraud charges, like Ms. Til-
ton, speaking out on Twitter since
there is no risk of jail time.

Denise Shull, a former trader
at the Chicago Mercantile Ex-
change and a coach to Wall Street
money managers, said there was
an element of narcissism behind
the social media defense.

“If you’ve already displayed
attention-seeking behavior, the
chances are you’re going to con-
tinue along that path if you can,”
Ms. Shull said. 

In the case of Ms. Tilton, being
in the public eye is not new. She
has cultivated an image that
plays on her role as a powerful
executive in the male-dominated
private equity industry. “It’s only
men I strip and flip,” she said in
the pilot for a reality television
show about her life called “The
Diva of Distressed.”

Ms. Tilton has contested alle-
gations by the S.E.C. that she
breached her fiduciary duty to
clients by failing to properly val-
ue the assets of distressed com-
panies in some portfolios, allow-
ing her to collect as much as $200
million in management fees. Ms.
Tilton released a video called
“Fight Like a Girl” soon after the

S.E.C. brought its complaint.
She filed a countersuit against

the S.E.C., and the agency’s case
has been stayed by a federal ap-
peals court while it considers the
legality of regulators’ decision to
proceed with the matter before
an administrative law judge.

In a statement, Ms. Tilton said
social media gave her the best
forum to speak directly to the
public. “Social media has pro-
vided me the medium to best re-
flect my ideas, my business and
me in my own words and im-
ages,” Ms. Tilton said.

Other defendants, such as
Mark Cuban, the billionaire busi-
nessman, reality TV show star
and owner of the Dallas Maver-
icks basketball team, have fre-
quently used social media to jab
at the S.E.C. He has gone after
the regulator on Twitter several
times since a Dallas jury cleared
him of federal insider trading
charges in October 2013.

As for Mr. Shkreli, the stream-
ing videos appear to be one way
for him to keep his relevance and
the degree of fame he has found
since defending the decision by
Turing Pharmaceuticals, which
he ran, to raise the price of a crit-
ical drug to $750 a pill from about
$13. Turing fired Mr. Shkreli after
his arrest, giving him more time
to produce the videos from his
Midtown Manhattan apartment.

“A small bit of it is, ‘I’m going
to try to win this P.R. battle,’” Ms.
Shull said of Mr. Shkreli’s tactics.
“But to go on and on? That would
suggest that he is petrified.”

In one video, Mr. Shkreli
spends time removing some of
the critical and profane com-
ments viewers posted online
about him. He also takes time out
to answer a question about why
he is making the videos, saying,
“I am doing this to mostly relax.”
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A do-it-yourself
defense strategy that
comes with risks of
self-incrimination.
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In a case that offers a glimpse
into the lucrative but often hid-
den business of concert tickets, a
small company has sued Live Na-
tion Entertainment in federal
court, accusing the multibillion-
dollar concert giant of abusing its
market power to control the sales
of tickets through musicians’
websites and fan clubs.

Songkick — a concert listings
and ticketing company based in
New York that has worked with
artists like Adele, Paul McCart-
ney, Ellie Goulding, Jackson
Browne, Miranda Lambert and
Ricky Martin — filed its suit on
Tuesday in United States District
Court in Los Angeles, accusing
Live Nation and its subsidiary,
Ticketmaster, of interfering in
Songkick’s business in violation
of federal antitrust law. Accord-
ing to the complaint, Live Nation
and Ticketmaster “have attempt-
ed to destroy competition in the
artist presale ticketing services
market.”

The suit, which seeks unspeci-
fied damages, also accuses Live
Nation and Ticketmaster of
threatening various unnamed
“superstar” artists not to work
with Songkick, and abusing its
power as a concert promoter to
influence how musicians sell
their tickets. Those areas of Live
Nation’s business are supposed
to be maintained separately, un-
der the terms of the 2010 merger
agreement between Live Nation
and Ticketmaster.

The case highlights the value
of the international touring mar-

ket, where artists now often
make the majority of their in-
come. Live Nation, which de-
clined to comment on the suit, is
the world’s largest concert pro-
moter, and in 2014 its Ticketmas-
ter division sold $23 billion in
tickets, according to company re-
ports.

Songkick’s case focuses on a
little-known but highly valuable
corner of the business: the sale of
advance tickets through artists’
websites and fan clubs. While
major ticketing companies like
Ticketmaster often have exclu-
sive deals with concert venues to
sell tickets for all shows that take
place there, musicians have his-
torically been allowed to sell a
small portion of the tickets —
usually 8 percent, but sometimes
more — directly to their followers
through the artists’ fan clubs or
websites, usually in “presales,”
or limited offerings before tickets
go on sale to the public.

Songkick accuses Live Nation
of applying behind-the-scenes
pressure on musicians not to do
business with Songkick and use
Live Nation’s fan-club system in-
stead.

In its suit, Songkick said that it
would reveal the artists’ names if
a protective order is granted “to
avoid providing defendants with
a further opportunity to intimi-
date them.”

Songkick Sues Live Nation,
Saying It Abuses Its Power
By Pressuring Performers
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the fine print of consumer con-
tracts, they have found a way to
block access to the courts and
ban class-action lawsuits, the
only realistic way to bring a case
against a deep-pocketed corpora-
tion.

Their strategy traces to a pair
of Supreme Court decisions in
2011 and 2013 that enshrined the
use of class-action bans in arbi-
tration clauses.

The result, The New York
Times found in an investigation
last month, is that banks, car
dealers, online retailers, cell-
phone service providers and
scores of other companies have
insulated themselves from chal-
lenges to illegal or deceptive
business practices. Once a class
action was dismantled, court and
arbitration records showed, few if
any of the individual plaintiffs
pursued arbitration.

In the last few years, debt col-
lectors have pushed the parame-
ters of that legal strategy into au-
dacious new territory. Perhaps
more than any other industry,
debt collectors use the courts
while invoking arbitration to
deny court access to others. The
companies file lawsuits seeking
to force borrowers to pay debts.
Because borrowers seldom show
up to challenge the lawsuits, the
collectors win almost every case,
transforming debts that banks
had given up on into big profits.

Other industries have tested
the boundaries of arbitration in
different ways. Auto dealers, for
example, successfully lobbied
Congress in 2000 to make sure
that they could go to court when
they had a dispute with their
manufacturers. Today, though,
dealers regularly require their
customers to go to arbitration,
while they can still sue manufac-
turers in court.

In the case of debt collectors,
the arbitration clauses that com-
panies are invoking are often in
contracts that borrowers pre-
sumably agreed to with their
original lenders — not with the
debt collector. Additionally, debt
collectors often cannot produce a
copy of the agreement in court,
according to records and inter-
views.

Consumer advocates argue it is
not fair for debt collectors to en-
force an arbitration agreement a
consumer signed with a different
company. Debt collectors counter
that they are buying loan con-
tracts, and the terms come with
them.

Because the tactic is still in its
early stages, there is no data
tracking the cases. But The
Times, examining thousands of
state and federal court records,

and interviewing hundreds of
lawyers, plaintiffs, industry con-
sultants and judges, found that
debt collection companies have
already used the strategy to
great success.

In the cases that The Times ex-
amined, judges routinely sided
with debt collectors on forcing
the disputes into arbitration.

In Mr. Cain’s case, Midland
Funding, the unit of Encore Cap-
ital, persevered despite originally
lacking a copy of a Citibank arbi-
tration agreement they said he
signed in 2003. Instead, the debt
collector presented as evidence a
Citibank contract that one of En-
core’s lawyers signed when he
opened an account.

In Mississippi, Midland Fund-
ing won a court judgment to com-
pel Wanda Thompson to pay
more than $4,700 on a debt that
was too old to be collected under
state law, court records show.

When Ms. Thompson filed a
class-action suit on behalf of oth-
er state residents, Encore in-
voked an arbitration clause to
have the lawsuit dismissed. Ms.
Thompson’s lawyers argued that
the company had clearly chosen
court over arbitration when it
sued her to collect the debt. By
going to court, the lawyers said,
Encore waived its right to compel
arbitration.

Unpersuaded, the judge ruled
that Encore’s lawsuit to collect
the debt was separate from Ms.
Thompson’s case accusing the
company of violating the law.

“It’s beyond hypocritical that
the companies can use arbitra-
tion to avoid being held account-
able in court, all the while using
the courts to collect from con-
sumers,” said Peter A. Holland, a
lawyer who ran the Consumer
Protection Clinic at the Universi-
ty of Maryland’s law school.

In a statement, Greg Call, En-
core’s general counsel, said the
company “has a longstanding
commitment to operating ethical-
ly and treating consumers with
respect.” 

Responding to the specific
cases, he said the judges “care-
fully reviewed the parties’ evi-
dence regarding whether the
creditor and consumer had
agreed to arbitrate and whether
arbitration was the appropriate
forum to resolve a dispute, and
followed federal law and Su-
preme Court direction when or-
dering the matter to arbitration.”

In the consumer credit ecosys-
tem, debt collectors are at the
bottom rung. They buy huge bun-
dles of delinquent debt from
banks for pennies on the dollar. 

The Federal Trade Commis-
sion, which examined 5,000 port-
folios of debt purchased by the
nation’s largest debt buyers,
found that only 12 percent includ-
ed documentation.

The debt collectors do not just
use the courts to collect on the
money, they flood them. In 2014,
the industry filed roughly 20,000
lawsuits in Maryland and more
than 67,000 in New York, accord-

ing to court records.
Philip S. Straniere, a civil court

judge in Staten Island, called
some of the cases that crossed his
desk “garbage.” Some debt col-
lectors, Judge Straniere said,
have sought to recoup payments
from the wrong person.

Little of that matters, because
many defendants do not show up
to defend themselves. Some nev-
er read nondescript legal notices
informing them of the lawsuits.

Others who do are too intimidat-
ed or ill-equipped to go to court.

Once it begins, the litigation
machine is virtually impossible to
stop. When defendants are ab-
sent, judges have little choice but
to find in favor of the debt col-
lectors, according to interviews.
Industry consultants estimated
that collectors win 95 percent of
the lawsuits.

Their practices have attracted
state and federal scrutiny. In Sep-
tember, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau fined Encore
and a second debt collector, the
PRA Group, for trying “to collect

on debts they should have known
were inaccurate.”

Mr. Call, Encore’s general
counsel, said that litigation was
“always a last resort” and was
used only to collect on less than 5
percent of the debts the company
owned. He added that, like the
C.F.P.B., Encore wanted “to en-
sure that consumers are treated
fairly.” A spokeswoman for the
PRA Group declined to comment.

But even when borrowers
bring class-action lawsuits over
practices that regulators have de-
termined to be illegal, the cases
are being thrown out because of
arbitration clauses, court records
show. In Maryland, Midland
Funding reached a $1.2 million
settlement with the state’s finan-
cial regulator, which found that
the company had “engaged in un-
licensed collection,” the very is-
sue that Mr. Cain could not bring
to court. In Kansas, borrowers
did not fare any better when they
sued Midland Funding, accusing
the company of not being prop-
erly licensed. Mr. Call said Mid-
land was “appropriately li-
censed.” A judge granted the
company’s motion to compel ar-
bitration.

Once their class actions were
dismissed, few plaintiffs pursued
arbitration, data analyzed by The
Times shows. Encore and its sub-
sidiaries faced 38 arbitration
cases from 2010 to 2015 and the
PRA Group faced 15, the data
shows.

Fred W. Schwinn, a consumer

lawyer in San Jose, Calif.,
thought he had a winner when he
brought a class action on behalf
of a woman who said she had
been improperly sued to collect
an old credit card debt. Predict-
ably, Mr. Schwinn said, the debt
collector, a unit of SquareTwo Fi-
nancial, asked the judge to order
the case into arbitration.

But Mr. Schwinn discovered
an agreement that the Square-
Two unit had entered with the
credit card company from which
it bought his client’s debt. The
agreement stated that the debt
collector “shall not use arbitra-
tion for collection of debt.”

A judge in the case still ruled
in the debt collector’s favor, say-
ing the agreement did not pre-
vent the SquareTwo unit from
using arbitration clauses when
facing lawsuits from consumers,
as opposed to when it was trying
to collect those consumers’
debts.

Such decisions are leading
lawyers to believe they may
have found, in the words of one
law firm, the “silver bullet” for
killing off legal challenges. In an
industry podcast, two lawyers
discussed the benefits of using
arbitration to quash consumers’
lawsuits. 

The tactic, they said, is emerg-
ing at an opportune time, given
that debt collectors are being
sued for violating federal law.

The beauty of the clauses, the
lawyers said, is that often the
lawsuit “simply goes away.”
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Clifford Cain Jr., a retired electrician, whose lawsuit against a debt buyer was dismissed. “I can’t for the life of me understand how this is allowed to happen,” he said.

Because borrowers
seldom challenge
lawsuits, collectors
win almost every case.

Shrem, an early proponent of the
digital currency Bitcoin and chief
of the money exchange service
BitInstant, gave a speech via
Skype to a Bitcoin conference
while under house arrest before
he pleaded guilty in 2014 to aiding
and abetting the operation of an
unlicensed money transmitting
business. Mr. Shrem, 26, has con-
tinued to post on Twitter, with the
assistance of some friends, from
federal prison.

His Twitter profile describes
him as “Bitcoin pioneer & first
felon.” In April, shortly after be-
ginning to serve his two-year
sentence, Mr. Shrem posted, “I’m
in prison for a victimless crime”
and invited people to write to
him.

It is a kind of do-it-yourself de-
fense strategy for those naturally
disposed to a certain amount of
vanity and self-absorption, ex-
perts say. And it is gaining favor
even though defense lawyers
have counseled against it and
warned that the strategy could
backfire because some things de-
fendants say can be used against
them at trial or sentencing. 

Dealing with outspoken clients
has become increasingly normal,
lawyers say, especially as many
of these clients have cultivated
online personas that extend be-
yond their day jobs.

Gregory Morvillo, a lawyer
who specializes in representing
white-collar defendants, says
having a client who posts on
Twitter is a “recipe for disaster.”

“I am generally averse to my
clients going out and speaking
publicly, but the reality is there
has been a seismic shift in how
we communicate,” said Mr. Mor-
villo, who represented Anthony
Chiasson, a hedge fund manager

whose conviction on insider trad-
ing charges was overturned by
an appellate court.

Joshua B. Newman, a New
York entrepreneur charged in a
criminal complaint by federal
prosecutors with defrauding in-
vestors in a number of CrossFit
training ventures, has referred
on Twitter to having seen “better
days” and quoted Abraham Lin-
coln saying, “Folks with no vices
have very few virtues.” The case
is still pending.

Recently, Mr. Newman, 36,
started a new online fitness train-
ing venture that makes no men-
tion of the fraud charges against
him but talks about the favorable

media coverage he has received
over the years.

Priya Chaudhry, Mr. New-
man’s lawyer, said in a state-
ment, “We encourage our clients
to right their ships quickly and
permanently, so they can return
to good, productive lives.”

This new era of defiance on so-
cial media has led to the unusual
situation in which the person
charged with wrongdoing is the
one doing the talking, while the
lawyer is often the one to say no
comment. That has been the case
with Mr. Shkreli’s lawyers at the
big law firm Arnold & Porter,
which has repeatedly declined to
comment on the charges against
Mr. Shkreli.

Marc A. Agnifilo, the lawyer

who represented Mr. Shrem, said
that for clients who take to social
media to defend themselves it
“can feel good at the time,” but it
has the potential to undermine
plea negotiations that might be
taking place.

“We are in the age of overshar-
ing,” Mr. Agnifilo said.

Mr. Agnifilo and Mr. Morvillo
both said they could imagine a
situation in which they might be
forced to let go of a client who did
not heed advice and said too
much about a case on Twitter or
other social media forums.

Legal experts say they are less
concerned about a person facing
civil fraud charges, like Ms. Til-
ton, speaking out on Twitter since
there is no risk of jail time.

Denise Shull, a former trader
at the Chicago Mercantile Ex-
change and a coach to Wall Street
money managers, said there was
an element of narcissism behind
the social media defense.

“If you’ve already displayed
attention-seeking behavior, the
chances are you’re going to con-
tinue along that path if you can,”
Ms. Shull said. 

In the case of Ms. Tilton, being
in the public eye is not new. She
has cultivated an image that
plays on her role as a powerful
executive in the male-dominated
private equity industry. “It’s only
men I strip and flip,” she said in
the pilot for a reality television
show about her life called “The
Diva of Distressed.”

Ms. Tilton has contested alle-
gations by the S.E.C. that she
breached her fiduciary duty to
clients by failing to properly val-
ue the assets of distressed com-
panies in some portfolios, allow-
ing her to collect as much as $200
million in management fees. Ms.
Tilton released a video called
“Fight Like a Girl” soon after the

S.E.C. brought its complaint.
She filed a countersuit against

the S.E.C., and the agency’s case
has been stayed by a federal ap-
peals court while it considers the
legality of regulators’ decision to
proceed with the matter before
an administrative law judge.

In a statement, Ms. Tilton said
social media gave her the best
forum to speak directly to the
public. “Social media has pro-
vided me the medium to best re-
flect my ideas, my business and
me in my own words and im-
ages,” Ms. Tilton said.

Other defendants, such as
Mark Cuban, the billionaire busi-
nessman, reality TV show star
and owner of the Dallas Maver-
icks basketball team, have fre-
quently used social media to jab
at the S.E.C. He has gone after
the regulator on Twitter several
times since a Dallas jury cleared
him of federal insider trading
charges in October 2013.

As for Mr. Shkreli, the stream-
ing videos appear to be one way
for him to keep his relevance and
the degree of fame he has found
since defending the decision by
Turing Pharmaceuticals, which
he ran, to raise the price of a crit-
ical drug to $750 a pill from about
$13. Turing fired Mr. Shkreli after
his arrest, giving him more time
to produce the videos from his
Midtown Manhattan apartment.

“A small bit of it is, ‘I’m going
to try to win this P.R. battle,’” Ms.
Shull said of Mr. Shkreli’s tactics.
“But to go on and on? That would
suggest that he is petrified.”

In one video, Mr. Shkreli
spends time removing some of
the critical and profane com-
ments viewers posted online
about him. He also takes time out
to answer a question about why
he is making the videos, saying,
“I am doing this to mostly relax.”

No Comment? Not in Executives’ Online Playbook 
From First Business Page

A do-it-yourself
defense strategy that
comes with risks of
self-incrimination.

By BEN SISARIO

In a case that offers a glimpse
into the lucrative but often hid-
den business of concert tickets, a
small company has sued Live Na-
tion Entertainment in federal
court, accusing the multibillion-
dollar concert giant of abusing its
market power to control the sales
of tickets through musicians’
websites and fan clubs.

Songkick — a concert listings
and ticketing company based in
New York that has worked with
artists like Adele, Paul McCart-
ney, Ellie Goulding, Jackson
Browne, Miranda Lambert and
Ricky Martin — filed its suit on
Tuesday in United States District
Court in Los Angeles, accusing
Live Nation and its subsidiary,
Ticketmaster, of interfering in
Songkick’s business in violation
of federal antitrust law. Accord-
ing to the complaint, Live Nation
and Ticketmaster “have attempt-
ed to destroy competition in the
artist presale ticketing services
market.”

The suit, which seeks unspeci-
fied damages, also accuses Live
Nation and Ticketmaster of
threatening various unnamed
“superstar” artists not to work
with Songkick, and abusing its
power as a concert promoter to
influence how musicians sell
their tickets. Those areas of Live
Nation’s business are supposed
to be maintained separately, un-
der the terms of the 2010 merger
agreement between Live Nation
and Ticketmaster.

The case highlights the value
of the international touring mar-

ket, where artists now often
make the majority of their in-
come. Live Nation, which de-
clined to comment on the suit, is
the world’s largest concert pro-
moter, and in 2014 its Ticketmas-
ter division sold $23 billion in
tickets, according to company re-
ports.

Songkick’s case focuses on a
little-known but highly valuable
corner of the business: the sale of
advance tickets through artists’
websites and fan clubs. While
major ticketing companies like
Ticketmaster often have exclu-
sive deals with concert venues to
sell tickets for all shows that take
place there, musicians have his-
torically been allowed to sell a
small portion of the tickets —
usually 8 percent, but sometimes
more — directly to their followers
through the artists’ fan clubs or
websites, usually in “presales,”
or limited offerings before tickets
go on sale to the public.

Songkick accuses Live Nation
of applying behind-the-scenes
pressure on musicians not to do
business with Songkick and use
Live Nation’s fan-club system in-
stead.

In its suit, Songkick said that it
would reveal the artists’ names if
a protective order is granted “to
avoid providing defendants with
a further opportunity to intimi-
date them.”

Songkick Sues Live Nation,
Saying It Abuses Its Power
By Pressuring Performers
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debt collector presented as evidence a Citibank 
contract that one of Encore’s lawyers signed 
when he opened an account.

In Mississippi, Midland Funding won a court 
judgment to compel Wanda Thompson to pay 
more than $4,700 on a debt that was too old to 
be collected under state law, court records show.

When Ms. Thompson filed a class-action 
suit on behalf of other state residents, Encore in-
voked an arbitration clause to have the lawsuit 
dismissed. Ms. Thompson’s lawyers argued that 
the company had clearly chosen court over ar-
bitration when it sued her to collect the debt. By 
going to court, the lawyers said, Encore waived 
its right to compel arbitration.

Unpersuaded, the judge ruled that En-
core’s lawsuit to collect the debt was separate 
from Ms. Thompson’s case ac-
cusing the company of violating 
the law.

“It’s beyond hypocritical 
that the companies can use ar-
bitration to avoid being held ac-
countable in court, all the while 
using the courts to collect from 
consumers,” said Peter A. Hol-
land, a lawyer who ran the Consumer Protec-
tion Clinic at the University of Maryland’s law 
school.

In a statement, Greg Call, Encore’s general 
counsel, said the company “has a longstanding 
commitment to operating ethically and treating 
consumers with respect.” 

Responding to the specific cases, he said the 
judges “carefully reviewed the parties’ evidence 
regarding whether the creditor and consumer 
had agreed to arbitrate and whether arbitration 
was the appropriate forum to resolve a dispute, 
and followed federal law and Supreme Court 
direction when ordering the matter to arbitra-
tion.”

In the consumer credit ecosystem, debt 
collectors are at the bottom rung. They buy 
huge bundles of delinquent debt from banks for 
pennies on the dollar.

The Federal Trade Commission, which ex-
amined 5,000 portfolios of debt purchased by 
the nation’s largest debt buyers, found that only 
12 percent included documentation.

The debt collectors do not just use the 
courts to collect on the money, they flood them. 
In 2014, the industry filed roughly 20,000 law-

suits in Maryland and more than 67,000 in New 
York, according to court records.

Philip S. Straniere, a civil court judge in Stat-
en Island, called some of the cases that crossed 
his desk “garbage.” Some debt collectors, Judge 
Straniere said, have sought to recoup payments 
from the wrong person.

Little of that matters, because many de-
fendants do not show up to defend themselves. 
Some never read nondescript legal notices in-
forming them of the lawsuits. Others who do are 
too intimidated or ill-equipped to go to court.

Once it begins, the litigation machine is virtu-
ally impossible to stop. When defendants are ab-
sent, judges have little choice but to find in favor 
of the debt collectors, according to interviews. In-
dustry consultants estimated that collectors win 

95 percent of the lawsuits.
Their practices have attract-

ed state and federal scrutiny. In 
September, the Consumer Fi-
nancial Protection Bureau fined 
Encore and a second debt col-
lector, the PRA Group, for trying 
“to collect on debts they should 
have known were inaccurate.”

Mr. Call, Encore’s general counsel, said that 
litigation was “always a last resort” and was 
used only to collect on less than 5 percent of the 
debts the company owned. He added that, like 
the C.F.P.B., Encore wanted “to ensure that con-
sumers are treated fairly.” A spokeswoman for 
the PRA Group declined to comment.

But even when borrowers bring class-
action lawsuits over practices that regulators 
have determined to be illegal, the cases are 
being thrown out because of arbitration claus-
es, court records show. In Maryland, Midland 
Funding reached a $1.2 million settlement with 
the state’s financial regulator, which found 
that the company had “engaged in unlicensed 
collection,” the very issue that Mr. Cain could 
not bring to court. In Kansas, borrowers did 
not fare any better when they sued Midland 
Funding, accusing the company of not being 
properly licensed. Mr. Call said Midland was 
“appropriately licensed.” A judge granted the 
company’s motion to compel arbitration.

Once their class actions were dismissed, few 
plaintiffs pursued arbitration, data analyzed by 
The Times shows. Encore and its subsidiaries 
faced 38 arbitration cases from 2010 to 2015 and 
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the fine print of consumer con-
tracts, they have found a way to
block access to the courts and
ban class-action lawsuits, the
only realistic way to bring a case
against a deep-pocketed corpora-
tion.

Their strategy traces to a pair
of Supreme Court decisions in
2011 and 2013 that enshrined the
use of class-action bans in arbi-
tration clauses.

The result, The New York
Times found in an investigation
last month, is that banks, car
dealers, online retailers, cell-
phone service providers and
scores of other companies have
insulated themselves from chal-
lenges to illegal or deceptive
business practices. Once a class
action was dismantled, court and
arbitration records showed, few if
any of the individual plaintiffs
pursued arbitration.

In the last few years, debt col-
lectors have pushed the parame-
ters of that legal strategy into au-
dacious new territory. Perhaps
more than any other industry,
debt collectors use the courts
while invoking arbitration to
deny court access to others. The
companies file lawsuits seeking
to force borrowers to pay debts.
Because borrowers seldom show
up to challenge the lawsuits, the
collectors win almost every case,
transforming debts that banks
had given up on into big profits.

Other industries have tested
the boundaries of arbitration in
different ways. Auto dealers, for
example, successfully lobbied
Congress in 2000 to make sure
that they could go to court when
they had a dispute with their
manufacturers. Today, though,
dealers regularly require their
customers to go to arbitration,
while they can still sue manufac-
turers in court.

In the case of debt collectors,
the arbitration clauses that com-
panies are invoking are often in
contracts that borrowers pre-
sumably agreed to with their
original lenders — not with the
debt collector. Additionally, debt
collectors often cannot produce a
copy of the agreement in court,
according to records and inter-
views.

Consumer advocates argue it is
not fair for debt collectors to en-
force an arbitration agreement a
consumer signed with a different
company. Debt collectors counter
that they are buying loan con-
tracts, and the terms come with
them.

Because the tactic is still in its
early stages, there is no data
tracking the cases. But The
Times, examining thousands of
state and federal court records,

and interviewing hundreds of
lawyers, plaintiffs, industry con-
sultants and judges, found that
debt collection companies have
already used the strategy to
great success.

In the cases that The Times ex-
amined, judges routinely sided
with debt collectors on forcing
the disputes into arbitration.

In Mr. Cain’s case, Midland
Funding, the unit of Encore Cap-
ital, persevered despite originally
lacking a copy of a Citibank arbi-
tration agreement they said he
signed in 2003. Instead, the debt
collector presented as evidence a
Citibank contract that one of En-
core’s lawyers signed when he
opened an account.

In Mississippi, Midland Fund-
ing won a court judgment to com-
pel Wanda Thompson to pay
more than $4,700 on a debt that
was too old to be collected under
state law, court records show.

When Ms. Thompson filed a
class-action suit on behalf of oth-
er state residents, Encore in-
voked an arbitration clause to
have the lawsuit dismissed. Ms.
Thompson’s lawyers argued that
the company had clearly chosen
court over arbitration when it
sued her to collect the debt. By
going to court, the lawyers said,
Encore waived its right to compel
arbitration.

Unpersuaded, the judge ruled
that Encore’s lawsuit to collect
the debt was separate from Ms.
Thompson’s case accusing the
company of violating the law.

“It’s beyond hypocritical that
the companies can use arbitra-
tion to avoid being held account-
able in court, all the while using
the courts to collect from con-
sumers,” said Peter A. Holland, a
lawyer who ran the Consumer
Protection Clinic at the Universi-
ty of Maryland’s law school.

In a statement, Greg Call, En-
core’s general counsel, said the
company “has a longstanding
commitment to operating ethical-
ly and treating consumers with
respect.” 

Responding to the specific
cases, he said the judges “care-
fully reviewed the parties’ evi-
dence regarding whether the
creditor and consumer had
agreed to arbitrate and whether
arbitration was the appropriate
forum to resolve a dispute, and
followed federal law and Su-
preme Court direction when or-
dering the matter to arbitration.”

In the consumer credit ecosys-
tem, debt collectors are at the
bottom rung. They buy huge bun-
dles of delinquent debt from
banks for pennies on the dollar. 

The Federal Trade Commis-
sion, which examined 5,000 port-
folios of debt purchased by the
nation’s largest debt buyers,
found that only 12 percent includ-
ed documentation.

The debt collectors do not just
use the courts to collect on the
money, they flood them. In 2014,
the industry filed roughly 20,000
lawsuits in Maryland and more
than 67,000 in New York, accord-

ing to court records.
Philip S. Straniere, a civil court

judge in Staten Island, called
some of the cases that crossed his
desk “garbage.” Some debt col-
lectors, Judge Straniere said,
have sought to recoup payments
from the wrong person.

Little of that matters, because
many defendants do not show up
to defend themselves. Some nev-
er read nondescript legal notices
informing them of the lawsuits.

Others who do are too intimidat-
ed or ill-equipped to go to court.

Once it begins, the litigation
machine is virtually impossible to
stop. When defendants are ab-
sent, judges have little choice but
to find in favor of the debt col-
lectors, according to interviews.
Industry consultants estimated
that collectors win 95 percent of
the lawsuits.

Their practices have attracted
state and federal scrutiny. In Sep-
tember, the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau fined Encore
and a second debt collector, the
PRA Group, for trying “to collect

on debts they should have known
were inaccurate.”

Mr. Call, Encore’s general
counsel, said that litigation was
“always a last resort” and was
used only to collect on less than 5
percent of the debts the company
owned. He added that, like the
C.F.P.B., Encore wanted “to en-
sure that consumers are treated
fairly.” A spokeswoman for the
PRA Group declined to comment.

But even when borrowers
bring class-action lawsuits over
practices that regulators have de-
termined to be illegal, the cases
are being thrown out because of
arbitration clauses, court records
show. In Maryland, Midland
Funding reached a $1.2 million
settlement with the state’s finan-
cial regulator, which found that
the company had “engaged in un-
licensed collection,” the very is-
sue that Mr. Cain could not bring
to court. In Kansas, borrowers
did not fare any better when they
sued Midland Funding, accusing
the company of not being prop-
erly licensed. Mr. Call said Mid-
land was “appropriately li-
censed.” A judge granted the
company’s motion to compel ar-
bitration.

Once their class actions were
dismissed, few plaintiffs pursued
arbitration, data analyzed by The
Times shows. Encore and its sub-
sidiaries faced 38 arbitration
cases from 2010 to 2015 and the
PRA Group faced 15, the data
shows.

Fred W. Schwinn, a consumer

lawyer in San Jose, Calif.,
thought he had a winner when he
brought a class action on behalf
of a woman who said she had
been improperly sued to collect
an old credit card debt. Predict-
ably, Mr. Schwinn said, the debt
collector, a unit of SquareTwo Fi-
nancial, asked the judge to order
the case into arbitration.

But Mr. Schwinn discovered
an agreement that the Square-
Two unit had entered with the
credit card company from which
it bought his client’s debt. The
agreement stated that the debt
collector “shall not use arbitra-
tion for collection of debt.”

A judge in the case still ruled
in the debt collector’s favor, say-
ing the agreement did not pre-
vent the SquareTwo unit from
using arbitration clauses when
facing lawsuits from consumers,
as opposed to when it was trying
to collect those consumers’
debts.

Such decisions are leading
lawyers to believe they may
have found, in the words of one
law firm, the “silver bullet” for
killing off legal challenges. In an
industry podcast, two lawyers
discussed the benefits of using
arbitration to quash consumers’
lawsuits. 

The tactic, they said, is emerg-
ing at an opportune time, given
that debt collectors are being
sued for violating federal law.

The beauty of the clauses, the
lawyers said, is that often the
lawsuit “simply goes away.”

Investors Buy Up Debts, Sue to Collect and Then Block Court Challenges
From Page A1

MATT ROTH FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Clifford Cain Jr., a retired electrician, whose lawsuit against a debt buyer was dismissed. “I can’t for the life of me understand how this is allowed to happen,” he said.

Because borrowers
seldom challenge
lawsuits, collectors
win almost every case.

Shrem, an early proponent of the
digital currency Bitcoin and chief
of the money exchange service
BitInstant, gave a speech via
Skype to a Bitcoin conference
while under house arrest before
he pleaded guilty in 2014 to aiding
and abetting the operation of an
unlicensed money transmitting
business. Mr. Shrem, 26, has con-
tinued to post on Twitter, with the
assistance of some friends, from
federal prison.

His Twitter profile describes
him as “Bitcoin pioneer & first
felon.” In April, shortly after be-
ginning to serve his two-year
sentence, Mr. Shrem posted, “I’m
in prison for a victimless crime”
and invited people to write to
him.

It is a kind of do-it-yourself de-
fense strategy for those naturally
disposed to a certain amount of
vanity and self-absorption, ex-
perts say. And it is gaining favor
even though defense lawyers
have counseled against it and
warned that the strategy could
backfire because some things de-
fendants say can be used against
them at trial or sentencing. 

Dealing with outspoken clients
has become increasingly normal,
lawyers say, especially as many
of these clients have cultivated
online personas that extend be-
yond their day jobs.

Gregory Morvillo, a lawyer
who specializes in representing
white-collar defendants, says
having a client who posts on
Twitter is a “recipe for disaster.”

“I am generally averse to my
clients going out and speaking
publicly, but the reality is there
has been a seismic shift in how
we communicate,” said Mr. Mor-
villo, who represented Anthony
Chiasson, a hedge fund manager

whose conviction on insider trad-
ing charges was overturned by
an appellate court.

Joshua B. Newman, a New
York entrepreneur charged in a
criminal complaint by federal
prosecutors with defrauding in-
vestors in a number of CrossFit
training ventures, has referred
on Twitter to having seen “better
days” and quoted Abraham Lin-
coln saying, “Folks with no vices
have very few virtues.” The case
is still pending.

Recently, Mr. Newman, 36,
started a new online fitness train-
ing venture that makes no men-
tion of the fraud charges against
him but talks about the favorable

media coverage he has received
over the years.

Priya Chaudhry, Mr. New-
man’s lawyer, said in a state-
ment, “We encourage our clients
to right their ships quickly and
permanently, so they can return
to good, productive lives.”

This new era of defiance on so-
cial media has led to the unusual
situation in which the person
charged with wrongdoing is the
one doing the talking, while the
lawyer is often the one to say no
comment. That has been the case
with Mr. Shkreli’s lawyers at the
big law firm Arnold & Porter,
which has repeatedly declined to
comment on the charges against
Mr. Shkreli.

Marc A. Agnifilo, the lawyer

who represented Mr. Shrem, said
that for clients who take to social
media to defend themselves it
“can feel good at the time,” but it
has the potential to undermine
plea negotiations that might be
taking place.

“We are in the age of overshar-
ing,” Mr. Agnifilo said.

Mr. Agnifilo and Mr. Morvillo
both said they could imagine a
situation in which they might be
forced to let go of a client who did
not heed advice and said too
much about a case on Twitter or
other social media forums.

Legal experts say they are less
concerned about a person facing
civil fraud charges, like Ms. Til-
ton, speaking out on Twitter since
there is no risk of jail time.

Denise Shull, a former trader
at the Chicago Mercantile Ex-
change and a coach to Wall Street
money managers, said there was
an element of narcissism behind
the social media defense.

“If you’ve already displayed
attention-seeking behavior, the
chances are you’re going to con-
tinue along that path if you can,”
Ms. Shull said. 

In the case of Ms. Tilton, being
in the public eye is not new. She
has cultivated an image that
plays on her role as a powerful
executive in the male-dominated
private equity industry. “It’s only
men I strip and flip,” she said in
the pilot for a reality television
show about her life called “The
Diva of Distressed.”

Ms. Tilton has contested alle-
gations by the S.E.C. that she
breached her fiduciary duty to
clients by failing to properly val-
ue the assets of distressed com-
panies in some portfolios, allow-
ing her to collect as much as $200
million in management fees. Ms.
Tilton released a video called
“Fight Like a Girl” soon after the

S.E.C. brought its complaint.
She filed a countersuit against

the S.E.C., and the agency’s case
has been stayed by a federal ap-
peals court while it considers the
legality of regulators’ decision to
proceed with the matter before
an administrative law judge.

In a statement, Ms. Tilton said
social media gave her the best
forum to speak directly to the
public. “Social media has pro-
vided me the medium to best re-
flect my ideas, my business and
me in my own words and im-
ages,” Ms. Tilton said.

Other defendants, such as
Mark Cuban, the billionaire busi-
nessman, reality TV show star
and owner of the Dallas Maver-
icks basketball team, have fre-
quently used social media to jab
at the S.E.C. He has gone after
the regulator on Twitter several
times since a Dallas jury cleared
him of federal insider trading
charges in October 2013.

As for Mr. Shkreli, the stream-
ing videos appear to be one way
for him to keep his relevance and
the degree of fame he has found
since defending the decision by
Turing Pharmaceuticals, which
he ran, to raise the price of a crit-
ical drug to $750 a pill from about
$13. Turing fired Mr. Shkreli after
his arrest, giving him more time
to produce the videos from his
Midtown Manhattan apartment.

“A small bit of it is, ‘I’m going
to try to win this P.R. battle,’” Ms.
Shull said of Mr. Shkreli’s tactics.
“But to go on and on? That would
suggest that he is petrified.”

In one video, Mr. Shkreli
spends time removing some of
the critical and profane com-
ments viewers posted online
about him. He also takes time out
to answer a question about why
he is making the videos, saying,
“I am doing this to mostly relax.”
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By BEN SISARIO

In a case that offers a glimpse
into the lucrative but often hid-
den business of concert tickets, a
small company has sued Live Na-
tion Entertainment in federal
court, accusing the multibillion-
dollar concert giant of abusing its
market power to control the sales
of tickets through musicians’
websites and fan clubs.

Songkick — a concert listings
and ticketing company based in
New York that has worked with
artists like Adele, Paul McCart-
ney, Ellie Goulding, Jackson
Browne, Miranda Lambert and
Ricky Martin — filed its suit on
Tuesday in United States District
Court in Los Angeles, accusing
Live Nation and its subsidiary,
Ticketmaster, of interfering in
Songkick’s business in violation
of federal antitrust law. Accord-
ing to the complaint, Live Nation
and Ticketmaster “have attempt-
ed to destroy competition in the
artist presale ticketing services
market.”

The suit, which seeks unspeci-
fied damages, also accuses Live
Nation and Ticketmaster of
threatening various unnamed
“superstar” artists not to work
with Songkick, and abusing its
power as a concert promoter to
influence how musicians sell
their tickets. Those areas of Live
Nation’s business are supposed
to be maintained separately, un-
der the terms of the 2010 merger
agreement between Live Nation
and Ticketmaster.

The case highlights the value
of the international touring mar-

ket, where artists now often
make the majority of their in-
come. Live Nation, which de-
clined to comment on the suit, is
the world’s largest concert pro-
moter, and in 2014 its Ticketmas-
ter division sold $23 billion in
tickets, according to company re-
ports.

Songkick’s case focuses on a
little-known but highly valuable
corner of the business: the sale of
advance tickets through artists’
websites and fan clubs. While
major ticketing companies like
Ticketmaster often have exclu-
sive deals with concert venues to
sell tickets for all shows that take
place there, musicians have his-
torically been allowed to sell a
small portion of the tickets —
usually 8 percent, but sometimes
more — directly to their followers
through the artists’ fan clubs or
websites, usually in “presales,”
or limited offerings before tickets
go on sale to the public.

Songkick accuses Live Nation
of applying behind-the-scenes
pressure on musicians not to do
business with Songkick and use
Live Nation’s fan-club system in-
stead.

In its suit, Songkick said that it
would reveal the artists’ names if
a protective order is granted “to
avoid providing defendants with
a further opportunity to intimi-
date them.”

Songkick Sues Live Nation,
Saying It Abuses Its Power
By Pressuring Performers
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the PRA Group faced 15, the data shows.
Fred W. Schwinn, a consumer lawyer in San 

Jose, Calif., thought he had a winner when he 
brought a class action on behalf of a woman who 
said she had been improperly sued to collect an 
old credit card debt. Predictably, Mr. Schwinn 
said, the debt collector, a unit of SquareTwo Fi-
nancial, asked the judge to order the case into 
arbitration.

But Mr. Schwinn discovered an agreement 
that the SquareTwo unit had entered with the 
credit card company from which it bought his 
client’s debt. The agreement stated that the 
debt collector “shall not use arbitration for col-
lection of debt.”

A judge in the case still ruled in the debt col-

lector’s favor, saying the agreement did not pre-
vent the SquareTwo unit from using arbitration 
clauses when facing lawsuits from consumers, 
as opposed to when it was trying to collect those 
consumers’ debts.

Such decisions are leading lawyers to be-
lieve they may have found, in the words of one 
law firm, the “silver bullet” for killing off legal 
challenges. In an industry podcast, two law-
yers discussed the benefits of using arbitration 
to quash consumers’ lawsuits. The tactic, they 
said, is emerging at an opportune time, given 
that debt collectors are being sued for violating 
federal law.

The beauty of the clauses, the lawyers said, 
is that often the lawsuit “simply goes away.”   n 
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A television ad during the Re-
publican presidential debate last
Tuesday depicted pale bureau-
crats rubber-stamping the word
“DENIED” on the files of frus-
trated Americans, beneath a red
banner of Senator Elizabeth War-
ren evoking a Communist appa-
ratchik.

The ad attacks the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, a
federal agency created with Ms.
Warren’s strong backing after
the 2008 mortgage crisis. What
the ad did not say: Its sponsor
wants to rein in the agency in
part because of its efforts to re-
strict arbitration — the wide-
spread practice in corporate
America of requiring customers
and employees to resolve dis-

putes not in the courts, but in pri-
vate proceedings with neither
judge nor jury. 

In fact, arbitration is one rea-
son the ad’s sponsor, American
Action Network, wanted to blast
the agency with the $500,000
campaign, the group said.

The consumer agency’s stance
on arbitration, while difficult to
convey in a TV spot, “is a perfect
example of how government is

taking away the power of individ-
uals and handing it to the trial
lawyers,” said Mike Shields, pres-
ident of the American Action Net-
work and a former top aide at the
Republican National Committee.

Last week’s ad is one of mul-
tiple efforts across the country in
recent weeks by both advocates
and opponents of arbitration to
revisit the much-debated prac-
tice, which, in two powerful deci-

sions beginning in 2011, has been
affirmed by the United States Su-
preme Court. The most signif-
icant moves came in Washington,
where regulators, lawmakers and
the Justice Department pushed
for new restrictions on arbitra-
tion.

At the same time, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the most
powerful business lobby in the
country, started a new effort to

block the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau by lobbying
lawmakers to attach a rider to the
federal budget bill that would
force the regulator to conduct a
new study before issuing any
rule, according to people with di-
rect knowledge of the strategy.

“If the Chamber of Commerce
thinks they are going to slip a 

Continued on Page 2

Well-Financed Campaign Attacks Federal Efforts to Rein In Arbitration

By TATIANA WALK-MORRIS

CHICAGO — Should black peo-
ple go out of their way to patron-
ize black-owned business?

Maggie Anderson says they
should. In 2008, with the economy
in the middle of the worst down-
turn since the 1930s, Ms. Ander-
son enlisted her husband and two
daughters in a yearlong plan to
consume goods and services ex-
clusively from black-owned busi-
nesses. The journey became a ba-
sis for her 2012 book, “Our Black
Year,” the subject of several TED
talks about how to increase
wealth in the African-American
community, and the narrative be-
hind a current cross-country tour
aimed at spreading her gospel.

Blacks spend less money in
black-owned businesses than
other racial and ethnic groups
spend in businesses owned by
members of their groups, includ-
ing Hispanics and Asians. A re-
port by Nielsen and Essence esti-
mates that black buying power
will reach $1.3 trillion in the next
few years, yet only a tiny fraction

of that money is spent at black-
owned businesses. Unless black
people devote more attention to
building wealth within the black
community, Ms. Anderson and
others contend, they will always
be behind.

For Ms. Anderson, buying
black presented multiple chal-
lenges. She purchased gas from a
black-owned Citgo gas station 35
miles away from her home in Oak
Park, Ill. Because that was incon-
venient, she eventually bought
gas cards from a black-owned
store and used them at a station
near her home. Finding a black-
owned grocery store, bank and
other establishments was more
challenging than she had expect-
ed.

“When I think back on that
year, driving was the least of it,”
said Ms. Anderson, a lawyer with
a master’s degree in business ad-
ministration. “It was heartbreak-
ing taking in how the West Side
and the South Side used to have
so many business owners, and 

Blacks Challenged to Buy
From Blacks to Close Gap

Continued on Page 4

By MARK SCOTT

CORK, Ireland — As lord mayor of this
quiet seaside city in southern Ireland,
Chris O’Leary seems to have a situation
most other local politicians can only dream
about.

Blue-chip international companies like
Apple, Dell and IBM have all set up shop in
and around this city, filling newly built of-
fice blocks near the city’s port and sprawl-
ing office parks in the suburbs. The compa-
nies set up shop here for the cheap work-
ers, business-friendly lawmakers and —
above all — Ireland’s low corporate tax
rate. Since the height of the financial crisis
in 2011, the region’s unemployment rate
has fallen by more than four percentage
points, to 9.9 percent, or roughly the na-
tional average, according to government
statistics.

“What has made us different is how
we’ve gone about our business,” said Mr.
O’Leary, 55, in his City Hall office, decorat-
ed with a black-and-white photo of Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy’s visit here in 1963
and a copy of the city’s centuries-old char-
ter.

That way of business is now under at-
tack, though — and the potential benefit of
Ireland’s most recent tax strategy for at-
tracting companies is in doubt.

In recent years, other European coun-
tries have accused the country of acting

like an unfair low-tax haven. The European
Commission, for example, is investigating
whether Ireland gave Apple a preferential
tax deal that broke the region’s tough
state-aid rules. While lawmakers and the
company have repeatedly denied wrong-
doing, the country is already phasing out
the most controversial loopholes.

Ireland has since turned to a new in-
ducement: a low tax rate on revenue gen-
erated from patents and other intellectual
property held in Ireland. Such an incentive
— announced last month to be 6.25 percent,
or half of the country’s corporate tax rate
— could be most attractive to patent-heavy

Ireland Adjusts Its Corporate Tax Attraction

PAULO NUNES DOS SANTOS FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Chris O’Leary, lord mayor of Cork, Ireland, which has drawn multinationals.

Continued on Page 3

By EMILY STEEL

DES MOINES — The news team at the sta-
tion KCCI buzzed with nervous anticipation
here at Drake University on Saturday night,
less than two hours before the start of the
Democratic candidates’ debate.

It was the first presidential debate that
KCCI, the local CBS affiliate, would help

present in its 60-year history, and the atmos-
phere had shifted dramatically in the previ-
ous 24 hours — from one charged with ex-
citement to a grave and somber tone follow-
ing the deadly terror attacks in Paris.

Behind a temporary stage erected for the
event, KCCI’s news director, Dave Busiek,
watched a live stream of CBS News coverage
on his iPhone about the latest developments
out of Paris. In a nearby workspace, the vet-
eran anchor Kevin Cooney made final prep-
arations for the questions he would pose later
about national security as one of debate’s
four moderators.

Just after 6:15 p.m., cameras flashed on the
KCCI anchors Stacey Horst and Steve Karlin,

who stood on the stage and welcomed view-
ers to an area for the news media known as
the spin room; they noted how the carnage in
Paris would change the focus of the debate.

“Our viewers are interested in that,” Mr.
Busiek said. “That flows into what will be a
very serious discussion with who could be the
president of the United States.”

Broadcasting from Iowa’s capital city to
434,500 TV households in the country’s 72nd
largest television market, KCCI takes on out-
size importance among the nation’s local tele-
vision stations every four years. Iowans are
the first in the nation to vote in presidential 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY RUTH FREMSON/THE NEW YORK TIMES

Clockwise from top left: Kevin Cooney, a KCCI news anchor, with Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz, Democrat of Florida; an ad for Hillary Rod-
ham Clinton on station monitors; Dave Busiek, the news director, with Stacey Godfrey, an executive assistant; and a recently remodeled broadcast booth.

Iowa TV Gets Its Close-Up
First on the Presidential
Trail, Enjoying Outsize
Influence and Revenue

Continued on Page 6

By JONATHAN SOBLE

TOKYO — The Japanese econ-
omy deteriorated more severely
than expected in the third quar-
ter, government data released on
Monday showed, extending a
downturn into a second consec-
utive three-month period and
putting the country in technical
recession.

Worsening business confi-
dence appeared to be behind the
decline. Companies reduced in-
vestment in the quarter and drew
down on their inventories rather
than increase production, a sign
that they may be bracing for
tougher times ahead.

In a preliminary estimate, the
Cabinet Office said gross domes-
tic product shrank at an annu-
alized rate of 0.8 percent. Econo-
mists surveyed by news agencies
had expected a contraction of be-
tween 0.2 and 0.3 percent, on av-
erage.

A darkening outlook for global
growth has put Japanese busi-
nesses on the defensive. One con-
cern is China, where growth in
Asia’s largest economy is slow-
ing, in some sectors markedly,
meaning there is less demand for
industrial equipment, construc-
tion machinery and other capital
goods, much of which has been
supplied by producers in Japan.

The Japanese stock market
opened lower after the economic
report. In late-morning trading,
the Nikkei 225 average was down
about 1 percent.

Japan grows more slowly than
other countries at the best of
times, largely because its work
force is shrinking, so even small
setbacks can easily send it into
reverse. The latest recession was
its fifth since the global financial
crisis of 2008, though by some
measures, including unemploy-
ment, the picture looks less dire.

The recession could embolden
critics of Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s economic policies, howev-
er. Mr. Abe gained office three
years ago on a pledge to put Ja-
pan on a new and more robust
growth path. So far, his “Abenom-
ics” program, centered on ag-

Japan G.D.P.
Shrinks 0.8%,
Returning
To Recession

Continued on Page 3
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provision into a spending bill that
cuts off consumer rights without
a fight, they are very much mis-
taken,” Senator Warren said.

Matt Webb, a senior vice presi-
dent of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, called the bu-
reau’s work “deeply flawed and
incomplete.”

The flurry of activity follows
the publication by The New York
Times of a three-part series
showing how corporations across
the spectrum of the American
economy — phone companies,
credit card providers, nursing
homes — use mandatory arbitra-
tion to circumvent the court sys-
tem and derail legal claims alleg-
ing predatory lending, wage
theft, discrimination and other vi-
olations.

The reporting detailed how ar-
bitration proceedings tend to fa-
vor businesses over individuals.
In some instances, arbitration
clauses require disputes to be
settled in Christian arbitration, a
process governed by the Bible
rather than state or federal law.

Proponents of arbitration, who
say it provides an efficient al-
ternative to courts, view the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bu-
reau as among its biggest
threats. They say a new rule pro-
posed by the consumer agency,
which would prevent financial
services companies from includ-

ing class-action bans in consum-
er contracts, could in effect kill
arbitration altogether.

On Wednesday, the Justice De-
partment issued a proposal to
protect military service members
from arbitration requirements.
Earlier this month, Senator Al
Franken, Democrat of Minnesota
and a longtime opponent of arbi-
tration, renewed his push for

Congress to pass a bill he intro-
duced this year that would pre-
vent companies from requiring
employees to go to arbitration.

Several Democrats are expect-
ed to introduce bills intended to
more widely curtail the use of ar-
bitration clauses, according to
the people who knew of the strat-
egy. But with Congress deeply di-
vided, some Democrats are call-
ing on President Obama to use
his executive authority to pre-
vent federal contractors from in-
cluding arbitration clauses in
their contracts with customers
and employees.

San Francisco’s city attorney,
Dennis Herrera, sued American
Express this month over what he
claimed were “illegal and anti-
competitive rules, policies and
practices.” The lawsuit, filed in
Superior Court, will probably
help small businesses whose con-
tracts with the credit card com-
pany prevented them from filing
a class-action lawsuit.

Marina H. Norville, a spokes-
woman for American Express,
said, “We don’t believe the suit
has merit,” adding that the com-
pany planned to “vigorously” de-

fend itself against it.
In Chicago, Alderman Edward

M. Burke said he planned to in-
troduce a bill this week that
would prevent the city from do-
ing business with companies that
push employees and customers
out of court. “It’s a way to get at a
practice that is destroying a core
American principle,” he said in an
interview.

Arbitration has remained
largely untouchable because of a
pair of Supreme Court rulings in
2011 and 2013 that cleared the
way for the use of class-action
bans in contracts. With the cur-
rent court’s having now twice en-
shrined the wide use of arbitra-
tion, many opponents have
pinned their hopes on the con-
sumer agency’s proposed rule.

When the agency was created
five years ago as part of the
Dodd-Frank Act — the federal
law overhauling the financial in-
dustry — it was given authority
to study and create rules to ad-
dress arbitration. The agency’s
research shows, among other
things, that businesses have
tended to get bigger awards than
consumers in arbitration.

In 2010 and 2011, businesses
won arbitration claims against
consumers totaling $2.8 million,
the findings showed, compared
with awards to consumers total-
ing less than $400,000. The agen-
cy’s findings formed the basis for
its proposed rule, which was re-
leased in draft form last month.

The U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and others have said the
agency’s findings do not support
its proposed rules. “By ignoring
its own data that clearly shows
major deficiencies with court-
based litigation and disregards
the real-world advantages of ar-
bitration, the C.F.P.B. has demon-
strated its bias for trial lawyers
over average Americans,” Mr.
Webb, of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, said.

Considerable sums of money
are at stake. Late last month, the
bond-rating firm Moody’s Invest-
ors Service warned that if en-
acted, the bureau’s proposed rule
might leave companies more vul-
nerable to class actions that
could “force changes to company
practices that cut into revenues”
or “draw regulatory scrutiny.”

One reason arbitration advo-
cates consider the bureau a sig-
nificant threat is that it is empow-
ered to issue rules without legis-
lative approval, making them
more difficult to defeat. Further-
more, unlike the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which is
overseen by a bipartisan com-
mission, the consumer agency
has a single head, appointed by
the president.

At a legal summit hosted by
the Chamber of Commerce late
last month in Washington, par-
ticipants spoke out forcefully
against the consumer agency and
its proposed arbitration rule. As
attendees waited for one session
to begin, Darth Vader’s theme
song played on the sound system.

In his keynote speech on the
virtues of free markets, John
Stossel of the Fox Business Net-
work lobbed a breast implant into
the audience while discussing
what he said was abusive litiga-
tion including lawsuits that in-
volved claims of faulty implants.

Mr. Stossel did not mention ar-
bitration, but the subject came up
during a session called Regula-
tors Gone Rogue, in which a pan-
elist cited the Consumer Finan-
cial Protection Bureau’s arbitra-
tion rule as an example of over-
reaching government oversight.

A chamber executive, intro-
ducing the panel, likened the
chamber’s fight against regula-
tions to the rebels’ revolt in the
“Star Wars” movies. “Perhaps it
is the real reason that Luke, Han,
Leia and Chewie fought back
against the evil empire,” he said.

AMERICAN ACTION NETWORK

An image from a television ad sponsored by American Action Network that attacks the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.

Campaign Attacks Efforts to Rein In Arbitration 
From First Business Page

A U.S. Chamber of
Commerce legal
gathering evokes
‘Star Wars’ images.

Do not forget the Neediest!

RETAILERS’ EARNINGS Several of
the nation’s largest retailers are
expected to report earnings this
week, and their financial health
will be closely watched after dis-
mal numbers from two department
store stalwarts — Macy’s and
Nordstrom — spooked investors
last week. Third-quarter results
from Urban Outfitters (Monday);
Walmart, the Home Depot and TJX (Tuesday); Target, Staples and
Lowe’s (Wednesday); Best Buy and Gap (Thursday); and Foot Locker
and Abercrombie & Fitch (Friday) will give a broader sense of the
strength of consumer spending and of the wider economy, heading into
the holiday season. Investors will be watching Walmart, in particular,
for signs that its recent investments in higher wages and e-commerce
have translated into stronger sales. HIROKO TABUCHI

SHAREHOLDER MEETING AT HASBRO Brian D. Goldner, chief executive
of the toymaker Hasbro, will outline the company’s plans at its annual
shareholder meeting on Monday. Mr. Goldner will be joined by Has-
bro’s chief financial officer, Deborah Thomas. Shares of Hasbro have
risen nearly 40 percent in the last year, lifted in part by sales of “Star
Wars” toys that have helped it gain ground on its larger rival, Mattel. 

RACHEL ABRAMS

AWAITING THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX On Tuesday, two government
reports should provide an early indication of how the economy per-
formed last month. The Consumer Price Index, released by the Labor
Department, is expected to show a 0.2 percent increase. That would still
be tame in terms of inflation, but it would reflect stabilizing gas prices
and a rebound from a 0.2 percent drop in September. Industrial produc-
tion, tracked by the Federal Reserve, is expected to be mixed. The over-
all number could be depressed because moderate temperatures around
the country resulted in utilities producing less power, while oil and gas
drilling has slackened after a plunge in energy prices. Factory activity
may have rebounded after two months of declines. 

NELSON D. SCHWARTZ

‘STAR WARS’ VIDEO GAME TIE-IN
The film “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens” does not open in thea-
ters until December, but the enter-
tainment franchise will face an ear-
ly test when Star Wars Battlefront,
one of the most eagerly awaited
games of the year, arrives on Tues-
day. While “Star Wars” games
have a checkered reputation for
quality and sales, the new game, published by Electronic Arts, has cre-
ated a buzz with its photorealistic graphics. The game allows players to
engage in pivotal battle scenes depicted in the three original “Star
Wars” movies. Electronic Arts, emboldened by demand for Star Wars
Battlefront, recently bumped up its sales estimate for the game during
its current fiscal year to 13 million units, from a previous estimate of 9
million to 10 million. NICK WINGFIELD

AFFIRMATION EXPECTED FROM THE FED The Federal Reserve is poised
to raise rates at its final policy-making meeting of the year, in mid-De-
cember. That has been the clear message since the Federal Open Mar-
ket Committee last met in October, and it is expected to be affirmed on
Wednesday when the Fed releases an account of that meeting. The ac-
count may also include some discussion of the next question facing the
Fed: How quickly to push rates upward once it gets started. 

BINYAMIN APPELBAUM

A PAIR OF TECHNOLOGY I.P.O.S In one of the biggest tests of investor re-
ceptiveness to initial public offerings, two high-profile companies are
due to start trading this week: the mobile payments start-up Square
and Match Group, which owns several dating websites. Both are set to
price shares in their I.P.O.s on Wednesday. At the midpoint of the range,
each company is marketing to investors, Square would raise $324 mil-
lion, while Match would generate $433 million. LESLIE PICKER

REPORT ON A LENDER’S COLLAPSE The Prudential Regulation Author-
ity and the Financial Conduct Authority are expected to release a joint
report on Thursday on the collapse of the bank HBOS during the finan-
cial crisis. HBOS, Britain’s largest mortgage lender at that time, was
taken over by Lloyds Banking Group in a merger orchestrated by the
British government, which was later forced to bail out Lloyds. 

CHAD BRAY

REMARKS FROM A CENTRAL BANKER Mario Draghi, president of the
European Central Bank, is scheduled to speak on Friday to an audience
of bankers in Frankfurt. He is expected to encourage predictions that
the central bank will step up measures to stimulate the eurozone econ-
omy when it meets next month. Growth in the region remains weak,
while inflation, at zero, remains far from the central bank’s target of 2
percent. Mr. Draghi’s appearance is part of Euro Finance Week in
Frankfurt, which begins on Monday and includes numerous panels and
speakers on finance and banking topics. JACK EWING

A DISCUSSION OF DRUG PRICES The Obama administration will host a
daylong public forum on Friday to discuss escalating prescription drug
prices. Recent abrupt and dramatic increases in the prices of some old-
er drugs have spurred public outrage and attention from Congress. A
poll by the Kaiser Family Foundation in October found that affordability
of prescription drugs was the leading health care priority for consum-
ers. At the forum, consumers, health care providers, manufacturers,
health insurers and others will discuss how to keep drugs affordable
while still providing drug companies the financial incentives to do re-
search aimed at developing new treatments. The meeting will be held in
Washington and streamed live online. ANDREW POLLACK

THE WEEK AHEAD

SAUL LOEB/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

ELECTRONIC ARTS

The Treasury’s schedule of fi-
nancing this week includes Mon-
day’s regular weekly auction of
new three- and six-month bills
and an auction of four-week bills
on Tuesday.

At the close of the New York
cash market on Friday, the rate
on the outstanding three-month
bill was 0.12 percent. The rate on
the six-month issue was 0.30 per-
cent, and the rate on the four-
week issue was 0.03 percent.

The following tax-exempt
fixed-income issues are sched-
uled for pricing this week: 

MONDAY
Burleigh County, N.D., $60 million of revenue

bonds. Competitive. 
Florida Department of Environmental Protec-

tion, $90 million of revenue bonds. Competitive.
TUESDAY

Bellevue School District, Wash., $87 million of
general obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Maryland Water Quality Financing Adminis-
tration, $180 million of revenue bonds. Compet-
itive. 

Monmouth County, N.J., $92.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Omaha Metropolitan Utility District, $179.4
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Richmond, Va., $61.7 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Competitive. 

Virginia Housing Development Authority, $50
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Wisconsin, $225 million of transportation reve-
nue bonds. Competitive. 

WEDNESDAY
Montgomery County, Md., $300 million of gen-

eral obligation bonds. Competitive.
THURSDAY

Westchester County, N.Y., $96.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive.

ONE DAY DURING THE WEEK
Birmingham, Ala., $61.3 million of general ob-

ligation bonds. Loop Capital Markets. 
City of Industry, Calif., $345 million of sales

tax revenue refinancing bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.
Connecticut, $650 million of general obligation

bonds. Barclays Capital.
Dallas, $197.1 million of general obligation re-

financing and improvement bonds. Morgan Stan-
ley.

Grossmont Union High School District, Calif.,
$51 million of general obligation bonds. Stifel
Nicolaus.

Illinois Toll Highway Authority, $400 million of
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Kentucky State Property and Buildings Com-
mission, $111 million of revenue and revenue re-
financing bonds. Citigroup Global Markets.

Long Island Power Authority, N.Y., $117.2 mil-
lion of electric system general revenue bonds.
J. P. Morgan Securities.

Maryland Department of Housing and Com-
munity Development, $67.2 million of Community
Development Administration residential revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency,
$112.6 million of single family housing revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts School Building Authority, $718
million of sales tax refunding bonds. Bank of
America.

Miami Beach, $193 million of resort tax reve-
nue bonds. Bank of America.

Miami Beach Redevelopment Agency, $343.4
million of revenue refinancing bonds. Morgan
Stanley.

Mississippi, $116.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Piper Jaffray. 

Mississippi, $177.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. J. P. Morgan Securities.

Missouri Health and Educational Facilities
Authority, $100 million of educational facilities
revenue bonds. Barclays Capital. 

Missouri Housing Development Commission,
$56 million of single-family mortgage revenue
bonds. George K. Baum.

New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority,
$50 million of debt securities. George K. Baum. 

New Jersey Transportation Trust Fund Au-
thority, $626.8 million of transportation program
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

New York City Municipal Water Finance Au-
thority, $338.6 million of water and sewer system
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Oakland State Building Authority, Calif., $59
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez. 

Palm Beach County, Fla., $122.2 million of
public improvement revenue bonds. Goldman
Sachs.

Phoenix Civic Improvement Corporation, $117
million of airport revenue and refinancing bonds.
Citigroup Global Markets.

San Clemente, Calif., $58.9 million of special
tax bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.

San Diego Unified School District, $450 million
of debt securities. Citigroup Global Markets.

San Francisco State Building Authority, $102.9
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez.

Tom Green County, Tex., $53.5 million of com-
bination tax and limited surplus revenue certif-
icates of obligation. Wells Fargo Securities.

Troy Capital Resource Corporation, N.Y., $75
million of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
project debt securities. KeyBanc Capital Mar-
kets. 

Tustin Control Flood District, Calif., $51.8 mil-
lion of special tax refinancing bonds. First South-
west.

Wisconsin Housing and Economic Develop-
ment Authority, $73 million of housing revenue
bonds. Bank of America.

Treasury Auctions Set for This Week
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Customized Alerts

Decluttering the Screen
The Notify app helps avoid data
overload by sending specific
user-selected notifications. 4
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Advertising Meets Tech

Eyeing Virtual Reality
For advertisers and agencies, the
question is what kind of ads, if
any, will work in the medium. 6

Gathering Health Data

A New Use for Android
Deborah Estrin, a professor, co-
ordinated work on a new initia-
tive called ResearchStack. 4

By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG
and MICHAEL CORKERY

A television ad during the Re-
publican presidential debate last
Tuesday depicted pale bureau-
crats rubber-stamping the word
“DENIED” on the files of frus-
trated Americans, beneath a red
banner of Senator Elizabeth War-
ren evoking a Communist appa-
ratchik.

The ad attacks the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, a
federal agency created with Ms.
Warren’s strong backing after
the 2008 mortgage crisis. What
the ad did not say: Its sponsor
wants to rein in the agency in
part because of its efforts to re-
strict arbitration — the wide-
spread practice in corporate
America of requiring customers
and employees to resolve dis-

putes not in the courts, but in pri-
vate proceedings with neither
judge nor jury. 

In fact, arbitration is one rea-
son the ad’s sponsor, American
Action Network, wanted to blast
the agency with the $500,000
campaign, the group said.

The consumer agency’s stance
on arbitration, while difficult to
convey in a TV spot, “is a perfect
example of how government is

taking away the power of individ-
uals and handing it to the trial
lawyers,” said Mike Shields, pres-
ident of the American Action Net-
work and a former top aide at the
Republican National Committee.

Last week’s ad is one of mul-
tiple efforts across the country in
recent weeks by both advocates
and opponents of arbitration to
revisit the much-debated prac-
tice, which, in two powerful deci-

sions beginning in 2011, has been
affirmed by the United States Su-
preme Court. The most signif-
icant moves came in Washington,
where regulators, lawmakers and
the Justice Department pushed
for new restrictions on arbitra-
tion.

At the same time, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the most
powerful business lobby in the
country, started a new effort to

block the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau by lobbying
lawmakers to attach a rider to the
federal budget bill that would
force the regulator to conduct a
new study before issuing any
rule, according to people with di-
rect knowledge of the strategy.

“If the Chamber of Commerce
thinks they are going to slip a 

Continued on Page 2

Well-Financed Campaign Attacks Federal Efforts to Rein In Arbitration

By TATIANA WALK-MORRIS

CHICAGO — Should black peo-
ple go out of their way to patron-
ize black-owned business?

Maggie Anderson says they
should. In 2008, with the economy
in the middle of the worst down-
turn since the 1930s, Ms. Ander-
son enlisted her husband and two
daughters in a yearlong plan to
consume goods and services ex-
clusively from black-owned busi-
nesses. The journey became a ba-
sis for her 2012 book, “Our Black
Year,” the subject of several TED
talks about how to increase
wealth in the African-American
community, and the narrative be-
hind a current cross-country tour
aimed at spreading her gospel.

Blacks spend less money in
black-owned businesses than
other racial and ethnic groups
spend in businesses owned by
members of their groups, includ-
ing Hispanics and Asians. A re-
port by Nielsen and Essence esti-
mates that black buying power
will reach $1.3 trillion in the next
few years, yet only a tiny fraction

of that money is spent at black-
owned businesses. Unless black
people devote more attention to
building wealth within the black
community, Ms. Anderson and
others contend, they will always
be behind.

For Ms. Anderson, buying
black presented multiple chal-
lenges. She purchased gas from a
black-owned Citgo gas station 35
miles away from her home in Oak
Park, Ill. Because that was incon-
venient, she eventually bought
gas cards from a black-owned
store and used them at a station
near her home. Finding a black-
owned grocery store, bank and
other establishments was more
challenging than she had expect-
ed.

“When I think back on that
year, driving was the least of it,”
said Ms. Anderson, a lawyer with
a master’s degree in business ad-
ministration. “It was heartbreak-
ing taking in how the West Side
and the South Side used to have
so many business owners, and 

Blacks Challenged to Buy
From Blacks to Close Gap

Continued on Page 4

By MARK SCOTT

CORK, Ireland — As lord mayor of this
quiet seaside city in southern Ireland,
Chris O’Leary seems to have a situation
most other local politicians can only dream
about.

Blue-chip international companies like
Apple, Dell and IBM have all set up shop in
and around this city, filling newly built of-
fice blocks near the city’s port and sprawl-
ing office parks in the suburbs. The compa-
nies set up shop here for the cheap work-
ers, business-friendly lawmakers and —
above all — Ireland’s low corporate tax
rate. Since the height of the financial crisis
in 2011, the region’s unemployment rate
has fallen by more than four percentage
points, to 9.9 percent, or roughly the na-
tional average, according to government
statistics.

“What has made us different is how
we’ve gone about our business,” said Mr.
O’Leary, 55, in his City Hall office, decorat-
ed with a black-and-white photo of Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy’s visit here in 1963
and a copy of the city’s centuries-old char-
ter.

That way of business is now under at-
tack, though — and the potential benefit of
Ireland’s most recent tax strategy for at-
tracting companies is in doubt.

In recent years, other European coun-
tries have accused the country of acting

like an unfair low-tax haven. The European
Commission, for example, is investigating
whether Ireland gave Apple a preferential
tax deal that broke the region’s tough
state-aid rules. While lawmakers and the
company have repeatedly denied wrong-
doing, the country is already phasing out
the most controversial loopholes.

Ireland has since turned to a new in-
ducement: a low tax rate on revenue gen-
erated from patents and other intellectual
property held in Ireland. Such an incentive
— announced last month to be 6.25 percent,
or half of the country’s corporate tax rate
— could be most attractive to patent-heavy

Ireland Adjusts Its Corporate Tax Attraction
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Chris O’Leary, lord mayor of Cork, Ireland, which has drawn multinationals.
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By EMILY STEEL

DES MOINES — The news team at the sta-
tion KCCI buzzed with nervous anticipation
here at Drake University on Saturday night,
less than two hours before the start of the
Democratic candidates’ debate.

It was the first presidential debate that
KCCI, the local CBS affiliate, would help

present in its 60-year history, and the atmos-
phere had shifted dramatically in the previ-
ous 24 hours — from one charged with ex-
citement to a grave and somber tone follow-
ing the deadly terror attacks in Paris.

Behind a temporary stage erected for the
event, KCCI’s news director, Dave Busiek,
watched a live stream of CBS News coverage
on his iPhone about the latest developments
out of Paris. In a nearby workspace, the vet-
eran anchor Kevin Cooney made final prep-
arations for the questions he would pose later
about national security as one of debate’s
four moderators.

Just after 6:15 p.m., cameras flashed on the
KCCI anchors Stacey Horst and Steve Karlin,

who stood on the stage and welcomed view-
ers to an area for the news media known as
the spin room; they noted how the carnage in
Paris would change the focus of the debate.

“Our viewers are interested in that,” Mr.
Busiek said. “That flows into what will be a
very serious discussion with who could be the
president of the United States.”

Broadcasting from Iowa’s capital city to
434,500 TV households in the country’s 72nd
largest television market, KCCI takes on out-
size importance among the nation’s local tele-
vision stations every four years. Iowans are
the first in the nation to vote in presidential 
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Clockwise from top left: Kevin Cooney, a KCCI news anchor, with Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz, Democrat of Florida; an ad for Hillary Rod-
ham Clinton on station monitors; Dave Busiek, the news director, with Stacey Godfrey, an executive assistant; and a recently remodeled broadcast booth.

Iowa TV Gets Its Close-Up
First on the Presidential
Trail, Enjoying Outsize
Influence and Revenue
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By JONATHAN SOBLE

TOKYO — The Japanese econ-
omy deteriorated more severely
than expected in the third quar-
ter, government data released on
Monday showed, extending a
downturn into a second consec-
utive three-month period and
putting the country in technical
recession.

Worsening business confi-
dence appeared to be behind the
decline. Companies reduced in-
vestment in the quarter and drew
down on their inventories rather
than increase production, a sign
that they may be bracing for
tougher times ahead.

In a preliminary estimate, the
Cabinet Office said gross domes-
tic product shrank at an annu-
alized rate of 0.8 percent. Econo-
mists surveyed by news agencies
had expected a contraction of be-
tween 0.2 and 0.3 percent, on av-
erage.

A darkening outlook for global
growth has put Japanese busi-
nesses on the defensive. One con-
cern is China, where growth in
Asia’s largest economy is slow-
ing, in some sectors markedly,
meaning there is less demand for
industrial equipment, construc-
tion machinery and other capital
goods, much of which has been
supplied by producers in Japan.

The Japanese stock market
opened lower after the economic
report. In late-morning trading,
the Nikkei 225 average was down
about 1 percent.

Japan grows more slowly than
other countries at the best of
times, largely because its work
force is shrinking, so even small
setbacks can easily send it into
reverse. The latest recession was
its fifth since the global financial
crisis of 2008, though by some
measures, including unemploy-
ment, the picture looks less dire.

The recession could embolden
critics of Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s economic policies, howev-
er. Mr. Abe gained office three
years ago on a pledge to put Ja-
pan on a new and more robust
growth path. So far, his “Abenom-
ics” program, centered on ag-

Japan G.D.P.
Shrinks 0.8%,
Returning
To Recession
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A TELEVISION ad during the Republican 
presidential debate last Tuesday depict-
ed pale bureaucrats rubber-stamping the 

word “DENIED” on the files of frustrated Amer-
icans, beneath a red banner of Senator Eliza-
beth Warren evoking a Communist apparatchik.

The ad attacks the Consumer Financial Pro-
tection Bureau, a federal agency created with 
Ms. Warren’s strong backing after the 2008 mort-
gage crisis. What the ad did not say: Its sponsor 
wants to rein in the agency in part because of its 
efforts to restrict arbitration — the widespread 
practice in corporate America of requiring cus-
tomers and employees to resolve disputes not in 
the courts, but in private proceedings with nei-
ther judge nor jury. 

In fact, arbitration is one of the reasons the 
ad’s sponsor, American Action Network, wanted 
to blast the agency with the $500,000 campaign, 
the group said.

The consumer agency’s stance on arbitra-
tion, while difficult to convey in a TV spot, “is 
a perfect example of how government is taking 
away the power of individuals and handing it to 
the trial lawyers,” said Mike Shields, president 
of the American Action Network and a former 
top aide at the Republican National Committee.

Last week’s ad is one of multiple efforts 
across the country in recent weeks by both advo-
cates and opponents of arbitration to revisit the 
much-debated practice, which, in two powerful 
decisions beginning in 2011, has been affirmed 
by the United States Supreme Court. The most 
significant moves came in Washington, where 
regulators, lawmakers and the Justice Depart-
ment pushed for new restrictions on arbitration.

At the same time, the U.S. Chamber of Com-

merce, the most powerful business lobby in the 
country, started a new effort to block the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bureau by lobbying 
lawmakers to attach a rider to the federal bud-
get bill that would force the regulator to conduct 
a new study before issuing any rule, according 
to people with direct knowledge of the strategy.

“If the Chamber of Commerce thinks they 
are going to slip a provision into a spending bill 
that cuts off consumer rights without a fight, they 
are very much mistaken,” Senator Warren said.

Matt Webb, a senior vice president of the 
chamber’s Institute for Legal Reform, called the 
bureau’s work “deeply flawed and incomplete.”

The flurry of activity follows the publication 
by The New York Times of a three-part series 
showing how corporations across the spectrum 
of the American economy — phone companies, 
credit card providers, nursing homes — use 
mandatory arbitration to circumvent the court 
system and derail legal claims alleging predato-
ry lending, wage theft, discrimination and other 
violations. 

The reporting detailed how arbitration pro-
ceedings tend to favor businesses over indi-
viduals. In some instances, arbitration clauses 
require disputes to be settled in Christian arbi-
tration, a process governed by the Bible rather 
than state or federal law.

Proponents of arbitration, who say it pro-
vides an efficient alternative to courts, view 
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau as 
among its biggest threats. They say a new rule 
proposed by the consumer agency, which would 
prevent financial services companies from 
including class-action bans in consumer con-
tracts, could in effect kill arbitration altogether.
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A television ad during the Re-
publican presidential debate last
Tuesday depicted pale bureau-
crats rubber-stamping the word
“DENIED” on the files of frus-
trated Americans, beneath a red
banner of Senator Elizabeth War-
ren evoking a Communist appa-
ratchik.

The ad attacks the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, a
federal agency created with Ms.
Warren’s strong backing after
the 2008 mortgage crisis. What
the ad did not say: Its sponsor
wants to rein in the agency in
part because of its efforts to re-
strict arbitration — the wide-
spread practice in corporate
America of requiring customers
and employees to resolve dis-

putes not in the courts, but in pri-
vate proceedings with neither
judge nor jury. 

In fact, arbitration is one rea-
son the ad’s sponsor, American
Action Network, wanted to blast
the agency with the $500,000
campaign, the group said.

The consumer agency’s stance
on arbitration, while difficult to
convey in a TV spot, “is a perfect
example of how government is

taking away the power of individ-
uals and handing it to the trial
lawyers,” said Mike Shields, pres-
ident of the American Action Net-
work and a former top aide at the
Republican National Committee.

Last week’s ad is one of mul-
tiple efforts across the country in
recent weeks by both advocates
and opponents of arbitration to
revisit the much-debated prac-
tice, which, in two powerful deci-

sions beginning in 2011, has been
affirmed by the United States Su-
preme Court. The most signif-
icant moves came in Washington,
where regulators, lawmakers and
the Justice Department pushed
for new restrictions on arbitra-
tion.

At the same time, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the most
powerful business lobby in the
country, started a new effort to

block the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau by lobbying
lawmakers to attach a rider to the
federal budget bill that would
force the regulator to conduct a
new study before issuing any
rule, according to people with di-
rect knowledge of the strategy.

“If the Chamber of Commerce
thinks they are going to slip a 
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Well-Financed Campaign Attacks Federal Efforts to Rein In Arbitration

By TATIANA WALK-MORRIS

CHICAGO — Should black peo-
ple go out of their way to patron-
ize black-owned business?

Maggie Anderson says they
should. In 2008, with the economy
in the middle of the worst down-
turn since the 1930s, Ms. Ander-
son enlisted her husband and two
daughters in a yearlong plan to
consume goods and services ex-
clusively from black-owned busi-
nesses. The journey became a ba-
sis for her 2012 book, “Our Black
Year,” the subject of several TED
talks about how to increase
wealth in the African-American
community, and the narrative be-
hind a current cross-country tour
aimed at spreading her gospel.

Blacks spend less money in
black-owned businesses than
other racial and ethnic groups
spend in businesses owned by
members of their groups, includ-
ing Hispanics and Asians. A re-
port by Nielsen and Essence esti-
mates that black buying power
will reach $1.3 trillion in the next
few years, yet only a tiny fraction

of that money is spent at black-
owned businesses. Unless black
people devote more attention to
building wealth within the black
community, Ms. Anderson and
others contend, they will always
be behind.

For Ms. Anderson, buying
black presented multiple chal-
lenges. She purchased gas from a
black-owned Citgo gas station 35
miles away from her home in Oak
Park, Ill. Because that was incon-
venient, she eventually bought
gas cards from a black-owned
store and used them at a station
near her home. Finding a black-
owned grocery store, bank and
other establishments was more
challenging than she had expect-
ed.

“When I think back on that
year, driving was the least of it,”
said Ms. Anderson, a lawyer with
a master’s degree in business ad-
ministration. “It was heartbreak-
ing taking in how the West Side
and the South Side used to have
so many business owners, and 

Blacks Challenged to Buy
From Blacks to Close Gap
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By MARK SCOTT

CORK, Ireland — As lord mayor of this
quiet seaside city in southern Ireland,
Chris O’Leary seems to have a situation
most other local politicians can only dream
about.

Blue-chip international companies like
Apple, Dell and IBM have all set up shop in
and around this city, filling newly built of-
fice blocks near the city’s port and sprawl-
ing office parks in the suburbs. The compa-
nies set up shop here for the cheap work-
ers, business-friendly lawmakers and —
above all — Ireland’s low corporate tax
rate. Since the height of the financial crisis
in 2011, the region’s unemployment rate
has fallen by more than four percentage
points, to 9.9 percent, or roughly the na-
tional average, according to government
statistics.

“What has made us different is how
we’ve gone about our business,” said Mr.
O’Leary, 55, in his City Hall office, decorat-
ed with a black-and-white photo of Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy’s visit here in 1963
and a copy of the city’s centuries-old char-
ter.

That way of business is now under at-
tack, though — and the potential benefit of
Ireland’s most recent tax strategy for at-
tracting companies is in doubt.

In recent years, other European coun-
tries have accused the country of acting

like an unfair low-tax haven. The European
Commission, for example, is investigating
whether Ireland gave Apple a preferential
tax deal that broke the region’s tough
state-aid rules. While lawmakers and the
company have repeatedly denied wrong-
doing, the country is already phasing out
the most controversial loopholes.

Ireland has since turned to a new in-
ducement: a low tax rate on revenue gen-
erated from patents and other intellectual
property held in Ireland. Such an incentive
— announced last month to be 6.25 percent,
or half of the country’s corporate tax rate
— could be most attractive to patent-heavy

Ireland Adjusts Its Corporate Tax Attraction
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Chris O’Leary, lord mayor of Cork, Ireland, which has drawn multinationals.
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By EMILY STEEL

DES MOINES — The news team at the sta-
tion KCCI buzzed with nervous anticipation
here at Drake University on Saturday night,
less than two hours before the start of the
Democratic candidates’ debate.

It was the first presidential debate that
KCCI, the local CBS affiliate, would help

present in its 60-year history, and the atmos-
phere had shifted dramatically in the previ-
ous 24 hours — from one charged with ex-
citement to a grave and somber tone follow-
ing the deadly terror attacks in Paris.

Behind a temporary stage erected for the
event, KCCI’s news director, Dave Busiek,
watched a live stream of CBS News coverage
on his iPhone about the latest developments
out of Paris. In a nearby workspace, the vet-
eran anchor Kevin Cooney made final prep-
arations for the questions he would pose later
about national security as one of debate’s
four moderators.

Just after 6:15 p.m., cameras flashed on the
KCCI anchors Stacey Horst and Steve Karlin,

who stood on the stage and welcomed view-
ers to an area for the news media known as
the spin room; they noted how the carnage in
Paris would change the focus of the debate.

“Our viewers are interested in that,” Mr.
Busiek said. “That flows into what will be a
very serious discussion with who could be the
president of the United States.”

Broadcasting from Iowa’s capital city to
434,500 TV households in the country’s 72nd
largest television market, KCCI takes on out-
size importance among the nation’s local tele-
vision stations every four years. Iowans are
the first in the nation to vote in presidential 
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Clockwise from top left: Kevin Cooney, a KCCI news anchor, with Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz, Democrat of Florida; an ad for Hillary Rod-
ham Clinton on station monitors; Dave Busiek, the news director, with Stacey Godfrey, an executive assistant; and a recently remodeled broadcast booth.

Iowa TV Gets Its Close-Up
First on the Presidential
Trail, Enjoying Outsize
Influence and Revenue
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By JONATHAN SOBLE

TOKYO — The Japanese econ-
omy deteriorated more severely
than expected in the third quar-
ter, government data released on
Monday showed, extending a
downturn into a second consec-
utive three-month period and
putting the country in technical
recession.

Worsening business confi-
dence appeared to be behind the
decline. Companies reduced in-
vestment in the quarter and drew
down on their inventories rather
than increase production, a sign
that they may be bracing for
tougher times ahead.

In a preliminary estimate, the
Cabinet Office said gross domes-
tic product shrank at an annu-
alized rate of 0.8 percent. Econo-
mists surveyed by news agencies
had expected a contraction of be-
tween 0.2 and 0.3 percent, on av-
erage.

A darkening outlook for global
growth has put Japanese busi-
nesses on the defensive. One con-
cern is China, where growth in
Asia’s largest economy is slow-
ing, in some sectors markedly,
meaning there is less demand for
industrial equipment, construc-
tion machinery and other capital
goods, much of which has been
supplied by producers in Japan.

The Japanese stock market
opened lower after the economic
report. In late-morning trading,
the Nikkei 225 average was down
about 1 percent.

Japan grows more slowly than
other countries at the best of
times, largely because its work
force is shrinking, so even small
setbacks can easily send it into
reverse. The latest recession was
its fifth since the global financial
crisis of 2008, though by some
measures, including unemploy-
ment, the picture looks less dire.

The recession could embolden
critics of Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s economic policies, howev-
er. Mr. Abe gained office three
years ago on a pledge to put Ja-
pan on a new and more robust
growth path. So far, his “Abenom-
ics” program, centered on ag-
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A television ad during the Re-
publican presidential debate last
Tuesday depicted pale bureau-
crats rubber-stamping the word
“DENIED” on the files of frus-
trated Americans, beneath a red
banner of Senator Elizabeth War-
ren evoking a Communist appa-
ratchik.

The ad attacks the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, a
federal agency created with Ms.
Warren’s strong backing after
the 2008 mortgage crisis. What
the ad did not say: Its sponsor
wants to rein in the agency in
part because of its efforts to re-
strict arbitration — the wide-
spread practice in corporate
America of requiring customers
and employees to resolve dis-

putes not in the courts, but in pri-
vate proceedings with neither
judge nor jury. 

In fact, arbitration is one rea-
son the ad’s sponsor, American
Action Network, wanted to blast
the agency with the $500,000
campaign, the group said.

The consumer agency’s stance
on arbitration, while difficult to
convey in a TV spot, “is a perfect
example of how government is

taking away the power of individ-
uals and handing it to the trial
lawyers,” said Mike Shields, pres-
ident of the American Action Net-
work and a former top aide at the
Republican National Committee.

Last week’s ad is one of mul-
tiple efforts across the country in
recent weeks by both advocates
and opponents of arbitration to
revisit the much-debated prac-
tice, which, in two powerful deci-

sions beginning in 2011, has been
affirmed by the United States Su-
preme Court. The most signif-
icant moves came in Washington,
where regulators, lawmakers and
the Justice Department pushed
for new restrictions on arbitra-
tion.

At the same time, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the most
powerful business lobby in the
country, started a new effort to

block the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau by lobbying
lawmakers to attach a rider to the
federal budget bill that would
force the regulator to conduct a
new study before issuing any
rule, according to people with di-
rect knowledge of the strategy.

“If the Chamber of Commerce
thinks they are going to slip a 
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CHICAGO — Should black peo-
ple go out of their way to patron-
ize black-owned business?

Maggie Anderson says they
should. In 2008, with the economy
in the middle of the worst down-
turn since the 1930s, Ms. Ander-
son enlisted her husband and two
daughters in a yearlong plan to
consume goods and services ex-
clusively from black-owned busi-
nesses. The journey became a ba-
sis for her 2012 book, “Our Black
Year,” the subject of several TED
talks about how to increase
wealth in the African-American
community, and the narrative be-
hind a current cross-country tour
aimed at spreading her gospel.

Blacks spend less money in
black-owned businesses than
other racial and ethnic groups
spend in businesses owned by
members of their groups, includ-
ing Hispanics and Asians. A re-
port by Nielsen and Essence esti-
mates that black buying power
will reach $1.3 trillion in the next
few years, yet only a tiny fraction

of that money is spent at black-
owned businesses. Unless black
people devote more attention to
building wealth within the black
community, Ms. Anderson and
others contend, they will always
be behind.

For Ms. Anderson, buying
black presented multiple chal-
lenges. She purchased gas from a
black-owned Citgo gas station 35
miles away from her home in Oak
Park, Ill. Because that was incon-
venient, she eventually bought
gas cards from a black-owned
store and used them at a station
near her home. Finding a black-
owned grocery store, bank and
other establishments was more
challenging than she had expect-
ed.

“When I think back on that
year, driving was the least of it,”
said Ms. Anderson, a lawyer with
a master’s degree in business ad-
ministration. “It was heartbreak-
ing taking in how the West Side
and the South Side used to have
so many business owners, and 
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By MARK SCOTT

CORK, Ireland — As lord mayor of this
quiet seaside city in southern Ireland,
Chris O’Leary seems to have a situation
most other local politicians can only dream
about.

Blue-chip international companies like
Apple, Dell and IBM have all set up shop in
and around this city, filling newly built of-
fice blocks near the city’s port and sprawl-
ing office parks in the suburbs. The compa-
nies set up shop here for the cheap work-
ers, business-friendly lawmakers and —
above all — Ireland’s low corporate tax
rate. Since the height of the financial crisis
in 2011, the region’s unemployment rate
has fallen by more than four percentage
points, to 9.9 percent, or roughly the na-
tional average, according to government
statistics.

“What has made us different is how
we’ve gone about our business,” said Mr.
O’Leary, 55, in his City Hall office, decorat-
ed with a black-and-white photo of Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy’s visit here in 1963
and a copy of the city’s centuries-old char-
ter.

That way of business is now under at-
tack, though — and the potential benefit of
Ireland’s most recent tax strategy for at-
tracting companies is in doubt.

In recent years, other European coun-
tries have accused the country of acting

like an unfair low-tax haven. The European
Commission, for example, is investigating
whether Ireland gave Apple a preferential
tax deal that broke the region’s tough
state-aid rules. While lawmakers and the
company have repeatedly denied wrong-
doing, the country is already phasing out
the most controversial loopholes.

Ireland has since turned to a new in-
ducement: a low tax rate on revenue gen-
erated from patents and other intellectual
property held in Ireland. Such an incentive
— announced last month to be 6.25 percent,
or half of the country’s corporate tax rate
— could be most attractive to patent-heavy
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DES MOINES — The news team at the sta-
tion KCCI buzzed with nervous anticipation
here at Drake University on Saturday night,
less than two hours before the start of the
Democratic candidates’ debate.

It was the first presidential debate that
KCCI, the local CBS affiliate, would help

present in its 60-year history, and the atmos-
phere had shifted dramatically in the previ-
ous 24 hours — from one charged with ex-
citement to a grave and somber tone follow-
ing the deadly terror attacks in Paris.

Behind a temporary stage erected for the
event, KCCI’s news director, Dave Busiek,
watched a live stream of CBS News coverage
on his iPhone about the latest developments
out of Paris. In a nearby workspace, the vet-
eran anchor Kevin Cooney made final prep-
arations for the questions he would pose later
about national security as one of debate’s
four moderators.

Just after 6:15 p.m., cameras flashed on the
KCCI anchors Stacey Horst and Steve Karlin,

who stood on the stage and welcomed view-
ers to an area for the news media known as
the spin room; they noted how the carnage in
Paris would change the focus of the debate.

“Our viewers are interested in that,” Mr.
Busiek said. “That flows into what will be a
very serious discussion with who could be the
president of the United States.”

Broadcasting from Iowa’s capital city to
434,500 TV households in the country’s 72nd
largest television market, KCCI takes on out-
size importance among the nation’s local tele-
vision stations every four years. Iowans are
the first in the nation to vote in presidential 
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Clockwise from top left: Kevin Cooney, a KCCI news anchor, with Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz, Democrat of Florida; an ad for Hillary Rod-
ham Clinton on station monitors; Dave Busiek, the news director, with Stacey Godfrey, an executive assistant; and a recently remodeled broadcast booth.
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By JONATHAN SOBLE

TOKYO — The Japanese econ-
omy deteriorated more severely
than expected in the third quar-
ter, government data released on
Monday showed, extending a
downturn into a second consec-
utive three-month period and
putting the country in technical
recession.

Worsening business confi-
dence appeared to be behind the
decline. Companies reduced in-
vestment in the quarter and drew
down on their inventories rather
than increase production, a sign
that they may be bracing for
tougher times ahead.

In a preliminary estimate, the
Cabinet Office said gross domes-
tic product shrank at an annu-
alized rate of 0.8 percent. Econo-
mists surveyed by news agencies
had expected a contraction of be-
tween 0.2 and 0.3 percent, on av-
erage.

A darkening outlook for global
growth has put Japanese busi-
nesses on the defensive. One con-
cern is China, where growth in
Asia’s largest economy is slow-
ing, in some sectors markedly,
meaning there is less demand for
industrial equipment, construc-
tion machinery and other capital
goods, much of which has been
supplied by producers in Japan.

The Japanese stock market
opened lower after the economic
report. In late-morning trading,
the Nikkei 225 average was down
about 1 percent.

Japan grows more slowly than
other countries at the best of
times, largely because its work
force is shrinking, so even small
setbacks can easily send it into
reverse. The latest recession was
its fifth since the global financial
crisis of 2008, though by some
measures, including unemploy-
ment, the picture looks less dire.

The recession could embolden
critics of Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s economic policies, howev-
er. Mr. Abe gained office three
years ago on a pledge to put Ja-
pan on a new and more robust
growth path. So far, his “Abenom-
ics” program, centered on ag-
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A television ad during the Re-
publican presidential debate last
Tuesday depicted pale bureau-
crats rubber-stamping the word
“DENIED” on the files of frus-
trated Americans, beneath a red
banner of Senator Elizabeth War-
ren evoking a Communist appa-
ratchik.

The ad attacks the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, a
federal agency created with Ms.
Warren’s strong backing after
the 2008 mortgage crisis. What
the ad did not say: Its sponsor
wants to rein in the agency in
part because of its efforts to re-
strict arbitration — the wide-
spread practice in corporate
America of requiring customers
and employees to resolve dis-

putes not in the courts, but in pri-
vate proceedings with neither
judge nor jury. 

In fact, arbitration is one rea-
son the ad’s sponsor, American
Action Network, wanted to blast
the agency with the $500,000
campaign, the group said.

The consumer agency’s stance
on arbitration, while difficult to
convey in a TV spot, “is a perfect
example of how government is

taking away the power of individ-
uals and handing it to the trial
lawyers,” said Mike Shields, pres-
ident of the American Action Net-
work and a former top aide at the
Republican National Committee.

Last week’s ad is one of mul-
tiple efforts across the country in
recent weeks by both advocates
and opponents of arbitration to
revisit the much-debated prac-
tice, which, in two powerful deci-

sions beginning in 2011, has been
affirmed by the United States Su-
preme Court. The most signif-
icant moves came in Washington,
where regulators, lawmakers and
the Justice Department pushed
for new restrictions on arbitra-
tion.

At the same time, the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the most
powerful business lobby in the
country, started a new effort to

block the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau by lobbying
lawmakers to attach a rider to the
federal budget bill that would
force the regulator to conduct a
new study before issuing any
rule, according to people with di-
rect knowledge of the strategy.

“If the Chamber of Commerce
thinks they are going to slip a 

Continued on Page 2

Well-Financed Campaign Attacks Federal Efforts to Rein In Arbitration

By TATIANA WALK-MORRIS

CHICAGO — Should black peo-
ple go out of their way to patron-
ize black-owned business?

Maggie Anderson says they
should. In 2008, with the economy
in the middle of the worst down-
turn since the 1930s, Ms. Ander-
son enlisted her husband and two
daughters in a yearlong plan to
consume goods and services ex-
clusively from black-owned busi-
nesses. The journey became a ba-
sis for her 2012 book, “Our Black
Year,” the subject of several TED
talks about how to increase
wealth in the African-American
community, and the narrative be-
hind a current cross-country tour
aimed at spreading her gospel.

Blacks spend less money in
black-owned businesses than
other racial and ethnic groups
spend in businesses owned by
members of their groups, includ-
ing Hispanics and Asians. A re-
port by Nielsen and Essence esti-
mates that black buying power
will reach $1.3 trillion in the next
few years, yet only a tiny fraction

of that money is spent at black-
owned businesses. Unless black
people devote more attention to
building wealth within the black
community, Ms. Anderson and
others contend, they will always
be behind.

For Ms. Anderson, buying
black presented multiple chal-
lenges. She purchased gas from a
black-owned Citgo gas station 35
miles away from her home in Oak
Park, Ill. Because that was incon-
venient, she eventually bought
gas cards from a black-owned
store and used them at a station
near her home. Finding a black-
owned grocery store, bank and
other establishments was more
challenging than she had expect-
ed.

“When I think back on that
year, driving was the least of it,”
said Ms. Anderson, a lawyer with
a master’s degree in business ad-
ministration. “It was heartbreak-
ing taking in how the West Side
and the South Side used to have
so many business owners, and 

Blacks Challenged to Buy
From Blacks to Close Gap

Continued on Page 4

By MARK SCOTT

CORK, Ireland — As lord mayor of this
quiet seaside city in southern Ireland,
Chris O’Leary seems to have a situation
most other local politicians can only dream
about.

Blue-chip international companies like
Apple, Dell and IBM have all set up shop in
and around this city, filling newly built of-
fice blocks near the city’s port and sprawl-
ing office parks in the suburbs. The compa-
nies set up shop here for the cheap work-
ers, business-friendly lawmakers and —
above all — Ireland’s low corporate tax
rate. Since the height of the financial crisis
in 2011, the region’s unemployment rate
has fallen by more than four percentage
points, to 9.9 percent, or roughly the na-
tional average, according to government
statistics.

“What has made us different is how
we’ve gone about our business,” said Mr.
O’Leary, 55, in his City Hall office, decorat-
ed with a black-and-white photo of Presi-
dent John F. Kennedy’s visit here in 1963
and a copy of the city’s centuries-old char-
ter.

That way of business is now under at-
tack, though — and the potential benefit of
Ireland’s most recent tax strategy for at-
tracting companies is in doubt.

In recent years, other European coun-
tries have accused the country of acting

like an unfair low-tax haven. The European
Commission, for example, is investigating
whether Ireland gave Apple a preferential
tax deal that broke the region’s tough
state-aid rules. While lawmakers and the
company have repeatedly denied wrong-
doing, the country is already phasing out
the most controversial loopholes.

Ireland has since turned to a new in-
ducement: a low tax rate on revenue gen-
erated from patents and other intellectual
property held in Ireland. Such an incentive
— announced last month to be 6.25 percent,
or half of the country’s corporate tax rate
— could be most attractive to patent-heavy

Ireland Adjusts Its Corporate Tax Attraction

PAULO NUNES DOS SANTOS FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Chris O’Leary, lord mayor of Cork, Ireland, which has drawn multinationals.

Continued on Page 3

By EMILY STEEL

DES MOINES — The news team at the sta-
tion KCCI buzzed with nervous anticipation
here at Drake University on Saturday night,
less than two hours before the start of the
Democratic candidates’ debate.

It was the first presidential debate that
KCCI, the local CBS affiliate, would help

present in its 60-year history, and the atmos-
phere had shifted dramatically in the previ-
ous 24 hours — from one charged with ex-
citement to a grave and somber tone follow-
ing the deadly terror attacks in Paris.

Behind a temporary stage erected for the
event, KCCI’s news director, Dave Busiek,
watched a live stream of CBS News coverage
on his iPhone about the latest developments
out of Paris. In a nearby workspace, the vet-
eran anchor Kevin Cooney made final prep-
arations for the questions he would pose later
about national security as one of debate’s
four moderators.

Just after 6:15 p.m., cameras flashed on the
KCCI anchors Stacey Horst and Steve Karlin,

who stood on the stage and welcomed view-
ers to an area for the news media known as
the spin room; they noted how the carnage in
Paris would change the focus of the debate.

“Our viewers are interested in that,” Mr.
Busiek said. “That flows into what will be a
very serious discussion with who could be the
president of the United States.”

Broadcasting from Iowa’s capital city to
434,500 TV households in the country’s 72nd
largest television market, KCCI takes on out-
size importance among the nation’s local tele-
vision stations every four years. Iowans are
the first in the nation to vote in presidential 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY RUTH FREMSON/THE NEW YORK TIMES

Clockwise from top left: Kevin Cooney, a KCCI news anchor, with Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz, Democrat of Florida; an ad for Hillary Rod-
ham Clinton on station monitors; Dave Busiek, the news director, with Stacey Godfrey, an executive assistant; and a recently remodeled broadcast booth.

Iowa TV Gets Its Close-Up
First on the Presidential
Trail, Enjoying Outsize
Influence and Revenue

Continued on Page 6

By JONATHAN SOBLE

TOKYO — The Japanese econ-
omy deteriorated more severely
than expected in the third quar-
ter, government data released on
Monday showed, extending a
downturn into a second consec-
utive three-month period and
putting the country in technical
recession.

Worsening business confi-
dence appeared to be behind the
decline. Companies reduced in-
vestment in the quarter and drew
down on their inventories rather
than increase production, a sign
that they may be bracing for
tougher times ahead.

In a preliminary estimate, the
Cabinet Office said gross domes-
tic product shrank at an annu-
alized rate of 0.8 percent. Econo-
mists surveyed by news agencies
had expected a contraction of be-
tween 0.2 and 0.3 percent, on av-
erage.

A darkening outlook for global
growth has put Japanese busi-
nesses on the defensive. One con-
cern is China, where growth in
Asia’s largest economy is slow-
ing, in some sectors markedly,
meaning there is less demand for
industrial equipment, construc-
tion machinery and other capital
goods, much of which has been
supplied by producers in Japan.

The Japanese stock market
opened lower after the economic
report. In late-morning trading,
the Nikkei 225 average was down
about 1 percent.

Japan grows more slowly than
other countries at the best of
times, largely because its work
force is shrinking, so even small
setbacks can easily send it into
reverse. The latest recession was
its fifth since the global financial
crisis of 2008, though by some
measures, including unemploy-
ment, the picture looks less dire.

The recession could embolden
critics of Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe’s economic policies, howev-
er. Mr. Abe gained office three
years ago on a pledge to put Ja-
pan on a new and more robust
growth path. So far, his “Abenom-
ics” program, centered on ag-

Japan G.D.P.
Shrinks 0.8%,
Returning
To Recession

Continued on Page 3
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On Wednesday, the Justice Department is-
sued a proposal to protect military service mem-
bers from arbitration requirements. Earlier this 
month, Senator Al Franken, Democrat of Minne-
sota and a longtime opponent of arbitration, re-
newed his push for Congress to pass a bill he in-
troduced this year that would prevent companies 
from requiring employees to go to arbitration.

Several Democrats are expected to intro-
duce bills intended to more widely curtail the 
use of arbitration clauses, according to the 
people who knew of the strategy. But with Con-
gress deeply divided, some Democrats are call-
ing on President Obama to use his executive 
authority to prevent federal contractors from 
including arbitration clauses in their contracts 
with customers and employees.

San Francisco’s city attorney, Dennis Her-
rera, sued American Express this month over 
what he claimed were “illegal and anti-compet-
itive rules, policies and practices.” The lawsuit, 
filed in Superior Court, will probably help small 
businesses whose contracts with the credit 
card company prevented them from filing a 
class-action lawsuit.

Marina H. Norville, a spokeswoman for 
American Express, said, “We don’t believe 
the suit has merit,” adding that the company 
planned to “vigorously” defend itself against it.

In Chicago, Alderman Edward M. Burke 
said he planned to introduce a bill this week that 
would prevent the city from doing business with 
companies that push employees and customers 
out of court. “It’s a way to get at a practice that 
is destroying a core American principle,” he said 
in an interview.

Arbitration has remained largely untouch-
able because of a pair of Supreme Court rulings 
in 2011 and 2013 that cleared the way for the 
use of class-action bans in contracts. With the 
current Supreme Court’s having now twice en-
shrined the wide use of arbitration, many oppo-
nents have pinned their hopes on the consumer 
agency’s proposed rule.

When the agency was created five years ago 
as part of the Dodd-Frank Act — the federal law 
overhauling the financial industry — it was given 
authority to study and create rules to address ar-
bitration. The agency’s research shows, among 
other things, that businesses have tended to get 
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provision into a spending bill that
cuts off consumer rights without
a fight, they are very much mis-
taken,” Senator Warren said.

Matt Webb, a senior vice presi-
dent of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, called the bu-
reau’s work “deeply flawed and
incomplete.”

The flurry of activity follows
the publication by The New York
Times of a three-part series
showing how corporations across
the spectrum of the American
economy — phone companies,
credit card providers, nursing
homes — use mandatory arbitra-
tion to circumvent the court sys-
tem and derail legal claims alleg-
ing predatory lending, wage
theft, discrimination and other vi-
olations.

The reporting detailed how ar-
bitration proceedings tend to fa-
vor businesses over individuals.
In some instances, arbitration
clauses require disputes to be
settled in Christian arbitration, a
process governed by the Bible
rather than state or federal law.

Proponents of arbitration, who
say it provides an efficient al-
ternative to courts, view the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bu-
reau as among its biggest
threats. They say a new rule pro-
posed by the consumer agency,
which would prevent financial
services companies from includ-

ing class-action bans in consum-
er contracts, could in effect kill
arbitration altogether.

On Wednesday, the Justice De-
partment issued a proposal to
protect military service members
from arbitration requirements.
Earlier this month, Senator Al
Franken, Democrat of Minnesota
and a longtime opponent of arbi-
tration, renewed his push for

Congress to pass a bill he intro-
duced this year that would pre-
vent companies from requiring
employees to go to arbitration.

Several Democrats are expect-
ed to introduce bills intended to
more widely curtail the use of ar-
bitration clauses, according to
the people who knew of the strat-
egy. But with Congress deeply di-
vided, some Democrats are call-
ing on President Obama to use
his executive authority to pre-
vent federal contractors from in-
cluding arbitration clauses in
their contracts with customers
and employees.

San Francisco’s city attorney,
Dennis Herrera, sued American
Express this month over what he
claimed were “illegal and anti-
competitive rules, policies and
practices.” The lawsuit, filed in
Superior Court, will probably
help small businesses whose con-
tracts with the credit card com-
pany prevented them from filing
a class-action lawsuit.

Marina H. Norville, a spokes-
woman for American Express,
said, “We don’t believe the suit
has merit,” adding that the com-
pany planned to “vigorously” de-

fend itself against it.
In Chicago, Alderman Edward

M. Burke said he planned to in-
troduce a bill this week that
would prevent the city from do-
ing business with companies that
push employees and customers
out of court. “It’s a way to get at a
practice that is destroying a core
American principle,” he said in an
interview.

Arbitration has remained
largely untouchable because of a
pair of Supreme Court rulings in
2011 and 2013 that cleared the
way for the use of class-action
bans in contracts. With the cur-
rent court’s having now twice en-
shrined the wide use of arbitra-
tion, many opponents have
pinned their hopes on the con-
sumer agency’s proposed rule.

When the agency was created
five years ago as part of the
Dodd-Frank Act — the federal
law overhauling the financial in-
dustry — it was given authority
to study and create rules to ad-
dress arbitration. The agency’s
research shows, among other
things, that businesses have
tended to get bigger awards than
consumers in arbitration.

In 2010 and 2011, businesses
won arbitration claims against
consumers totaling $2.8 million,
the findings showed, compared
with awards to consumers total-
ing less than $400,000. The agen-
cy’s findings formed the basis for
its proposed rule, which was re-
leased in draft form last month.

The U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and others have said the
agency’s findings do not support
its proposed rules. “By ignoring
its own data that clearly shows
major deficiencies with court-
based litigation and disregards
the real-world advantages of ar-
bitration, the C.F.P.B. has demon-
strated its bias for trial lawyers
over average Americans,” Mr.
Webb, of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, said.

Considerable sums of money
are at stake. Late last month, the
bond-rating firm Moody’s Invest-
ors Service warned that if en-
acted, the bureau’s proposed rule
might leave companies more vul-
nerable to class actions that
could “force changes to company
practices that cut into revenues”
or “draw regulatory scrutiny.”

One reason arbitration advo-
cates consider the bureau a sig-
nificant threat is that it is empow-
ered to issue rules without legis-
lative approval, making them
more difficult to defeat. Further-
more, unlike the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which is
overseen by a bipartisan com-
mission, the consumer agency
has a single head, appointed by
the president.

At a legal summit hosted by
the Chamber of Commerce late
last month in Washington, par-
ticipants spoke out forcefully
against the consumer agency and
its proposed arbitration rule. As
attendees waited for one session
to begin, Darth Vader’s theme
song played on the sound system.

In his keynote speech on the
virtues of free markets, John
Stossel of the Fox Business Net-
work lobbed a breast implant into
the audience while discussing
what he said was abusive litiga-
tion including lawsuits that in-
volved claims of faulty implants.

Mr. Stossel did not mention ar-
bitration, but the subject came up
during a session called Regula-
tors Gone Rogue, in which a pan-
elist cited the Consumer Finan-
cial Protection Bureau’s arbitra-
tion rule as an example of over-
reaching government oversight.

A chamber executive, intro-
ducing the panel, likened the
chamber’s fight against regula-
tions to the rebels’ revolt in the
“Star Wars” movies. “Perhaps it
is the real reason that Luke, Han,
Leia and Chewie fought back
against the evil empire,” he said.

AMERICAN ACTION NETWORK

An image from a television ad sponsored by American Action Network that attacks the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.

Campaign Attacks Efforts to Rein In Arbitration 
From First Business Page

A U.S. Chamber of
Commerce legal
gathering evokes
‘Star Wars’ images.

Do not forget the Neediest!

RETAILERS’ EARNINGS Several of
the nation’s largest retailers are
expected to report earnings this
week, and their financial health
will be closely watched after dis-
mal numbers from two department
store stalwarts — Macy’s and
Nordstrom — spooked investors
last week. Third-quarter results
from Urban Outfitters (Monday);
Walmart, the Home Depot and TJX (Tuesday); Target, Staples and
Lowe’s (Wednesday); Best Buy and Gap (Thursday); and Foot Locker
and Abercrombie & Fitch (Friday) will give a broader sense of the
strength of consumer spending and of the wider economy, heading into
the holiday season. Investors will be watching Walmart, in particular,
for signs that its recent investments in higher wages and e-commerce
have translated into stronger sales. HIROKO TABUCHI

SHAREHOLDER MEETING AT HASBRO Brian D. Goldner, chief executive
of the toymaker Hasbro, will outline the company’s plans at its annual
shareholder meeting on Monday. Mr. Goldner will be joined by Has-
bro’s chief financial officer, Deborah Thomas. Shares of Hasbro have
risen nearly 40 percent in the last year, lifted in part by sales of “Star
Wars” toys that have helped it gain ground on its larger rival, Mattel. 

RACHEL ABRAMS

AWAITING THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX On Tuesday, two government
reports should provide an early indication of how the economy per-
formed last month. The Consumer Price Index, released by the Labor
Department, is expected to show a 0.2 percent increase. That would still
be tame in terms of inflation, but it would reflect stabilizing gas prices
and a rebound from a 0.2 percent drop in September. Industrial produc-
tion, tracked by the Federal Reserve, is expected to be mixed. The over-
all number could be depressed because moderate temperatures around
the country resulted in utilities producing less power, while oil and gas
drilling has slackened after a plunge in energy prices. Factory activity
may have rebounded after two months of declines. 

NELSON D. SCHWARTZ

‘STAR WARS’ VIDEO GAME TIE-IN
The film “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens” does not open in thea-
ters until December, but the enter-
tainment franchise will face an ear-
ly test when Star Wars Battlefront,
one of the most eagerly awaited
games of the year, arrives on Tues-
day. While “Star Wars” games
have a checkered reputation for
quality and sales, the new game, published by Electronic Arts, has cre-
ated a buzz with its photorealistic graphics. The game allows players to
engage in pivotal battle scenes depicted in the three original “Star
Wars” movies. Electronic Arts, emboldened by demand for Star Wars
Battlefront, recently bumped up its sales estimate for the game during
its current fiscal year to 13 million units, from a previous estimate of 9
million to 10 million. NICK WINGFIELD

AFFIRMATION EXPECTED FROM THE FED The Federal Reserve is poised
to raise rates at its final policy-making meeting of the year, in mid-De-
cember. That has been the clear message since the Federal Open Mar-
ket Committee last met in October, and it is expected to be affirmed on
Wednesday when the Fed releases an account of that meeting. The ac-
count may also include some discussion of the next question facing the
Fed: How quickly to push rates upward once it gets started. 

BINYAMIN APPELBAUM

A PAIR OF TECHNOLOGY I.P.O.S In one of the biggest tests of investor re-
ceptiveness to initial public offerings, two high-profile companies are
due to start trading this week: the mobile payments start-up Square
and Match Group, which owns several dating websites. Both are set to
price shares in their I.P.O.s on Wednesday. At the midpoint of the range,
each company is marketing to investors, Square would raise $324 mil-
lion, while Match would generate $433 million. LESLIE PICKER

REPORT ON A LENDER’S COLLAPSE The Prudential Regulation Author-
ity and the Financial Conduct Authority are expected to release a joint
report on Thursday on the collapse of the bank HBOS during the finan-
cial crisis. HBOS, Britain’s largest mortgage lender at that time, was
taken over by Lloyds Banking Group in a merger orchestrated by the
British government, which was later forced to bail out Lloyds. 

CHAD BRAY

REMARKS FROM A CENTRAL BANKER Mario Draghi, president of the
European Central Bank, is scheduled to speak on Friday to an audience
of bankers in Frankfurt. He is expected to encourage predictions that
the central bank will step up measures to stimulate the eurozone econ-
omy when it meets next month. Growth in the region remains weak,
while inflation, at zero, remains far from the central bank’s target of 2
percent. Mr. Draghi’s appearance is part of Euro Finance Week in
Frankfurt, which begins on Monday and includes numerous panels and
speakers on finance and banking topics. JACK EWING

A DISCUSSION OF DRUG PRICES The Obama administration will host a
daylong public forum on Friday to discuss escalating prescription drug
prices. Recent abrupt and dramatic increases in the prices of some old-
er drugs have spurred public outrage and attention from Congress. A
poll by the Kaiser Family Foundation in October found that affordability
of prescription drugs was the leading health care priority for consum-
ers. At the forum, consumers, health care providers, manufacturers,
health insurers and others will discuss how to keep drugs affordable
while still providing drug companies the financial incentives to do re-
search aimed at developing new treatments. The meeting will be held in
Washington and streamed live online. ANDREW POLLACK

THE WEEK AHEAD

SAUL LOEB/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

ELECTRONIC ARTS

The Treasury’s schedule of fi-
nancing this week includes Mon-
day’s regular weekly auction of
new three- and six-month bills
and an auction of four-week bills
on Tuesday.

At the close of the New York
cash market on Friday, the rate
on the outstanding three-month
bill was 0.12 percent. The rate on
the six-month issue was 0.30 per-
cent, and the rate on the four-
week issue was 0.03 percent.

The following tax-exempt
fixed-income issues are sched-
uled for pricing this week: 

MONDAY
Burleigh County, N.D., $60 million of revenue

bonds. Competitive. 
Florida Department of Environmental Protec-

tion, $90 million of revenue bonds. Competitive.
TUESDAY

Bellevue School District, Wash., $87 million of
general obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Maryland Water Quality Financing Adminis-
tration, $180 million of revenue bonds. Compet-
itive. 

Monmouth County, N.J., $92.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Omaha Metropolitan Utility District, $179.4
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Richmond, Va., $61.7 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Competitive. 

Virginia Housing Development Authority, $50
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Wisconsin, $225 million of transportation reve-
nue bonds. Competitive. 

WEDNESDAY
Montgomery County, Md., $300 million of gen-

eral obligation bonds. Competitive.
THURSDAY

Westchester County, N.Y., $96.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive.

ONE DAY DURING THE WEEK
Birmingham, Ala., $61.3 million of general ob-

ligation bonds. Loop Capital Markets. 
City of Industry, Calif., $345 million of sales

tax revenue refinancing bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.
Connecticut, $650 million of general obligation

bonds. Barclays Capital.
Dallas, $197.1 million of general obligation re-

financing and improvement bonds. Morgan Stan-
ley.

Grossmont Union High School District, Calif.,
$51 million of general obligation bonds. Stifel
Nicolaus.

Illinois Toll Highway Authority, $400 million of
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Kentucky State Property and Buildings Com-
mission, $111 million of revenue and revenue re-
financing bonds. Citigroup Global Markets.

Long Island Power Authority, N.Y., $117.2 mil-
lion of electric system general revenue bonds.
J. P. Morgan Securities.

Maryland Department of Housing and Com-
munity Development, $67.2 million of Community
Development Administration residential revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency,
$112.6 million of single family housing revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts School Building Authority, $718
million of sales tax refunding bonds. Bank of
America.

Miami Beach, $193 million of resort tax reve-
nue bonds. Bank of America.

Miami Beach Redevelopment Agency, $343.4
million of revenue refinancing bonds. Morgan
Stanley.

Mississippi, $116.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Piper Jaffray. 

Mississippi, $177.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. J. P. Morgan Securities.

Missouri Health and Educational Facilities
Authority, $100 million of educational facilities
revenue bonds. Barclays Capital. 

Missouri Housing Development Commission,
$56 million of single-family mortgage revenue
bonds. George K. Baum.

New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority,
$50 million of debt securities. George K. Baum. 

New Jersey Transportation Trust Fund Au-
thority, $626.8 million of transportation program
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

New York City Municipal Water Finance Au-
thority, $338.6 million of water and sewer system
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Oakland State Building Authority, Calif., $59
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez. 

Palm Beach County, Fla., $122.2 million of
public improvement revenue bonds. Goldman
Sachs.

Phoenix Civic Improvement Corporation, $117
million of airport revenue and refinancing bonds.
Citigroup Global Markets.

San Clemente, Calif., $58.9 million of special
tax bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.

San Diego Unified School District, $450 million
of debt securities. Citigroup Global Markets.

San Francisco State Building Authority, $102.9
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez.

Tom Green County, Tex., $53.5 million of com-
bination tax and limited surplus revenue certif-
icates of obligation. Wells Fargo Securities.

Troy Capital Resource Corporation, N.Y., $75
million of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
project debt securities. KeyBanc Capital Mar-
kets. 

Tustin Control Flood District, Calif., $51.8 mil-
lion of special tax refinancing bonds. First South-
west.

Wisconsin Housing and Economic Develop-
ment Authority, $73 million of housing revenue
bonds. Bank of America.

Treasury Auctions Set for This Week
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provision into a spending bill that
cuts off consumer rights without
a fight, they are very much mis-
taken,” Senator Warren said.

Matt Webb, a senior vice presi-
dent of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, called the bu-
reau’s work “deeply flawed and
incomplete.”

The flurry of activity follows
the publication by The New York
Times of a three-part series
showing how corporations across
the spectrum of the American
economy — phone companies,
credit card providers, nursing
homes — use mandatory arbitra-
tion to circumvent the court sys-
tem and derail legal claims alleg-
ing predatory lending, wage
theft, discrimination and other vi-
olations.

The reporting detailed how ar-
bitration proceedings tend to fa-
vor businesses over individuals.
In some instances, arbitration
clauses require disputes to be
settled in Christian arbitration, a
process governed by the Bible
rather than state or federal law.

Proponents of arbitration, who
say it provides an efficient al-
ternative to courts, view the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bu-
reau as among its biggest
threats. They say a new rule pro-
posed by the consumer agency,
which would prevent financial
services companies from includ-

ing class-action bans in consum-
er contracts, could in effect kill
arbitration altogether.

On Wednesday, the Justice De-
partment issued a proposal to
protect military service members
from arbitration requirements.
Earlier this month, Senator Al
Franken, Democrat of Minnesota
and a longtime opponent of arbi-
tration, renewed his push for

Congress to pass a bill he intro-
duced this year that would pre-
vent companies from requiring
employees to go to arbitration.

Several Democrats are expect-
ed to introduce bills intended to
more widely curtail the use of ar-
bitration clauses, according to
the people who knew of the strat-
egy. But with Congress deeply di-
vided, some Democrats are call-
ing on President Obama to use
his executive authority to pre-
vent federal contractors from in-
cluding arbitration clauses in
their contracts with customers
and employees.

San Francisco’s city attorney,
Dennis Herrera, sued American
Express this month over what he
claimed were “illegal and anti-
competitive rules, policies and
practices.” The lawsuit, filed in
Superior Court, will probably
help small businesses whose con-
tracts with the credit card com-
pany prevented them from filing
a class-action lawsuit.

Marina H. Norville, a spokes-
woman for American Express,
said, “We don’t believe the suit
has merit,” adding that the com-
pany planned to “vigorously” de-

fend itself against it.
In Chicago, Alderman Edward

M. Burke said he planned to in-
troduce a bill this week that
would prevent the city from do-
ing business with companies that
push employees and customers
out of court. “It’s a way to get at a
practice that is destroying a core
American principle,” he said in an
interview.

Arbitration has remained
largely untouchable because of a
pair of Supreme Court rulings in
2011 and 2013 that cleared the
way for the use of class-action
bans in contracts. With the cur-
rent court’s having now twice en-
shrined the wide use of arbitra-
tion, many opponents have
pinned their hopes on the con-
sumer agency’s proposed rule.

When the agency was created
five years ago as part of the
Dodd-Frank Act — the federal
law overhauling the financial in-
dustry — it was given authority
to study and create rules to ad-
dress arbitration. The agency’s
research shows, among other
things, that businesses have
tended to get bigger awards than
consumers in arbitration.

In 2010 and 2011, businesses
won arbitration claims against
consumers totaling $2.8 million,
the findings showed, compared
with awards to consumers total-
ing less than $400,000. The agen-
cy’s findings formed the basis for
its proposed rule, which was re-
leased in draft form last month.

The U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and others have said the
agency’s findings do not support
its proposed rules. “By ignoring
its own data that clearly shows
major deficiencies with court-
based litigation and disregards
the real-world advantages of ar-
bitration, the C.F.P.B. has demon-
strated its bias for trial lawyers
over average Americans,” Mr.
Webb, of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, said.

Considerable sums of money
are at stake. Late last month, the
bond-rating firm Moody’s Invest-
ors Service warned that if en-
acted, the bureau’s proposed rule
might leave companies more vul-
nerable to class actions that
could “force changes to company
practices that cut into revenues”
or “draw regulatory scrutiny.”

One reason arbitration advo-
cates consider the bureau a sig-
nificant threat is that it is empow-
ered to issue rules without legis-
lative approval, making them
more difficult to defeat. Further-
more, unlike the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which is
overseen by a bipartisan com-
mission, the consumer agency
has a single head, appointed by
the president.

At a legal summit hosted by
the Chamber of Commerce late
last month in Washington, par-
ticipants spoke out forcefully
against the consumer agency and
its proposed arbitration rule. As
attendees waited for one session
to begin, Darth Vader’s theme
song played on the sound system.

In his keynote speech on the
virtues of free markets, John
Stossel of the Fox Business Net-
work lobbed a breast implant into
the audience while discussing
what he said was abusive litiga-
tion including lawsuits that in-
volved claims of faulty implants.

Mr. Stossel did not mention ar-
bitration, but the subject came up
during a session called Regula-
tors Gone Rogue, in which a pan-
elist cited the Consumer Finan-
cial Protection Bureau’s arbitra-
tion rule as an example of over-
reaching government oversight.

A chamber executive, intro-
ducing the panel, likened the
chamber’s fight against regula-
tions to the rebels’ revolt in the
“Star Wars” movies. “Perhaps it
is the real reason that Luke, Han,
Leia and Chewie fought back
against the evil empire,” he said.
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RETAILERS’ EARNINGS Several of
the nation’s largest retailers are
expected to report earnings this
week, and their financial health
will be closely watched after dis-
mal numbers from two department
store stalwarts — Macy’s and
Nordstrom — spooked investors
last week. Third-quarter results
from Urban Outfitters (Monday);
Walmart, the Home Depot and TJX (Tuesday); Target, Staples and
Lowe’s (Wednesday); Best Buy and Gap (Thursday); and Foot Locker
and Abercrombie & Fitch (Friday) will give a broader sense of the
strength of consumer spending and of the wider economy, heading into
the holiday season. Investors will be watching Walmart, in particular,
for signs that its recent investments in higher wages and e-commerce
have translated into stronger sales. HIROKO TABUCHI

SHAREHOLDER MEETING AT HASBRO Brian D. Goldner, chief executive
of the toymaker Hasbro, will outline the company’s plans at its annual
shareholder meeting on Monday. Mr. Goldner will be joined by Has-
bro’s chief financial officer, Deborah Thomas. Shares of Hasbro have
risen nearly 40 percent in the last year, lifted in part by sales of “Star
Wars” toys that have helped it gain ground on its larger rival, Mattel. 

RACHEL ABRAMS

AWAITING THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX On Tuesday, two government
reports should provide an early indication of how the economy per-
formed last month. The Consumer Price Index, released by the Labor
Department, is expected to show a 0.2 percent increase. That would still
be tame in terms of inflation, but it would reflect stabilizing gas prices
and a rebound from a 0.2 percent drop in September. Industrial produc-
tion, tracked by the Federal Reserve, is expected to be mixed. The over-
all number could be depressed because moderate temperatures around
the country resulted in utilities producing less power, while oil and gas
drilling has slackened after a plunge in energy prices. Factory activity
may have rebounded after two months of declines. 

NELSON D. SCHWARTZ

‘STAR WARS’ VIDEO GAME TIE-IN
The film “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens” does not open in thea-
ters until December, but the enter-
tainment franchise will face an ear-
ly test when Star Wars Battlefront,
one of the most eagerly awaited
games of the year, arrives on Tues-
day. While “Star Wars” games
have a checkered reputation for
quality and sales, the new game, published by Electronic Arts, has cre-
ated a buzz with its photorealistic graphics. The game allows players to
engage in pivotal battle scenes depicted in the three original “Star
Wars” movies. Electronic Arts, emboldened by demand for Star Wars
Battlefront, recently bumped up its sales estimate for the game during
its current fiscal year to 13 million units, from a previous estimate of 9
million to 10 million. NICK WINGFIELD

AFFIRMATION EXPECTED FROM THE FED The Federal Reserve is poised
to raise rates at its final policy-making meeting of the year, in mid-De-
cember. That has been the clear message since the Federal Open Mar-
ket Committee last met in October, and it is expected to be affirmed on
Wednesday when the Fed releases an account of that meeting. The ac-
count may also include some discussion of the next question facing the
Fed: How quickly to push rates upward once it gets started. 

BINYAMIN APPELBAUM

A PAIR OF TECHNOLOGY I.P.O.S In one of the biggest tests of investor re-
ceptiveness to initial public offerings, two high-profile companies are
due to start trading this week: the mobile payments start-up Square
and Match Group, which owns several dating websites. Both are set to
price shares in their I.P.O.s on Wednesday. At the midpoint of the range,
each company is marketing to investors, Square would raise $324 mil-
lion, while Match would generate $433 million. LESLIE PICKER

REPORT ON A LENDER’S COLLAPSE The Prudential Regulation Author-
ity and the Financial Conduct Authority are expected to release a joint
report on Thursday on the collapse of the bank HBOS during the finan-
cial crisis. HBOS, Britain’s largest mortgage lender at that time, was
taken over by Lloyds Banking Group in a merger orchestrated by the
British government, which was later forced to bail out Lloyds. 

CHAD BRAY

REMARKS FROM A CENTRAL BANKER Mario Draghi, president of the
European Central Bank, is scheduled to speak on Friday to an audience
of bankers in Frankfurt. He is expected to encourage predictions that
the central bank will step up measures to stimulate the eurozone econ-
omy when it meets next month. Growth in the region remains weak,
while inflation, at zero, remains far from the central bank’s target of 2
percent. Mr. Draghi’s appearance is part of Euro Finance Week in
Frankfurt, which begins on Monday and includes numerous panels and
speakers on finance and banking topics. JACK EWING

A DISCUSSION OF DRUG PRICES The Obama administration will host a
daylong public forum on Friday to discuss escalating prescription drug
prices. Recent abrupt and dramatic increases in the prices of some old-
er drugs have spurred public outrage and attention from Congress. A
poll by the Kaiser Family Foundation in October found that affordability
of prescription drugs was the leading health care priority for consum-
ers. At the forum, consumers, health care providers, manufacturers,
health insurers and others will discuss how to keep drugs affordable
while still providing drug companies the financial incentives to do re-
search aimed at developing new treatments. The meeting will be held in
Washington and streamed live online. ANDREW POLLACK
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The Treasury’s schedule of fi-
nancing this week includes Mon-
day’s regular weekly auction of
new three- and six-month bills
and an auction of four-week bills
on Tuesday.

At the close of the New York
cash market on Friday, the rate
on the outstanding three-month
bill was 0.12 percent. The rate on
the six-month issue was 0.30 per-
cent, and the rate on the four-
week issue was 0.03 percent.

The following tax-exempt
fixed-income issues are sched-
uled for pricing this week: 

MONDAY
Burleigh County, N.D., $60 million of revenue

bonds. Competitive. 
Florida Department of Environmental Protec-

tion, $90 million of revenue bonds. Competitive.
TUESDAY

Bellevue School District, Wash., $87 million of
general obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Maryland Water Quality Financing Adminis-
tration, $180 million of revenue bonds. Compet-
itive. 

Monmouth County, N.J., $92.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Omaha Metropolitan Utility District, $179.4
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Richmond, Va., $61.7 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Competitive. 

Virginia Housing Development Authority, $50
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Wisconsin, $225 million of transportation reve-
nue bonds. Competitive. 

WEDNESDAY
Montgomery County, Md., $300 million of gen-

eral obligation bonds. Competitive.
THURSDAY

Westchester County, N.Y., $96.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive.

ONE DAY DURING THE WEEK
Birmingham, Ala., $61.3 million of general ob-

ligation bonds. Loop Capital Markets. 
City of Industry, Calif., $345 million of sales

tax revenue refinancing bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.
Connecticut, $650 million of general obligation

bonds. Barclays Capital.
Dallas, $197.1 million of general obligation re-

financing and improvement bonds. Morgan Stan-
ley.

Grossmont Union High School District, Calif.,
$51 million of general obligation bonds. Stifel
Nicolaus.

Illinois Toll Highway Authority, $400 million of
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Kentucky State Property and Buildings Com-
mission, $111 million of revenue and revenue re-
financing bonds. Citigroup Global Markets.

Long Island Power Authority, N.Y., $117.2 mil-
lion of electric system general revenue bonds.
J. P. Morgan Securities.

Maryland Department of Housing and Com-
munity Development, $67.2 million of Community
Development Administration residential revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency,
$112.6 million of single family housing revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts School Building Authority, $718
million of sales tax refunding bonds. Bank of
America.

Miami Beach, $193 million of resort tax reve-
nue bonds. Bank of America.

Miami Beach Redevelopment Agency, $343.4
million of revenue refinancing bonds. Morgan
Stanley.

Mississippi, $116.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Piper Jaffray. 

Mississippi, $177.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. J. P. Morgan Securities.

Missouri Health and Educational Facilities
Authority, $100 million of educational facilities
revenue bonds. Barclays Capital. 

Missouri Housing Development Commission,
$56 million of single-family mortgage revenue
bonds. George K. Baum.

New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority,
$50 million of debt securities. George K. Baum. 

New Jersey Transportation Trust Fund Au-
thority, $626.8 million of transportation program
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

New York City Municipal Water Finance Au-
thority, $338.6 million of water and sewer system
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Oakland State Building Authority, Calif., $59
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez. 

Palm Beach County, Fla., $122.2 million of
public improvement revenue bonds. Goldman
Sachs.

Phoenix Civic Improvement Corporation, $117
million of airport revenue and refinancing bonds.
Citigroup Global Markets.

San Clemente, Calif., $58.9 million of special
tax bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.

San Diego Unified School District, $450 million
of debt securities. Citigroup Global Markets.

San Francisco State Building Authority, $102.9
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez.

Tom Green County, Tex., $53.5 million of com-
bination tax and limited surplus revenue certif-
icates of obligation. Wells Fargo Securities.

Troy Capital Resource Corporation, N.Y., $75
million of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
project debt securities. KeyBanc Capital Mar-
kets. 

Tustin Control Flood District, Calif., $51.8 mil-
lion of special tax refinancing bonds. First South-
west.

Wisconsin Housing and Economic Develop-
ment Authority, $73 million of housing revenue
bonds. Bank of America.

Treasury Auctions Set for This Week
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provision into a spending bill that
cuts off consumer rights without
a fight, they are very much mis-
taken,” Senator Warren said.

Matt Webb, a senior vice presi-
dent of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, called the bu-
reau’s work “deeply flawed and
incomplete.”

The flurry of activity follows
the publication by The New York
Times of a three-part series
showing how corporations across
the spectrum of the American
economy — phone companies,
credit card providers, nursing
homes — use mandatory arbitra-
tion to circumvent the court sys-
tem and derail legal claims alleg-
ing predatory lending, wage
theft, discrimination and other vi-
olations.

The reporting detailed how ar-
bitration proceedings tend to fa-
vor businesses over individuals.
In some instances, arbitration
clauses require disputes to be
settled in Christian arbitration, a
process governed by the Bible
rather than state or federal law.

Proponents of arbitration, who
say it provides an efficient al-
ternative to courts, view the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bu-
reau as among its biggest
threats. They say a new rule pro-
posed by the consumer agency,
which would prevent financial
services companies from includ-

ing class-action bans in consum-
er contracts, could in effect kill
arbitration altogether.

On Wednesday, the Justice De-
partment issued a proposal to
protect military service members
from arbitration requirements.
Earlier this month, Senator Al
Franken, Democrat of Minnesota
and a longtime opponent of arbi-
tration, renewed his push for

Congress to pass a bill he intro-
duced this year that would pre-
vent companies from requiring
employees to go to arbitration.

Several Democrats are expect-
ed to introduce bills intended to
more widely curtail the use of ar-
bitration clauses, according to
the people who knew of the strat-
egy. But with Congress deeply di-
vided, some Democrats are call-
ing on President Obama to use
his executive authority to pre-
vent federal contractors from in-
cluding arbitration clauses in
their contracts with customers
and employees.

San Francisco’s city attorney,
Dennis Herrera, sued American
Express this month over what he
claimed were “illegal and anti-
competitive rules, policies and
practices.” The lawsuit, filed in
Superior Court, will probably
help small businesses whose con-
tracts with the credit card com-
pany prevented them from filing
a class-action lawsuit.

Marina H. Norville, a spokes-
woman for American Express,
said, “We don’t believe the suit
has merit,” adding that the com-
pany planned to “vigorously” de-

fend itself against it.
In Chicago, Alderman Edward

M. Burke said he planned to in-
troduce a bill this week that
would prevent the city from do-
ing business with companies that
push employees and customers
out of court. “It’s a way to get at a
practice that is destroying a core
American principle,” he said in an
interview.

Arbitration has remained
largely untouchable because of a
pair of Supreme Court rulings in
2011 and 2013 that cleared the
way for the use of class-action
bans in contracts. With the cur-
rent court’s having now twice en-
shrined the wide use of arbitra-
tion, many opponents have
pinned their hopes on the con-
sumer agency’s proposed rule.

When the agency was created
five years ago as part of the
Dodd-Frank Act — the federal
law overhauling the financial in-
dustry — it was given authority
to study and create rules to ad-
dress arbitration. The agency’s
research shows, among other
things, that businesses have
tended to get bigger awards than
consumers in arbitration.

In 2010 and 2011, businesses
won arbitration claims against
consumers totaling $2.8 million,
the findings showed, compared
with awards to consumers total-
ing less than $400,000. The agen-
cy’s findings formed the basis for
its proposed rule, which was re-
leased in draft form last month.

The U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and others have said the
agency’s findings do not support
its proposed rules. “By ignoring
its own data that clearly shows
major deficiencies with court-
based litigation and disregards
the real-world advantages of ar-
bitration, the C.F.P.B. has demon-
strated its bias for trial lawyers
over average Americans,” Mr.
Webb, of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, said.

Considerable sums of money
are at stake. Late last month, the
bond-rating firm Moody’s Invest-
ors Service warned that if en-
acted, the bureau’s proposed rule
might leave companies more vul-
nerable to class actions that
could “force changes to company
practices that cut into revenues”
or “draw regulatory scrutiny.”

One reason arbitration advo-
cates consider the bureau a sig-
nificant threat is that it is empow-
ered to issue rules without legis-
lative approval, making them
more difficult to defeat. Further-
more, unlike the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which is
overseen by a bipartisan com-
mission, the consumer agency
has a single head, appointed by
the president.

At a legal summit hosted by
the Chamber of Commerce late
last month in Washington, par-
ticipants spoke out forcefully
against the consumer agency and
its proposed arbitration rule. As
attendees waited for one session
to begin, Darth Vader’s theme
song played on the sound system.

In his keynote speech on the
virtues of free markets, John
Stossel of the Fox Business Net-
work lobbed a breast implant into
the audience while discussing
what he said was abusive litiga-
tion including lawsuits that in-
volved claims of faulty implants.

Mr. Stossel did not mention ar-
bitration, but the subject came up
during a session called Regula-
tors Gone Rogue, in which a pan-
elist cited the Consumer Finan-
cial Protection Bureau’s arbitra-
tion rule as an example of over-
reaching government oversight.

A chamber executive, intro-
ducing the panel, likened the
chamber’s fight against regula-
tions to the rebels’ revolt in the
“Star Wars” movies. “Perhaps it
is the real reason that Luke, Han,
Leia and Chewie fought back
against the evil empire,” he said.

AMERICAN ACTION NETWORK

An image from a television ad sponsored by American Action Network that attacks the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.
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RETAILERS’ EARNINGS Several of
the nation’s largest retailers are
expected to report earnings this
week, and their financial health
will be closely watched after dis-
mal numbers from two department
store stalwarts — Macy’s and
Nordstrom — spooked investors
last week. Third-quarter results
from Urban Outfitters (Monday);
Walmart, the Home Depot and TJX (Tuesday); Target, Staples and
Lowe’s (Wednesday); Best Buy and Gap (Thursday); and Foot Locker
and Abercrombie & Fitch (Friday) will give a broader sense of the
strength of consumer spending and of the wider economy, heading into
the holiday season. Investors will be watching Walmart, in particular,
for signs that its recent investments in higher wages and e-commerce
have translated into stronger sales. HIROKO TABUCHI

SHAREHOLDER MEETING AT HASBRO Brian D. Goldner, chief executive
of the toymaker Hasbro, will outline the company’s plans at its annual
shareholder meeting on Monday. Mr. Goldner will be joined by Has-
bro’s chief financial officer, Deborah Thomas. Shares of Hasbro have
risen nearly 40 percent in the last year, lifted in part by sales of “Star
Wars” toys that have helped it gain ground on its larger rival, Mattel. 

RACHEL ABRAMS

AWAITING THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX On Tuesday, two government
reports should provide an early indication of how the economy per-
formed last month. The Consumer Price Index, released by the Labor
Department, is expected to show a 0.2 percent increase. That would still
be tame in terms of inflation, but it would reflect stabilizing gas prices
and a rebound from a 0.2 percent drop in September. Industrial produc-
tion, tracked by the Federal Reserve, is expected to be mixed. The over-
all number could be depressed because moderate temperatures around
the country resulted in utilities producing less power, while oil and gas
drilling has slackened after a plunge in energy prices. Factory activity
may have rebounded after two months of declines. 

NELSON D. SCHWARTZ

‘STAR WARS’ VIDEO GAME TIE-IN
The film “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens” does not open in thea-
ters until December, but the enter-
tainment franchise will face an ear-
ly test when Star Wars Battlefront,
one of the most eagerly awaited
games of the year, arrives on Tues-
day. While “Star Wars” games
have a checkered reputation for
quality and sales, the new game, published by Electronic Arts, has cre-
ated a buzz with its photorealistic graphics. The game allows players to
engage in pivotal battle scenes depicted in the three original “Star
Wars” movies. Electronic Arts, emboldened by demand for Star Wars
Battlefront, recently bumped up its sales estimate for the game during
its current fiscal year to 13 million units, from a previous estimate of 9
million to 10 million. NICK WINGFIELD

AFFIRMATION EXPECTED FROM THE FED The Federal Reserve is poised
to raise rates at its final policy-making meeting of the year, in mid-De-
cember. That has been the clear message since the Federal Open Mar-
ket Committee last met in October, and it is expected to be affirmed on
Wednesday when the Fed releases an account of that meeting. The ac-
count may also include some discussion of the next question facing the
Fed: How quickly to push rates upward once it gets started. 

BINYAMIN APPELBAUM

A PAIR OF TECHNOLOGY I.P.O.S In one of the biggest tests of investor re-
ceptiveness to initial public offerings, two high-profile companies are
due to start trading this week: the mobile payments start-up Square
and Match Group, which owns several dating websites. Both are set to
price shares in their I.P.O.s on Wednesday. At the midpoint of the range,
each company is marketing to investors, Square would raise $324 mil-
lion, while Match would generate $433 million. LESLIE PICKER

REPORT ON A LENDER’S COLLAPSE The Prudential Regulation Author-
ity and the Financial Conduct Authority are expected to release a joint
report on Thursday on the collapse of the bank HBOS during the finan-
cial crisis. HBOS, Britain’s largest mortgage lender at that time, was
taken over by Lloyds Banking Group in a merger orchestrated by the
British government, which was later forced to bail out Lloyds. 

CHAD BRAY

REMARKS FROM A CENTRAL BANKER Mario Draghi, president of the
European Central Bank, is scheduled to speak on Friday to an audience
of bankers in Frankfurt. He is expected to encourage predictions that
the central bank will step up measures to stimulate the eurozone econ-
omy when it meets next month. Growth in the region remains weak,
while inflation, at zero, remains far from the central bank’s target of 2
percent. Mr. Draghi’s appearance is part of Euro Finance Week in
Frankfurt, which begins on Monday and includes numerous panels and
speakers on finance and banking topics. JACK EWING

A DISCUSSION OF DRUG PRICES The Obama administration will host a
daylong public forum on Friday to discuss escalating prescription drug
prices. Recent abrupt and dramatic increases in the prices of some old-
er drugs have spurred public outrage and attention from Congress. A
poll by the Kaiser Family Foundation in October found that affordability
of prescription drugs was the leading health care priority for consum-
ers. At the forum, consumers, health care providers, manufacturers,
health insurers and others will discuss how to keep drugs affordable
while still providing drug companies the financial incentives to do re-
search aimed at developing new treatments. The meeting will be held in
Washington and streamed live online. ANDREW POLLACK
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The Treasury’s schedule of fi-
nancing this week includes Mon-
day’s regular weekly auction of
new three- and six-month bills
and an auction of four-week bills
on Tuesday.

At the close of the New York
cash market on Friday, the rate
on the outstanding three-month
bill was 0.12 percent. The rate on
the six-month issue was 0.30 per-
cent, and the rate on the four-
week issue was 0.03 percent.

The following tax-exempt
fixed-income issues are sched-
uled for pricing this week: 

MONDAY
Burleigh County, N.D., $60 million of revenue

bonds. Competitive. 
Florida Department of Environmental Protec-

tion, $90 million of revenue bonds. Competitive.
TUESDAY

Bellevue School District, Wash., $87 million of
general obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Maryland Water Quality Financing Adminis-
tration, $180 million of revenue bonds. Compet-
itive. 

Monmouth County, N.J., $92.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Omaha Metropolitan Utility District, $179.4
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Richmond, Va., $61.7 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Competitive. 

Virginia Housing Development Authority, $50
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Wisconsin, $225 million of transportation reve-
nue bonds. Competitive. 

WEDNESDAY
Montgomery County, Md., $300 million of gen-

eral obligation bonds. Competitive.
THURSDAY

Westchester County, N.Y., $96.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive.

ONE DAY DURING THE WEEK
Birmingham, Ala., $61.3 million of general ob-

ligation bonds. Loop Capital Markets. 
City of Industry, Calif., $345 million of sales

tax revenue refinancing bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.
Connecticut, $650 million of general obligation

bonds. Barclays Capital.
Dallas, $197.1 million of general obligation re-

financing and improvement bonds. Morgan Stan-
ley.

Grossmont Union High School District, Calif.,
$51 million of general obligation bonds. Stifel
Nicolaus.

Illinois Toll Highway Authority, $400 million of
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Kentucky State Property and Buildings Com-
mission, $111 million of revenue and revenue re-
financing bonds. Citigroup Global Markets.

Long Island Power Authority, N.Y., $117.2 mil-
lion of electric system general revenue bonds.
J. P. Morgan Securities.

Maryland Department of Housing and Com-
munity Development, $67.2 million of Community
Development Administration residential revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency,
$112.6 million of single family housing revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts School Building Authority, $718
million of sales tax refunding bonds. Bank of
America.

Miami Beach, $193 million of resort tax reve-
nue bonds. Bank of America.

Miami Beach Redevelopment Agency, $343.4
million of revenue refinancing bonds. Morgan
Stanley.

Mississippi, $116.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Piper Jaffray. 

Mississippi, $177.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. J. P. Morgan Securities.

Missouri Health and Educational Facilities
Authority, $100 million of educational facilities
revenue bonds. Barclays Capital. 

Missouri Housing Development Commission,
$56 million of single-family mortgage revenue
bonds. George K. Baum.

New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority,
$50 million of debt securities. George K. Baum. 

New Jersey Transportation Trust Fund Au-
thority, $626.8 million of transportation program
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

New York City Municipal Water Finance Au-
thority, $338.6 million of water and sewer system
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Oakland State Building Authority, Calif., $59
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez. 

Palm Beach County, Fla., $122.2 million of
public improvement revenue bonds. Goldman
Sachs.

Phoenix Civic Improvement Corporation, $117
million of airport revenue and refinancing bonds.
Citigroup Global Markets.

San Clemente, Calif., $58.9 million of special
tax bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.

San Diego Unified School District, $450 million
of debt securities. Citigroup Global Markets.

San Francisco State Building Authority, $102.9
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez.

Tom Green County, Tex., $53.5 million of com-
bination tax and limited surplus revenue certif-
icates of obligation. Wells Fargo Securities.

Troy Capital Resource Corporation, N.Y., $75
million of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
project debt securities. KeyBanc Capital Mar-
kets. 

Tustin Control Flood District, Calif., $51.8 mil-
lion of special tax refinancing bonds. First South-
west.

Wisconsin Housing and Economic Develop-
ment Authority, $73 million of housing revenue
bonds. Bank of America.

Treasury Auctions Set for This Week
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provision into a spending bill that
cuts off consumer rights without
a fight, they are very much mis-
taken,” Senator Warren said.

Matt Webb, a senior vice presi-
dent of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, called the bu-
reau’s work “deeply flawed and
incomplete.”

The flurry of activity follows
the publication by The New York
Times of a three-part series
showing how corporations across
the spectrum of the American
economy — phone companies,
credit card providers, nursing
homes — use mandatory arbitra-
tion to circumvent the court sys-
tem and derail legal claims alleg-
ing predatory lending, wage
theft, discrimination and other vi-
olations.

The reporting detailed how ar-
bitration proceedings tend to fa-
vor businesses over individuals.
In some instances, arbitration
clauses require disputes to be
settled in Christian arbitration, a
process governed by the Bible
rather than state or federal law.

Proponents of arbitration, who
say it provides an efficient al-
ternative to courts, view the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bu-
reau as among its biggest
threats. They say a new rule pro-
posed by the consumer agency,
which would prevent financial
services companies from includ-

ing class-action bans in consum-
er contracts, could in effect kill
arbitration altogether.

On Wednesday, the Justice De-
partment issued a proposal to
protect military service members
from arbitration requirements.
Earlier this month, Senator Al
Franken, Democrat of Minnesota
and a longtime opponent of arbi-
tration, renewed his push for

Congress to pass a bill he intro-
duced this year that would pre-
vent companies from requiring
employees to go to arbitration.

Several Democrats are expect-
ed to introduce bills intended to
more widely curtail the use of ar-
bitration clauses, according to
the people who knew of the strat-
egy. But with Congress deeply di-
vided, some Democrats are call-
ing on President Obama to use
his executive authority to pre-
vent federal contractors from in-
cluding arbitration clauses in
their contracts with customers
and employees.

San Francisco’s city attorney,
Dennis Herrera, sued American
Express this month over what he
claimed were “illegal and anti-
competitive rules, policies and
practices.” The lawsuit, filed in
Superior Court, will probably
help small businesses whose con-
tracts with the credit card com-
pany prevented them from filing
a class-action lawsuit.

Marina H. Norville, a spokes-
woman for American Express,
said, “We don’t believe the suit
has merit,” adding that the com-
pany planned to “vigorously” de-

fend itself against it.
In Chicago, Alderman Edward

M. Burke said he planned to in-
troduce a bill this week that
would prevent the city from do-
ing business with companies that
push employees and customers
out of court. “It’s a way to get at a
practice that is destroying a core
American principle,” he said in an
interview.

Arbitration has remained
largely untouchable because of a
pair of Supreme Court rulings in
2011 and 2013 that cleared the
way for the use of class-action
bans in contracts. With the cur-
rent court’s having now twice en-
shrined the wide use of arbitra-
tion, many opponents have
pinned their hopes on the con-
sumer agency’s proposed rule.

When the agency was created
five years ago as part of the
Dodd-Frank Act — the federal
law overhauling the financial in-
dustry — it was given authority
to study and create rules to ad-
dress arbitration. The agency’s
research shows, among other
things, that businesses have
tended to get bigger awards than
consumers in arbitration.

In 2010 and 2011, businesses
won arbitration claims against
consumers totaling $2.8 million,
the findings showed, compared
with awards to consumers total-
ing less than $400,000. The agen-
cy’s findings formed the basis for
its proposed rule, which was re-
leased in draft form last month.

The U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and others have said the
agency’s findings do not support
its proposed rules. “By ignoring
its own data that clearly shows
major deficiencies with court-
based litigation and disregards
the real-world advantages of ar-
bitration, the C.F.P.B. has demon-
strated its bias for trial lawyers
over average Americans,” Mr.
Webb, of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, said.

Considerable sums of money
are at stake. Late last month, the
bond-rating firm Moody’s Invest-
ors Service warned that if en-
acted, the bureau’s proposed rule
might leave companies more vul-
nerable to class actions that
could “force changes to company
practices that cut into revenues”
or “draw regulatory scrutiny.”

One reason arbitration advo-
cates consider the bureau a sig-
nificant threat is that it is empow-
ered to issue rules without legis-
lative approval, making them
more difficult to defeat. Further-
more, unlike the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which is
overseen by a bipartisan com-
mission, the consumer agency
has a single head, appointed by
the president.

At a legal summit hosted by
the Chamber of Commerce late
last month in Washington, par-
ticipants spoke out forcefully
against the consumer agency and
its proposed arbitration rule. As
attendees waited for one session
to begin, Darth Vader’s theme
song played on the sound system.

In his keynote speech on the
virtues of free markets, John
Stossel of the Fox Business Net-
work lobbed a breast implant into
the audience while discussing
what he said was abusive litiga-
tion including lawsuits that in-
volved claims of faulty implants.

Mr. Stossel did not mention ar-
bitration, but the subject came up
during a session called Regula-
tors Gone Rogue, in which a pan-
elist cited the Consumer Finan-
cial Protection Bureau’s arbitra-
tion rule as an example of over-
reaching government oversight.

A chamber executive, intro-
ducing the panel, likened the
chamber’s fight against regula-
tions to the rebels’ revolt in the
“Star Wars” movies. “Perhaps it
is the real reason that Luke, Han,
Leia and Chewie fought back
against the evil empire,” he said.

AMERICAN ACTION NETWORK

An image from a television ad sponsored by American Action Network that attacks the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.

Campaign Attacks Efforts to Rein In Arbitration 
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A U.S. Chamber of
Commerce legal
gathering evokes
‘Star Wars’ images.
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RETAILERS’ EARNINGS Several of
the nation’s largest retailers are
expected to report earnings this
week, and their financial health
will be closely watched after dis-
mal numbers from two department
store stalwarts — Macy’s and
Nordstrom — spooked investors
last week. Third-quarter results
from Urban Outfitters (Monday);
Walmart, the Home Depot and TJX (Tuesday); Target, Staples and
Lowe’s (Wednesday); Best Buy and Gap (Thursday); and Foot Locker
and Abercrombie & Fitch (Friday) will give a broader sense of the
strength of consumer spending and of the wider economy, heading into
the holiday season. Investors will be watching Walmart, in particular,
for signs that its recent investments in higher wages and e-commerce
have translated into stronger sales. HIROKO TABUCHI

SHAREHOLDER MEETING AT HASBRO Brian D. Goldner, chief executive
of the toymaker Hasbro, will outline the company’s plans at its annual
shareholder meeting on Monday. Mr. Goldner will be joined by Has-
bro’s chief financial officer, Deborah Thomas. Shares of Hasbro have
risen nearly 40 percent in the last year, lifted in part by sales of “Star
Wars” toys that have helped it gain ground on its larger rival, Mattel. 

RACHEL ABRAMS

AWAITING THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX On Tuesday, two government
reports should provide an early indication of how the economy per-
formed last month. The Consumer Price Index, released by the Labor
Department, is expected to show a 0.2 percent increase. That would still
be tame in terms of inflation, but it would reflect stabilizing gas prices
and a rebound from a 0.2 percent drop in September. Industrial produc-
tion, tracked by the Federal Reserve, is expected to be mixed. The over-
all number could be depressed because moderate temperatures around
the country resulted in utilities producing less power, while oil and gas
drilling has slackened after a plunge in energy prices. Factory activity
may have rebounded after two months of declines. 

NELSON D. SCHWARTZ

‘STAR WARS’ VIDEO GAME TIE-IN
The film “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens” does not open in thea-
ters until December, but the enter-
tainment franchise will face an ear-
ly test when Star Wars Battlefront,
one of the most eagerly awaited
games of the year, arrives on Tues-
day. While “Star Wars” games
have a checkered reputation for
quality and sales, the new game, published by Electronic Arts, has cre-
ated a buzz with its photorealistic graphics. The game allows players to
engage in pivotal battle scenes depicted in the three original “Star
Wars” movies. Electronic Arts, emboldened by demand for Star Wars
Battlefront, recently bumped up its sales estimate for the game during
its current fiscal year to 13 million units, from a previous estimate of 9
million to 10 million. NICK WINGFIELD

AFFIRMATION EXPECTED FROM THE FED The Federal Reserve is poised
to raise rates at its final policy-making meeting of the year, in mid-De-
cember. That has been the clear message since the Federal Open Mar-
ket Committee last met in October, and it is expected to be affirmed on
Wednesday when the Fed releases an account of that meeting. The ac-
count may also include some discussion of the next question facing the
Fed: How quickly to push rates upward once it gets started. 

BINYAMIN APPELBAUM

A PAIR OF TECHNOLOGY I.P.O.S In one of the biggest tests of investor re-
ceptiveness to initial public offerings, two high-profile companies are
due to start trading this week: the mobile payments start-up Square
and Match Group, which owns several dating websites. Both are set to
price shares in their I.P.O.s on Wednesday. At the midpoint of the range,
each company is marketing to investors, Square would raise $324 mil-
lion, while Match would generate $433 million. LESLIE PICKER

REPORT ON A LENDER’S COLLAPSE The Prudential Regulation Author-
ity and the Financial Conduct Authority are expected to release a joint
report on Thursday on the collapse of the bank HBOS during the finan-
cial crisis. HBOS, Britain’s largest mortgage lender at that time, was
taken over by Lloyds Banking Group in a merger orchestrated by the
British government, which was later forced to bail out Lloyds. 

CHAD BRAY

REMARKS FROM A CENTRAL BANKER Mario Draghi, president of the
European Central Bank, is scheduled to speak on Friday to an audience
of bankers in Frankfurt. He is expected to encourage predictions that
the central bank will step up measures to stimulate the eurozone econ-
omy when it meets next month. Growth in the region remains weak,
while inflation, at zero, remains far from the central bank’s target of 2
percent. Mr. Draghi’s appearance is part of Euro Finance Week in
Frankfurt, which begins on Monday and includes numerous panels and
speakers on finance and banking topics. JACK EWING

A DISCUSSION OF DRUG PRICES The Obama administration will host a
daylong public forum on Friday to discuss escalating prescription drug
prices. Recent abrupt and dramatic increases in the prices of some old-
er drugs have spurred public outrage and attention from Congress. A
poll by the Kaiser Family Foundation in October found that affordability
of prescription drugs was the leading health care priority for consum-
ers. At the forum, consumers, health care providers, manufacturers,
health insurers and others will discuss how to keep drugs affordable
while still providing drug companies the financial incentives to do re-
search aimed at developing new treatments. The meeting will be held in
Washington and streamed live online. ANDREW POLLACK

THE WEEK AHEAD

SAUL LOEB/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

ELECTRONIC ARTS

The Treasury’s schedule of fi-
nancing this week includes Mon-
day’s regular weekly auction of
new three- and six-month bills
and an auction of four-week bills
on Tuesday.

At the close of the New York
cash market on Friday, the rate
on the outstanding three-month
bill was 0.12 percent. The rate on
the six-month issue was 0.30 per-
cent, and the rate on the four-
week issue was 0.03 percent.

The following tax-exempt
fixed-income issues are sched-
uled for pricing this week: 

MONDAY
Burleigh County, N.D., $60 million of revenue

bonds. Competitive. 
Florida Department of Environmental Protec-

tion, $90 million of revenue bonds. Competitive.
TUESDAY

Bellevue School District, Wash., $87 million of
general obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Maryland Water Quality Financing Adminis-
tration, $180 million of revenue bonds. Compet-
itive. 

Monmouth County, N.J., $92.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Omaha Metropolitan Utility District, $179.4
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Richmond, Va., $61.7 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Competitive. 

Virginia Housing Development Authority, $50
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Wisconsin, $225 million of transportation reve-
nue bonds. Competitive. 

WEDNESDAY
Montgomery County, Md., $300 million of gen-

eral obligation bonds. Competitive.
THURSDAY

Westchester County, N.Y., $96.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive.

ONE DAY DURING THE WEEK
Birmingham, Ala., $61.3 million of general ob-

ligation bonds. Loop Capital Markets. 
City of Industry, Calif., $345 million of sales

tax revenue refinancing bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.
Connecticut, $650 million of general obligation

bonds. Barclays Capital.
Dallas, $197.1 million of general obligation re-

financing and improvement bonds. Morgan Stan-
ley.

Grossmont Union High School District, Calif.,
$51 million of general obligation bonds. Stifel
Nicolaus.

Illinois Toll Highway Authority, $400 million of
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Kentucky State Property and Buildings Com-
mission, $111 million of revenue and revenue re-
financing bonds. Citigroup Global Markets.

Long Island Power Authority, N.Y., $117.2 mil-
lion of electric system general revenue bonds.
J. P. Morgan Securities.

Maryland Department of Housing and Com-
munity Development, $67.2 million of Community
Development Administration residential revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency,
$112.6 million of single family housing revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts School Building Authority, $718
million of sales tax refunding bonds. Bank of
America.

Miami Beach, $193 million of resort tax reve-
nue bonds. Bank of America.

Miami Beach Redevelopment Agency, $343.4
million of revenue refinancing bonds. Morgan
Stanley.

Mississippi, $116.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Piper Jaffray. 

Mississippi, $177.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. J. P. Morgan Securities.

Missouri Health and Educational Facilities
Authority, $100 million of educational facilities
revenue bonds. Barclays Capital. 

Missouri Housing Development Commission,
$56 million of single-family mortgage revenue
bonds. George K. Baum.

New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority,
$50 million of debt securities. George K. Baum. 

New Jersey Transportation Trust Fund Au-
thority, $626.8 million of transportation program
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

New York City Municipal Water Finance Au-
thority, $338.6 million of water and sewer system
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Oakland State Building Authority, Calif., $59
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez. 

Palm Beach County, Fla., $122.2 million of
public improvement revenue bonds. Goldman
Sachs.

Phoenix Civic Improvement Corporation, $117
million of airport revenue and refinancing bonds.
Citigroup Global Markets.

San Clemente, Calif., $58.9 million of special
tax bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.

San Diego Unified School District, $450 million
of debt securities. Citigroup Global Markets.

San Francisco State Building Authority, $102.9
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez.

Tom Green County, Tex., $53.5 million of com-
bination tax and limited surplus revenue certif-
icates of obligation. Wells Fargo Securities.

Troy Capital Resource Corporation, N.Y., $75
million of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
project debt securities. KeyBanc Capital Mar-
kets. 

Tustin Control Flood District, Calif., $51.8 mil-
lion of special tax refinancing bonds. First South-
west.

Wisconsin Housing and Economic Develop-
ment Authority, $73 million of housing revenue
bonds. Bank of America.

Treasury Auctions Set for This Week
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bigger awards than consumers in arbitration.
In 2010 and 2011, businesses won arbi-

tration claims against consumers totaling 
$2.8 million, the findings showed, compared 
with awards to consumers totaling less than 
$400,000. The agency’s findings formed the ba-
sis for its proposed rule, which was released in 
draft form last month.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce and others 
have said the agency’s findings do 
not support its proposed rules. “By 
ignoring its own data that clearly 
shows major deficiencies with 
court-based litigation and disre-
gards the real-world advantages 
of arbitration, the C.F.P.B. has 
demonstrated its bias for trial law-
yers over average Americans,” Mr. 
Webb, of the chamber’s Institute 
for Legal Reform, said.

Considerable sums of money are at stake. 
Late last month, the bond-rating firm Moody’s 
Investors Service warned that if enacted, the 
bureau’s proposed rule might leave companies 
more vulnerable to class actions that could 
“force changes to company practices that cut 
into revenues” or “draw regulatory scrutiny.”

One reason arbitration advocates consider 
the bureau a significant threat is that it is em-
powered to issue rules without legislative ap-
proval, making them more difficult to defeat. 

Furthermore, unlike the Securities and Ex-
change Commission, which is overseen by a bi-
partisan commission, the consumer agency has 
a single head, appointed by the president.

At a legal summit hosted by the Chamber of 
Commerce late last month in Washington, par-
ticipants spoke out forcefully against the con-
sumer agency and its proposed arbitration rule. 
As attendees waited for one session to begin, 

Darth Vader’s theme song played 
on the sound system.

In his keynote speech on the 
virtues of free markets, John Stos-
sel of the Fox Business Network 
lobbed a breast implant into the 
audience while discussing what he 
said was abusive litigation includ-
ing lawsuits that involved claims 
of faulty implants. 

Mr. Stossel did not mention arbitration, but 
the subject came up during a session called 
Regulators Gone Rogue, in which a panelist cit-
ed the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s 
arbitration rule as an example of overreaching 
government oversight.

A chamber executive, introducing the panel, 
likened the chamber’s fight against regulations 
to the rebels’ revolt in the “Star Wars” movies. 
“Perhaps it is the real reason that Luke, Han, 
Leia and Chewie fought back against the evil em-
pire,” he said.   n 
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provision into a spending bill that
cuts off consumer rights without
a fight, they are very much mis-
taken,” Senator Warren said.

Matt Webb, a senior vice presi-
dent of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, called the bu-
reau’s work “deeply flawed and
incomplete.”

The flurry of activity follows
the publication by The New York
Times of a three-part series
showing how corporations across
the spectrum of the American
economy — phone companies,
credit card providers, nursing
homes — use mandatory arbitra-
tion to circumvent the court sys-
tem and derail legal claims alleg-
ing predatory lending, wage
theft, discrimination and other vi-
olations.

The reporting detailed how ar-
bitration proceedings tend to fa-
vor businesses over individuals.
In some instances, arbitration
clauses require disputes to be
settled in Christian arbitration, a
process governed by the Bible
rather than state or federal law.

Proponents of arbitration, who
say it provides an efficient al-
ternative to courts, view the Con-
sumer Financial Protection Bu-
reau as among its biggest
threats. They say a new rule pro-
posed by the consumer agency,
which would prevent financial
services companies from includ-

ing class-action bans in consum-
er contracts, could in effect kill
arbitration altogether.

On Wednesday, the Justice De-
partment issued a proposal to
protect military service members
from arbitration requirements.
Earlier this month, Senator Al
Franken, Democrat of Minnesota
and a longtime opponent of arbi-
tration, renewed his push for

Congress to pass a bill he intro-
duced this year that would pre-
vent companies from requiring
employees to go to arbitration.

Several Democrats are expect-
ed to introduce bills intended to
more widely curtail the use of ar-
bitration clauses, according to
the people who knew of the strat-
egy. But with Congress deeply di-
vided, some Democrats are call-
ing on President Obama to use
his executive authority to pre-
vent federal contractors from in-
cluding arbitration clauses in
their contracts with customers
and employees.

San Francisco’s city attorney,
Dennis Herrera, sued American
Express this month over what he
claimed were “illegal and anti-
competitive rules, policies and
practices.” The lawsuit, filed in
Superior Court, will probably
help small businesses whose con-
tracts with the credit card com-
pany prevented them from filing
a class-action lawsuit.

Marina H. Norville, a spokes-
woman for American Express,
said, “We don’t believe the suit
has merit,” adding that the com-
pany planned to “vigorously” de-

fend itself against it.
In Chicago, Alderman Edward

M. Burke said he planned to in-
troduce a bill this week that
would prevent the city from do-
ing business with companies that
push employees and customers
out of court. “It’s a way to get at a
practice that is destroying a core
American principle,” he said in an
interview.

Arbitration has remained
largely untouchable because of a
pair of Supreme Court rulings in
2011 and 2013 that cleared the
way for the use of class-action
bans in contracts. With the cur-
rent court’s having now twice en-
shrined the wide use of arbitra-
tion, many opponents have
pinned their hopes on the con-
sumer agency’s proposed rule.

When the agency was created
five years ago as part of the
Dodd-Frank Act — the federal
law overhauling the financial in-
dustry — it was given authority
to study and create rules to ad-
dress arbitration. The agency’s
research shows, among other
things, that businesses have
tended to get bigger awards than
consumers in arbitration.

In 2010 and 2011, businesses
won arbitration claims against
consumers totaling $2.8 million,
the findings showed, compared
with awards to consumers total-
ing less than $400,000. The agen-
cy’s findings formed the basis for
its proposed rule, which was re-
leased in draft form last month.

The U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and others have said the
agency’s findings do not support
its proposed rules. “By ignoring
its own data that clearly shows
major deficiencies with court-
based litigation and disregards
the real-world advantages of ar-
bitration, the C.F.P.B. has demon-
strated its bias for trial lawyers
over average Americans,” Mr.
Webb, of the chamber’s Institute
for Legal Reform, said.

Considerable sums of money
are at stake. Late last month, the
bond-rating firm Moody’s Invest-
ors Service warned that if en-
acted, the bureau’s proposed rule
might leave companies more vul-
nerable to class actions that
could “force changes to company
practices that cut into revenues”
or “draw regulatory scrutiny.”

One reason arbitration advo-
cates consider the bureau a sig-
nificant threat is that it is empow-
ered to issue rules without legis-
lative approval, making them
more difficult to defeat. Further-
more, unlike the Securities and
Exchange Commission, which is
overseen by a bipartisan com-
mission, the consumer agency
has a single head, appointed by
the president.

At a legal summit hosted by
the Chamber of Commerce late
last month in Washington, par-
ticipants spoke out forcefully
against the consumer agency and
its proposed arbitration rule. As
attendees waited for one session
to begin, Darth Vader’s theme
song played on the sound system.

In his keynote speech on the
virtues of free markets, John
Stossel of the Fox Business Net-
work lobbed a breast implant into
the audience while discussing
what he said was abusive litiga-
tion including lawsuits that in-
volved claims of faulty implants.

Mr. Stossel did not mention ar-
bitration, but the subject came up
during a session called Regula-
tors Gone Rogue, in which a pan-
elist cited the Consumer Finan-
cial Protection Bureau’s arbitra-
tion rule as an example of over-
reaching government oversight.

A chamber executive, intro-
ducing the panel, likened the
chamber’s fight against regula-
tions to the rebels’ revolt in the
“Star Wars” movies. “Perhaps it
is the real reason that Luke, Han,
Leia and Chewie fought back
against the evil empire,” he said.

AMERICAN ACTION NETWORK

An image from a television ad sponsored by American Action Network that attacks the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau.
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RETAILERS’ EARNINGS Several of
the nation’s largest retailers are
expected to report earnings this
week, and their financial health
will be closely watched after dis-
mal numbers from two department
store stalwarts — Macy’s and
Nordstrom — spooked investors
last week. Third-quarter results
from Urban Outfitters (Monday);
Walmart, the Home Depot and TJX (Tuesday); Target, Staples and
Lowe’s (Wednesday); Best Buy and Gap (Thursday); and Foot Locker
and Abercrombie & Fitch (Friday) will give a broader sense of the
strength of consumer spending and of the wider economy, heading into
the holiday season. Investors will be watching Walmart, in particular,
for signs that its recent investments in higher wages and e-commerce
have translated into stronger sales. HIROKO TABUCHI

SHAREHOLDER MEETING AT HASBRO Brian D. Goldner, chief executive
of the toymaker Hasbro, will outline the company’s plans at its annual
shareholder meeting on Monday. Mr. Goldner will be joined by Has-
bro’s chief financial officer, Deborah Thomas. Shares of Hasbro have
risen nearly 40 percent in the last year, lifted in part by sales of “Star
Wars” toys that have helped it gain ground on its larger rival, Mattel. 

RACHEL ABRAMS

AWAITING THE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX On Tuesday, two government
reports should provide an early indication of how the economy per-
formed last month. The Consumer Price Index, released by the Labor
Department, is expected to show a 0.2 percent increase. That would still
be tame in terms of inflation, but it would reflect stabilizing gas prices
and a rebound from a 0.2 percent drop in September. Industrial produc-
tion, tracked by the Federal Reserve, is expected to be mixed. The over-
all number could be depressed because moderate temperatures around
the country resulted in utilities producing less power, while oil and gas
drilling has slackened after a plunge in energy prices. Factory activity
may have rebounded after two months of declines. 

NELSON D. SCHWARTZ

‘STAR WARS’ VIDEO GAME TIE-IN
The film “Star Wars: The Force
Awakens” does not open in thea-
ters until December, but the enter-
tainment franchise will face an ear-
ly test when Star Wars Battlefront,
one of the most eagerly awaited
games of the year, arrives on Tues-
day. While “Star Wars” games
have a checkered reputation for
quality and sales, the new game, published by Electronic Arts, has cre-
ated a buzz with its photorealistic graphics. The game allows players to
engage in pivotal battle scenes depicted in the three original “Star
Wars” movies. Electronic Arts, emboldened by demand for Star Wars
Battlefront, recently bumped up its sales estimate for the game during
its current fiscal year to 13 million units, from a previous estimate of 9
million to 10 million. NICK WINGFIELD

AFFIRMATION EXPECTED FROM THE FED The Federal Reserve is poised
to raise rates at its final policy-making meeting of the year, in mid-De-
cember. That has been the clear message since the Federal Open Mar-
ket Committee last met in October, and it is expected to be affirmed on
Wednesday when the Fed releases an account of that meeting. The ac-
count may also include some discussion of the next question facing the
Fed: How quickly to push rates upward once it gets started. 

BINYAMIN APPELBAUM

A PAIR OF TECHNOLOGY I.P.O.S In one of the biggest tests of investor re-
ceptiveness to initial public offerings, two high-profile companies are
due to start trading this week: the mobile payments start-up Square
and Match Group, which owns several dating websites. Both are set to
price shares in their I.P.O.s on Wednesday. At the midpoint of the range,
each company is marketing to investors, Square would raise $324 mil-
lion, while Match would generate $433 million. LESLIE PICKER

REPORT ON A LENDER’S COLLAPSE The Prudential Regulation Author-
ity and the Financial Conduct Authority are expected to release a joint
report on Thursday on the collapse of the bank HBOS during the finan-
cial crisis. HBOS, Britain’s largest mortgage lender at that time, was
taken over by Lloyds Banking Group in a merger orchestrated by the
British government, which was later forced to bail out Lloyds. 

CHAD BRAY

REMARKS FROM A CENTRAL BANKER Mario Draghi, president of the
European Central Bank, is scheduled to speak on Friday to an audience
of bankers in Frankfurt. He is expected to encourage predictions that
the central bank will step up measures to stimulate the eurozone econ-
omy when it meets next month. Growth in the region remains weak,
while inflation, at zero, remains far from the central bank’s target of 2
percent. Mr. Draghi’s appearance is part of Euro Finance Week in
Frankfurt, which begins on Monday and includes numerous panels and
speakers on finance and banking topics. JACK EWING

A DISCUSSION OF DRUG PRICES The Obama administration will host a
daylong public forum on Friday to discuss escalating prescription drug
prices. Recent abrupt and dramatic increases in the prices of some old-
er drugs have spurred public outrage and attention from Congress. A
poll by the Kaiser Family Foundation in October found that affordability
of prescription drugs was the leading health care priority for consum-
ers. At the forum, consumers, health care providers, manufacturers,
health insurers and others will discuss how to keep drugs affordable
while still providing drug companies the financial incentives to do re-
search aimed at developing new treatments. The meeting will be held in
Washington and streamed live online. ANDREW POLLACK

THE WEEK AHEAD

SAUL LOEB/AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE

ELECTRONIC ARTS

The Treasury’s schedule of fi-
nancing this week includes Mon-
day’s regular weekly auction of
new three- and six-month bills
and an auction of four-week bills
on Tuesday.

At the close of the New York
cash market on Friday, the rate
on the outstanding three-month
bill was 0.12 percent. The rate on
the six-month issue was 0.30 per-
cent, and the rate on the four-
week issue was 0.03 percent.

The following tax-exempt
fixed-income issues are sched-
uled for pricing this week: 

MONDAY
Burleigh County, N.D., $60 million of revenue

bonds. Competitive. 
Florida Department of Environmental Protec-

tion, $90 million of revenue bonds. Competitive.
TUESDAY

Bellevue School District, Wash., $87 million of
general obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Maryland Water Quality Financing Adminis-
tration, $180 million of revenue bonds. Compet-
itive. 

Monmouth County, N.J., $92.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive. 

Omaha Metropolitan Utility District, $179.4
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Richmond, Va., $61.7 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Competitive. 

Virginia Housing Development Authority, $50
million of revenue bonds. Competitive. 

Wisconsin, $225 million of transportation reve-
nue bonds. Competitive. 

WEDNESDAY
Montgomery County, Md., $300 million of gen-

eral obligation bonds. Competitive.
THURSDAY

Westchester County, N.Y., $96.2 million of gen-
eral obligation bonds. Competitive.

ONE DAY DURING THE WEEK
Birmingham, Ala., $61.3 million of general ob-

ligation bonds. Loop Capital Markets. 
City of Industry, Calif., $345 million of sales

tax revenue refinancing bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.
Connecticut, $650 million of general obligation

bonds. Barclays Capital.
Dallas, $197.1 million of general obligation re-

financing and improvement bonds. Morgan Stan-
ley.

Grossmont Union High School District, Calif.,
$51 million of general obligation bonds. Stifel
Nicolaus.

Illinois Toll Highway Authority, $400 million of
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Kentucky State Property and Buildings Com-
mission, $111 million of revenue and revenue re-
financing bonds. Citigroup Global Markets.

Long Island Power Authority, N.Y., $117.2 mil-
lion of electric system general revenue bonds.
J. P. Morgan Securities.

Maryland Department of Housing and Com-
munity Development, $67.2 million of Community
Development Administration residential revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency,
$112.6 million of single family housing revenue
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

Massachusetts School Building Authority, $718
million of sales tax refunding bonds. Bank of
America.

Miami Beach, $193 million of resort tax reve-
nue bonds. Bank of America.

Miami Beach Redevelopment Agency, $343.4
million of revenue refinancing bonds. Morgan
Stanley.

Mississippi, $116.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. Piper Jaffray. 

Mississippi, $177.3 million of general obliga-
tion bonds. J. P. Morgan Securities.

Missouri Health and Educational Facilities
Authority, $100 million of educational facilities
revenue bonds. Barclays Capital. 

Missouri Housing Development Commission,
$56 million of single-family mortgage revenue
bonds. George K. Baum.

New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority,
$50 million of debt securities. George K. Baum. 

New Jersey Transportation Trust Fund Au-
thority, $626.8 million of transportation program
bonds. RBC Capital Markets. 

New York City Municipal Water Finance Au-
thority, $338.6 million of water and sewer system
revenue bonds. Ramirez.

Oakland State Building Authority, Calif., $59
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez. 

Palm Beach County, Fla., $122.2 million of
public improvement revenue bonds. Goldman
Sachs.

Phoenix Civic Improvement Corporation, $117
million of airport revenue and refinancing bonds.
Citigroup Global Markets.

San Clemente, Calif., $58.9 million of special
tax bonds. Stifel Nicolaus.

San Diego Unified School District, $450 million
of debt securities. Citigroup Global Markets.

San Francisco State Building Authority, $102.9
million of lease revenue refinancing bonds. Rami-
rez.

Tom Green County, Tex., $53.5 million of com-
bination tax and limited surplus revenue certif-
icates of obligation. Wells Fargo Securities.

Troy Capital Resource Corporation, N.Y., $75
million of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
project debt securities. KeyBanc Capital Mar-
kets. 

Tustin Control Flood District, Calif., $51.8 mil-
lion of special tax refinancing bonds. First South-
west.

Wisconsin Housing and Economic Develop-
ment Authority, $73 million of housing revenue
bonds. Bank of America.

Treasury Auctions Set for This Week
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By MARY M. CHAPMAN

The United Automobile Work-
ers announced on Friday that it
had ratified its contract with Gen-
eral Motors, nearly a month after
a tentative deal covering about
52,000 workers was first reached. 

Ratification was delayed in
part because the automaker’s
skilled trades workers, about
8,500 employees in all, had re-
jected the agreement. (These
workers in general maintain ma-
chines at auto plants, and include
electricians, pipe fitters, tool
makers and millwrights.) Over
all, G.M. workers voted 55.4 per-
cent in favor to 44.6 percent
against, but the skilled trades
members were 59.5 percent
against. 

After meeting with skilled
trades workers, the union re-
newed talks with G.M. and both
sides agreed to changes that pro-
tected seniority rights and some
job classifications, the union said. 

“Based on the fact that the ma-
jority of the U.A.W.-G.M. mem-
bership concerns about protect-
ing the core trades classifications
and seniority rights have now
been met, the International Exec-
utive Board took action to formal-
ly ratify the U.A.W.-G.M. national

agreement,” the U.A.W. said in a
statement.

The Big Three automakers,
G.M., Ford and Fiat Chrysler,
have worked for years to lessen
the number of classifications of
skilled trades workers. 

G.M. said in a statement that
the four-year agreement was
good for employees and business.
“We will continue to work with
our U.A.W. partners to imple-

ment the agreement, and engage
our employees in improving the
business and building great vehi-
cles for our customers,” the state-
ment said. 

Sharon Bell, who works at a
G.M. transmission plant in War-
ren, Mich., said she had voted
against the pact. 

“I’m not excited about it —
there’s nothing great about it for

the veteran workers,” said Ms.
Bell, who said she had worked for
General Motors since 1975. “I
stopped getting raises over 10
years ago, so you’re not doing me
any favors by giving me 3 per-
cent.” 

The union defended the ability
of a minority of its members to
hold up ratification. “Since its in-
ception, the U.A.W. has put in
place a process to ensure that mi-
nority groups have a voice,” the
union said.

The union can override a re-
jection by skilled trades workers,
but it can’t change contract com-
ponents that apply to all mem-
bers.

The new contract goes into ef-
fect on Monday. It calls for raises
for all workers and ends a two-
tiered pay system, although it
will take a newly hired worker
eight years to reach top pay rath-
er than the three years it used to
take before 2007. Workers hired
after 2007 have made less than
those hired before that year.

The agreement, which basical-
ly follows the pattern first set in
the contract with Fiat Chrysler,
also calls for 1,300 new skilled
trades placements. 

The tentative deal was reached
Oct. 25. Last week, the union took

the unusual action of extending
ratification through Friday to
continue discussions with G.M.
about skilled trades issues.

The contract remains unrati-
fied at Ford, where voting was
scheduled to conclude Friday on
a tentative agreement reached

two weeks ago. 
On Wednesday, the union said

that with three-fourths of the
vote at Ford counted, 52 percent
of workers were against the new
pact. That was before a big auto
plant in Chicago voted 68 percent
against the contract. 

U.A.W. Contract With General Motors Is RatifiedAfter Delay
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A General Motors plant in Orion Township, Mich. The auto-
maker’s new union contract goes into effect on Monday.

Ford is the last to vote
on a contract, and its
early results show an
uphill climb.

By REED ABELSON

Consumer advocates and anti-
trust experts are urging state
regulators to closely examine the
proposed mergers of major
health insurance companies, say-
ing they threaten to leave con-
sumers with fewer choices and
higher prices.

On Friday, David A. Balto, an
antitrust lawyer and former fed-
eral regulator, asked the National
Association of Insurance Com-
missioners, composed of state of-
ficials, to create a working group
to help regulators conduct their
reviews.

“It is critical that the insurance
commissioners act within their
powers to carefully scrutinize
these mergers,” Mr. Balto said.
He is also working with some
consumer groups that are con-
cerned over merger proposals
among the nation’s largest health
insurers that would result in
three behemoths: Anthem with
Cigna, Aetna with Humana and
the unpartnered UnitedHealth
Group.

These companies would con-
trol nearly half of the United
States commercial health insur-
ance market, according to Deci-
sion Resources Group, and each
would have tens of millions of
people enrolled in its plans, of-
fered largely through employers
or government programs like
Medicare.

While the association does not
have the authority to block a deal,
a working group could discuss
similar issues that arise within
the individual states and advise
commissioners.

The remedies available to the
state regulators are much broad-
er than they are to federal reg-
ulators, Mr. Balto said. “We could
see a whole variety of things,” he
said. Regulators could seek limits
on rate increases, investments in
rural care improvements or fund-
ing for people who cannot afford
coverage.

The commissioners have “a
tremendous amount of author-
ity,” said Jay Angoff, a former
regulator from Missouri.

State officials may be feeling
even more pressure because of
the recent failures of some of the
insurance co-ops created to fos-
ter competition, especially to en-
sure there is enough choice for
people buying coverage on the
state exchanges. “That’s a big
deal,” he said.

The news on Thursday that
UnitedHealth is contemplating
pulling out of the state exchanges
for 2017 also raises the stakes.

The Justice Department, which
is the federal agency responsible
for approving the proposed
mergers, is expected to weigh in
with its verdict next year. The
state regulators conduct an inde-
pendent analysis.

“If the Justice Department ap-

proves it, it in no way obligates a
state to approve it,” said John
Oxendine, a former insurance
commissioner in Georgia.

“If I were a sitting insurance
commissioner, it would be a very
uphill battle to convince me,” he
said. “It’s fewer choices for the
consumer, fewer people fighting
over the price.”

Consumer advocates say they
plan to work closely with their
state officials on the reviews. We
“have concerns about the trend
toward consolidation and the
wave of mergers as well as about
specific deals,” said Anthony
Wright, the executive director of
Health Access California. It re-
cently held extensive discussions
with state regulators over Blue
Shield of California’s acquisition
of Care1st, another plan in Cali-
fornia.

In addition to examining the
potential antitrust concerns, Mr.
Wright said the state regulators
could also impose a variety of
conditions that the merged entity
must meet. “We firmly believe if
insurers want to get bigger, espe-
cially given their track record,”
he said, “they must commit to
getting better.”

In the case of Blue Shield and
Care1st, for example, he said the
plans agreed to improve their
performance on certain quality
criteria.

Besides the worry that the
mergers will result in higher
prices, some consumer advo-
cates also want regulators to
make sure individuals will have
sufficient access to doctors and
hospitals as the insurers negoti-
ate with providers to create net-
works. “We’ll certainly express
some of our concerns to the de-
partment,” said Cindy Zeldin, the
executive director for Georgians
for a Healthy Future.

Both Anthem and Aetna say
they are confident that the deals
will go through, contending that
the mergers will help contain
costs. They argue there is little
overlap in their respective areas
of business.

“We are committed to engag-
ing in constructive and transpar-
ent dialogue as both the federal
and state processes move for-
ward, and will continue to work
cooperatively with all relevant
policy makers and regulatory en-
tities to complete this transac-
tion,” Anthem said in a state-
ment.

Aetna said it had filed all ma-
terial state regulatory filings and
had received approval from one
state.

Some state insurance commis-
sioners have already voiced their
concerns. “California’s health in-
surance market already suffers
from consolidation,” Dave Jones,

one of two state regulators, said
when the mergers were an-
nounced last summer. “Further
consolidation will result in even
less competition among health in-
surers and will leave consumers
and employers with fewer
choices and the potential for
greater premium increases.”

While Mr. Jones said he could
not comment on the specific
mergers that regulators in Cali-
fornia are reviewing, he said they
would also be scrutinizing the
proposed acquisition of Health
Net, which is based in the state,
by Centene, another for-profit
company.

In Kentucky, where Humana is
based, Sharon P. Clark, the insur-
ance commissioner, said she
planned to do a thorough review
and would consult with econo-
mists about the likely impact of
the mergers.

“We do not think we are going
to have a competitive problem in
Kentucky,” she said, adding that
she had not heard much in the
way of consumer complaints. But
she said she also planned to as-
sess whether sufficient competi-
tion would still exist.

Ms. Clark said that the insur-
ance mergers could serve as a
counterbalance to the frenzy of
deals taking place among hospi-
tals and with doctors’ groups to
form larger collections of provid-

ers. “We’re going to have the bat-
tle of the titans,” she said.

The impact of the mergers will
depend on the state, said Mr.
Angoff, who noted that in states
where there is a powerful non-
profit Blue Cross plan, regulators
may not worry as much about the
merging of two smaller for-profit
rivals. The regulators will also
look at the market share of the
combined companies in different
lines of business, including pri-
vate plans offered under Medi-
care and commercial coverage.

State regulators were partic-
ularly active during the wave of
acquisitions that took place when
some of the nonprofit Blue Cross
plans were acquired by what is
now Anthem and converted into
for-profit companies. In Mary-
land, for example, the state insur-
ance commissioner blocked a
plan by Anthem to add CareFirst
to its collection in 2003.

And there have been other in-
stances when regulators have re-
jected mergers. In Pennsylvania,
state regulators blocked the com-
bination of Highmark and Inde-
pendence Blue Cross in 2009.

But Mr. Balto also said that a
vigorous state review could
cause the Justice Department to
hesitate. Many of the states will
opt to have public hearings,
which “will be a venue for every-
body to raise concerns,” he said.

States Urged to Review Big Health Insurers’ Merger Proposals
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Dave Jones, the California insurance commissioner, said the state’s “health insurance market already suffers from consolidation.”

Remember the Neediest!

By The Associated Press

The stock market closed its
best week of the year on Friday
as big gains by retailers and tech-
nology companies pushed major
indexes higher.

Stocks faded as Friday wore
on, but they still finished higher
— the Standard & Poor’s 500-
stock index climbed almost 3.3
percent this week, its biggest
weekly gain of the year.

The S.&P. climbed Monday and
Wednesday as the United States
market seemed to be unaffected
by a string of unsettling interna-

tional events, including last Fri-
day’s terrorist attack in Paris. In-
stead, investors appeared to be
concluding that the American
economy remained strong.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age rose 91.06 points, or 0.5 per-
cent, to 17,823.81. The S.&P. added
7.93 points, or 0.4 percent, to
2,089.17. The Nasdaq gained 31.28
points, or 0.6 percent, to 5,104.92.
The Dow turned positive for the
year by a fraction of a point.

Just a week ago it appeared
that the retail industry might be
in for a dismal holiday shopping
season after gloomy earnings re-
ports were issued by blue-ribbon
retailers like Macy’s and Nord-
strom. But there has since been a

raft of stronger reports from re-
tailers like Abercrombie & Fitch
and Foot Locker, and indexes
that track retail shares have
surged this week.

Abercrombie’s shares soared
25 percent in trading after a shift
in strategy away from price cuts
helped its third-quarter profit
double.

Ross Stores also reported bet-
ter-than-expected results based
on higher margins for its mer-
chandise, sending shares up 10
percent. Foot Locker posted
higher profit for the quarter,
demonstrating continued de-
mand for athletic footwear. Foot
Locker shares rose $3.49, or 5.7
percent, to $65.02.

Even shares in companies that
reported disappointing earnings
were buoyed as investors looked
for deals. Gap’s stock rose more
than 7 percent a day after it said
sales fell 3 percent in the third
quarter.

United States crude oil lost 15
cents, to $40.39 a barrel on the
New York Mercantile Exchange.
Brent crude, used to price in-
ternational oils, rose 48 cents, or
1.1 percent, to $44.66 a barrel in
London. This week United States
crude dipped under $40 a barrel
for the first time in almost three
months.

Wholesale gasoline was un-
changed at $1.29 a gallon. Heat-
ing oil was little changed at $1.371

a gallon. Natural gas fell 14 cents,
to $2.14 per 1,000 cubic feet.

Bond prices fell. The yield on
the 10-year Treasury note rose to
2.26 percent, from 2.25 percent

late Thursday. The euro fell to
$1.0643, from $1.0732. The dollar
edged up to 122.89 yen, from
122.83 yen. The price of gold fell
$1.60, to $1,076.40 an ounce.

STOCKS & BONDS 

Retailers Help Market Close Year’s Strongest Week
The Dow Minute by Minute
Position of the Dow Jones industrial average at 1-minute intervals on  
Friday.

Source: Reuters THE NEW YORK TIMES
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Two senators have introduced
a bill aimed at preserving the
rights of military service mem-
bers to go to court.

The measure would allow serv-
ice members to opt out of arbitra-
tion and challenge repossessions
or foreclosures with a lawsuit.

“Often service members sign
contracts that include arbitration
clauses buried in the fine print,
and this eliminates their access
to the courts, which can limit
their ability to assert their rights
and reach a fair resolution,” said
one of the bill’s sponsors, Senator
Jack Reed, Democrat of Rhode
Island.

Mr. Reed and Senator Lindsey
Graham, Republican of South
Carolina, introduced the bill on
Thursday.

In addition to this legislative
effort, regulators have been try-
ing to prevent companies from
inserting arbitration clauses in
contracts to preclude Americans
from joining in class-action law-
suits.

Those efforts have gained mo-
mentum after a recent three-part
series in The New York Times.
The series of articles, based on
thousands of court records and
interviews with hundreds of law-
yers, corporate executives,
judges and arbitrators in 35
states, found that by using arbi-
tration to ban class-action law-
suits, a Wall Street-led coalition
had devised a way to circumvent
the courts and disable challenges
to predatory lending, wage theft,
discrimination and other activi-
ties.

Those who go through with ar-
bitration, The Times found, often
face a system stacked against
them from the start. Arbitration
gives companies so much lati-
tude that in some cases they can
require their employees and cus-
tomers to go to Christian arbitra-
tion, where the Bible guides the
process.

The bill — a rare bipartisan ef-
fort in the current Congress —
faces an uphill battle. A similar
measure never made it out of
committee last year after lobby-
ing by the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and Wall Street’s major
trade group, the Securities In-
dustry and Financial Markets As-
sociation, according to federal
records.

In lobbying against the bill last
year, the groups argued that arbi-
tration was a more efficient and
less costly way to handle dis-
putes.

The investigation by The
Times, however, found that once
people were prevented from join-
ing together in a class, most
dropped their claims altogether.

The Reed-Graham bill, if suc-
cessful, would ensure that serv-
ice members could go to court if
they believed that companies had
violated the Servicemembers’
Civil Relief Act, known as the
S.C.R.A.

Under the law, active-duty
service members and their fam-
ilies are shielded from losing
their cars or homes to repos-
session without a court order.
The law allows them to terminate
any real estate or auto lease
when on active duty. During that
period, the law also requires that
lenders reduce the interest rates
on any loans to 6 percent.

Violations of the law are wide-
spread, court records and loan
contracts show. In 2012, the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office,
for example, found that financial
institutions had violated the law
more than 15,000 times.

But when service members try
to sue companies for such vio-
lations, they often find them-
selves shut out of the courts be-
cause of arbitration clauses in
their loan contracts.

The proposed bill, Mr. Reed
said, “will better protect our mil-
itary families while the men and
women of our armed forces pro-
tect our nation.”

Bill Would
Help Troops
To Avoid 
Arbitration
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By MARY M. CHAPMAN

The United Automobile Work-
ers announced on Friday that it
had ratified its contract with Gen-
eral Motors, nearly a month after
a tentative deal covering about
52,000 workers was first reached. 

Ratification was delayed in
part because the automaker’s
skilled trades workers, about
8,500 employees in all, had re-
jected the agreement. (These
workers in general maintain ma-
chines at auto plants, and include
electricians, pipe fitters, tool
makers and millwrights.) Over
all, G.M. workers voted 55.4 per-
cent in favor to 44.6 percent
against, but the skilled trades
members were 59.5 percent
against. 

After meeting with skilled
trades workers, the union re-
newed talks with G.M. and both
sides agreed to changes that pro-
tected seniority rights and some
job classifications, the union said. 

“Based on the fact that the ma-
jority of the U.A.W.-G.M. mem-
bership concerns about protect-
ing the core trades classifications
and seniority rights have now
been met, the International Exec-
utive Board took action to formal-
ly ratify the U.A.W.-G.M. national

agreement,” the U.A.W. said in a
statement.

The Big Three automakers,
G.M., Ford and Fiat Chrysler,
have worked for years to lessen
the number of classifications of
skilled trades workers. 

G.M. said in a statement that
the four-year agreement was
good for employees and business.
“We will continue to work with
our U.A.W. partners to imple-

ment the agreement, and engage
our employees in improving the
business and building great vehi-
cles for our customers,” the state-
ment said. 

Sharon Bell, who works at a
G.M. transmission plant in War-
ren, Mich., said she had voted
against the pact. 

“I’m not excited about it —
there’s nothing great about it for

the veteran workers,” said Ms.
Bell, who said she had worked for
General Motors since 1975. “I
stopped getting raises over 10
years ago, so you’re not doing me
any favors by giving me 3 per-
cent.” 

The union defended the ability
of a minority of its members to
hold up ratification. “Since its in-
ception, the U.A.W. has put in
place a process to ensure that mi-
nority groups have a voice,” the
union said.

The union can override a re-
jection by skilled trades workers,
but it can’t change contract com-
ponents that apply to all mem-
bers.

The new contract goes into ef-
fect on Monday. It calls for raises
for all workers and ends a two-
tiered pay system, although it
will take a newly hired worker
eight years to reach top pay rath-
er than the three years it used to
take before 2007. Workers hired
after 2007 have made less than
those hired before that year.

The agreement, which basical-
ly follows the pattern first set in
the contract with Fiat Chrysler,
also calls for 1,300 new skilled
trades placements. 

The tentative deal was reached
Oct. 25. Last week, the union took

the unusual action of extending
ratification through Friday to
continue discussions with G.M.
about skilled trades issues.

The contract remains unrati-
fied at Ford, where voting was
scheduled to conclude Friday on
a tentative agreement reached

two weeks ago. 
On Wednesday, the union said

that with three-fourths of the
vote at Ford counted, 52 percent
of workers were against the new
pact. That was before a big auto
plant in Chicago voted 68 percent
against the contract. 

U.A.W. Contract With General Motors Is RatifiedAfter Delay
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A General Motors plant in Orion Township, Mich. The auto-
maker’s new union contract goes into effect on Monday.

Ford is the last to vote
on a contract, and its
early results show an
uphill climb.

By REED ABELSON

Consumer advocates and anti-
trust experts are urging state
regulators to closely examine the
proposed mergers of major
health insurance companies, say-
ing they threaten to leave con-
sumers with fewer choices and
higher prices.

On Friday, David A. Balto, an
antitrust lawyer and former fed-
eral regulator, asked the National
Association of Insurance Com-
missioners, composed of state of-
ficials, to create a working group
to help regulators conduct their
reviews.

“It is critical that the insurance
commissioners act within their
powers to carefully scrutinize
these mergers,” Mr. Balto said.
He is also working with some
consumer groups that are con-
cerned over merger proposals
among the nation’s largest health
insurers that would result in
three behemoths: Anthem with
Cigna, Aetna with Humana and
the unpartnered UnitedHealth
Group.

These companies would con-
trol nearly half of the United
States commercial health insur-
ance market, according to Deci-
sion Resources Group, and each
would have tens of millions of
people enrolled in its plans, of-
fered largely through employers
or government programs like
Medicare.

While the association does not
have the authority to block a deal,
a working group could discuss
similar issues that arise within
the individual states and advise
commissioners.

The remedies available to the
state regulators are much broad-
er than they are to federal reg-
ulators, Mr. Balto said. “We could
see a whole variety of things,” he
said. Regulators could seek limits
on rate increases, investments in
rural care improvements or fund-
ing for people who cannot afford
coverage.

The commissioners have “a
tremendous amount of author-
ity,” said Jay Angoff, a former
regulator from Missouri.

State officials may be feeling
even more pressure because of
the recent failures of some of the
insurance co-ops created to fos-
ter competition, especially to en-
sure there is enough choice for
people buying coverage on the
state exchanges. “That’s a big
deal,” he said.

The news on Thursday that
UnitedHealth is contemplating
pulling out of the state exchanges
for 2017 also raises the stakes.

The Justice Department, which
is the federal agency responsible
for approving the proposed
mergers, is expected to weigh in
with its verdict next year. The
state regulators conduct an inde-
pendent analysis.

“If the Justice Department ap-

proves it, it in no way obligates a
state to approve it,” said John
Oxendine, a former insurance
commissioner in Georgia.

“If I were a sitting insurance
commissioner, it would be a very
uphill battle to convince me,” he
said. “It’s fewer choices for the
consumer, fewer people fighting
over the price.”

Consumer advocates say they
plan to work closely with their
state officials on the reviews. We
“have concerns about the trend
toward consolidation and the
wave of mergers as well as about
specific deals,” said Anthony
Wright, the executive director of
Health Access California. It re-
cently held extensive discussions
with state regulators over Blue
Shield of California’s acquisition
of Care1st, another plan in Cali-
fornia.

In addition to examining the
potential antitrust concerns, Mr.
Wright said the state regulators
could also impose a variety of
conditions that the merged entity
must meet. “We firmly believe if
insurers want to get bigger, espe-
cially given their track record,”
he said, “they must commit to
getting better.”

In the case of Blue Shield and
Care1st, for example, he said the
plans agreed to improve their
performance on certain quality
criteria.

Besides the worry that the
mergers will result in higher
prices, some consumer advo-
cates also want regulators to
make sure individuals will have
sufficient access to doctors and
hospitals as the insurers negoti-
ate with providers to create net-
works. “We’ll certainly express
some of our concerns to the de-
partment,” said Cindy Zeldin, the
executive director for Georgians
for a Healthy Future.

Both Anthem and Aetna say
they are confident that the deals
will go through, contending that
the mergers will help contain
costs. They argue there is little
overlap in their respective areas
of business.

“We are committed to engag-
ing in constructive and transpar-
ent dialogue as both the federal
and state processes move for-
ward, and will continue to work
cooperatively with all relevant
policy makers and regulatory en-
tities to complete this transac-
tion,” Anthem said in a state-
ment.

Aetna said it had filed all ma-
terial state regulatory filings and
had received approval from one
state.

Some state insurance commis-
sioners have already voiced their
concerns. “California’s health in-
surance market already suffers
from consolidation,” Dave Jones,

one of two state regulators, said
when the mergers were an-
nounced last summer. “Further
consolidation will result in even
less competition among health in-
surers and will leave consumers
and employers with fewer
choices and the potential for
greater premium increases.”

While Mr. Jones said he could
not comment on the specific
mergers that regulators in Cali-
fornia are reviewing, he said they
would also be scrutinizing the
proposed acquisition of Health
Net, which is based in the state,
by Centene, another for-profit
company.

In Kentucky, where Humana is
based, Sharon P. Clark, the insur-
ance commissioner, said she
planned to do a thorough review
and would consult with econo-
mists about the likely impact of
the mergers.

“We do not think we are going
to have a competitive problem in
Kentucky,” she said, adding that
she had not heard much in the
way of consumer complaints. But
she said she also planned to as-
sess whether sufficient competi-
tion would still exist.

Ms. Clark said that the insur-
ance mergers could serve as a
counterbalance to the frenzy of
deals taking place among hospi-
tals and with doctors’ groups to
form larger collections of provid-

ers. “We’re going to have the bat-
tle of the titans,” she said.

The impact of the mergers will
depend on the state, said Mr.
Angoff, who noted that in states
where there is a powerful non-
profit Blue Cross plan, regulators
may not worry as much about the
merging of two smaller for-profit
rivals. The regulators will also
look at the market share of the
combined companies in different
lines of business, including pri-
vate plans offered under Medi-
care and commercial coverage.

State regulators were partic-
ularly active during the wave of
acquisitions that took place when
some of the nonprofit Blue Cross
plans were acquired by what is
now Anthem and converted into
for-profit companies. In Mary-
land, for example, the state insur-
ance commissioner blocked a
plan by Anthem to add CareFirst
to its collection in 2003.

And there have been other in-
stances when regulators have re-
jected mergers. In Pennsylvania,
state regulators blocked the com-
bination of Highmark and Inde-
pendence Blue Cross in 2009.

But Mr. Balto also said that a
vigorous state review could
cause the Justice Department to
hesitate. Many of the states will
opt to have public hearings,
which “will be a venue for every-
body to raise concerns,” he said.

States Urged to Review Big Health Insurers’ Merger Proposals
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Dave Jones, the California insurance commissioner, said the state’s “health insurance market already suffers from consolidation.”
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By The Associated Press

The stock market closed its
best week of the year on Friday
as big gains by retailers and tech-
nology companies pushed major
indexes higher.

Stocks faded as Friday wore
on, but they still finished higher
— the Standard & Poor’s 500-
stock index climbed almost 3.3
percent this week, its biggest
weekly gain of the year.

The S.&P. climbed Monday and
Wednesday as the United States
market seemed to be unaffected
by a string of unsettling interna-

tional events, including last Fri-
day’s terrorist attack in Paris. In-
stead, investors appeared to be
concluding that the American
economy remained strong.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age rose 91.06 points, or 0.5 per-
cent, to 17,823.81. The S.&P. added
7.93 points, or 0.4 percent, to
2,089.17. The Nasdaq gained 31.28
points, or 0.6 percent, to 5,104.92.
The Dow turned positive for the
year by a fraction of a point.

Just a week ago it appeared
that the retail industry might be
in for a dismal holiday shopping
season after gloomy earnings re-
ports were issued by blue-ribbon
retailers like Macy’s and Nord-
strom. But there has since been a

raft of stronger reports from re-
tailers like Abercrombie & Fitch
and Foot Locker, and indexes
that track retail shares have
surged this week.

Abercrombie’s shares soared
25 percent in trading after a shift
in strategy away from price cuts
helped its third-quarter profit
double.

Ross Stores also reported bet-
ter-than-expected results based
on higher margins for its mer-
chandise, sending shares up 10
percent. Foot Locker posted
higher profit for the quarter,
demonstrating continued de-
mand for athletic footwear. Foot
Locker shares rose $3.49, or 5.7
percent, to $65.02.

Even shares in companies that
reported disappointing earnings
were buoyed as investors looked
for deals. Gap’s stock rose more
than 7 percent a day after it said
sales fell 3 percent in the third
quarter.

United States crude oil lost 15
cents, to $40.39 a barrel on the
New York Mercantile Exchange.
Brent crude, used to price in-
ternational oils, rose 48 cents, or
1.1 percent, to $44.66 a barrel in
London. This week United States
crude dipped under $40 a barrel
for the first time in almost three
months.

Wholesale gasoline was un-
changed at $1.29 a gallon. Heat-
ing oil was little changed at $1.371

a gallon. Natural gas fell 14 cents,
to $2.14 per 1,000 cubic feet.

Bond prices fell. The yield on
the 10-year Treasury note rose to
2.26 percent, from 2.25 percent

late Thursday. The euro fell to
$1.0643, from $1.0732. The dollar
edged up to 122.89 yen, from
122.83 yen. The price of gold fell
$1.60, to $1,076.40 an ounce.
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Retailers Help Market Close Year’s Strongest Week
The Dow Minute by Minute
Position of the Dow Jones industrial average at 1-minute intervals on  
Friday.
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Two senators have introduced
a bill aimed at preserving the
rights of military service mem-
bers to go to court.

The measure would allow serv-
ice members to opt out of arbitra-
tion and challenge repossessions
or foreclosures with a lawsuit.

“Often service members sign
contracts that include arbitration
clauses buried in the fine print,
and this eliminates their access
to the courts, which can limit
their ability to assert their rights
and reach a fair resolution,” said
one of the bill’s sponsors, Senator
Jack Reed, Democrat of Rhode
Island.

Mr. Reed and Senator Lindsey
Graham, Republican of South
Carolina, introduced the bill on
Thursday.

In addition to this legislative
effort, regulators have been try-
ing to prevent companies from
inserting arbitration clauses in
contracts to preclude Americans
from joining in class-action law-
suits.

Those efforts have gained mo-
mentum after a recent three-part
series in The New York Times.
The series of articles, based on
thousands of court records and
interviews with hundreds of law-
yers, corporate executives,
judges and arbitrators in 35
states, found that by using arbi-
tration to ban class-action law-
suits, a Wall Street-led coalition
had devised a way to circumvent
the courts and disable challenges
to predatory lending, wage theft,
discrimination and other activi-
ties.

Those who go through with ar-
bitration, The Times found, often
face a system stacked against
them from the start. Arbitration
gives companies so much lati-
tude that in some cases they can
require their employees and cus-
tomers to go to Christian arbitra-
tion, where the Bible guides the
process.

The bill — a rare bipartisan ef-
fort in the current Congress —
faces an uphill battle. A similar
measure never made it out of
committee last year after lobby-
ing by the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and Wall Street’s major
trade group, the Securities In-
dustry and Financial Markets As-
sociation, according to federal
records.

In lobbying against the bill last
year, the groups argued that arbi-
tration was a more efficient and
less costly way to handle dis-
putes.

The investigation by The
Times, however, found that once
people were prevented from join-
ing together in a class, most
dropped their claims altogether.

The Reed-Graham bill, if suc-
cessful, would ensure that serv-
ice members could go to court if
they believed that companies had
violated the Servicemembers’
Civil Relief Act, known as the
S.C.R.A.

Under the law, active-duty
service members and their fam-
ilies are shielded from losing
their cars or homes to repos-
session without a court order.
The law allows them to terminate
any real estate or auto lease
when on active duty. During that
period, the law also requires that
lenders reduce the interest rates
on any loans to 6 percent.

Violations of the law are wide-
spread, court records and loan
contracts show. In 2012, the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office,
for example, found that financial
institutions had violated the law
more than 15,000 times.

But when service members try
to sue companies for such vio-
lations, they often find them-
selves shut out of the courts be-
cause of arbitration clauses in
their loan contracts.

The proposed bill, Mr. Reed
said, “will better protect our mil-
itary families while the men and
women of our armed forces pro-
tect our nation.”

Bill Would
Help Troops
To Avoid 
Arbitration
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TWO senators have introduced a bill aimed 
at preserving the rights of military ser-
vice members to go to court.

The measure would allow service members 
to opt out of arbitration and challenge reposses-
sions or foreclosures with a lawsuit.

“Often service members sign contracts that 
include arbitration clauses buried in the fine 
print, and this eliminates their access to the 
courts, which can limit their ability to assert 
their rights and reach a fair resolution,” said one 
of the bill’s sponsors, Senator Jack Reed, Demo-
crat of Rhode Island.

Mr. Reed and Senator Lindsey Graham, Re-
publican of South Carolina, introduced the bill 
on Thursday.

In addition to this legislative effort, regu-
lators have been trying to prevent companies 
from inserting arbitration clauses in contracts 
to preclude Americans from joining in class-
action lawsuits.

Those efforts have gained momentum af-
ter a recent three-part series in The New York 
Times. The series of articles, based on thou-
sands of court records and interviews with hun-
dreds of lawyers, corporate executives, judges 
and arbitrators in 35 states, found that by us-
ing arbitration to ban class-action lawsuits, a 
Wall Street-led coalition had devised a way to 
circumvent the courts and disable challenges to 
predatory lending, wage theft, discrimination 
and other activities.

Those who go through with arbitration, 
The Times found, often face a system stacked 
against them from the start. Arbitration gives 
companies so much latitude that in some cases 
they can require their employees and custom-
ers to go to Christian arbitration, where the Bi-
ble guides the process.

The bill — a rare bipartisan effort in the 
current Congress — faces an uphill battle. A 
similar measure never made it out of committee 
last year after lobbying by the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce and Wall Street’s major trade group, 
the Securities Industry and Financial Markets 
Association, according to federal records.

In lobbying against the bill last year, the 
groups argued that arbitration was a more ef-
ficient and less costly way to handle disputes.

The investigation by The Times, however, 
found that once people were prevented from 
joining together in a class, most dropped their 
claims altogether.

The Reed-Graham bill, if successful, would 
ensure that service members could go to court 
if they believed that companies had violated 
the Servicemembers’ Civil Relief Act, known 
as the S.C.R.A.

Under the law, active-duty service mem-
bers and their families are shielded from losing 
their cars or homes to repossession without a 
court order. The law allows them to terminate 
any real estate or auto lease when on active 
duty. During that period, the law also requires 
that lenders reduce the interest rates on any 
loans to 6 percent.

Violations of the law are widespread, court 
records and loan contracts show. In 2012, the 
Government Accountability Office, for example, 
found that financial institutions had violated the 
law more than 15,000 times.

But when service members try to sue com-
panies for such violations, they often find them-
selves shut out of the courts because of arbitra-
tion clauses in their loan contracts.

The proposed bill, Mr. Reed said, “will better 
protect our military families while the men and 
women of our armed forces protect our nation.” n
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By MARY M. CHAPMAN

The United Automobile Work-
ers announced on Friday that it
had ratified its contract with Gen-
eral Motors, nearly a month after
a tentative deal covering about
52,000 workers was first reached. 

Ratification was delayed in
part because the automaker’s
skilled trades workers, about
8,500 employees in all, had re-
jected the agreement. (These
workers in general maintain ma-
chines at auto plants, and include
electricians, pipe fitters, tool
makers and millwrights.) Over
all, G.M. workers voted 55.4 per-
cent in favor to 44.6 percent
against, but the skilled trades
members were 59.5 percent
against. 

After meeting with skilled
trades workers, the union re-
newed talks with G.M. and both
sides agreed to changes that pro-
tected seniority rights and some
job classifications, the union said. 

“Based on the fact that the ma-
jority of the U.A.W.-G.M. mem-
bership concerns about protect-
ing the core trades classifications
and seniority rights have now
been met, the International Exec-
utive Board took action to formal-
ly ratify the U.A.W.-G.M. national

agreement,” the U.A.W. said in a
statement.

The Big Three automakers,
G.M., Ford and Fiat Chrysler,
have worked for years to lessen
the number of classifications of
skilled trades workers. 

G.M. said in a statement that
the four-year agreement was
good for employees and business.
“We will continue to work with
our U.A.W. partners to imple-

ment the agreement, and engage
our employees in improving the
business and building great vehi-
cles for our customers,” the state-
ment said. 

Sharon Bell, who works at a
G.M. transmission plant in War-
ren, Mich., said she had voted
against the pact. 

“I’m not excited about it —
there’s nothing great about it for

the veteran workers,” said Ms.
Bell, who said she had worked for
General Motors since 1975. “I
stopped getting raises over 10
years ago, so you’re not doing me
any favors by giving me 3 per-
cent.” 

The union defended the ability
of a minority of its members to
hold up ratification. “Since its in-
ception, the U.A.W. has put in
place a process to ensure that mi-
nority groups have a voice,” the
union said.

The union can override a re-
jection by skilled trades workers,
but it can’t change contract com-
ponents that apply to all mem-
bers.

The new contract goes into ef-
fect on Monday. It calls for raises
for all workers and ends a two-
tiered pay system, although it
will take a newly hired worker
eight years to reach top pay rath-
er than the three years it used to
take before 2007. Workers hired
after 2007 have made less than
those hired before that year.

The agreement, which basical-
ly follows the pattern first set in
the contract with Fiat Chrysler,
also calls for 1,300 new skilled
trades placements. 

The tentative deal was reached
Oct. 25. Last week, the union took

the unusual action of extending
ratification through Friday to
continue discussions with G.M.
about skilled trades issues.

The contract remains unrati-
fied at Ford, where voting was
scheduled to conclude Friday on
a tentative agreement reached

two weeks ago. 
On Wednesday, the union said

that with three-fourths of the
vote at Ford counted, 52 percent
of workers were against the new
pact. That was before a big auto
plant in Chicago voted 68 percent
against the contract. 

U.A.W. Contract With General Motors Is RatifiedAfter Delay
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A General Motors plant in Orion Township, Mich. The auto-
maker’s new union contract goes into effect on Monday.

Ford is the last to vote
on a contract, and its
early results show an
uphill climb.

By REED ABELSON

Consumer advocates and anti-
trust experts are urging state
regulators to closely examine the
proposed mergers of major
health insurance companies, say-
ing they threaten to leave con-
sumers with fewer choices and
higher prices.

On Friday, David A. Balto, an
antitrust lawyer and former fed-
eral regulator, asked the National
Association of Insurance Com-
missioners, composed of state of-
ficials, to create a working group
to help regulators conduct their
reviews.

“It is critical that the insurance
commissioners act within their
powers to carefully scrutinize
these mergers,” Mr. Balto said.
He is also working with some
consumer groups that are con-
cerned over merger proposals
among the nation’s largest health
insurers that would result in
three behemoths: Anthem with
Cigna, Aetna with Humana and
the unpartnered UnitedHealth
Group.

These companies would con-
trol nearly half of the United
States commercial health insur-
ance market, according to Deci-
sion Resources Group, and each
would have tens of millions of
people enrolled in its plans, of-
fered largely through employers
or government programs like
Medicare.

While the association does not
have the authority to block a deal,
a working group could discuss
similar issues that arise within
the individual states and advise
commissioners.

The remedies available to the
state regulators are much broad-
er than they are to federal reg-
ulators, Mr. Balto said. “We could
see a whole variety of things,” he
said. Regulators could seek limits
on rate increases, investments in
rural care improvements or fund-
ing for people who cannot afford
coverage.

The commissioners have “a
tremendous amount of author-
ity,” said Jay Angoff, a former
regulator from Missouri.

State officials may be feeling
even more pressure because of
the recent failures of some of the
insurance co-ops created to fos-
ter competition, especially to en-
sure there is enough choice for
people buying coverage on the
state exchanges. “That’s a big
deal,” he said.

The news on Thursday that
UnitedHealth is contemplating
pulling out of the state exchanges
for 2017 also raises the stakes.

The Justice Department, which
is the federal agency responsible
for approving the proposed
mergers, is expected to weigh in
with its verdict next year. The
state regulators conduct an inde-
pendent analysis.

“If the Justice Department ap-

proves it, it in no way obligates a
state to approve it,” said John
Oxendine, a former insurance
commissioner in Georgia.

“If I were a sitting insurance
commissioner, it would be a very
uphill battle to convince me,” he
said. “It’s fewer choices for the
consumer, fewer people fighting
over the price.”

Consumer advocates say they
plan to work closely with their
state officials on the reviews. We
“have concerns about the trend
toward consolidation and the
wave of mergers as well as about
specific deals,” said Anthony
Wright, the executive director of
Health Access California. It re-
cently held extensive discussions
with state regulators over Blue
Shield of California’s acquisition
of Care1st, another plan in Cali-
fornia.

In addition to examining the
potential antitrust concerns, Mr.
Wright said the state regulators
could also impose a variety of
conditions that the merged entity
must meet. “We firmly believe if
insurers want to get bigger, espe-
cially given their track record,”
he said, “they must commit to
getting better.”

In the case of Blue Shield and
Care1st, for example, he said the
plans agreed to improve their
performance on certain quality
criteria.

Besides the worry that the
mergers will result in higher
prices, some consumer advo-
cates also want regulators to
make sure individuals will have
sufficient access to doctors and
hospitals as the insurers negoti-
ate with providers to create net-
works. “We’ll certainly express
some of our concerns to the de-
partment,” said Cindy Zeldin, the
executive director for Georgians
for a Healthy Future.

Both Anthem and Aetna say
they are confident that the deals
will go through, contending that
the mergers will help contain
costs. They argue there is little
overlap in their respective areas
of business.

“We are committed to engag-
ing in constructive and transpar-
ent dialogue as both the federal
and state processes move for-
ward, and will continue to work
cooperatively with all relevant
policy makers and regulatory en-
tities to complete this transac-
tion,” Anthem said in a state-
ment.

Aetna said it had filed all ma-
terial state regulatory filings and
had received approval from one
state.

Some state insurance commis-
sioners have already voiced their
concerns. “California’s health in-
surance market already suffers
from consolidation,” Dave Jones,

one of two state regulators, said
when the mergers were an-
nounced last summer. “Further
consolidation will result in even
less competition among health in-
surers and will leave consumers
and employers with fewer
choices and the potential for
greater premium increases.”

While Mr. Jones said he could
not comment on the specific
mergers that regulators in Cali-
fornia are reviewing, he said they
would also be scrutinizing the
proposed acquisition of Health
Net, which is based in the state,
by Centene, another for-profit
company.

In Kentucky, where Humana is
based, Sharon P. Clark, the insur-
ance commissioner, said she
planned to do a thorough review
and would consult with econo-
mists about the likely impact of
the mergers.

“We do not think we are going
to have a competitive problem in
Kentucky,” she said, adding that
she had not heard much in the
way of consumer complaints. But
she said she also planned to as-
sess whether sufficient competi-
tion would still exist.

Ms. Clark said that the insur-
ance mergers could serve as a
counterbalance to the frenzy of
deals taking place among hospi-
tals and with doctors’ groups to
form larger collections of provid-

ers. “We’re going to have the bat-
tle of the titans,” she said.

The impact of the mergers will
depend on the state, said Mr.
Angoff, who noted that in states
where there is a powerful non-
profit Blue Cross plan, regulators
may not worry as much about the
merging of two smaller for-profit
rivals. The regulators will also
look at the market share of the
combined companies in different
lines of business, including pri-
vate plans offered under Medi-
care and commercial coverage.

State regulators were partic-
ularly active during the wave of
acquisitions that took place when
some of the nonprofit Blue Cross
plans were acquired by what is
now Anthem and converted into
for-profit companies. In Mary-
land, for example, the state insur-
ance commissioner blocked a
plan by Anthem to add CareFirst
to its collection in 2003.

And there have been other in-
stances when regulators have re-
jected mergers. In Pennsylvania,
state regulators blocked the com-
bination of Highmark and Inde-
pendence Blue Cross in 2009.

But Mr. Balto also said that a
vigorous state review could
cause the Justice Department to
hesitate. Many of the states will
opt to have public hearings,
which “will be a venue for every-
body to raise concerns,” he said.
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Dave Jones, the California insurance commissioner, said the state’s “health insurance market already suffers from consolidation.”
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By The Associated Press

The stock market closed its
best week of the year on Friday
as big gains by retailers and tech-
nology companies pushed major
indexes higher.

Stocks faded as Friday wore
on, but they still finished higher
— the Standard & Poor’s 500-
stock index climbed almost 3.3
percent this week, its biggest
weekly gain of the year.

The S.&P. climbed Monday and
Wednesday as the United States
market seemed to be unaffected
by a string of unsettling interna-

tional events, including last Fri-
day’s terrorist attack in Paris. In-
stead, investors appeared to be
concluding that the American
economy remained strong.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age rose 91.06 points, or 0.5 per-
cent, to 17,823.81. The S.&P. added
7.93 points, or 0.4 percent, to
2,089.17. The Nasdaq gained 31.28
points, or 0.6 percent, to 5,104.92.
The Dow turned positive for the
year by a fraction of a point.

Just a week ago it appeared
that the retail industry might be
in for a dismal holiday shopping
season after gloomy earnings re-
ports were issued by blue-ribbon
retailers like Macy’s and Nord-
strom. But there has since been a

raft of stronger reports from re-
tailers like Abercrombie & Fitch
and Foot Locker, and indexes
that track retail shares have
surged this week.

Abercrombie’s shares soared
25 percent in trading after a shift
in strategy away from price cuts
helped its third-quarter profit
double.

Ross Stores also reported bet-
ter-than-expected results based
on higher margins for its mer-
chandise, sending shares up 10
percent. Foot Locker posted
higher profit for the quarter,
demonstrating continued de-
mand for athletic footwear. Foot
Locker shares rose $3.49, or 5.7
percent, to $65.02.

Even shares in companies that
reported disappointing earnings
were buoyed as investors looked
for deals. Gap’s stock rose more
than 7 percent a day after it said
sales fell 3 percent in the third
quarter.

United States crude oil lost 15
cents, to $40.39 a barrel on the
New York Mercantile Exchange.
Brent crude, used to price in-
ternational oils, rose 48 cents, or
1.1 percent, to $44.66 a barrel in
London. This week United States
crude dipped under $40 a barrel
for the first time in almost three
months.

Wholesale gasoline was un-
changed at $1.29 a gallon. Heat-
ing oil was little changed at $1.371

a gallon. Natural gas fell 14 cents,
to $2.14 per 1,000 cubic feet.

Bond prices fell. The yield on
the 10-year Treasury note rose to
2.26 percent, from 2.25 percent

late Thursday. The euro fell to
$1.0643, from $1.0732. The dollar
edged up to 122.89 yen, from
122.83 yen. The price of gold fell
$1.60, to $1,076.40 an ounce.
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Retailers Help Market Close Year’s Strongest Week
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Friday.
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Two senators have introduced
a bill aimed at preserving the
rights of military service mem-
bers to go to court.

The measure would allow serv-
ice members to opt out of arbitra-
tion and challenge repossessions
or foreclosures with a lawsuit.

“Often service members sign
contracts that include arbitration
clauses buried in the fine print,
and this eliminates their access
to the courts, which can limit
their ability to assert their rights
and reach a fair resolution,” said
one of the bill’s sponsors, Senator
Jack Reed, Democrat of Rhode
Island.

Mr. Reed and Senator Lindsey
Graham, Republican of South
Carolina, introduced the bill on
Thursday.

In addition to this legislative
effort, regulators have been try-
ing to prevent companies from
inserting arbitration clauses in
contracts to preclude Americans
from joining in class-action law-
suits.

Those efforts have gained mo-
mentum after a recent three-part
series in The New York Times.
The series of articles, based on
thousands of court records and
interviews with hundreds of law-
yers, corporate executives,
judges and arbitrators in 35
states, found that by using arbi-
tration to ban class-action law-
suits, a Wall Street-led coalition
had devised a way to circumvent
the courts and disable challenges
to predatory lending, wage theft,
discrimination and other activi-
ties.

Those who go through with ar-
bitration, The Times found, often
face a system stacked against
them from the start. Arbitration
gives companies so much lati-
tude that in some cases they can
require their employees and cus-
tomers to go to Christian arbitra-
tion, where the Bible guides the
process.

The bill — a rare bipartisan ef-
fort in the current Congress —
faces an uphill battle. A similar
measure never made it out of
committee last year after lobby-
ing by the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and Wall Street’s major
trade group, the Securities In-
dustry and Financial Markets As-
sociation, according to federal
records.

In lobbying against the bill last
year, the groups argued that arbi-
tration was a more efficient and
less costly way to handle dis-
putes.

The investigation by The
Times, however, found that once
people were prevented from join-
ing together in a class, most
dropped their claims altogether.

The Reed-Graham bill, if suc-
cessful, would ensure that serv-
ice members could go to court if
they believed that companies had
violated the Servicemembers’
Civil Relief Act, known as the
S.C.R.A.

Under the law, active-duty
service members and their fam-
ilies are shielded from losing
their cars or homes to repos-
session without a court order.
The law allows them to terminate
any real estate or auto lease
when on active duty. During that
period, the law also requires that
lenders reduce the interest rates
on any loans to 6 percent.

Violations of the law are wide-
spread, court records and loan
contracts show. In 2012, the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office,
for example, found that financial
institutions had violated the law
more than 15,000 times.

But when service members try
to sue companies for such vio-
lations, they often find them-
selves shut out of the courts be-
cause of arbitration clauses in
their loan contracts.

The proposed bill, Mr. Reed
said, “will better protect our mil-
itary families while the men and
women of our armed forces pro-
tect our nation.”

Bill Would
Help Troops
To Avoid 
Arbitration
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By MARY M. CHAPMAN

The United Automobile Work-
ers announced on Friday that it
had ratified its contract with Gen-
eral Motors, nearly a month after
a tentative deal covering about
52,000 workers was first reached. 

Ratification was delayed in
part because the automaker’s
skilled trades workers, about
8,500 employees in all, had re-
jected the agreement. (These
workers in general maintain ma-
chines at auto plants, and include
electricians, pipe fitters, tool
makers and millwrights.) Over
all, G.M. workers voted 55.4 per-
cent in favor to 44.6 percent
against, but the skilled trades
members were 59.5 percent
against. 

After meeting with skilled
trades workers, the union re-
newed talks with G.M. and both
sides agreed to changes that pro-
tected seniority rights and some
job classifications, the union said. 

“Based on the fact that the ma-
jority of the U.A.W.-G.M. mem-
bership concerns about protect-
ing the core trades classifications
and seniority rights have now
been met, the International Exec-
utive Board took action to formal-
ly ratify the U.A.W.-G.M. national

agreement,” the U.A.W. said in a
statement.

The Big Three automakers,
G.M., Ford and Fiat Chrysler,
have worked for years to lessen
the number of classifications of
skilled trades workers. 

G.M. said in a statement that
the four-year agreement was
good for employees and business.
“We will continue to work with
our U.A.W. partners to imple-

ment the agreement, and engage
our employees in improving the
business and building great vehi-
cles for our customers,” the state-
ment said. 

Sharon Bell, who works at a
G.M. transmission plant in War-
ren, Mich., said she had voted
against the pact. 

“I’m not excited about it —
there’s nothing great about it for

the veteran workers,” said Ms.
Bell, who said she had worked for
General Motors since 1975. “I
stopped getting raises over 10
years ago, so you’re not doing me
any favors by giving me 3 per-
cent.” 

The union defended the ability
of a minority of its members to
hold up ratification. “Since its in-
ception, the U.A.W. has put in
place a process to ensure that mi-
nority groups have a voice,” the
union said.

The union can override a re-
jection by skilled trades workers,
but it can’t change contract com-
ponents that apply to all mem-
bers.

The new contract goes into ef-
fect on Monday. It calls for raises
for all workers and ends a two-
tiered pay system, although it
will take a newly hired worker
eight years to reach top pay rath-
er than the three years it used to
take before 2007. Workers hired
after 2007 have made less than
those hired before that year.

The agreement, which basical-
ly follows the pattern first set in
the contract with Fiat Chrysler,
also calls for 1,300 new skilled
trades placements. 

The tentative deal was reached
Oct. 25. Last week, the union took

the unusual action of extending
ratification through Friday to
continue discussions with G.M.
about skilled trades issues.

The contract remains unrati-
fied at Ford, where voting was
scheduled to conclude Friday on
a tentative agreement reached

two weeks ago. 
On Wednesday, the union said

that with three-fourths of the
vote at Ford counted, 52 percent
of workers were against the new
pact. That was before a big auto
plant in Chicago voted 68 percent
against the contract. 

U.A.W. Contract With General Motors Is RatifiedAfter Delay
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A General Motors plant in Orion Township, Mich. The auto-
maker’s new union contract goes into effect on Monday.

Ford is the last to vote
on a contract, and its
early results show an
uphill climb.

By REED ABELSON

Consumer advocates and anti-
trust experts are urging state
regulators to closely examine the
proposed mergers of major
health insurance companies, say-
ing they threaten to leave con-
sumers with fewer choices and
higher prices.

On Friday, David A. Balto, an
antitrust lawyer and former fed-
eral regulator, asked the National
Association of Insurance Com-
missioners, composed of state of-
ficials, to create a working group
to help regulators conduct their
reviews.

“It is critical that the insurance
commissioners act within their
powers to carefully scrutinize
these mergers,” Mr. Balto said.
He is also working with some
consumer groups that are con-
cerned over merger proposals
among the nation’s largest health
insurers that would result in
three behemoths: Anthem with
Cigna, Aetna with Humana and
the unpartnered UnitedHealth
Group.

These companies would con-
trol nearly half of the United
States commercial health insur-
ance market, according to Deci-
sion Resources Group, and each
would have tens of millions of
people enrolled in its plans, of-
fered largely through employers
or government programs like
Medicare.

While the association does not
have the authority to block a deal,
a working group could discuss
similar issues that arise within
the individual states and advise
commissioners.

The remedies available to the
state regulators are much broad-
er than they are to federal reg-
ulators, Mr. Balto said. “We could
see a whole variety of things,” he
said. Regulators could seek limits
on rate increases, investments in
rural care improvements or fund-
ing for people who cannot afford
coverage.

The commissioners have “a
tremendous amount of author-
ity,” said Jay Angoff, a former
regulator from Missouri.

State officials may be feeling
even more pressure because of
the recent failures of some of the
insurance co-ops created to fos-
ter competition, especially to en-
sure there is enough choice for
people buying coverage on the
state exchanges. “That’s a big
deal,” he said.

The news on Thursday that
UnitedHealth is contemplating
pulling out of the state exchanges
for 2017 also raises the stakes.

The Justice Department, which
is the federal agency responsible
for approving the proposed
mergers, is expected to weigh in
with its verdict next year. The
state regulators conduct an inde-
pendent analysis.

“If the Justice Department ap-

proves it, it in no way obligates a
state to approve it,” said John
Oxendine, a former insurance
commissioner in Georgia.

“If I were a sitting insurance
commissioner, it would be a very
uphill battle to convince me,” he
said. “It’s fewer choices for the
consumer, fewer people fighting
over the price.”

Consumer advocates say they
plan to work closely with their
state officials on the reviews. We
“have concerns about the trend
toward consolidation and the
wave of mergers as well as about
specific deals,” said Anthony
Wright, the executive director of
Health Access California. It re-
cently held extensive discussions
with state regulators over Blue
Shield of California’s acquisition
of Care1st, another plan in Cali-
fornia.

In addition to examining the
potential antitrust concerns, Mr.
Wright said the state regulators
could also impose a variety of
conditions that the merged entity
must meet. “We firmly believe if
insurers want to get bigger, espe-
cially given their track record,”
he said, “they must commit to
getting better.”

In the case of Blue Shield and
Care1st, for example, he said the
plans agreed to improve their
performance on certain quality
criteria.

Besides the worry that the
mergers will result in higher
prices, some consumer advo-
cates also want regulators to
make sure individuals will have
sufficient access to doctors and
hospitals as the insurers negoti-
ate with providers to create net-
works. “We’ll certainly express
some of our concerns to the de-
partment,” said Cindy Zeldin, the
executive director for Georgians
for a Healthy Future.

Both Anthem and Aetna say
they are confident that the deals
will go through, contending that
the mergers will help contain
costs. They argue there is little
overlap in their respective areas
of business.

“We are committed to engag-
ing in constructive and transpar-
ent dialogue as both the federal
and state processes move for-
ward, and will continue to work
cooperatively with all relevant
policy makers and regulatory en-
tities to complete this transac-
tion,” Anthem said in a state-
ment.

Aetna said it had filed all ma-
terial state regulatory filings and
had received approval from one
state.

Some state insurance commis-
sioners have already voiced their
concerns. “California’s health in-
surance market already suffers
from consolidation,” Dave Jones,

one of two state regulators, said
when the mergers were an-
nounced last summer. “Further
consolidation will result in even
less competition among health in-
surers and will leave consumers
and employers with fewer
choices and the potential for
greater premium increases.”

While Mr. Jones said he could
not comment on the specific
mergers that regulators in Cali-
fornia are reviewing, he said they
would also be scrutinizing the
proposed acquisition of Health
Net, which is based in the state,
by Centene, another for-profit
company.

In Kentucky, where Humana is
based, Sharon P. Clark, the insur-
ance commissioner, said she
planned to do a thorough review
and would consult with econo-
mists about the likely impact of
the mergers.

“We do not think we are going
to have a competitive problem in
Kentucky,” she said, adding that
she had not heard much in the
way of consumer complaints. But
she said she also planned to as-
sess whether sufficient competi-
tion would still exist.

Ms. Clark said that the insur-
ance mergers could serve as a
counterbalance to the frenzy of
deals taking place among hospi-
tals and with doctors’ groups to
form larger collections of provid-

ers. “We’re going to have the bat-
tle of the titans,” she said.

The impact of the mergers will
depend on the state, said Mr.
Angoff, who noted that in states
where there is a powerful non-
profit Blue Cross plan, regulators
may not worry as much about the
merging of two smaller for-profit
rivals. The regulators will also
look at the market share of the
combined companies in different
lines of business, including pri-
vate plans offered under Medi-
care and commercial coverage.

State regulators were partic-
ularly active during the wave of
acquisitions that took place when
some of the nonprofit Blue Cross
plans were acquired by what is
now Anthem and converted into
for-profit companies. In Mary-
land, for example, the state insur-
ance commissioner blocked a
plan by Anthem to add CareFirst
to its collection in 2003.

And there have been other in-
stances when regulators have re-
jected mergers. In Pennsylvania,
state regulators blocked the com-
bination of Highmark and Inde-
pendence Blue Cross in 2009.

But Mr. Balto also said that a
vigorous state review could
cause the Justice Department to
hesitate. Many of the states will
opt to have public hearings,
which “will be a venue for every-
body to raise concerns,” he said.

States Urged to Review Big Health Insurers’ Merger Proposals
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Dave Jones, the California insurance commissioner, said the state’s “health insurance market already suffers from consolidation.”

Remember the Neediest!

By The Associated Press

The stock market closed its
best week of the year on Friday
as big gains by retailers and tech-
nology companies pushed major
indexes higher.

Stocks faded as Friday wore
on, but they still finished higher
— the Standard & Poor’s 500-
stock index climbed almost 3.3
percent this week, its biggest
weekly gain of the year.

The S.&P. climbed Monday and
Wednesday as the United States
market seemed to be unaffected
by a string of unsettling interna-

tional events, including last Fri-
day’s terrorist attack in Paris. In-
stead, investors appeared to be
concluding that the American
economy remained strong.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age rose 91.06 points, or 0.5 per-
cent, to 17,823.81. The S.&P. added
7.93 points, or 0.4 percent, to
2,089.17. The Nasdaq gained 31.28
points, or 0.6 percent, to 5,104.92.
The Dow turned positive for the
year by a fraction of a point.

Just a week ago it appeared
that the retail industry might be
in for a dismal holiday shopping
season after gloomy earnings re-
ports were issued by blue-ribbon
retailers like Macy’s and Nord-
strom. But there has since been a

raft of stronger reports from re-
tailers like Abercrombie & Fitch
and Foot Locker, and indexes
that track retail shares have
surged this week.

Abercrombie’s shares soared
25 percent in trading after a shift
in strategy away from price cuts
helped its third-quarter profit
double.

Ross Stores also reported bet-
ter-than-expected results based
on higher margins for its mer-
chandise, sending shares up 10
percent. Foot Locker posted
higher profit for the quarter,
demonstrating continued de-
mand for athletic footwear. Foot
Locker shares rose $3.49, or 5.7
percent, to $65.02.

Even shares in companies that
reported disappointing earnings
were buoyed as investors looked
for deals. Gap’s stock rose more
than 7 percent a day after it said
sales fell 3 percent in the third
quarter.

United States crude oil lost 15
cents, to $40.39 a barrel on the
New York Mercantile Exchange.
Brent crude, used to price in-
ternational oils, rose 48 cents, or
1.1 percent, to $44.66 a barrel in
London. This week United States
crude dipped under $40 a barrel
for the first time in almost three
months.

Wholesale gasoline was un-
changed at $1.29 a gallon. Heat-
ing oil was little changed at $1.371

a gallon. Natural gas fell 14 cents,
to $2.14 per 1,000 cubic feet.

Bond prices fell. The yield on
the 10-year Treasury note rose to
2.26 percent, from 2.25 percent

late Thursday. The euro fell to
$1.0643, from $1.0732. The dollar
edged up to 122.89 yen, from
122.83 yen. The price of gold fell
$1.60, to $1,076.40 an ounce.

STOCKS & BONDS 

Retailers Help Market Close Year’s Strongest Week
The Dow Minute by Minute
Position of the Dow Jones industrial average at 1-minute intervals on  
Friday.

Source: Reuters THE NEW YORK TIMES
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Two senators have introduced
a bill aimed at preserving the
rights of military service mem-
bers to go to court.

The measure would allow serv-
ice members to opt out of arbitra-
tion and challenge repossessions
or foreclosures with a lawsuit.

“Often service members sign
contracts that include arbitration
clauses buried in the fine print,
and this eliminates their access
to the courts, which can limit
their ability to assert their rights
and reach a fair resolution,” said
one of the bill’s sponsors, Senator
Jack Reed, Democrat of Rhode
Island.

Mr. Reed and Senator Lindsey
Graham, Republican of South
Carolina, introduced the bill on
Thursday.

In addition to this legislative
effort, regulators have been try-
ing to prevent companies from
inserting arbitration clauses in
contracts to preclude Americans
from joining in class-action law-
suits.

Those efforts have gained mo-
mentum after a recent three-part
series in The New York Times.
The series of articles, based on
thousands of court records and
interviews with hundreds of law-
yers, corporate executives,
judges and arbitrators in 35
states, found that by using arbi-
tration to ban class-action law-
suits, a Wall Street-led coalition
had devised a way to circumvent
the courts and disable challenges
to predatory lending, wage theft,
discrimination and other activi-
ties.

Those who go through with ar-
bitration, The Times found, often
face a system stacked against
them from the start. Arbitration
gives companies so much lati-
tude that in some cases they can
require their employees and cus-
tomers to go to Christian arbitra-
tion, where the Bible guides the
process.

The bill — a rare bipartisan ef-
fort in the current Congress —
faces an uphill battle. A similar
measure never made it out of
committee last year after lobby-
ing by the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and Wall Street’s major
trade group, the Securities In-
dustry and Financial Markets As-
sociation, according to federal
records.

In lobbying against the bill last
year, the groups argued that arbi-
tration was a more efficient and
less costly way to handle dis-
putes.

The investigation by The
Times, however, found that once
people were prevented from join-
ing together in a class, most
dropped their claims altogether.

The Reed-Graham bill, if suc-
cessful, would ensure that serv-
ice members could go to court if
they believed that companies had
violated the Servicemembers’
Civil Relief Act, known as the
S.C.R.A.

Under the law, active-duty
service members and their fam-
ilies are shielded from losing
their cars or homes to repos-
session without a court order.
The law allows them to terminate
any real estate or auto lease
when on active duty. During that
period, the law also requires that
lenders reduce the interest rates
on any loans to 6 percent.

Violations of the law are wide-
spread, court records and loan
contracts show. In 2012, the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office,
for example, found that financial
institutions had violated the law
more than 15,000 times.

But when service members try
to sue companies for such vio-
lations, they often find them-
selves shut out of the courts be-
cause of arbitration clauses in
their loan contracts.

The proposed bill, Mr. Reed
said, “will better protect our mil-
itary families while the men and
women of our armed forces pro-
tect our nation.”

Bill Would
Help Troops
To Avoid 
Arbitration
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By MARY M. CHAPMAN

The United Automobile Work-
ers announced on Friday that it
had ratified its contract with Gen-
eral Motors, nearly a month after
a tentative deal covering about
52,000 workers was first reached. 

Ratification was delayed in
part because the automaker’s
skilled trades workers, about
8,500 employees in all, had re-
jected the agreement. (These
workers in general maintain ma-
chines at auto plants, and include
electricians, pipe fitters, tool
makers and millwrights.) Over
all, G.M. workers voted 55.4 per-
cent in favor to 44.6 percent
against, but the skilled trades
members were 59.5 percent
against. 

After meeting with skilled
trades workers, the union re-
newed talks with G.M. and both
sides agreed to changes that pro-
tected seniority rights and some
job classifications, the union said. 

“Based on the fact that the ma-
jority of the U.A.W.-G.M. mem-
bership concerns about protect-
ing the core trades classifications
and seniority rights have now
been met, the International Exec-
utive Board took action to formal-
ly ratify the U.A.W.-G.M. national

agreement,” the U.A.W. said in a
statement.

The Big Three automakers,
G.M., Ford and Fiat Chrysler,
have worked for years to lessen
the number of classifications of
skilled trades workers. 

G.M. said in a statement that
the four-year agreement was
good for employees and business.
“We will continue to work with
our U.A.W. partners to imple-

ment the agreement, and engage
our employees in improving the
business and building great vehi-
cles for our customers,” the state-
ment said. 

Sharon Bell, who works at a
G.M. transmission plant in War-
ren, Mich., said she had voted
against the pact. 

“I’m not excited about it —
there’s nothing great about it for

the veteran workers,” said Ms.
Bell, who said she had worked for
General Motors since 1975. “I
stopped getting raises over 10
years ago, so you’re not doing me
any favors by giving me 3 per-
cent.” 

The union defended the ability
of a minority of its members to
hold up ratification. “Since its in-
ception, the U.A.W. has put in
place a process to ensure that mi-
nority groups have a voice,” the
union said.

The union can override a re-
jection by skilled trades workers,
but it can’t change contract com-
ponents that apply to all mem-
bers.

The new contract goes into ef-
fect on Monday. It calls for raises
for all workers and ends a two-
tiered pay system, although it
will take a newly hired worker
eight years to reach top pay rath-
er than the three years it used to
take before 2007. Workers hired
after 2007 have made less than
those hired before that year.

The agreement, which basical-
ly follows the pattern first set in
the contract with Fiat Chrysler,
also calls for 1,300 new skilled
trades placements. 

The tentative deal was reached
Oct. 25. Last week, the union took

the unusual action of extending
ratification through Friday to
continue discussions with G.M.
about skilled trades issues.

The contract remains unrati-
fied at Ford, where voting was
scheduled to conclude Friday on
a tentative agreement reached

two weeks ago. 
On Wednesday, the union said

that with three-fourths of the
vote at Ford counted, 52 percent
of workers were against the new
pact. That was before a big auto
plant in Chicago voted 68 percent
against the contract. 

U.A.W. Contract With General Motors Is RatifiedAfter Delay
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A General Motors plant in Orion Township, Mich. The auto-
maker’s new union contract goes into effect on Monday.

Ford is the last to vote
on a contract, and its
early results show an
uphill climb.

By REED ABELSON

Consumer advocates and anti-
trust experts are urging state
regulators to closely examine the
proposed mergers of major
health insurance companies, say-
ing they threaten to leave con-
sumers with fewer choices and
higher prices.

On Friday, David A. Balto, an
antitrust lawyer and former fed-
eral regulator, asked the National
Association of Insurance Com-
missioners, composed of state of-
ficials, to create a working group
to help regulators conduct their
reviews.

“It is critical that the insurance
commissioners act within their
powers to carefully scrutinize
these mergers,” Mr. Balto said.
He is also working with some
consumer groups that are con-
cerned over merger proposals
among the nation’s largest health
insurers that would result in
three behemoths: Anthem with
Cigna, Aetna with Humana and
the unpartnered UnitedHealth
Group.

These companies would con-
trol nearly half of the United
States commercial health insur-
ance market, according to Deci-
sion Resources Group, and each
would have tens of millions of
people enrolled in its plans, of-
fered largely through employers
or government programs like
Medicare.

While the association does not
have the authority to block a deal,
a working group could discuss
similar issues that arise within
the individual states and advise
commissioners.

The remedies available to the
state regulators are much broad-
er than they are to federal reg-
ulators, Mr. Balto said. “We could
see a whole variety of things,” he
said. Regulators could seek limits
on rate increases, investments in
rural care improvements or fund-
ing for people who cannot afford
coverage.

The commissioners have “a
tremendous amount of author-
ity,” said Jay Angoff, a former
regulator from Missouri.

State officials may be feeling
even more pressure because of
the recent failures of some of the
insurance co-ops created to fos-
ter competition, especially to en-
sure there is enough choice for
people buying coverage on the
state exchanges. “That’s a big
deal,” he said.

The news on Thursday that
UnitedHealth is contemplating
pulling out of the state exchanges
for 2017 also raises the stakes.

The Justice Department, which
is the federal agency responsible
for approving the proposed
mergers, is expected to weigh in
with its verdict next year. The
state regulators conduct an inde-
pendent analysis.

“If the Justice Department ap-

proves it, it in no way obligates a
state to approve it,” said John
Oxendine, a former insurance
commissioner in Georgia.

“If I were a sitting insurance
commissioner, it would be a very
uphill battle to convince me,” he
said. “It’s fewer choices for the
consumer, fewer people fighting
over the price.”

Consumer advocates say they
plan to work closely with their
state officials on the reviews. We
“have concerns about the trend
toward consolidation and the
wave of mergers as well as about
specific deals,” said Anthony
Wright, the executive director of
Health Access California. It re-
cently held extensive discussions
with state regulators over Blue
Shield of California’s acquisition
of Care1st, another plan in Cali-
fornia.

In addition to examining the
potential antitrust concerns, Mr.
Wright said the state regulators
could also impose a variety of
conditions that the merged entity
must meet. “We firmly believe if
insurers want to get bigger, espe-
cially given their track record,”
he said, “they must commit to
getting better.”

In the case of Blue Shield and
Care1st, for example, he said the
plans agreed to improve their
performance on certain quality
criteria.

Besides the worry that the
mergers will result in higher
prices, some consumer advo-
cates also want regulators to
make sure individuals will have
sufficient access to doctors and
hospitals as the insurers negoti-
ate with providers to create net-
works. “We’ll certainly express
some of our concerns to the de-
partment,” said Cindy Zeldin, the
executive director for Georgians
for a Healthy Future.

Both Anthem and Aetna say
they are confident that the deals
will go through, contending that
the mergers will help contain
costs. They argue there is little
overlap in their respective areas
of business.

“We are committed to engag-
ing in constructive and transpar-
ent dialogue as both the federal
and state processes move for-
ward, and will continue to work
cooperatively with all relevant
policy makers and regulatory en-
tities to complete this transac-
tion,” Anthem said in a state-
ment.

Aetna said it had filed all ma-
terial state regulatory filings and
had received approval from one
state.

Some state insurance commis-
sioners have already voiced their
concerns. “California’s health in-
surance market already suffers
from consolidation,” Dave Jones,

one of two state regulators, said
when the mergers were an-
nounced last summer. “Further
consolidation will result in even
less competition among health in-
surers and will leave consumers
and employers with fewer
choices and the potential for
greater premium increases.”

While Mr. Jones said he could
not comment on the specific
mergers that regulators in Cali-
fornia are reviewing, he said they
would also be scrutinizing the
proposed acquisition of Health
Net, which is based in the state,
by Centene, another for-profit
company.

In Kentucky, where Humana is
based, Sharon P. Clark, the insur-
ance commissioner, said she
planned to do a thorough review
and would consult with econo-
mists about the likely impact of
the mergers.

“We do not think we are going
to have a competitive problem in
Kentucky,” she said, adding that
she had not heard much in the
way of consumer complaints. But
she said she also planned to as-
sess whether sufficient competi-
tion would still exist.

Ms. Clark said that the insur-
ance mergers could serve as a
counterbalance to the frenzy of
deals taking place among hospi-
tals and with doctors’ groups to
form larger collections of provid-

ers. “We’re going to have the bat-
tle of the titans,” she said.

The impact of the mergers will
depend on the state, said Mr.
Angoff, who noted that in states
where there is a powerful non-
profit Blue Cross plan, regulators
may not worry as much about the
merging of two smaller for-profit
rivals. The regulators will also
look at the market share of the
combined companies in different
lines of business, including pri-
vate plans offered under Medi-
care and commercial coverage.

State regulators were partic-
ularly active during the wave of
acquisitions that took place when
some of the nonprofit Blue Cross
plans were acquired by what is
now Anthem and converted into
for-profit companies. In Mary-
land, for example, the state insur-
ance commissioner blocked a
plan by Anthem to add CareFirst
to its collection in 2003.

And there have been other in-
stances when regulators have re-
jected mergers. In Pennsylvania,
state regulators blocked the com-
bination of Highmark and Inde-
pendence Blue Cross in 2009.

But Mr. Balto also said that a
vigorous state review could
cause the Justice Department to
hesitate. Many of the states will
opt to have public hearings,
which “will be a venue for every-
body to raise concerns,” he said.

States Urged to Review Big Health Insurers’ Merger Proposals
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Dave Jones, the California insurance commissioner, said the state’s “health insurance market already suffers from consolidation.”
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By The Associated Press

The stock market closed its
best week of the year on Friday
as big gains by retailers and tech-
nology companies pushed major
indexes higher.

Stocks faded as Friday wore
on, but they still finished higher
— the Standard & Poor’s 500-
stock index climbed almost 3.3
percent this week, its biggest
weekly gain of the year.

The S.&P. climbed Monday and
Wednesday as the United States
market seemed to be unaffected
by a string of unsettling interna-

tional events, including last Fri-
day’s terrorist attack in Paris. In-
stead, investors appeared to be
concluding that the American
economy remained strong.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age rose 91.06 points, or 0.5 per-
cent, to 17,823.81. The S.&P. added
7.93 points, or 0.4 percent, to
2,089.17. The Nasdaq gained 31.28
points, or 0.6 percent, to 5,104.92.
The Dow turned positive for the
year by a fraction of a point.

Just a week ago it appeared
that the retail industry might be
in for a dismal holiday shopping
season after gloomy earnings re-
ports were issued by blue-ribbon
retailers like Macy’s and Nord-
strom. But there has since been a

raft of stronger reports from re-
tailers like Abercrombie & Fitch
and Foot Locker, and indexes
that track retail shares have
surged this week.

Abercrombie’s shares soared
25 percent in trading after a shift
in strategy away from price cuts
helped its third-quarter profit
double.

Ross Stores also reported bet-
ter-than-expected results based
on higher margins for its mer-
chandise, sending shares up 10
percent. Foot Locker posted
higher profit for the quarter,
demonstrating continued de-
mand for athletic footwear. Foot
Locker shares rose $3.49, or 5.7
percent, to $65.02.

Even shares in companies that
reported disappointing earnings
were buoyed as investors looked
for deals. Gap’s stock rose more
than 7 percent a day after it said
sales fell 3 percent in the third
quarter.

United States crude oil lost 15
cents, to $40.39 a barrel on the
New York Mercantile Exchange.
Brent crude, used to price in-
ternational oils, rose 48 cents, or
1.1 percent, to $44.66 a barrel in
London. This week United States
crude dipped under $40 a barrel
for the first time in almost three
months.

Wholesale gasoline was un-
changed at $1.29 a gallon. Heat-
ing oil was little changed at $1.371

a gallon. Natural gas fell 14 cents,
to $2.14 per 1,000 cubic feet.

Bond prices fell. The yield on
the 10-year Treasury note rose to
2.26 percent, from 2.25 percent

late Thursday. The euro fell to
$1.0643, from $1.0732. The dollar
edged up to 122.89 yen, from
122.83 yen. The price of gold fell
$1.60, to $1,076.40 an ounce.

STOCKS & BONDS 

Retailers Help Market Close Year’s Strongest Week
The Dow Minute by Minute
Position of the Dow Jones industrial average at 1-minute intervals on  
Friday.
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Two senators have introduced
a bill aimed at preserving the
rights of military service mem-
bers to go to court.

The measure would allow serv-
ice members to opt out of arbitra-
tion and challenge repossessions
or foreclosures with a lawsuit.

“Often service members sign
contracts that include arbitration
clauses buried in the fine print,
and this eliminates their access
to the courts, which can limit
their ability to assert their rights
and reach a fair resolution,” said
one of the bill’s sponsors, Senator
Jack Reed, Democrat of Rhode
Island.

Mr. Reed and Senator Lindsey
Graham, Republican of South
Carolina, introduced the bill on
Thursday.

In addition to this legislative
effort, regulators have been try-
ing to prevent companies from
inserting arbitration clauses in
contracts to preclude Americans
from joining in class-action law-
suits.

Those efforts have gained mo-
mentum after a recent three-part
series in The New York Times.
The series of articles, based on
thousands of court records and
interviews with hundreds of law-
yers, corporate executives,
judges and arbitrators in 35
states, found that by using arbi-
tration to ban class-action law-
suits, a Wall Street-led coalition
had devised a way to circumvent
the courts and disable challenges
to predatory lending, wage theft,
discrimination and other activi-
ties.

Those who go through with ar-
bitration, The Times found, often
face a system stacked against
them from the start. Arbitration
gives companies so much lati-
tude that in some cases they can
require their employees and cus-
tomers to go to Christian arbitra-
tion, where the Bible guides the
process.

The bill — a rare bipartisan ef-
fort in the current Congress —
faces an uphill battle. A similar
measure never made it out of
committee last year after lobby-
ing by the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and Wall Street’s major
trade group, the Securities In-
dustry and Financial Markets As-
sociation, according to federal
records.

In lobbying against the bill last
year, the groups argued that arbi-
tration was a more efficient and
less costly way to handle dis-
putes.

The investigation by The
Times, however, found that once
people were prevented from join-
ing together in a class, most
dropped their claims altogether.

The Reed-Graham bill, if suc-
cessful, would ensure that serv-
ice members could go to court if
they believed that companies had
violated the Servicemembers’
Civil Relief Act, known as the
S.C.R.A.

Under the law, active-duty
service members and their fam-
ilies are shielded from losing
their cars or homes to repos-
session without a court order.
The law allows them to terminate
any real estate or auto lease
when on active duty. During that
period, the law also requires that
lenders reduce the interest rates
on any loans to 6 percent.

Violations of the law are wide-
spread, court records and loan
contracts show. In 2012, the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office,
for example, found that financial
institutions had violated the law
more than 15,000 times.

But when service members try
to sue companies for such vio-
lations, they often find them-
selves shut out of the courts be-
cause of arbitration clauses in
their loan contracts.

The proposed bill, Mr. Reed
said, “will better protect our mil-
itary families while the men and
women of our armed forces pro-
tect our nation.”

Bill Would
Help Troops
To Avoid 
Arbitration
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By MARY M. CHAPMAN

The United Automobile Work-
ers announced on Friday that it
had ratified its contract with Gen-
eral Motors, nearly a month after
a tentative deal covering about
52,000 workers was first reached. 

Ratification was delayed in
part because the automaker’s
skilled trades workers, about
8,500 employees in all, had re-
jected the agreement. (These
workers in general maintain ma-
chines at auto plants, and include
electricians, pipe fitters, tool
makers and millwrights.) Over
all, G.M. workers voted 55.4 per-
cent in favor to 44.6 percent
against, but the skilled trades
members were 59.5 percent
against. 

After meeting with skilled
trades workers, the union re-
newed talks with G.M. and both
sides agreed to changes that pro-
tected seniority rights and some
job classifications, the union said. 

“Based on the fact that the ma-
jority of the U.A.W.-G.M. mem-
bership concerns about protect-
ing the core trades classifications
and seniority rights have now
been met, the International Exec-
utive Board took action to formal-
ly ratify the U.A.W.-G.M. national

agreement,” the U.A.W. said in a
statement.

The Big Three automakers,
G.M., Ford and Fiat Chrysler,
have worked for years to lessen
the number of classifications of
skilled trades workers. 

G.M. said in a statement that
the four-year agreement was
good for employees and business.
“We will continue to work with
our U.A.W. partners to imple-

ment the agreement, and engage
our employees in improving the
business and building great vehi-
cles for our customers,” the state-
ment said. 

Sharon Bell, who works at a
G.M. transmission plant in War-
ren, Mich., said she had voted
against the pact. 

“I’m not excited about it —
there’s nothing great about it for

the veteran workers,” said Ms.
Bell, who said she had worked for
General Motors since 1975. “I
stopped getting raises over 10
years ago, so you’re not doing me
any favors by giving me 3 per-
cent.” 

The union defended the ability
of a minority of its members to
hold up ratification. “Since its in-
ception, the U.A.W. has put in
place a process to ensure that mi-
nority groups have a voice,” the
union said.

The union can override a re-
jection by skilled trades workers,
but it can’t change contract com-
ponents that apply to all mem-
bers.

The new contract goes into ef-
fect on Monday. It calls for raises
for all workers and ends a two-
tiered pay system, although it
will take a newly hired worker
eight years to reach top pay rath-
er than the three years it used to
take before 2007. Workers hired
after 2007 have made less than
those hired before that year.

The agreement, which basical-
ly follows the pattern first set in
the contract with Fiat Chrysler,
also calls for 1,300 new skilled
trades placements. 

The tentative deal was reached
Oct. 25. Last week, the union took

the unusual action of extending
ratification through Friday to
continue discussions with G.M.
about skilled trades issues.

The contract remains unrati-
fied at Ford, where voting was
scheduled to conclude Friday on
a tentative agreement reached

two weeks ago. 
On Wednesday, the union said

that with three-fourths of the
vote at Ford counted, 52 percent
of workers were against the new
pact. That was before a big auto
plant in Chicago voted 68 percent
against the contract. 

U.A.W. Contract With General Motors Is RatifiedAfter Delay
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A General Motors plant in Orion Township, Mich. The auto-
maker’s new union contract goes into effect on Monday.

Ford is the last to vote
on a contract, and its
early results show an
uphill climb.

By REED ABELSON

Consumer advocates and anti-
trust experts are urging state
regulators to closely examine the
proposed mergers of major
health insurance companies, say-
ing they threaten to leave con-
sumers with fewer choices and
higher prices.

On Friday, David A. Balto, an
antitrust lawyer and former fed-
eral regulator, asked the National
Association of Insurance Com-
missioners, composed of state of-
ficials, to create a working group
to help regulators conduct their
reviews.

“It is critical that the insurance
commissioners act within their
powers to carefully scrutinize
these mergers,” Mr. Balto said.
He is also working with some
consumer groups that are con-
cerned over merger proposals
among the nation’s largest health
insurers that would result in
three behemoths: Anthem with
Cigna, Aetna with Humana and
the unpartnered UnitedHealth
Group.

These companies would con-
trol nearly half of the United
States commercial health insur-
ance market, according to Deci-
sion Resources Group, and each
would have tens of millions of
people enrolled in its plans, of-
fered largely through employers
or government programs like
Medicare.

While the association does not
have the authority to block a deal,
a working group could discuss
similar issues that arise within
the individual states and advise
commissioners.

The remedies available to the
state regulators are much broad-
er than they are to federal reg-
ulators, Mr. Balto said. “We could
see a whole variety of things,” he
said. Regulators could seek limits
on rate increases, investments in
rural care improvements or fund-
ing for people who cannot afford
coverage.

The commissioners have “a
tremendous amount of author-
ity,” said Jay Angoff, a former
regulator from Missouri.

State officials may be feeling
even more pressure because of
the recent failures of some of the
insurance co-ops created to fos-
ter competition, especially to en-
sure there is enough choice for
people buying coverage on the
state exchanges. “That’s a big
deal,” he said.

The news on Thursday that
UnitedHealth is contemplating
pulling out of the state exchanges
for 2017 also raises the stakes.

The Justice Department, which
is the federal agency responsible
for approving the proposed
mergers, is expected to weigh in
with its verdict next year. The
state regulators conduct an inde-
pendent analysis.

“If the Justice Department ap-

proves it, it in no way obligates a
state to approve it,” said John
Oxendine, a former insurance
commissioner in Georgia.

“If I were a sitting insurance
commissioner, it would be a very
uphill battle to convince me,” he
said. “It’s fewer choices for the
consumer, fewer people fighting
over the price.”

Consumer advocates say they
plan to work closely with their
state officials on the reviews. We
“have concerns about the trend
toward consolidation and the
wave of mergers as well as about
specific deals,” said Anthony
Wright, the executive director of
Health Access California. It re-
cently held extensive discussions
with state regulators over Blue
Shield of California’s acquisition
of Care1st, another plan in Cali-
fornia.

In addition to examining the
potential antitrust concerns, Mr.
Wright said the state regulators
could also impose a variety of
conditions that the merged entity
must meet. “We firmly believe if
insurers want to get bigger, espe-
cially given their track record,”
he said, “they must commit to
getting better.”

In the case of Blue Shield and
Care1st, for example, he said the
plans agreed to improve their
performance on certain quality
criteria.

Besides the worry that the
mergers will result in higher
prices, some consumer advo-
cates also want regulators to
make sure individuals will have
sufficient access to doctors and
hospitals as the insurers negoti-
ate with providers to create net-
works. “We’ll certainly express
some of our concerns to the de-
partment,” said Cindy Zeldin, the
executive director for Georgians
for a Healthy Future.

Both Anthem and Aetna say
they are confident that the deals
will go through, contending that
the mergers will help contain
costs. They argue there is little
overlap in their respective areas
of business.

“We are committed to engag-
ing in constructive and transpar-
ent dialogue as both the federal
and state processes move for-
ward, and will continue to work
cooperatively with all relevant
policy makers and regulatory en-
tities to complete this transac-
tion,” Anthem said in a state-
ment.

Aetna said it had filed all ma-
terial state regulatory filings and
had received approval from one
state.

Some state insurance commis-
sioners have already voiced their
concerns. “California’s health in-
surance market already suffers
from consolidation,” Dave Jones,

one of two state regulators, said
when the mergers were an-
nounced last summer. “Further
consolidation will result in even
less competition among health in-
surers and will leave consumers
and employers with fewer
choices and the potential for
greater premium increases.”

While Mr. Jones said he could
not comment on the specific
mergers that regulators in Cali-
fornia are reviewing, he said they
would also be scrutinizing the
proposed acquisition of Health
Net, which is based in the state,
by Centene, another for-profit
company.

In Kentucky, where Humana is
based, Sharon P. Clark, the insur-
ance commissioner, said she
planned to do a thorough review
and would consult with econo-
mists about the likely impact of
the mergers.

“We do not think we are going
to have a competitive problem in
Kentucky,” she said, adding that
she had not heard much in the
way of consumer complaints. But
she said she also planned to as-
sess whether sufficient competi-
tion would still exist.

Ms. Clark said that the insur-
ance mergers could serve as a
counterbalance to the frenzy of
deals taking place among hospi-
tals and with doctors’ groups to
form larger collections of provid-

ers. “We’re going to have the bat-
tle of the titans,” she said.

The impact of the mergers will
depend on the state, said Mr.
Angoff, who noted that in states
where there is a powerful non-
profit Blue Cross plan, regulators
may not worry as much about the
merging of two smaller for-profit
rivals. The regulators will also
look at the market share of the
combined companies in different
lines of business, including pri-
vate plans offered under Medi-
care and commercial coverage.

State regulators were partic-
ularly active during the wave of
acquisitions that took place when
some of the nonprofit Blue Cross
plans were acquired by what is
now Anthem and converted into
for-profit companies. In Mary-
land, for example, the state insur-
ance commissioner blocked a
plan by Anthem to add CareFirst
to its collection in 2003.

And there have been other in-
stances when regulators have re-
jected mergers. In Pennsylvania,
state regulators blocked the com-
bination of Highmark and Inde-
pendence Blue Cross in 2009.

But Mr. Balto also said that a
vigorous state review could
cause the Justice Department to
hesitate. Many of the states will
opt to have public hearings,
which “will be a venue for every-
body to raise concerns,” he said.
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Dave Jones, the California insurance commissioner, said the state’s “health insurance market already suffers from consolidation.”
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By The Associated Press

The stock market closed its
best week of the year on Friday
as big gains by retailers and tech-
nology companies pushed major
indexes higher.

Stocks faded as Friday wore
on, but they still finished higher
— the Standard & Poor’s 500-
stock index climbed almost 3.3
percent this week, its biggest
weekly gain of the year.

The S.&P. climbed Monday and
Wednesday as the United States
market seemed to be unaffected
by a string of unsettling interna-

tional events, including last Fri-
day’s terrorist attack in Paris. In-
stead, investors appeared to be
concluding that the American
economy remained strong.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age rose 91.06 points, or 0.5 per-
cent, to 17,823.81. The S.&P. added
7.93 points, or 0.4 percent, to
2,089.17. The Nasdaq gained 31.28
points, or 0.6 percent, to 5,104.92.
The Dow turned positive for the
year by a fraction of a point.

Just a week ago it appeared
that the retail industry might be
in for a dismal holiday shopping
season after gloomy earnings re-
ports were issued by blue-ribbon
retailers like Macy’s and Nord-
strom. But there has since been a

raft of stronger reports from re-
tailers like Abercrombie & Fitch
and Foot Locker, and indexes
that track retail shares have
surged this week.

Abercrombie’s shares soared
25 percent in trading after a shift
in strategy away from price cuts
helped its third-quarter profit
double.

Ross Stores also reported bet-
ter-than-expected results based
on higher margins for its mer-
chandise, sending shares up 10
percent. Foot Locker posted
higher profit for the quarter,
demonstrating continued de-
mand for athletic footwear. Foot
Locker shares rose $3.49, or 5.7
percent, to $65.02.

Even shares in companies that
reported disappointing earnings
were buoyed as investors looked
for deals. Gap’s stock rose more
than 7 percent a day after it said
sales fell 3 percent in the third
quarter.

United States crude oil lost 15
cents, to $40.39 a barrel on the
New York Mercantile Exchange.
Brent crude, used to price in-
ternational oils, rose 48 cents, or
1.1 percent, to $44.66 a barrel in
London. This week United States
crude dipped under $40 a barrel
for the first time in almost three
months.

Wholesale gasoline was un-
changed at $1.29 a gallon. Heat-
ing oil was little changed at $1.371

a gallon. Natural gas fell 14 cents,
to $2.14 per 1,000 cubic feet.

Bond prices fell. The yield on
the 10-year Treasury note rose to
2.26 percent, from 2.25 percent

late Thursday. The euro fell to
$1.0643, from $1.0732. The dollar
edged up to 122.89 yen, from
122.83 yen. The price of gold fell
$1.60, to $1,076.40 an ounce.
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Retailers Help Market Close Year’s Strongest Week
The Dow Minute by Minute
Position of the Dow Jones industrial average at 1-minute intervals on  
Friday.
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By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG
and MICHAEL CORKERY

Two senators have introduced
a bill aimed at preserving the
rights of military service mem-
bers to go to court.

The measure would allow serv-
ice members to opt out of arbitra-
tion and challenge repossessions
or foreclosures with a lawsuit.

“Often service members sign
contracts that include arbitration
clauses buried in the fine print,
and this eliminates their access
to the courts, which can limit
their ability to assert their rights
and reach a fair resolution,” said
one of the bill’s sponsors, Senator
Jack Reed, Democrat of Rhode
Island.

Mr. Reed and Senator Lindsey
Graham, Republican of South
Carolina, introduced the bill on
Thursday.

In addition to this legislative
effort, regulators have been try-
ing to prevent companies from
inserting arbitration clauses in
contracts to preclude Americans
from joining in class-action law-
suits.

Those efforts have gained mo-
mentum after a recent three-part
series in The New York Times.
The series of articles, based on
thousands of court records and
interviews with hundreds of law-
yers, corporate executives,
judges and arbitrators in 35
states, found that by using arbi-
tration to ban class-action law-
suits, a Wall Street-led coalition
had devised a way to circumvent
the courts and disable challenges
to predatory lending, wage theft,
discrimination and other activi-
ties.

Those who go through with ar-
bitration, The Times found, often
face a system stacked against
them from the start. Arbitration
gives companies so much lati-
tude that in some cases they can
require their employees and cus-
tomers to go to Christian arbitra-
tion, where the Bible guides the
process.

The bill — a rare bipartisan ef-
fort in the current Congress —
faces an uphill battle. A similar
measure never made it out of
committee last year after lobby-
ing by the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce and Wall Street’s major
trade group, the Securities In-
dustry and Financial Markets As-
sociation, according to federal
records.

In lobbying against the bill last
year, the groups argued that arbi-
tration was a more efficient and
less costly way to handle dis-
putes.

The investigation by The
Times, however, found that once
people were prevented from join-
ing together in a class, most
dropped their claims altogether.

The Reed-Graham bill, if suc-
cessful, would ensure that serv-
ice members could go to court if
they believed that companies had
violated the Servicemembers’
Civil Relief Act, known as the
S.C.R.A.

Under the law, active-duty
service members and their fam-
ilies are shielded from losing
their cars or homes to repos-
session without a court order.
The law allows them to terminate
any real estate or auto lease
when on active duty. During that
period, the law also requires that
lenders reduce the interest rates
on any loans to 6 percent.

Violations of the law are wide-
spread, court records and loan
contracts show. In 2012, the Gov-
ernment Accountability Office,
for example, found that financial
institutions had violated the law
more than 15,000 times.

But when service members try
to sue companies for such vio-
lations, they often find them-
selves shut out of the courts be-
cause of arbitration clauses in
their loan contracts.

The proposed bill, Mr. Reed
said, “will better protect our mil-
itary families while the men and
women of our armed forces pro-
tect our nation.”

Bill Would
Help Troops
To Avoid 
Arbitration
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